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Erik M. Gundel, Ed.D. 

Western Connecticut State University 

Abstract 

The purpose of this mixed methods multiple case study was to gain insight into the 

self-efficacy beliefs of pre-service teachers participating in a curriculum enhanced via mixed 

reality simulation experiences.  There were two cases within the present study, one was 

bound by pre-service teacher candidate participants enrolled as students within one of three 

sequential courses enhanced via mixed reality simulations.  The pre-service teacher candidate 

participant case was further bound and subdivided into sub-units by level of exposure, either 

30, 60, or 90 minutes of total exposure within the simulated classroom, respectively.  The 

second case utilized professional candidate participants with connections to the mixed reality 

simulation experience, and included professors, a simulation manager, and an administrator 

within the department of education and education psychology.  Employing a sequential 

embedded design, quantitative data were collected before qualitative data, from a purposeful 

sampling of 53 student participants (n = 53) from the pre-service teacher candidate 

participant case.  Said student participants were administered a demographic survey, as well 

as an assessment of their sense of self-efficacy at the start of the semester, and again 

following the conclusion of three occurrences of mixed reality simulations, each of which 

were five to eight minutes in length.  Following the quantitative data, qualitative data were 

collected from a purposeful sampling of 49 student participants (n = 49), as well as 5 
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professionals (n = 5) from the professional candidate participant case.  Semi-structured 

interviews were conducted in addition to observations of the mixed reality simulation 

experiences.  Quantitative data were analyzed using a 3 × 2 one-between–one-within 

subjects ANOVA and showed a significant main effect for the between-subjects factor of 

total exposure (30, 60, 90 minutes), as well as a significant interaction for the 

between-subjects and within-subjects factor of time (before, after).  Qualitative data were 

explored using inductive coding and directed content analysis via codes informed by the 

literature, which subsequently yielded the creation of a finding statement, supported by four 

themes, each of which included multiple categories and subcategories.  The significance of 

the findings were discussed, as were recommendations for educators, and suggestions for 

potential future research opportunities. 

Keywords:  experiential learning, feedback, mastery experiences, managing emotions, 

mixed reality simulation, physiological and affective states, pre-service teacher education, 

professional learning community, secondhand experiences, self-efficacy, social persuasion 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 

Educators who possess high levels of self-efficacy are better able to motivate students 

through positive role modeling (Bandura, 1997), are less likely to experience feelings of 

burnout, and have increased job satisfaction (Bandura, 1995, 1997; Chesnut & Cullen, 2014; 

Federici & Skaalvik, 2012; García-Ros, Fuentes, & Fernández, 2015; Klassen & Chiu, 2010; 

Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2012).  School climate is also influenced by educator efficacy, as is 

overall student learning, which in turn may imprint upon educator efficacy itself (Bandura, 

1995, 1997; Brady & Woolfson, 2008; Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993; Zee, de Jong, & Koomen, 

2016).  As pre-service teachers experience the reality of the classroom for the first time, the 

sense of self-efficacy tends to drop, at least initially (Bautista & Boone, 2015; Knezek, 

Hopper, Christensen, & Tyler-Wood, 2015; Pendergast, Garvis, & Keogh, 2011).  With an 

increase in exposure levels focused on the teaching experience and the continuation of 

coursework, the sense of self-efficacy stabilizes over time (Bandura, 1997; Bautista & 

Boone, 2015; Chesnut & Cullen, 2014).  To achieve stabilization, pre-service teacher 

education programs have been encouraged to embed meaningful teaching experiences 

throughout the curriculum (Boz & Boz, 2010; Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Chesnut & Cullen, 

2014; Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993; Iqbal & Mahmood, 2010). 

Teacher educators must find an intervention to enable pre-service teachers to develop 

a high sense of self-efficacy over time, through meaningful opportunities for being the 

teacher; such that the practical application of teaching strengthens the development of 

self-efficacy, as the development of self-efficacy strengthens the act of teaching (Bandura, 

1997; Bautista & Boone, 2015; Chesnut & Cullen, 2014).  Embedding curriculums with 

mixed reality simulation experiences of virtual classroom environments may aid pre-service 
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teachers in the development of self-efficacy (Bautista & Boone, 2015; Boz & Boz, 2010; 

Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Chesnut & Cullen, 2014; Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993; Iqbal & 

Mahmood, 2010) and simultaneously provide pre-service teacher educators with the tools to 

bridge the gap between theory and practice (Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Dalgarno, Gregory, 

Knox, & Reiners, 2016; Dawson & Lignugaris/Kraft, 2017; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a) as 

self-efficacy development is fostered (Bautista & Boone, 2015).  Chapter One, the 

introduction to the study, is disseminated across the following eight sections: (a) rationale, 

(b) statement of the problem, (c) significance of the research, (d) description of potential 

benefits of the research, (e) brief definition of key terms, (f) brief literature review, 

(g) overview of methodology, and (h) summary of the chapter. 

Rationale 

Self-efficacy beliefs impact the teaching and learning process in numerous ways, and 

have been linked directly to success in learning (Bandura, 1986, 1992, 1994, 1995, 1997; 

Boz & Boz, 2010; Brady & Woolfson, 2008; Chesnut & Cullen, 2014; Driscoll, 2005; 

Federici & Skaalvik, 2012; Frick & Glosoff, 2014; García-Ros et al., 2015; Holzberger, 

Philipp, & Kunter, 2013; Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993; Iqbal & Mahmood, 2010; Klassen & Chiu, 

2010; McCollulm & Kajs, 2009; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2007; Zee et al., 2016).  When 

individuals possess a high sense of self-efficacy with respect to teaching ability, educators 

are better able to motivate students through positive reinforcement (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 

1997; Bandura & Locke, 2003; Chestnut & Cullen, 2014; Driscoll, 2005; Eccles & Wigfield, 

2002; Graham, 1991; Holzberger et al., 2013; Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993; Pajares, 1996; 

Woolfolk & Hoy, 1990).  In turn, this sense of high self-efficacy has the potential to increase 

the perception of self-efficacy among student learners (Bandura, 1994, 1997).  Conversely, 
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educators who lack a high degree of self-efficacy have a tendency to rely on and employ 

negative reinforcement as a teaching practice towards motivating students to work (Bandura, 

1992, 1994, 1995, 1997; Driscoll, 2005; Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993; Woolfolk & Hoy, 1990).  

Therefore, the construct of self-efficacy is an integral component in any pre-service teacher 

preparation program (Boz & Boz, 2010; Chesnut & Cullen, 2014; Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993; 

Iqbal & Mahmood, 2010). 

Statement of the Problem 

Pre-service teachers often express concern regarding the ability to succeed as 

educators when entering a physical classroom (Boz & Boz, 2010; Chesnut & Cullen, 2014).  

Mixed reality simulated teaching environments were developed in part as a method to 

address preparedness prior to professional teaching (Dieker, Hynes, Hughes, & Smith, 2008; 

TLE TeachLivE™, 2016).  As simulated classroom environments remain a novel function 

within pre-service teacher education programs (Chini, Straub, & Thomas, 2016; Dieker, 

Kennedy, et al., 2014), additional research may help to determine if mixed reality simulation 

experiences will augment these programs of study (Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Chini et al., 

2016; Dede, 2009; Dieker, Hughes, Hynes, & Straub, 2017; Dieker, Rodriguez, 

Lignugaris/Kraft, Hynes, & Hughes, 2014; Gregory & Masters, 2012; O’Callaghan & Piro, 

2016a; Straub, Dieker, Hynes, & Hughes, 2014) and, if so, how the simulated classroom 

environment might impact the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers (Bautista & 

Boone, 2015). 

Significance of the Research 

Focused interventions to increase self-efficacy among pre-service teachers enrolled in 

education programs are lacking (Boz & Boz, 2010; Chesnut & Cullen, 2014; Hoy & 
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Woolfolk, 1993; Iqbal & Mahmood, 2010).  Meaningful field experiences (Chesnut & 

Cullen, 2014), where pre-service teachers are afforded the ability to role-play (Bradley & 

Kendall, 2014; Dalgarno et al., 2016; Dawson & Lignugaris/Kraft, 2017; Dieker, Kennedy, 

et al., 2014; Gregory & Masters, 2012) as the teacher, may be incorporated, and embedded 

multiple times throughout pre-service teacher education (Boz & Boz, 2010; Chesnut & 

Cullen, 2014; Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993; Iqbal & Mahmood, 2010).  The short-term impact of 

mixed reality simulation on improving the self-efficacy of early education pre-service 

science teachers has already been demonstrated (Bautista & Boone, 2015).  The potential for 

mixed reality simulation to meet the criteria necessary to meaningfully impact the sense of 

self-efficacy among all pre-service teachers needs further study (Bautista & Boone, 2015).  

In addition, more research to study the long-term effects of mixed reality simulation on the 

sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers across multiple disciplines and levels 

(Bautista & Boone, 2015) is necessary. 

Description of Potential Benefits of the Research  

The purpose of the present study was to describe the self-efficacy beliefs of 

pre-service teachers enrolled within a teacher preparation curriculum that had been enhanced 

to include mixed reality simulations.  Self-efficacy has been tied to success in traditional 

classroom environments among students, teachers, and leaders (Bandura, 1986, 1992, 1994, 

1995, 1997; Boz & Boz, 2010; Brady & Woolfson, 2008; Chesnut & Cullen, 2014; Driscoll, 

2005; Federici & Skaalvik, 2012; Frick & Glosoff, 2014; García-Ros et al., 2015; Holzberger 

et al., 2013; Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993; Iqbal & Mahmood, 2010; Klassen & Chiu, 2010; 

McCollulm & Kajs, 2009; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2007; Zee et al., 2016).  It is, therefore, 
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important to measure the effect mixed reality simulation may or may not have on the sense of 

self-efficacy among future educators (Bautista & Boone, 2015). 

Brief Definition of Key Terms 

Where applicable, multiuse terms that are synonymous with each other have each 

been recorded within this list, such as being the teacher and mastery experiences.  

Furthermore, some jargon has been defined as being one part of a whole, such as the 

juxtaposition of the experiential learning environment and the professional learning 

community, which comprise the mixed realty simulation experience as defined within the 

present study.  In an effort to aid in readability, the researcher has utilized the following 

terminology throughout the present study: 

1. After-exposure is used within data analysis and for the purpose of this study, the 

key term is synonymous with posttest, and is one half of the key term time; it is 

utilized to represent the time after preliminary or additional exposures to mixed 

reality simulation experiences have occurred. 

2. Avatar students are “…perceptible digital [representations] whose behaviors 

reflect those executed, typically in real time, by a specific human being” 

(Nagendran, Pillat, Kavanaugh, Welch, & Hughes, 2014, p. 110). 

3. Before-exposure is used within data analysis and for the purpose of this study, the 

key term is synonymous with pretest, and is one half of the key term time; it is 

utilized to represent the time before preliminary or additional exposures to mixed 

reality simulation experiences have occurred. 

4. Being the teacher refers to the perception of success, regardless of circumstance, 

among individuals when considering task completion (Bandura 1997; Driscoll, 
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2005), and for the purpose of this study, the key term is synonymous with mastery 

experiences. 

5. Experiential learning is defined as “…the process whereby knowledge is created 

through the transformation of experience” (Kolb, 1984, p. 35). 

6. Experiential learning environment refers to the student participants’ active 

engagement in the simulated teaching process and for the purpose of this study, is 

one half of the key term mixed reality simulation experience. 

7. Exposure level is the key term used to describe the level of exposure to mixed 

reality simulation experiences, and can be either 30, 60, or 90 minutes total. 

8. Feedback refers to individuals who are “…persuaded verbally that they possess 

the capabilities to master given activities [and] are likely to mobilize greater effort 

and sustain it” (Bandura, 1994, p. 3); and for the purpose of this study, the key 

term is synonymous with social persuasion. 

9. Managing emotions refers to the assessment of competence, with respect to 

individual dispositions and feelings, when considering completing tasks (Bandura, 

1994; Driscoll, 2015), and for the purpose of this study, the key term is 

synonymous with physiological and affective states. 

10. Mastery experiences refer to the perception of success, regardless of 

circumstance, among individuals when considering task completion (Bandura, 

1997; Driscoll, 2005), and for the purpose of this study, the key term is 

synonymous with being the teacher. 

11. Mixed reality simulation experience is the combined experience of the key terms 

experiential learning environment and the professional learning community 
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within the simulated classroom environment; and encompasses five to eight 

minutes of teaching within the simulated classroom followed by two to three 

minutes of feedback from the professional learning community for a combined 

total of approximately ten minutes of experience per simulation session. 

12. Mixed reality simulations are an amalgamation of the virtual and real 

environments which imitate a likeness to a real-life scenario (Milgram & Kishino, 

1994; Milgram, Takemura, Utsumi, & Kishino, 1994). 

13. Pause the classroom refers to the ability to pause a simulation session with the 

intent of un-pausing and continuing the session following guidance from the 

professional learning community (Becht & Delisio, 2015; Straub et al., 2014). 

14. Peer observation refers to “…seeing people similar to oneself succeed by 

sustained effort, [which in turn], …raises observers’ beliefs that they too possess 

the capabilities [to] master comparable activities” (Bandura, 1994, p. 3); and for 

the purpose of this study, the key term is synonymous with secondhand 

experiences. 

15. Physiological and affective states refer to the assessment of competence, with 

respect to individual dispositions and feelings, when considering completing tasks 

(Bandura, 1994; Driscoll, 2005), and for the purpose of this study, the key term is 

synonymous with managing emotions. 

16. Pre-service teacher candidate participants were students between sophomore and 

junior year at Normal University, registered in one of three consecutive courses, 

with varying levels of exposure to mixed reality simulation experiences. 
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17. Professional candidate participants were educators at Normal University with 

connections to the mixed reality simulation experience, either as a professor, 

manager, or administrator. 

18. Professional learning community refers to the peer group, professors, simulation 

facilitators, student avatars, and host teachers at fieldwork placement sites for all 

student participants enrolled in this study, and is one half of the key term mixed 

reality simulation experience; it is further defined as “…an environment that 

fosters mutual cooperation, emotional support, and personal growth as [members] 

work together to achieve what they cannot accomplish alone” (DuFour & Eaker, 

1998, p. xii). 

19. Professional participants refer to professional candidate participants employed at 

Normal University who either taught a course enhanced by mixed reality 

simulations, facilitated the simulation sessions, or were administrators within the 

education and educational psychology department. 

20. Secondhand experiences refer to “…seeing people similar to oneself succeed by 

sustained effort, [which in turn], …raises observers’ beliefs that they too possess 

the capabilities [to] master comparable activities” (Bandura, 1994, p. 3); and for 

the purpose of this study, the key term is synonymous with peer observation. 

21. Self-efficacy refers to individuals’ “…beliefs about their capabilities to produce 

designated levels of performance that exercise influence over events that affect 

their lives” (Bandura, 1994, p. 2), and for the purpose of this study focused 

specifically on teaching efficacy. 
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22. Social persuasion refers to individuals who are “…persuaded verbally that they 

possess the capabilities to master given activities [and] are likely to mobilize 

greater effort and sustain it” (Bandura, 1994, p. 3); and for the purpose of this 

study, the key term is synonymous with feedback. 

23. Student participants refer to pre-service teacher candidate participants, in either 

sophomore or junior year, who are enrolled in the teacher education program at 

Normal University that has been enhanced via mixed reality simulation 

experiences. 

24. Time is the key term used to describe the time between measurements via the 

Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale for student participants over the course of one 

semester and can refer to either before-exposure or after-exposure. 

Brief Literature Review 

The impact of mixed reality simulation was considered in the present study, with 

respect to the sense of self efficacy among pre-service teachers.  Essential theories and 

applicable research, where available, were explored within the confines of the purpose, 

setting, design, and methodology of the present study.  Regarding pre-service teacher 

education, the focused constructs of both self-efficacy and mixed reality simulation were 

explored, including theoretical groundwork. 

A focused look at commitment to the profession, unrealistic high self-efficacy, and 

learning activities connected to coursework were detailed in the self-efficacy literature.  The 

mixed reality simulation literature centered around threshold concepts, improving educator 

performance, and pedagogical skills.  With respect to the combination of mixed reality 

simulation and self-efficacy in conjunction with pre-service teacher education, there is a lack 
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of historical and practical research available regarding the specific simulation employed in 

the present study. 

Overview of Methodology 

To discover the effects and perceptions of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers, 

with respect to the mixed reality simulation experience, a mixed methods multiple case study 

(Yin, 2009) was employed.  A sequential embedded design was used with initial quantitative 

data collection followed by qualitative data collection.  The two cases were bound by 

pre-service teacher candidate participants as well as by professional candidate participants.  

The pre-service teacher candidate participant case was further subdivided into sub-units 

(Baxter & Jack, 2008) bound by level of exposure to the mixed reality simulation experience.  

The following research questions were used to frame the present study: 

1. Is there a statistically significant difference between scores of pre-service teachers 

for total exposure (30, 60, 90 minutes) and time (before, after) with respect to the 

mean scores on the Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES)? 

a. Non-directional hypothesis: There will be a statistically significant difference 

between scores of pre-service teachers for total exposure (30, 60, 90 minutes) 

and time (before, after) with respect to the mean scores of the TSES. 

2. What perceptions are associated with pre-service teachers’ sense of self-efficacy 

with respect to the mixed reality simulation experience? 

Data were collected from January to May 2017, a period of five months.  

Demographic information, as well as before-exposure and after-exposure results from the 

TSES were amassed by the researcher for 53 student participants.  In addition, 

semi-structured interviews were conducted with five professional participants, as well as 
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forty-five student participants.  A combined total of 21 hours of observational data from 

recorded videos of mixed reality simulation sessions were also collected by the researcher. 

All quantitative data were cleansed following the data collection period, and all 

assumptions were addressed.  To address research question one, a 3 × 2 one-between–

one-within subjects ANOVA was performed (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2003; Meyers, Gamst, & 

Guarino, 2006; Yockey, 2011).  In addition to a significant interaction between the 

between-subjects and within-subjects factors, a significant main effect was also found for the 

between-subjects factor.  Further analysis to explore the significances were also performed. 

To address research question two, qualitative data were analyzed by utilizing an 

iterative coding process to code interview and observational data.  Codes informed by the 

literature (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005) were interwoven with inductive codes, which in turn 

allowed each type of code to inform the other (Creswell, 2013; Merriam, 2009).  Codes were 

initially grouped into a series of categories and subcategories, and subsequently assembled 

into four themes (Saldaña, 2009), which ultimately were related to one another under a single 

finding statement. 

In Chapter Two, the theoretical foundations of self-efficacy and mixed reality 

simulations are detailed.  Furthermore, the connections between self-efficacy and mixed 

reality simulations, regarding theoretical foundations, are also described.  In addition, 

relevant empirical research with respect to pre-service teachers and in-service educators, are 

described. 
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

An exploration into mixed reality simulation and its effect on the sense of 

self-efficacy among pre-service teachers served as the purpose of this research study.  

Chapter Two, the review of the literature presents an overview of the theoretical foundations 

related to self-efficacy and mixed reality simulations, as well as a review of current literature 

related to those focal points.  The review of the literature is disseminated across six sections: 

(a) overview of the chapter, (b) review process, (c) self-efficacy, (d) mixed reality 

simulations, (e) self-efficacy and mixed reality simulations, and (f) summary of the chapter. 

Overview of the Chapter 

This research study looked to ascertain the impact of mixed reality simulation on the 

sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers.  With respect to the purpose, setting, 

design, and methodology of the present study, this chapter offered both fundamental theories 

and pertinent research, where available.  The literature review process and selection of 

relevant research were also detailed, including inclusion and rejection of material, as well as 

search criteria. 

A comprehensive review of the theoretical underpinnings of both self-efficacy and 

mixed reality simulation explains the history and importance of each concentration with 

respect to pre-service teacher education programs.  The self-efficacy literature review focuses 

on self-efficacy and commitment to profession, unrealistic high self-efficacy, and learning 

activities connected to coursework.  A review of simulation literature emphasizes threshold 

concepts, improving educator performance, and pedagogical skills. 

Regarding the juxtaposition of self-efficacy and mixed reality simulation, with 

respect to the simulation utilized in the present study, there is a shortage of both 
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philosophical foundations and investigatory analyses, where pre-service teacher education 

programs are concerned.  As such, the researcher found only one investigation met the 

specific criteria set forth by the parameters of the present study.  See Figure 2.1 for an 

overview of the literature. 

 
 

Figure 2.1.  Overview of literature.  This figure illustrates the overview of the literature with 
respect to self-efficacy, mixed reality simulation, and the juxtaposition of self-efficacy and 
mixed reality simulation. 
 

Review Process 

A review of literature began with a keyword, and related terms, search on Google 

Scholar, limited to articles from 2007-2017.  The researcher began with “self-efficacy” and 

returned 659,000 results.  Adding “teacher education” reduced the search results to 32,300 

articles.  The researcher then enhanced the search parameters to include “pre-service 

teacher,” with a return rate of 9,720 results.  The final term added to the query was 

“simulation,” which netted 1,020 total articles.  Due to the limitations of Google Scholar, and 

the inability of the database to fine-tune the scope of the research terminology, the researcher 

ultimately opted to cease searching when no fewer than 1,020 relevant, and keyword specific 

articles could be returned. 

Instead, the literature review continued with a subject keyword search limited to 

peer-reviewed articles published after 2007, within all EBSCO combined databases.  A 
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search for “self-efficacy” yielded 37,198 results, which the researcher then narrowed to 934 

with the addition of “teacher education” as a keyword.  The results were further reduced to 

452 with the addition of “pre-service teacher,” and finally to 5 results when the term 

“simulation” was added to the query.  Searched keywords, as well as the number of results 

provided, are displayed in Figure 2.2.  In addition to the four key words, related words, such 

as variations on spelling or phrasing, were also explored.  For example, “teacher education” 

comprised “teacher education or teacher training or teacher preparation.” 

 
 
Figure 2.2.  EBSCO keyword searches.  This figure illustrates the keywords the researcher 
entered within all EBSCO combined databases and the number of results returned.  
 

The researcher reviewed titles and abstracts to determine the relevance of the articles 

to the present study.  Of the five results returned from the keyword search of “self-efficacy” 

and “teacher education” and “pre-service teacher” and, “simulation,” three had to do with 

simSchool, which falls within a different category of simulations than was used in the present 

study.  One additional article used a non-distinct virtual environment, not focused 

specifically on teaching a simulated classroom, and was ruled out as a result.  Ultimately, of 

articles returned under the most specific search parameters, only one was used for the 

literature review, due to relevance, within the self-efficacy and mixed reality simulation 

subsection. 

Due to the shortage in specific, simulation based self-efficacy research, additional 

studies were located and reviewed that pertained to self-efficacy, or to simulations, but not to 

both.  Regarding the self-efficacy studies, the researcher referred back to the EBSCO search 

Self-Efficacy 
(37,198 results)

Teacher 
Education

(934 results)

Pre-service 
Teacher 

(452 results)

Simulation 
(5 results)
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yielding 452 results, and reviewed titles and abstracts to narrow down to three empirical 

research studies.  The three selected investigations offered relevant glimpses into current 

research pertaining to self-efficacy, teacher education, and pre-service teachers.  With respect 

to the simulation studies, the researcher relied partially upon a list of publications found on 

the TeachLivE™ website, as that is the foundational simulation platform utilized by the 

present study.  Of the studies provided, ultimately three were chosen due to a direct relevance 

to the present study.  In alignment with the specific scope of the study at hand, the final 

literature review was informed by theories pertaining to self-efficacy, simulations, and the 

combination of self-efficacy in mixed reality simulation, as well as to Chapter Five, the 

significance of the study.  An overview of the empirical literature selected to support the 

theoretical literature detailed within the present chapter is described in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 

Overview of Empirical Literature Selected 

Subject Area Investigators Concentration 
Self-Efficacy Chesnut and Cullen  

(2014) 
  

Commitment to the 
profession 

Pendergast, Garvis, and Keogh 
(2011) 
  

Unrealistic high 
self-efficacy 

Bernadowski, Perry and Del Greco 
(2013) 
  

Learning activities 
connected to coursework 

Mixed Reality 
Simulations 

Piro and O’Callaghan  
(2018) 
  

Threshold concepts 

Dieker, Hughes, Hynes, and Straub 
(2017) 
  

Improving educator 
performance 

Chini, Straub, and Thomas  
(2016) 
  

Pedagogical skills 

Self-Efficacy and Mixed 
Reality Simulations 

Bautista and Boone  
(2015) 
  

Simulations and 
self-efficacy 
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Self-Efficacy 

Bandura formally developed the social cognitive theory in 1986, and subsequently 

expanded upon the construct of self-efficacy in the process.  Self-efficacy is defined as an 

individual’s belief in a self-driven ability to produce desirable results (Bandura, 1994).  

Therefore, self-efficacy as a concept is rooted not in quantifiable aptitudes, but rather within 

the perception of what one can achieve with said capabilities, when situations are less than 

favorable (Bandura, 1997).  In fact, individuals who possess similar skillsets might perform 

tasks differently, based solely on a perceived ability to utilize said talents (Bandura, 1997).  

Self-efficacy beliefs are dependent on the specific capability and task at hand, such that, a 

high level of self-efficacy with respect to one capability does not necessarily lead to high 

self-efficacy in other competencies (Bandura, 1992, 1994).  However, an individual’s 

self-efficacy has the potential to impact numerous aspects of life including thoughts, feelings, 

and motivational proclivities (Bandura, 1994, 1997). 

Theoretical Framework of Self-Efficacy 

Purposeful behavior and goal setting, Bandura (1992, 1994) proposed, are controlled 

by thoughts which are, in turn, influenced by individual perceptions of self-efficacy.  A 

higher sense of self-efficacy leads to more challenging goals, as well as to stronger 

commitment and resilience towards achieving said goals (Bandura, 1992, 1994).  An 

individual who possesses high self-efficacy can visualize positive outcomes and construct 

hypothetical models to follow paths toward success within a given scenario (Bandura, 1992, 

1994).  On the contrary, individuals who possess low self-efficacy are simultaneously more 

likely to visualize potentially negative outcomes to a variety of scenarios, set less challenging 

goals, and when confronted with such circumstances, individuals with low self-efficacy may 
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experience self-doubt rooted in an adverse perception of ability (Bandura, 1992, 1994).  

One’s thoughts, related to a perceived capacity to explore and complete complex tasks, are 

directly impacted by the perception of individual self-efficacy (Bandura, 1992, 1994). 

In addition to influencing thoughts, self-efficacy also boosts an individual’s 

motivations, and has been found to impact a variety of theories related to cognitive stimuli 

(Bandura, 1992, 1994; Pajares, 1996).  The first of these philosophies is attribution theory, 

which refers to how individuals attribute the sources of positive and negative outcomes as 

either internal or external, stable or unstable, and controllable or uncontrollable (Driscoll, 

2005; Graham, 1991; Pajares, 1996; Weiner, 1972).  Individuals who possess high levels of 

self-efficacy are able to place blame for negative outcomes internally, or on a lack of effort, 

for example, rather than attributing negative outcomes to a lack of perceived ability 

(Bandura, 1994).  Self-efficacy and motivation also interact with respect to expectancy-value 

theory, a scheme wherein individuals consider what steps are necessary to achieve positive 

outcomes and setup expectations accordingly (Driscoll, 2005; Eccles & Wigfield, 2002; 

Pajares, 1996).  Self-efficacy can influence how likely an individual is to expect positive or 

negative outcomes based on a perceived aptitude to succeed at challenging tasks (Bandura, 

1992, 1994).  A third cognitive theory of motivation influenced by self-efficacy is cognized 

goals (Bandura, 1994; Bandura & Locke, 2003).  Belief in an individual’s sense of efficacy is 

associated with the amount of effort one might use with respect to a given task.  Furthermore, 

when faced with a complication, high efficacy beliefs may translate to increased perseverant 

effort and resiliency (Bandura & Locke, 2003; Pajares, 1996).  The motivational inclination 

to pursue and complete challenging tasks therefore, is influenced by the self-efficacy beliefs 

of individuals. 
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Moreover, Bandura (1992, 1994) believed self-efficacy strongly influenced an 

individual’s feelings, or affective state.  Self-efficacy beliefs create a preconception 

regarding the way events are remembered and represented within the mind (Bandura, 1992, 

1994).  An individual with high self-efficacy may be more likely to remember the positive 

outcomes associated with an experience; whereas an individual with a lower sense of 

self-efficacy might recall the ways in which the experience was less than ideal (Bandura, 

1992, 1994).  In addition, distinctive reactions to stressful scenarios are directly related to the 

affective state of the individual, such that an individual who possesses a higher perceived 

sense of efficacy may control thoughts related to stressful scenarios from the past, present, 

and future (Bandura, 1992, 1994).  When faced with challenges, individuals must weigh any 

potential harmful aspects within the environment to an individual perceived ability to cope 

with such trials; the stronger the perceived ability is, the more likely the individual will 

persevere with the task at hand (Bandura, 1992, 1994).  However, individuals who are more 

likely to be influenced by stress and depression related to undertaking a task, may also be 

coupled with a lower sense of efficacy (Bandura, 1992, 1994).  Therefore, the perceived 

self-efficacy of the emotional state of an individual directly influences thoughts and 

motivations, and ultimately influences the demonstrated behaviors of the individual 

(Bandura, 1992, 1994). 

Aside from affective states and motivational inclinations, selection process is yet 

another cogitative aspect influenced by individual self-efficacy.  The choices an individual 

makes in life are also dependent, according to Bandura (1992, 1994), on one’s perceived 

sense of self-efficacy.  The choice to participate in an activity or situation is largely 

dependent on the perceived belief of the individual in the ability to complete a task.  The 
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perception of self-efficacy can establish which aptitudes an individual opts to foster, and aid 

in the development of said propensities (Bandura, 1992, 1994).  Consequently, the path 

individuals walk in life is intrinsically linked to selections made (Bandura, 1994), as “Any 

factor that influences choice behavior can profoundly affect the direction of personal 

development” (p. 7).  Therefore, the perception of self-efficacy can have a life altering 

impact on the aptitudes and curiosities an individual cultivates over time (Bandura, 1994). 

In short, a high sense of self-efficacy allows individuals to control negative thought 

reactions, as well as visualize potential positive outcomes to situations (Bandura, 1992, 

1994).  Self-efficacy beliefs also influence the choices, actions, and goals an individual 

develops (Bandura, 1992, 1994; Pajares, 1996).  When feelings of conviction and promise 

abound, one is more likely to be motivated to participate in tasks, than one would be in 

situations where a lack of self-assurance prevails (Pajares, 1996).  Moreover, self-efficacy 

beliefs determine the level to which an individual will persevere and be resilient in adverse 

conditions (Bandura, 1992; Pajares, 1996).  An individual might develop self-efficacy 

through activities designed to encourage enactive learning, vicarious learning, as well as 

opportunities to give and receive feedback, and by learning to manage one’s emotions 

(Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997). 

Developing self-efficacy.  Educators with a high sense of self-efficacy set more 

challenging goals and approach difficult tasks with a mindset of success at the forefront 

(Bandura, 1992, 1994).  Considering such tasks from a stable and controlled point of view, 

with an expectation of accomplishment, and perseverant determination further develops an 

educators’ sense of self-efficacy (Bandura 1992, 1994; Driscoll, 2005; Pajares, 1996).  The 

affective state of high self-efficacy individuals also enables educators to recall the positive 
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aspects of various scenarios, which in turn impacts future decision-making selections 

(Bandura, 1992, 1994).  In short, the development of a strong sense of self-efficacy among 

educators is of the upmost importance, especially within education programs for pre-service 

teachers (Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993).  Therefore, pursuant to Bandura’s (1986, 1994, 1997) 

theory, development of a strong sense of self-efficacy may be fostered through mastery 

experiences, secondhand experiences, social persuasion, and physiological and affective 

states. 

Mastery experiences.  Mastery experiences refer to an individual’s previous success 

related to a task (Driscoll, 2005), and offer a genuine glimpse into whether an individual can 

experience success, regardless of circumstance (Bandura, 1997).  Successfully accomplishing 

a task can develop a strong sense of efficacy, whereas perceived failure can weaken it 

(Bandura, 1994, 1997).  Enactive mastery experiences strike a balance between providing 

easy success and exceeding beyond one’s capabilities, for if a task is too easy, an individual 

might become easily discouraged by failure when faced with a more challenging undertaking 

(Bandura, 1994, 1997). 

Conversely, if individuals fail too often in the early stages of attempting a task, the 

experience may have a long lasting adverse effect on self-efficacy (Bandura, 1994).  

Resiliency and successful experiences with challenging tasks, in terms of an individual’s 

sense of self-efficacy, incorporates persevering via continued determination (Bandura, 1994).  

Once one understands and believes in one’s ability to thrive, one will accept, withstand, and 

rapidly rally from any difficult experience (Bandura, 1994).  Individuals need to struggle and 

be persistent through challenging experiences to emerge stronger after successfully 

completing them (Bandura, 1994, 1997).  Enactive mastery experiences are useful in 
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“…acquiring the cognitive, behavioral, and self-regulatory tools for creating and executing 

effective courses of action to manage ever-changing life circumstances” (Bandura, 1997, 

p. 80).  Ultimately, when one experiences a moment of mastery, a sense of confidence is 

gained, which in turn raises the level of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997). 

Secondhand experiences.  An increased sense of self-assurance can also be achieved 

through secondhand experiences, albeit to a lesser degree (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997).  

Through vicarious observation of others, and through social comparative inference (Bandura, 

1997), an individual’s self-efficacy may increase.  Bandura (1994) discovered: 

Seeing people similar to oneself succeed by sustained effort raises observers’ beliefs 

that they too possess the capabilities [to] master comparable activities required to 

succeed. By the same token, observing others’ fail despite high effort lowers 

observers’ judgments of their own efficacy and undermines their efforts. (p. 3) 

The greater similarities an individual observes within the secondhand model, the greater the 

influence on individual efficacy, both in positive and negative outcomes (Bandura, 1994, 

1997). 

Although secondhand experiences are usually weaker than mastery experiences in 

terms of developing self-efficacy, there is potential for secondhand experiences to become 

predominate in certain situations (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997).  If, for example, an observed 

model was unsuccessful, one might more easily accept individual failure when completing a 

similar task (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997).  Conversely, when one observes other likeminded 

individuals achieve success through perseverance, the observer is more likely to increase the 

individual sense of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997).  In addition to actively 

comparing one’s self to the vicarious performance of others, individuals often look for 
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models that possess skillsets the individual wishes to acquire; therefore, the observed model 

conveys skills and strategies for managing situational demands, and an observer may learn 

vicariously from the model (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997). 

Social persuasion.  Development of self-efficacy is also achieved via social 

persuasion, wherein positive input and reinforcement from an individual’s peer group 

encourages belief in one’s inherent abilities (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997).  When faced with a 

challenge, the capacity to maintain one’s sense of self-efficacy is more straightforward if 

members of the peer group have voiced assurance regarding the abilities of the individual, 

rather than an expression of uncertainty (Bandura, 1997).  There are four ways in which 

social persuasion might impact the self-efficacy beliefs of an individual: realistic positive, 

unrealistic positive, realistic negative, and unrealistic negative persuasion (Bandura, 1994).  

Genuine, positive social persuasion can be confirmed by success and nullified by failure 

(Bandura, 1994, 1997).  When an individual is persuaded socially, to believe in one’s 

intrinsic capabilities, one is more likely to persist with a challenging task (Bandura, 1994).  It 

should be noted however, that providing unrealistic forms of positive feedback serves to 

discredit the individual providing the feedback, as it simultaneously discourages the 

individual receiving said feedback (Bandura, 1994). 

On the contrary, if an individual encountered social persuasion that led to questions 

regarding one’s individual capabilities, one might face an increased likelihood to dwell upon 

self-doubts and perceived deficiencies (Bandura, 1994, 1997).  Where positive social 

encouragement can easily be verified as accurate or baseless, it is far more difficult for an 

individual to dismiss unrealistic negative social persuasions; moreover, individuals in an 

ambiguous position are more likely to readily accept failure and avoid challenging situations 
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in the future (Bandura, 1994, 1997).  Realistic negative feedback that has been carefully 

framed, not to discourage the recipient, but rather offer feedback in the form of constructive 

criticism, might lead an individual to uphold a stronger sense of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1994, 

1997). 

Physiological and affective states.  The final area of impact, identified by Bandura 

(1986, 1994, 1997), with respect to self-efficacy is an individual’s physiological and 

affective states.  The emotions and temperaments of individuals, and how the evaluation of 

ability regarding task completion is considered, comprise the physiological and affective 

states of individuals (Driscoll, 2005).  When judging individual capabilities (Bandura, 1994), 

one’s mood and emotional state might impact perceptions regarding apparent ability to utilize 

said capabilities.  Bandura (1994) asserted, “People who have a high sense of efficacy are 

likely to view their state of affective arousal as an energizing facilitator of performance, 

whereas those who are beset by self-doubts regard their arousal as a debilitator” (p. 3).  In 

addition, individuals often interpret and internalize active emotions during times of tension as 

weaknesses, which can further deteriorate one’s sense of efficacy (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 

1997).  Anticipatory stress reactions compound the experience when individuals foresee the 

potential of tasks not going as planned, and moreover, may create additional strains that 

might ultimately impact performance and subsequently yield a self-fulfilling prophecy of 

failure (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997). 

One differs in one’s likelihood to dwell upon physiological and affective states, with 

some individuals placing focus inward on specific emotions, and others focusing on external 

events (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997).  An individual’s attention span has a limited capacity 

(Bandura, 1997); therefore, in any instance where an individual faces a demanding task, the 
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less engrossed one is with managing emotions, the more attention one can place on the task 

at hand.  As Bandura (1997) noted, “It is difficult to ignore internal visceral agitation when 

one is hyperventilating; sweating; tensing; trembling; and experiencing a pounding heart, 

stomach upsets, and bouts of insomnia” (p. 107).  Thus, management of individual emotional 

responses to stressful situations allows for greater attention to be devoted toward successful 

completion of tasks, which in turn may lead to a more successful mastery experience.  By 

reducing, and thereby changing over time, the emotional response toward environmental 

stress, individual self-efficacy may be increased (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997). 

Interaction of efficacy sources.  The four sources of self-efficacy do not operate in 

isolation from one another (Bandura, 1997), but rather interact with, and guide one another in 

a variety of ways.  Bandura (1997) claimed: 

People not only experience the results of their efforts but also see how others are 

faring in similar pursuits and, from time to time, receive social evaluations of the 

adequacy of their performances. Because these influences affect one another, the 

power of a given mode of efficacy influence can change markedly depending on the 

strength of the other modes of influence. (pp. 87-88) 

Moreover, the emotional state of an individual may impact the other three sources of 

efficacy; for example, one’s mood may determine how one perceives a mastery experience 

(Bandura, 1997).  Ultimately, how an individual distinguishes enactive learning moments 

determines whether the experience is remembered and represented positively within the 

mind, as perceived failures have the potential to trigger future emotional responses toward 

the notion of completing similar tasks (Bandura, 1997).  The same can be said of secondhand 

experiences, where the observation of a model’s failure can impact the affective state of the 
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onlooker and lead to a reduced expectation for one’s individual performance (Bandura, 

1997). 

When receiving social persuasion, an individual’s emotional response toward a peer 

providing feedback may impact the level at which the individual is able to accept the 

persuasion and believe in its truthfulness (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997).  The social impact of 

perceived emotions related to a task may also influence the individual’s emotional state and 

therefore impact one’s sense of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997).  The interaction of 

the four sources, therefore, may have a vast influence on an individual’s sense of efficacy 

across a multitude of diverse situations and positions (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997). 

Managing one’s physiological and affective states as one navigates through mastery 

and secondhand experiences and copes with social persuasion impacts individuals both 

personally and professionally.  It is, therefore, important to understand individual 

self-efficacy, as well as how developing self-efficacy as an educator may aid in the learning 

process.  Educator self-efficacy may impact student learning and immersion, educator 

engagement, job satisfaction and burnout rates, as well as school climate.  As such, a review 

of teaching efficacy and related benefits to education follows. 

Self-efficacy and education.  Self-efficacy, with respect to in-service educators and 

pre-service teachers, includes the two distinct dimensions of general teaching efficacy and 

personal teaching efficacy (Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993; Woolfolk & Hoy, 1990).  The theory of 

self-efficacy, as defined by Bandura (1986), is consistent with personal teaching efficacy; 

while the collective understanding among educators regarding the ability to reach all manner 

of children within a school system, is referred to as general teaching efficacy (Hoy & 

Woolfolk, 1993; Woolfolk & Hoy, 1990).  The two facets of educator-based efficacy can be 
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differentiated into how one considers all educators, in terms of the ability to achieve 

desirable results, versus whether one’s self, as an individual, can achieve said results (Hoy & 

Woolfolk, 1993; Woolfolk & Hoy, 1990).  For the purpose of the present study, the focus 

was on personal teacher efficacy and not general teacher efficacy.  Ultimately, the concept of 

general teacher efficacy itself would now be congruent with the theory of collective teaching 

efficacy as outlined by Bandura (1997). 

The personal sense of teaching efficacy among in-service and pre-service teachers has 

the potential to impact the teaching and learning process via both positive and negative 

influences (Bandura, 1997; Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993; Woolfolk & Hoy, 1990).  The 

instructional efficacy of an educator governs how one structures learning activities for 

students within the classroom (Bandura, 1997).  Educators who possess higher levels of 

individual self-efficacy are likely to create mastery experiences for students, which in turn 

raises the sense of self-efficacy among student learners (Bandura, 1995).  When self-efficacy 

is greatest, students are more likely to learn from a highly-motivated educator who reinforces 

learning through positive role modeling (Bandura, 1994, 1997). 

On the contrary, educators who possess low levels of individual self-efficacy may 

cultivate a negative classroom environment, which may in turn, promote an adverse 

impression upon the sense of self-efficacy of the students within said classroom (Bandura, 

1995).  This is, in part, due to educators with low self-efficacy possessing ineffective 

classroom management techniques (Bandura, 1997).  Educators who maintain low levels of 

self-efficacy have a tendency to utilize negative reinforcement as a tool in an effort to 

motivate students to work (Bandura, 1994, 1997).  In conjunction with a perceived inability 

to adequately structure the classroom environment, educators with a low sense of 
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self-efficacy may become easily agitated by students who act out (Bandura, 1997).  The 

self-efficacy and education section was further divided into five branches including sources 

of educator efficacy, impact on student learning, student impact on educator efficacy, impact 

on school climate, and impact on job satisfaction, which also included a subsection related to 

burnout (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1995, 1997; Boz & Boz, 2010; Brady & Woolfson, 2008; 

Chesnut & Cullen, 2014; Federici & Skaalvik, 2012; García-Ros et al., 2015; Holzberger 

et al., 2013; Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993; Iqbal & Mahmood, 2010; Klassen & Chiu, 2010; 

Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2007; Zee et al., 2016). 

Sources of educator efficacy.  The four sources of strong individual self-efficacy 

development, as identified by Bandura (1986, 1994, 1997), translate to efficacy among 

educators as well (Holzberger et al., 2013).  Successful classroom experiences and 

interactions with student learners create enactive mastery experiences (Holzberger et al., 

2013).  Observation of peers within the school system affords educators the opportunity for 

vicarious learning via secondhand experiences, whereas social persuasion takes place within 

discussions amongst colleagues and evaluators (Holzberger et al., 2013).  For educators, the 

impact on one’s psychological and affective states typically refers to the level of exhaustion 

(Holzberger et al., 2013). 

In addition to the four sources of educator efficacy, the instructional capabilities of 

educators may also impact the perception of one’s self-efficacy within the classroom 

(Holzberger et al., 2013).  More positive mastery experiences occur among educators with 

increased instructional efficacy, which ultimately leads to an enhanced sense of self-efficacy 

within the educator (Holzberger et al., 2013).  In turn, a higher sense of efficacy may 

translate to an increase in instructional confidence, thus creating a somewhat cyclical 
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relationship between self-efficacy and instructional capability (Holzberger et al., 2013).  

Therefore, purposeful mediations are essential if pre-service teachers are likely to emerge 

from educational programming with a sense of self-efficacy that has been strongly developed 

(Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993).  With respect to self-efficacy development, numerous occasions to 

take on the role of being the teacher, noteworthy fieldwork opportunities, a professional 

mentor and mentee relationship, and specific coursework geared toward the practical 

application of theoretical concepts, should be embedded into the curriculum for all 

pre-service teachers (Boz & Boz, 2010; Chesnut & Cullen, 2014; Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993; 

Iqbal & Mahmood, 2010). 

Impact on student learning.  An educator’s sense of efficacy may have both positive 

and negative outcomes for student learners (Bandura, 1997).  Educators with a high level of 

self-efficacy, as noted by Bandura (1997), were more likely to view difficult students as 

capable learners, when provided with increased support and appropriate teaching techniques.  

Educators with a higher sense of efficacy also pushed for students to pursue individual 

learning outcomes, and likewise, aided in the development of the intrinsic motivations the 

student learners displayed (Bandura, 1997).  In addition, a higher perceived sense of 

self-efficacy among educators also led to an increased comfort in the educator holding one’s 

self partly accountable for student difficulties, in particular among student learners who were 

identified as having specific learning needs (Brady & Woolfson, 2008).  Conversely, 

educators with a low sense of efficacy believe there is little influence an educator might have 

on students who are unmotivated or who come from a taxing home environment (Bandura, 

1995, 1997).  Furthermore, educators with low self-efficacy are likely to downplay any 
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individual role or impact on classroom students, and instead focus more on required subject 

matter and less on developing student potential (Bandura, 1995, 1997). 

Student impact on educator efficacy.  External, internal, and prosocial student 

behaviors influence an educators’ sense of efficacy, with respect to the juxtaposition of the 

impact of social and emotional behaviors demonstrated by students, pertaining to educator 

efficacy toward individual students (Zee et al., 2016).  Students who display more 

externalized behavioral propensities, including anger, hostility, over-the-top energy, and 

other potentially disruptive behaviors that may spread throughout the classroom, might also 

negatively sway an educators’ sense of efficacy (Zee et al., 2016).  As such, educators have a 

tendency to shy away from students perceived to be unteachable, which may in turn impede 

the social and emotional wellbeing of said learners (Zee et al., 2016).  On the other hand, 

introversion, apprehension, social isolation, and other reserved behaviors may be seen in 

internal student learners, whereas prosocial students actively seek opportunities to 

demonstrate accommodating and reassuring tendencies through a variety of charitable 

classroom deeds (Zee et al., 2016).  Subsequently, educators were more likely to persist in 

helping learners who displayed internalized behavioral tendencies; and moreover, experience 

an individual increase in self-efficacy when instructing prosocial learners (Zee et al., 2016).  

The need for an increased awareness of individual educator reactions to student behavior is 

necessary to aide in the overall emotional health and academic achievement of student 

learners (Zee et al., 2016). 

Impact on school climate.  With respect to both general teaching efficacy and 

personal teaching efficacy, the relationships between individual educators and the overall 

organizational health of the school in which one works, may be impactful upon one’s sense 
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of self-efficacy (Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993).  Personal teaching efficacy may be impacted by a 

variety of factors, including the influence of the principal, emphasis on academia, level of 

education, and total experience as educators (Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993).  Furthermore, the 

individual efficacy of educators is influenced by individual characteristics, goal achievement, 

and administrative flexibility within the school system (Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993).  An 

educator’s collective sense of efficacy, and the overall academic achievement of the school 

itself, are interwoven aspects pertaining to the effect of self-efficacy and education on school 

climate (Bandura, 1997; Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993). 

Impact on job satisfaction.  Educators with low levels of self-efficacy may show a 

lack of commitment to teaching, as well as a desire to have chosen a profession outside the 

field of education (Bandura, 1995, 1997).  Where job satisfaction is concerned, if an 

educator’s sense of self-efficacy is higher, one is able to counter some effects of classroom 

and workload stress (Klassen & Chiu, 2010).  With respect to self-efficacy, the perception of 

high classroom management or instructional strategy skillsets on the part of individual 

educators, is equated with a greater likelihood of overall job satisfaction (Klassen & Chiu, 

2010).  Furthermore, the depiction of a parabolic path may be considered when examining 

the number of years of experience versus individual educator self-efficacy; as stagnation 

occurs near the twenty-third year of teaching and decreases thereafter, whereas the sense of 

self-efficacy among individual educators increases rapidly at the beginning of a career 

(Klassen & Chiu, 2010). 

Impact on burnout.  Educator burnout originates from emotional exhaustion, 

depersonalization, and a reduced sense of individual accomplishment (Federici & Skaalvik, 

2012; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2007).  Overall job satisfaction is related to the rate of educator 
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burnout, in conjunction with an individual’s sense of self-efficacy (Federici & Skaalvik, 

2012), where said relationship is most likely reciprocal in nature (García-Ros et al., 2015).  

The cyclical association between educator efficacy and burnout (Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2007), 

may be observed when low self-efficacy leads to increased feelings of burnout, as burnout 

simultaneously leads to the perception of poor results while instructing, which in turn lowers 

the self-efficacy of educators (García-Ros et al., 2015). 

Typical day-to-day stressors an educator might face include student behavioral 

problems, parent-teacher relationship strains, and changes in teaching styles necessitated by 

educational reforms (Skaalvik & Skaalvik 2007).  The impact of said stressors on the identity 

of the individual educator may provoke a defensive posture and ultimately lead to 

depersonalization and emotional fatigue (Chesnut & Cullen, 2014; Federici & Skaalvik, 

2012; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2007).  Developing a greater understanding of emotional 

intelligence (Chestnut & Cullen, 2014), offers a potential solution to combat the stress and 

emotional burnout experienced by educators.  Individuals who possess high levels of 

emotional intelligence are more likely to perceive stressful events through a positive lens 

(Chestnut & Cullen, 2014).  Furthermore, emotional exhaustion may impact an educator’s 

perception of mastery experiences (Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2007), which may reduce an 

individual’s sense of efficacy as a whole.  Therefore, a high level of self-efficacy is necessary 

to avoid burnout and to have an increased level of job satisfaction (Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 

2007). 

As previously detailed, self-efficacy has the potential to influence a variety of aspects 

over the course of an individual’s career as an educator, including direct links to success 

within the learning process (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1995, 1997; Boz & Boz, 2010; Brady & 
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Woolfson, 2008; Chesnut & Cullen, 2014; Federici & Skaalvik, 2012; García-Ros et al., 

2015; Holzberger et al., 2013; Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993; Iqbal & Mahmood, 2010; Klassen & 

Chiu, 2010; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2007; Zee et al., 2016).  Development of self-efficacy, 

therefore, should be a fundamental feature of pre-service teacher education curriculums 

(Chesnut & Cullen, 2014).  As such, the following section provides a detailed overview of 

relevant research related to self-efficacy, with respect to pre-service teacher education. 

Focused Review of Self-Efficacy Literature 

To better understand how the development of a high sense of self-efficacy might 

influence a variety of aspects for individual educators, a focused review of current empirical 

literature was conducted as it related to the phenomenon.  Explorations included assessing 

the impact on commitment to the profession, gaining a better understanding of what happens 

to pre-service teachers upon the first practical experience of being the teacher, and 

considering connecting opportunities for enactive learning as coursework requirements.  The 

following sub-sections, as well as Table 2.2, detail specific research relevant to pre-service 

teacher education, with respect to self-efficacy. 
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Table 2.2 

Self-Efficacy Research Studies for Literature Review 

Investigators Participants Purpose Findings 
Chesnut and Cullen 
(2014) 

Undergraduate 
pre-service teachers  
(n = 209) enrolled in 
an educational 
psychology course 

To explore the 
effects of 
self-efficacy and 
emotional 
intelligence to 
determine 
pre-service teacher 
commitment to the 
profession 

Positive correlation 
between 
commitment to the 
profession and both 
self-efficacy 
(r = .35, p < .01) and 
emotional 
intelligence (r = .43, 
p < .01) 
  

Pendergast, Garvis, 
and Keogh (2011) 

Pre-service teachers 
(n = 76) in the first 
two semesters of 
graduate level 
coursework 

To investigate the 
self-efficacy beliefs 
of pre-service 
teachers with respect 
to development of 
educator efficacy 
from a 
programmatic 
standpoint 

Mean self-efficacy 
scores dropped over 
time due to a “reality 
shock” (p. 53) 
experienced by 
participants when 
moving to practical 
opportunities from a 
place of limited 
experience with 
being the teacher 
  

Bernadowski, Perry, 
and Del Greco 
(2013) 

Pre-service teachers 
(n = 37) enrolled in 
field-based 
opportunities 

To study pre-service 
teachers with respect 
to self-efficacy and 
engagement via 
course-connected or 
voluntarily selected 
field-based 
experiences 

Connecting learning 
from coursework 
activities to 
field-based 
opportunities led 
pre-service teachers 
to feel better 
prepared to turn 
theory into practice 
  

 
Self-efficacy and commitment to profession.  Among other aspects, the effects of 

self-efficacy and emotional intelligence were explored to determine pre-service teacher 

commitment to the profession (Chesnut & Cullen, 2014).  To examine the potential 

connections, data were collected from 209 pre-service teachers (n = 209) enrolled in an 

undergraduate educational psychology course.  To measure the construct of self-efficacy, 
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participants were administered the Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES) short form, that 

consisted of a 12-item Likert-type scale.  The 16-item Likert-type Wong and Law Emotional 

Intelligence Scale (WLEIS) was also used to measure the participants’ perceptions of 

individual emotional intelligence.  The participants were also administered the Vocational 

Exploration and Commitment Scale (VECS) to measure individual commitment to the 

teaching position.  The VECS consists of 19-items, and also employed a Likert-type scale 

(Chesnut & Cullen, 2014). 

The investigation (Chestnut & Cullen, 2014) employed a correlational analysis that 

found a pre-service teacher’s commitment to becoming an educator had a strong, positive 

correlation (r = .35, p < .01) between self-efficacy and commitment to the profession.  There 

was also a strong, positive correlation (r = .43, p < .01) between emotional intelligence and 

commitment to the profession.  In addition, both self-efficacy and emotional intelligence 

were positive, significant predictors of commitment, where self-efficacy accounted for 3.53% 

of the variance (semi-partial r = .188, p < .005), and emotional intelligence accounted for 

10.43% (semi-partial r = .323, p < .001) of the variance (Chesnut & Cullen, 2014). 

Furthermore, it was determined (Chestnut & Cullen, 2014) that efficacy perceptions 

waivered initially with respect to individual ability and feelings toward teaching as a career.  

The self-efficacy beliefs of participants were most likely largely developed through 

individual opportunities for vicarious learning experiences.  Recommendations for 

pre-service teacher education programs included promoting teaching pedagogies and 

classroom management to aid in the development of mastery experiences.  Moreover, as 

coursework continued, pre-service teachers began to learn more about educational practices 
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and, in turn, the beliefs and viewpoints of individual pre-service teachers stabilized over time 

(Chesnut & Cullen, 2014). 

This empirical research also found that emotional intelligence was a strong predictor 

of commitment to the field of education (Chesnut & Cullen, 2014).  An individual’s 

emotional intelligence may impact how one perceives one’s individual teaching abilities.  

The findings also highlighted the connection between emotional intelligence and resiliency, 

as well as the need for adaptive coping strategies.  The ability to self-regulate emotions and 

stay on track was noted as a particularly important skill for pre-service teachers to internalize 

(Chesnut & Cullen, 2014). 

The investigators (Chesnut & Cullen, 2014) argued that encouraging and growing an 

educator’s sense of self-efficacy was necessary for a successful transition into the field from 

a pre-service teacher education program.  In addition, a recommendation was made to 

encourage academic programs to actively develop the emotional intelligence of pre-service 

teachers in an effort to aid adaptation and balance the impact of the emotions experienced 

while teaching.  For example, skilled models might demonstrate various approaches to 

scenarios and, in rehearsing these, pre-service teachers may experience a moment of mastery 

that in turn aids in the ability to manage the emotional demands of teaching.  Moreover, the 

investigators determined additional studies related to pre-service teachers and emotional 

intelligence were virtually non-existent and, subsequently argued for further exploration of 

the development of emotional intelligence among pre-service teachers (Chesnut & Cullen, 

2014). 

Another instrument which was not relevant to the present study was also explored by 

the investigators (Chesnut & Cullen, 2014).  This analysis was not reviewed, as only aspects 
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pertaining to the present study have been included here.  For additional findings related to 

expectations of future work environment and the implications on commitment to the teaching 

profession, please see Chesnut and Cullen (2014). 

Unrealistic high self-efficacy.  An exploration over the course of the first two 

semesters of a pre-service teacher education program looked to gain insight into the 

self-efficacy beliefs of 76 pre-service teachers (n = 76), and the possible programmatic 

implications of educator efficacy development (Pendergast et al., 2011).  The participants 

came from one of three graduate level cohorts of pre-service teacher education programs 

focused on early childhood, primary, and secondary education.  The participants completed 

the Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES), which consisted of 24 items on a 9-point 

Likert scale at the start of the first semester, and again at the end of the second semester 

(Pendergast et al., 2011). 

Findings of this investigation (Pendergast et al., 2011) indicated the overall mean 

score on the TSES went down for all cohorts from 7.40 to 6.89 over the course of data 

collection.  This drop was attributed to a “reality shock” (Pendergast et al., 2011, p. 53) 

experienced when transitioning from little to no experience, to practical experience with the 

onset of student teaching opportunities.  To examine for differences across the demographics 

of age, gender, and program type, ANOVA tests were conducted but found no significance 

(p < .05).  The investigators noted the need for pre-service teachers to understand the sources 

of self-efficacy and to be wary of unrealistic high self-efficacy beliefs at the beginning stages 

of one’s career (Pendergast et al., 2011). 

Learning activities connected to coursework.  Pre-service teacher engagement and 

self-efficacy were explored with respect to individual participation in either a voluntary or 
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course-connected field-based learning opportunity (Bernadowski, Perry, & Del Greco, 2013).  

A simple survey research design was developed to include a 10-item Likert scale to capture 

perceptions of mastery experiences, as well as physiological and emotional states.  The 

questionnaire was administered to 37 pre-service teachers (n = 37) before and after 

participating in the field-based learning opportunities.  In addition, participants were asked to 

complete a reflective journal (Bernadowski et al., 2013). 

Following a simple comparison of the pre-post means (Bernadowski et al., 2013), the 

data indicated positive gains across both the voluntary and course-connected groups, with 

respect to individual self-efficacy.  There was a greater positive change indicated by 

participants within the course-connected field-based learning opportunity, than in the 

voluntary group.  These findings should be viewed with reservation though, as no true 

statistical tests were performed, and no p-values to statistically quantify these results were 

provided (Bernadowski et al., 2013). 

For the qualitative aspect of this investigation (Bernadowski et al., 2013), the 

pre-service teachers who were in the course-connected group felt more prepared for 

field-based learning opportunities due to weekly class meetings, but also felt more 

apprehensive with achieving a good grade in said course.  In addition, the reflection journals 

of the course-connected pre-service teachers drew parallels to strategies discussed in the 

coursework, whereas the voluntary group made little to no references to what was learned 

through coursework.  The findings of this investigation suggested pre-service teachers may 

not recognize where and when a strategy might best be applied.  Therefore, it is useful for the 

field-based learning opportunity to be connected to a course, so an instructor might facilitate 

connections between theory and practice (Bernadowski et al., 2013). 
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One way to offer pre-service teachers field-based learning opportunities is through 

the implementation of simulation technology.  Practical application via mixed reality 

simulation offers a safe learning environment for pre-service teachers enrolled in education 

programs to rehearse what was learned theoretically, before transferring that knowledge to 

physical classroom teaching opportunities (Bautista & Boone, 2015; Chini et al., 2016; Dede, 

2009; Dieker et al., 2017; Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 2014; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a; Straub 

et al., 2014).  As such, the following section details foundational view points and relevant 

literature related to the experience of mixed reality simulation. 

Mixed Reality Simulations 

A simulation can include any experience whereby a participant is immersed in a 

life-like environment (Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 2014).  Mixed reality encompasses both 

virtual and real environments which span the reality-virtuality continuum (Milgram & 

Colquhoun, 2014; Milgram & Kishino, 1994; Milgram et al., 1994).  Therefore, mixed reality 

simulations can be considered an amalgamation of the virtual and real environments which 

imitate a likeness to a real-life scenario (Milgram & Kishino, 1994; Milgram et al., 1994).  

Mixed reality simulations have been employed in a multitude of applications ranging from 

transportation, to healthcare, the armed forces, and beyond (Banks, 1998; Dieker, Kennedy, 

et al., 2014).  Despite widespread application in other fields, exploration pertaining to the use 

of mixed reality simulations within the field of education has only recently begun (Dieker, 

Grillo, & Ramlakhan, 2012; Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 2014). 

Due to the scope of the present study, the discussion pertaining mixed reality 

simulations was limited exclusively to the field of educational simulations.  The mixed 

reality simulation section begins with a brief overview of prior uses of technology within 
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pre-service teacher education.  Subsequently, the foundations of teaching simulations are 

discussed, as well as current applications of teaching simulation.  Finally, a focused review 

of research related to simulation use and pre-service teacher education is also detailed, as 

well as research related to the effects of simulation on improving performance for in-service 

educators. 

Overview of Existing Educational Technology 

As technology evolves, its role within the education of both pre-service teachers and 

in-service educators is continuously being redefined (Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 2014).  

Currently, a multitude of technologies are used in pre-service teacher education programs.  

Ranging from podcasts or video case studies, to online learning and eCoaching, technological 

training opportunities are at the forefront of the educational landscape (Dieker, Kennedy, 

et al., 2014).  A summary of the current uses of technology with respect to education 

programs (Dieker, Kennedy, et al, 2014) is detailed in the ensuing paragraphs in an effort to 

show the evolution of educational technology, and to serve as a lead-in for the discussion on 

educational simulations which follows. 

Podcasts.  Typically, a podcast is an audio recording pertaining to a specific topic.  

On occasion, podcasts are enhanced with visual supports, and are referred to as content 

acquisition podcasts.  Podcasts have been used with pre-service teacher education by way of 

flipping the classroom, such that material is listened to outside of class as a means to enhance 

activities held within class.  Additional research must be done to define how many podcasts 

are appropriate for augmenting pre-service teacher education (Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 2014). 

Video case studies.  Video case studies consist of videos of real classrooms, students, 

educators, or school-based environments, and have a tendency to be used as discussion 
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prompts for challenges a new educator might face during a typical day.  The studies may be 

useful in the development of new learning related to educational practice, specifically with 

regard to the process and procedure of implementing best teaching practices while in the 

field.  Video case studies are also used within flipped classroom settings and are viewed as 

interactive and engaging for pre-service teachers.  As more advanced technology becomes 

available, video case studies may shift toward more simulation-based practices (Dieker, 

Kennedy, et al., 2014). 

Online delivery of content.  The delivery of content solely from within brick and 

mortar institutions has been challenged as of late, by online learning communities.  

Pre-service teacher education has explored distance learning via two methods.  One where 

some online content is blended with in-person content, or one in which all the learning takes 

place online.  Current research into online learning, as it relates to pre-service teacher 

education, focuses primarily on qualitative findings and does not refer to either potential 

impacts on pre-service teacher education, or future students the pre-service teachers will be 

tasked with educating (Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 2014). 

eCoaching.  Learning, on the part of pre-service teachers, has vastly improved 

through supervision and feedback (Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 2014).  Pre-service teachers often 

perceive inadequacies in terms of the amount of support received, with respect to feedback 

and supervision; especially early in the educational training experience (Dieker, Kennedy, 

et al., 2014).  When supervision and feedback are supported through the use of technology, it 

is typically referred to as eCoaching.  A specific form of eCoaching that has gained traction 

in recent years is bug-in-ear training (Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 2014; Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 

2014; Elford, Carter, & Aronin, 2013; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a).  The approach features a 
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pre-service teacher wearing an ear piece during teaching experiences in order to receive 

in-the-moment coaching via said ear piece.  With the guidance and support of an expert on 

the other side of the ear piece, bug-in-ear technology provides pre-service teachers with 

real-time opportunities to implement changes in teaching practice (Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 

2014; Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 2014; Elford et al., 2013; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a).  As 

with video case studies, bug-in-ear supervision, and feedback has begun to shift toward 

simulation-based learning opportunities for pre-service teachers (Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 

2014). 

Educational Simulations 

The origins of teaching simulations are rooted in written case studies that were read, 

watched, or role-played within pre-service teacher education programs.  As technology has 

advanced, a desire for mixed reality simulations within the field of education has 

simultaneously emerged.  Case studies are now being presented in virtual environments, 

where pre-service teachers act out scenarios in classrooms that have merged the real and 

virtual worlds together (Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 2014).  The educational simulations section 

was further divided into five subsections: (a) reality-virtuality, (b) categories of educational 

simulations, (c) simulations versus games, (d) theoretical underpinnings, and (e) usage with 

pre-service teachers. 

Reality-virtuality.  The blended simulation world exists along a reality-virtuality 

continuum that traverses the physical and virtual environments (Milgram & Colquhoun, 

2014; Milgram & Kishino, 1994; Milgram et al., 1994).  The juxtaposition of the two 

environments, the intersection at which blending has occurred, creates either an augmented 

reality or an augmented virtuality; whereas the combination of both is encompassed by the 
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term mixed reality simulation.  Anytime the physical world has been augmented with a 

computer-generated object superimposed onto the viewer’s real-world observations, the 

simulation represents an augmented reality.  On the other hand, augmented virtuality occurs 

when a real image has been superimposed into an otherwise virtual world (Milgram & 

Colquhoun, 2014; Milgram & Kishino, 1994; Milgram et al., 1994).  The mixed reality 

simulation employed in this study, lies squarely within the augmented virtuality side of the 

continuum. 

Categories of educational simulations.  Educational simulations span a wide range 

of designs, from low-tech games to fully immersive environments (Dede, 2009; Dieker, 

Kennedy, et al., 2014).  There are several types of educational simulations available 

currently, namely virtual puppetry simulations, multi-user virtual environments, and single 

user simulations (Bradley & Kendall, 2014).  Single user and multi-user simulations are 

typically first-person immersive environments.  The simulations are usually represented by 

online role-playing, and feature an avatar navigated by the user to engage within the virtual 

world (Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 2014).  On the contrary (see Figure 

2.3), virtual puppetry simulations are fully immersive environments that allow one to feel as 

though one is within the environment itself (Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Dede, 2009; Dieker, 

Kennedy, et al., 2014). 
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Figure 2.3.  Comparison of simulations.  This figure illustrates a side-by-side comparison of 
the various mixed reality simulations currently available within education (Bradley & 
Kendall, 2014; Chini et al., 2016; Dede, 2009; Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 2014; Dieker, Straub, 
et al., 2014; Gregory & Masters, 2012; Mursion®, 2016; Nagendran et al., 2013, 2014; 
O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a; TLE TeachLivE™, 2016).  The simulation utilized within the 
present study comes from Mursion® and follows the right-hand branch.  
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In the case of a single user simulation, a pre-service teacher would be faced with 

pre-programmed, wholly computer-controlled students, who are only capable of responding 

with predetermined phrases.  A multi-user virtual environment would allow multiple 

individuals to interact concurrently, with several pre-service teachers tasked with 

representing students, as a peer takes on the role of being the educator.  With this in mind, 

responses from individuals portraying students may be more lifelike, and may create a more 

realistic feel to the simulated environment (Bradley & Kendall, 2014).  Modern applications 

of multi-user virtual environments have also introduced programmed users, or bots, in an 

effort to limit the need for peers to fill the role of students (Gregory & Masters, 2012). 

Within a fully immersive virtual puppetry simulation environment, pre-service 

teachers and in-service educators enter into a mixed reality world, filled with the essentials of 

a traditional primary or secondary classroom, including whiteboards, desks, and other props 

(TLE TeachLivE™, 2016).  Though similar to a multi-user environment, the setting differs 

with respect to how pre-service teachers interact with students (Bradley & Kendall, 2014), as 

the classroom itself now holds five virtual students represented by avatars programmed with 

unique personalities, looks, and voices (TLE TeachLivE™, 2016).  The more lifelike the 

classroom is, “the greater the participant’s suspension of disbelief that she or he is ‘inside’ a 

digitally enhanced setting” (Dede, 2009, p. 66).  As such, the look and feel of a physical 

classroom is fully caricatured, including multifactorial actions and behaviors on the part of 

the avatar students (Dede, 2009; Dieker, Straub, Hughes, Hynes, & Hardin, 2014; Nagendran 

et al., 2013, 2014; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a; TLE TeachLivE™, 2016). 

Controlled through a digital puppetry system in which a human-in-the-loop interactor 

works in conjunction with a computer program, the avatar students are a representational 
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amalgamation of individuals one might find in a physical classroom (Chini et al., 2016; 

Dede, 2009; Dieker, Straub, et al., 2014; Nagendran et al., 2013, 2014; O’Callaghan & Piro, 

2016a).  The interactor is capable of taking control of an individual avatar, while the 

remaining four are coordinated primarily via programming within the computer itself 

(Nagendran et al., 2013, 2014).  In addition, the interactor is able to speak through the 

avatars, directly interact with pre-service teachers, and offer real time conversational 

exchanges (Nagendran et al., 2013, 2014).  The University of Central Florida has been on the 

forefront of the technology in pre-service teacher education and has developed a virtual 

puppetry mixed reality simulation called TeachLivEÔ (Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 2014). 

The mixed reality simulation of TeachLivEÔ was initially used to aid second career 

pre-service teachers, specifically in mathematics and science, as preparation to enter the 

classroom for the first time.  TeachLivEÔ was created by a joint venture of pre-service 

teacher educators and computer scientists at the University of Central Florida (TLE 

TeachLivE™, 2016).  The mixed reality simulation utilized in the present study was produced 

by Mursion®, a California based company that acquired the rights to TeachLivEÔ in 2015.  

The virtual reality environments dispersed by Mursion®, are currently in use by a multitude 

of professions, including but not limited to mixed reality simulations pertaining to finance, 

healthcare, and education (Mursion®, 2016). 

Simulations versus games.  Before delving further into the theoretical underpinnings 

related to mixed reality simulations, an important distinction between simulations and games 

must be made.  Games are not bound by the confines of reality (Sauvé, Renaud, Kaufman, & 

Marquis, 2007), and are designed to challenge the user to compete versus other users in an 

attempt to win or beat the game.  This differs starkly from simulations, which are bound by 
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the environmental reality being simulated, and focus primarily on educational objectives, 

rather than competition and winning (Sauvé et al., 2007).  Fully immersive simulation 

environments, if executed properly, create an ecosystem in which, “teachers no longer feel 

like they are playing games or that avatars are representing them; they feel like they are 

interacting with avatars in real environments” (Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 2014, p. 55).  The 

purpose of this distinction is reported not to diminish the potential impact of digital games in 

education; in fact, digital game-based learning has been shown to increase motivation, 

engagement, collaboration, and many other desired student faculties, all while meeting 

students’ individual needs (Becker, 2007; Hwang, Sung, Hung, Huang, & Tsai, 2012; Razak 

& Connolly, 2013; Tsai, Yu, & Hsiao, 2012; Whitton, 2012).  Rather, the distinction was 

made to further clarify the viewpoint of the participants who partook in mixed reality 

simulation experiences within the present study. 

Theoretical underpinnings.  The theoretical underpinning of simulations in 

education are centered upon the transfer of specific teaching skillsets through opportunities 

for role-play, peer observation, and feedback.  The authentic experience of mixed reality 

simulation and the simulated classroom afford pre-service teachers and in-service educators 

the opportunity to experience life-like classroom interactions.  The foundations upon which 

educational simulations were based include situated learning, an experiential learning 

environment, a professional learning community, and the incorporation of high-leverage 

practices. 

Situated learning.  When learning opportunities occur within a framework similar to 

what one might find in a practical application, the experience is known as situated learning 

(Falconer, 2013).  “Potentially quite powerful, situated learning is seldom used in classroom 
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instruction because arranging complementary, tacit, relatively unstructured learning in 

complex real-world settings is difficult” (Dede, 2009, p. 66).  Situated learning suggests 

learning comes from developing strategies in authentic activities and through complex social 

interactions and the creation of a learning community (Utley, 2006).  With this in mind, 

situated learning is now an educational construct upon which mixed reality simulation 

experiences have been founded (O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a; Pankowski & Walker, 2016; 

Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018).  Within the authentic experience of the mixed reality 

simulations, and the social environment of the professional learning community around the 

simulation experience, pre-service teachers co-construct knowledge through active teaching, 

observation of peers, and through the act of providing feedback (Dede, 2009; Falconer, 

2013). 

Experiential learning environments.  Experiential learning occurs when an 

individual learns something in one capacity and subsequently transfers that understanding to 

an alternate experience (Dede, 2009; Kolb, 1984).  The mixed reality simulation experience 

is an experiential learning environment in which an individual is situated within an authentic 

scenario, where one may learn by doing (Fanning & Gaba, 2007; Feinstein, Mann, & Corsun, 

2002; Jarmon, Traphagan, Mayrath, & Trivedi, 2009; Ludlow, 2015).  Experiential learning 

follows a cyclical process and originates from concrete examples, where a learner 

participates in an authentic, mastery experience; which is followed by reflective observation, 

where the learner reflects upon the mastery experience (Kolb, 1984).  Abstract 

conceptualization occurs next, as the learner devises new strategies based upon said 

reflection, then attempts the strategies in subsequent mastery experiences through active 

experimentation (Kolb, 1984).  The experimentation in turn, forms a new concreate example 
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and thus, the cycle repeats itself (Alexander, Langub, & Rosen, 2014; Fanning & Gaba, 

2007; Kolb, 1984).  Typically, this transformative learning process ultimately improves one’s 

future performances (Dede, 2009), as learners discover how to apply knowledge absorbed in 

simulated environments to physical classrooms.  One way to actively engage in experiential 

learning opportunities within a simulation environment is through role-play, whereby a 

pre-service teacher takes on the role of being the teacher. 

Role-play.  Role-play has been an effect strategy used by pre-service teachers to 

enhance individual understanding of one’s future capacity as an educator (Dalgarno et al., 

2016).  Mixed reality simulation allows pre-service teachers to role-play scenarios as an 

educator within a simulated environment, to develop teaching skillsets (Dawson & 

Lignugaris/Kraft, 2017; Gregory & Masters, 2012).  While role-playing, pre-service teachers 

essentially bridge the gap between understanding theoretical concepts learned in abstract 

coursework, and the practical application of said concepts within a classroom environment 

(Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Dalgarno et al., 2016; Dawson & Lignugaris/Kraft, 2017; 

O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a).  In addition, mixed reality simulations allow pre-service 

teachers to rehearse the teaching process under the supervision of academics (Dalgarno et al., 

2016).  Opportunities for practice may aid pre-service teachers in the development of 

confidence and said growth may quickly transfer from simulated to physical classroom 

environments (Dalgarno et al., 2016).  Role-play among student learners also allows for 

interactions with, and observations by, a professional learning community; whereby members 

may provide feedback to the pre-service teacher taking on the role of being the teacher within 

the mixed reality simulation experience. 
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Professional learning community.  Professional learning communities allow for 

complex social interactions to occur (Utley, 2006), and can be established around the mixed 

reality simulation experience to allow for peer observation, as well as to provide feedback to 

pre-service teachers (Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 2014; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018).  When 

members of a group collaboratively come together to bolster and encourage one another in an 

effort to collectively attain results pertaining to a given task, that environment is known as a 

professional learning community (DuFour & Eaker, 1998).  Within the mixed reality 

simulation experience, the professional learning community (PLC) may refer to peer groups 

or professors, as well as simulation facilitators, and even avatar students.  At the foundational 

level, PLCs within pre-service teacher education programs are based upon Vygotsky’s zone 

of proximal development (Peskin, Katz, & Lazare, 2009). 

Vygotsky (Driscoll, 2005; Vygotsky, 1978) theorized there was a gap between a 

learner’s actual developmental level and one’s potential developmental level.  This gap was 

known as the zone of proximal development, the width of which could be, “…determined 

through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” 

(Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86).  Through this lens, pre-service teachers might identify what 

information is known, and what remains unknown, through interactions with the PLC.  With 

help from the PLC, a learner begins to expand the personal boundaries within the zone of 

proximal development, and ultimately reaches ones’ highest potential (Driscoll, 2005).  PLCs 

created around the mixed reality simulation experience, provide opportunities for complex 

social interactions (Utley, 2006) within a collaborative learning environment (DuFour & 

Eaker, 1998), through peer observation and feedback (Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 2014; Piro & 

O’Callaghan, 2018). 
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Peer observation.  Within pre-service teacher education, observation is a mechanism 

used to transfer knowledge from experts to novices (Engin & Priest, 2014; Walker & Dotger, 

2012).  Mixed reality simulations can provide opportunities for vicarious learning to take 

place through peer observation (Pankowski & Walker, 2016; Stegmann, Pilz, Siebeck, & 

Fischer, 2012; Walker & Dotger, 2012), which, in turn allows learners to self-reflect (Engin 

& Priest, 2014).  The overarching goal of peer observation within a mixed reality simulation 

experience may be considered as follows: 

Here I am with my lens to look at you and your actions.  But as I look at you with my 

lens, I consider you a mirror; I hope to see myself in you and through your teaching.  

When I see myself, I find it hard to get distance from my teaching.  I hear my voice, I 

see my face and clothes and fail to see my teaching.  Seeing you allows me to see 

myself differently and to explore variables we both use. (Fanselow, 1988, p. 115) 

Through peer observation, one has the opportunity to reflect on one’s practices and teaching 

skillsets to gain a better understanding of one’s self. 

In addition to the cognitive benefits of peer observation, there are also affective 

benefits, as virtual reality usage may provoke an increase in emotional responses from users 

(Nissim & Weissblueth, 2017).  Pre-service teachers may become more confident and 

reassured through observation of peers, as that process may remove the mystery surrounding 

others teaching; moreover, peer observation instills the notion that teaching is not a solitary 

activity (Engin & Priest, 2014).  Furthermore, pre-service teachers might learn valuable 

interpersonal skills through observation of peers interacting within simulated environments 

(Stegmann et al., 2012).  It should be noted that being observed, the counterpart to the 

experience of peer observation, includes the possibility that an increase in negative emotions 
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might also occur; those feelings however, have a tendency to dissipate with repeated 

exposure to teaching within the mixed reality simulation experience (Bautista & Boone, 

2015). 

Providing onlookers with a guided observation script also leads to significantly more 

knowledge gained through vicarious learning (Stegmann et al., 2012).  Without offering 

structure to the peer observation experience, a pre-service teacher may undergo a weaker 

transfer of knowledge (Walker & Dotger, 2012).  The effects of vicarious learning through 

peer observation may also be increased through the process of providing peer feedback 

(Stegmann et al., 2012). 

Feedback.  Opportunities for pre-service teachers to receive feedback from the PLC 

are usually incorporated directly into simulation sessions, either before, during, or after a 

mixed reality experience (Bradley & Kendall, 2014; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a; Pankowski 

& Walker, 2016; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018).  The purpose of providing feedback is to aid 

the learner in reflecting upon the experience (Fanning & Gaba, 2007).  Feedback that occurs 

during a simulation session might be achieved via bug-in-ear technology (Dieker, Kennedy, 

et al., 2014; Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 2014; Elford et al., 2013; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a) 

or through the process of pausing the simulation (Bradley Kendall, 2014; Chini et al., 2016; 

O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a; Straub et al., 2014).  When a pre-service teacher pauses the 

simulation, the individual is able to stop and ask the PLC for advice regarding how to handle 

a situation one might find challenging.  Upon receiving feedback, the pre-service teacher 

may restart the simulation from where it was paused or start the session over from the 

beginning (Becht & Delisio, 2015; Straub et al., 2014).  Feedback before and after simulation 

sessions provides opportunities for self-reflection (Bautista & Boone, 2015; Bradley & 
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Kendall, 2014; Chini et al., 2016; Dieker et al., 2017; Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 2014; 

Ludlow, 2015; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018; Straub et al., 2014), 

which, connects to the reflective observation step in the aforementioned experiential learning 

cycle (Alexander et al., 2014; Fanning & Gaba, 2007; Kolb, 1984). 

Feedback provided may be multifaceted, but generally follows a multiphase 

approach, whereby what was observed is described, followed by a review of emotions related 

to the experience, and finally an overview of what occurred and its significance (Fanning & 

Gaba, 2007).  In the initial phase of feedback, a facilitator supports the unpacking of what 

occurred during the observation because “the active ‘hot-seat’ participant…is emotionally 

absorbed in the event and is blinkered in their view of what has occurred” (Fanning & Gaba, 

2007, p. 117).  Following the debrief of the experience and any related emotions, generalities 

are pulled to be applied to future experiences (Fanning & Gaba, 2007).  The perceived ability 

of the facilitator leading the feedback session may impact how the feedback is received by 

the pre-service teacher; therefore, the facilitator should be highly skilled and trained in 

providing feedback (Fanning & Gaba, 2007).  Accordingly, where peer feedback is 

concerned, the perception of a lack of skill and formal training may actually minimize the 

influence of the feedback provided (Stegmann et al., 2012).  To increase the effectiveness 

and accuracy of feedback, additional structures should be provided, such as feedback scripts 

(Stegmann et al., 2012).  In addition, all feedback should be provided in a non-judgmental 

manner that is focused upon skill development (Engin & Priest, 2014).  As such, the 

purposeful incorporation of high-leverage teaching practices as a pedagogical foundation 

may aide the simulated classroom experience. 
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High-leverage practices.  High-leverage practices are a set of fundamental skills 

required by educators to support the development of students cognitively, socially, and 

affectively (TeachingWorks, 2018).  High-leverage practices, as employed within 

practice-based pre-service teacher education models, rely on the situated use of teaching to 

transfer knowledge from theory to practice (Dede, 2009; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a, 2016b; 

Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018; Zeichner, 2012).  Mixed reality simulations provide a situated 

context from which to teach, and therefore high-leverage practices may be used to develop 

instructional skills within the simulated learning environment (Dieker et al., 2017).  

Combining mixed reality simulation experiences and high-leverage teaching practices 

enables educators to guide both in-service educators and pre-service teachers, to better 

contextualize the comprehension of how to teach, all while doing so within a safe learning 

environment (Bautista & Boone, 2015; Dieker et al., 2017; Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 2014; 

O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a, 2016b; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018). 

Usage with pre-service teachers.  Mixed reality simulations provide a number of 

benefits to pre-service teacher education, the first and foremost being the provision of a safe 

learning environment, whereby pre-service teachers begin to take on the role of being the 

teacher (Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Dalgarno et al., 2016; Dawson & Lignugaris/Kraft, 2017; 

Dede, 2009; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018).  In addition, 

pre-service teachers need unlimited time at the front of the classroom, which is not practical 

nor prudent to achieve (Bradley & Kendall, 2014).  Infinite practice sessions would also be 

unreasonable for physical students, who do not have unlimited time to learn material from 

educators who are not yet fully trained; therefore, mixed reality simulations of virtual 

classrooms deliver a remedy that allows pre-service teachers repetition and rehearsal 
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opportunities without harm to physical students (Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Dieker, 

Rodriguez, et al., 2014; Dieker et al., 2017; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018; Straub et al., 2014). 

Moreover, the mixed reality simulation experience allows pre-service teachers to 

recurrently train skills until reaching mastery (Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 2014; Dieker, 

Rodriguez, et al., 2014; Ludlow, 2015).  Pre-service teachers may also make mistakes and 

receive focused feedback from the PLC in an attempt to improve individual skillsets 

(Dalgarno et al., 2016; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018).  The 

experience of mixed reality simulation also allows pre-service teachers to explore the root 

cause, and potential consequence, of actions taken in front of the classroom, as the individual 

gets a sense of how teaching feels, both affectively and cognitively (Bradley & Kendall, 

2014).  Pre-service teachers might also reflect upon individual and observed experiences and 

continually attempt to improve skills and develop strategies for future use (Dieker, 

Rodriguez, et al., 2014). 

Focused Review of Simulation Literature 

The advantages of using virtual simulation in conjunction with pre-service education 

are plentiful.  A primary example of usefulness is derived from the ability of the simulations 

to mitigate potential risks to physical individuals; in particular students (Dieker et al., 2017; 

Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 2014; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a, 2016b; Piro & O’Callaghan, 

2018).  In addition, simulations allow for repeated practice of certain situations so pre-service 

teachers might reach mastery under those conditions (Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 2014; Dieker, 

Rodriguez, et al., 2014; Ludlow, 2015).  Since its inception, TeachLivEÔ has been the 

subject of a host of research opportunities.  The system has been used to assess questioning 

techniques of mathematics pre-service teachers (Straub et al., 2014).  A follow-up to that 
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study took place with science teachers and their performance with questioning and 

affirmation of content responses before and after the use of mixed reality simulations (Straub, 

Dieker, Hynes, & Hughes, 2015).  Additional studies include video recordings of 

instructional coaching (Thompson & Kosiorek, 2015), pre-service special educators’ 

proficiency with essential teaching skillsets (Dawson, 2016), and the influence of 

TeachLivE™ on anxiety levels in pre-service teachers and in-service mathematics educators 

(Eisenreich & Harshman, 2014), just to name a few.  The following sub-sections, as well as 

Table 2.3, detail specific empirical research relevant to pre-service teacher education, and 

in-service professional development, with respect to the experience of mixed reality 

simulation. 
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Table 2.3 

Simulation Research Studies for Literature Review 

Investigators Participants Purpose Findings 
Piro and 
O’Callaghan (2018) 

Undergraduate 
pre-service teachers  
(n = 29) in an 
education program 

To study how mixed 
reality simulations 
impacted the 
experience of 
threshold concepts, 
based on specific 
high-leverage 
practices taught in 
concurrent courses 
enhanced with 
mixed reality 
simulation 
experiences 

Mirroring of 
professionals and 
members of the peer 
group was common 
in initial sessions, 
but adaptation and 
improvisation 
demonstrated 
growth, and some 
participants moved 
toward developing 
professional 
behaviors over time 
  

Dieker, Hughes, 
Hynes, and Straub 
(2017) 

Middle school 
in-service 
mathematics 
teachers (n = 135) 

To explore whether 
teachers engaged in 
virtual professional 
development might 
improve upon the 
application of 
pedagogical 
knowledge and 
student content 
knowledge 

Simulated learning 
transferred to 
physical classrooms, 
and a significant 
increase in 
describe/explain 
questions 
(F(3, 171) = 9.99, 
p < .01) and specific 
feedback 
(F(3, 168) = 2.31, 
p < .08) over time 
was seen, regardless 
of use of virtual 
professional 
development 
  

Chini, Straub, and 
Thomas (2016) 

Undergraduate 
physics learning 
assistants (n = 15) 

To investigate if a 
mixed reality 
simulation 
environment offered 
practical application 
of pedagogical skills 
with respect to best 
teaching practices 

A simulation 
environment may be 
useful in developing 
pedagogical skills 
and may provide 
useful insights for 
areas of future focus 
for teacher educators 
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Simulations and threshold concepts.  An exploration into how threshold concepts 

were experienced within a mixed reality simulation environment, was conducted with 29 

pre-service teachers (n = 29) enrolled in a pre-service teacher education program (Piro & 

O’Callaghan, 2018).  The qualitative collective case study bound participants by the level of 

exposure to mixed reality simulation for each individual.  In this case, each participant had 

experienced approximately 90 minutes of total exposure to a fully immersive digital puppetry 

simulation provided by Mursion®, spread out over the course of three semesters.  With 

respect to this investigation, each participant performed three simulation experiences, each 

approximately five to eight minutes in length and subsequently followed by two to three 

minutes of coaching by members of a professional learning community; which resulted in 

approximately 30 minutes of simulated classroom experiences for each semester.  All 

simulation sessions were recorded (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018). 

The threshold concepts explored in this investigation (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018) 

were grounded in the high-leverage practices established as course-specific benchmarks for 

pre-service teachers.  The high-leverage practices extended across the three consecutive 

courses and were paired with exposure opportunities to the mixed reality simulation 

experience.  The introductory course considered classroom norms and structural procedures, 

as well as rapport building.  Implementation of graphic organizers to aid in both deciphering 

and provoking student thought processes was the focal point of the intermediate course.  

While pre-service teachers enrolled in the advanced level course pondered the use of higher 

order questioning skills via dialogue sessions with the whole-class or in small-group settings 

(Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018). 
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Collected data consisted of verbal and visual outputs by participants during both the 

simulation sessions and within the coaching aspect (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018).  

Observational data were evaluated using a directed content analysis, while the verbal data 

were explored through a Verbal Protocol Analysis.  Using codes informed by the literature, 

as well as inductive coding, descriptive codes were created, which yielded axial codes, and 

ultimately the creation of finding statements and supporting themes (Piro & O’Callaghan, 

2018). 

The first finding statement found participants experienced troublesome 

pre-professional moments, such as mimicry and “stuckness” (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018, 

p. 25).  Mimicry was displayed through participants mirroring professorial behaviors 

demonstrated by in-service educators.  Observational induced imitation was also a source of 

mimicry as participants mirrored behaviors demonstrated by other members of the 

professional learning community.  This behavior was notably lessened during the final three 

simulation sessions, due to exposure over time reducing said frequency.  Participants also 

experienced moments of being stuck, and not knowing how to problem solve through a 

challenging situation (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018). 

The second finding statement found participants had traversed through a liminal 

space (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018), whereby movement toward professional behaviors had 

occurred but participants had not completely mastered the skillsets.  This finding was 

supported by data that illustrated participants improvising while teaching within the 

simulation sessions, particularly in later experiences.  Participants also adapted individual 

self-views from that of student to educator, which was partially demonstrated by the use of 

professional language, as well as the manifestation of a teacher voice when teaching within 
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the mixed reality simulation experience.  It was also noted that participants in earlier 

simulation sessions exhibited movement back toward pre-professional spaces (Piro & 

O’Callaghan, 2018). 

The third and final finding (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018) indicated some participants 

even moved toward the novice professional space, with respect to a variety of demonstrated 

mannerisms including professional language, a teacher stance, confidence, and an ability to 

problem solve in the moment.  Deemed “irreversible teaching behaviors” (Piro & 

O’Callaghan, 2018, p. 30) by the investigators, it was further insinuated that the skillsets had 

been assimilated into the educational identity of the individuals and were sure to be 

permanently retained.  In addition, participants developed specific teaching knowledge 

structures that were advanced through feedback sessions with members of a professional 

learning community within the simulation experience.  The participants exhibited a 

knowledge of teaching and used that understanding to improve the teaching skillsets of peers 

within the community.  The overarching findings indicated some participants within the 

pre-service teacher education program moved from pre-professional toward professional 

spaces through the use of mixed reality simulations (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018). 

Simulations and improving educator performance.  The use of virtual professional 

development (PD) was considered with respect to improving the application of educator 

pedagogical knowledge and student content knowledge (Dieker et al., 2017).  The in-service 

participants were comprised of 135 middle school mathematics educators (n = 135) from 10 

schools spread across 6 states.  A quasi-experimental pre-posttest design, utilized a 

randomized trial of four groups of educators measured pre-post in physical classrooms, as 
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well as measuring two of the groups over four sessions within a fully immersive digital 

puppetry simulated classroom environment (Dieker et al., 2017). 

Each of the four groups of educators received the same lesson plans (Dieker et al., 

2017), and each was offered a varying level of PD, including no PD as was the structure 

within Group 1.  Whereas Group 2 received 40 minutes of online PD focused on formative 

assessment utilizing the analysis of student work samples.  Participants within Group 3 

participated in four, 10-minute mixed reality simulation sessions featuring the same student 

work samples provided to Group 2.  However, participants in Group 3 led a discussion within 

the simulated classroom under the assumption the work sample belonged to one of the avatar 

students.  In this case, following the simulation session, Group 3 participants also reflected 

upon individual performances, including a focus on the number of higher order questions 

asked, and feedback was provided.  The participants in Group 3 would then complete an 

additional 10-minute simulation session, before returning within a month to complete two 

more 10-minute sessions.  Group 4 participants received online PD and partook in four 

mixed reality simulation sessions but did not participate in any post simulation reflection 

(Dieker et al., 2017). 

Data were collected through observation of the participants’ physical classrooms, 

before and after treatment, using both quantitative and qualitative measures, as well as during 

the four 10-minute mixed reality simulation sessions where applicable (Dieker et al., 2017).  

The investigators collected data on the frequency of high-leverage practices, modified 

sub-constructs based on the 2011 version of Danielson’s Framework for Teaching Evaluation 

Instrument, and qualitative field notes.  The high-leverage practices focused on by the 

investigators related to questioning, wait time, and feedback provided to students.  
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Observational data collection utilized the Teachers Practice Observation Tool (TPOT) to 

measure educator practice.  Data were also collected on the students of the 135 participants, 

via the administration of a pre-post 10-item National Assessment of Educational Progress 

evaluation (Dieker et al., 2017). 

For the purpose of data analysis, teaching practices were defined along three 

dimensions: describe/explain (DE) questions, specific feedback (SF), and score on the TPOT 

(Dieker et al., 2017).  A two-factor mixed design ANOVA analyzed whether differences in 

performance occurred within the mixed reality simulation, with respect to either receiving 

virtual PD or not.  Time (number of sessions) was the within-subjects factor and condition 

(online PD, no online PD) was the between-subjects factor.  Dependent variables included 

the DE questions and SF data collected.  The results found no significance amongst the 

between-subjects factor for both dependent variables, DE questions (F(3, 171) = 0.74, 

p = .53) and SF (F(3, 168) = 1.99, p = .12).  There was a significant effect for the 

within-subjects factor of time for each dependent variable, DE questions (F(3, 171) = 9.99, 

p < .010) and SF (F(3, 168) = 2.31, p = .08), where, in both cases the mean scores increased 

over time (Dieker et al., 2017). 

The investigators (Dieker et al., 2017) also explored whether skills developed in 

simulated environments transferred to physical classrooms.  The results showed a 

significantly higher (t(132) = 3.198, p = .002) percentage of DE questions asked during the 

posttest observations among teachers who practiced within the mixed reality simulation 

environment (M = 24%), as compared to those who did not (M = 14%).  The investigators 

found this result to be true, regardless of whether the in-service teachers received online PD 

or not (F(3, 130) = 3.579, p = .064).  The results indicate that knowledge, including 
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high-leverage practices, learned within the simulated classroom has transferability to the 

physical classroom (Dieker et al., 2017). 

Due to the nature of the present study, only a small cross section of findings related to 

the investigation into improving educator performance through the use of simulated 

environments have been discussed here (Dieker et al., 2017).  Additional analyses included a 

consideration of how receiving or not receiving an after-action review might impact 

simulation experiences, and if student scores might be impacted based on if an educator had 

received online PD within the mixed reality simulation experience, or not.  Please see Dieker 

et al. (2017) for the full analysis, findings, and implications. 

Simulations and pedagogical skills.  To establish that classroom simulation via 

mixed reality environments creates a practical application for physics learning assistants to 

edify best teaching practices, an exploration into pedagogical skills and simulation usage was 

given due consideration (Chini et al., 2016).  Spanning roughly two-thirds of one semester, 

the data collection phase of the investigation included 15 undergraduate student participants 

(n = 15).  Participants were tasked with completing written journal reflections prior to 

simulation experiences, as well as following simulation sessions, of which 14 students 

completed the task.  In addition, nine students had all individual activity within the fully 

immersive digital puppetry simulations video recorded (Chini et al., 2016). 

Participants were grouped together in sets of three and observed one another within 

the simulation (Chini et al., 2016).  Each participant completed a physics activity within the 

simulation session that included having a discussion related to a graph depicting motion.  The 

activity itself was structured around an after-action review cycle, where the participants 

planned for, implemented, and then reflected on the activity within the small group settings.  
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In this instance, the simulation interactors were provided with an activity framework that 

provoked accurate student responses, proposed real-time ideas derived from research, and 

was structured around instructional objectives for student participants.  The difficulty level 

was intentionally set low, such that participant focus within the simulation might be solely on 

pedagogical skills and not on behavior management strategies (Chini et al., 2016). 

Data were collected via written before and after simulation journals (Chini et al., 

2016), as well as through group reflections performed following the simulation and video 

recordings of the sessions themselves.  The data collected were analyzed via open, axial, and 

selective coding, as well as through constant comparison to connect reflection data and 

observational data collected via video recordings.  The focus of the coding was to identify 

pedagogical skills either discussed or practiced within the simulation activity (Chini et al., 

2016). 

The results of the qualitative analysis showed observed usage of pedagogical skills, 

such as questioning and whole group involvement (Chini et al., 2016).  However, the data 

also brought to light potentially underused skills, such as connecting to real world scenarios.  

The results also depicted less use of formative assessment than investigators might have 

expected, despite participants actively discussing the process within the written reflections.  

In addition, the data revealed the simulations may have facilitated meaningful reflection 

among the participants upon individual teaching practices.  The participants viewed the 

mixed reality simulation as a realistic teaching environment, as indicated by the data; 

although suggestions were also offered with respect to improving the realism of the 

experience as a whole.  Overall, the results suggest mixed reality simulations may be useful 
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in developing pedagogical skills and may provide pre-service teacher educators with useful 

insights into areas of future focus (Chini et al., 2016). 

Within simulated environments, one area of future focus pre-service teacher 

educators might consider is the implementation of self-efficacy development.  Mixed reality 

simulation aids pre-service teachers by offering enactive learning opportunities such as 

role-play, and encourages learning vicariously through observation of one’s peers, that 

fosters the development of a strong sense of self-efficacy over time (Dawson & 

Lignugaris/Kraft, 2017; Gregory & Masters, 2012; Knezek et al., 2015; Pankowski & 

Walker, 2016; Pendergast et al., 2011; Stegmann et al., 2012; Walker & Dotger, 2012).  Yet, 

with respect to pre-service teachers, research has only just begun to explore how the practical 

application of mixed reality simulation environments meets the theoretical framework of 

self-efficacy development.  The following section details foundational view points and 

relevant literature related to the development of self-efficacy within mixed reality simulation 

environments, where the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers is concerned. 

Self-Efficacy and Mixed Reality Simulations 

Mixed reality simulations have the ability to positively impact the sense of 

self-efficacy among pre-service teachers by way of developing the sources of individual 

self-efficacy (Bautista & Boone, 2015).  Through role-playing as a teacher within the mixed 

reality simulation environment (Dawson & Lignugaris/Kraft, 2017; Gregory & Masters, 

2012), pre-service teachers gain authentic, mastery experiences where individuals learn by 

doing (Fanning & Gaba, 2007; Feinstein et al., 2002; Jarmon et al., 2009; Ludlow, 2015).  As 

members of a professional learning community within the mixed reality simulation 

experience (Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 2014; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018), pre-service teachers 
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learn vicariously through peer observation (Pankowski & Walker, 2016; Stegmann et al., 

2012; Walker & Dotger, 2012), as well as give and receive social persuasion through 

feedback opportunities (Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Fanning & Gaba, 2007; O’Callaghan & 

Piro, 2016a; Pankowski & Walker, 2016; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018; Stegmann et al., 2012).  

Mixed reality simulations can impact the physiological and affective states of pre-service 

teachers while teaching, observing, and receiving feedback (Bautista & Boone, 2015; Nissim 

& Weissblueth, 2017).  See Table 2.4 for an overview of the relationship between self-

efficacy and mixed reality simulations.  In addition, pre-service teachers have a tendency to 

rate individual self-efficacy as unrealistically high initially, then experience a drop in 

self-efficacy as one gains additional experience with teaching, both in traditional pre-service 

teacher education programs (Pendergast et al., 2011), and in curriculums enhanced with 

simulation opportunities (Knezek et al., 2015). 
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Table 2.4 

Relationship Between Self-Efficacy and Mixed Reality Simulations 

Sources of 
Self-Efficacya 

Sources of 
Educator Efficacyb 

Features of 
Mixed Reality Simulation 

Mastery experiences Successful classroom 
experiences 

Active teaching within the 
simulated environmentc 
  

Secondhand experiences Observation of peers Observing peers actively 
teaching within the 
simulated environmentd 
  

Social persuasion Discussions among 
colleagues and evaluators 

Giving and receiving 
feedback from a PLC 
around the simulation 
experiencee 
  

Physiological and affective 
states 

Level of exhaustion Experiencing the emotional 
side of teaching first hand 
through active teaching, 
observation, and feedback 
from the PLCf 
  

 
aReferences for sources of self-efficacy include: Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997.  bReferences for sources of educator efficacy include: 
Holzberger et al., 2013.  cReferences for this section of features of mixed reality simulation include: Dawson & Lignugaris/Kraft, 2017; 
Fanning & Gaba, 2007; Feinstein et al., 2002; Gregory & Masters, 2012; Jarmon et al., 2009; Ludlow, 2015.  dReferences for this section of 
features of mixed reality simulation include: Pankowski & Walker, 2016; Stegmann et al., 2012; Walker & Dotger, 2012.  eReferences for 
this section of features of mixed reality simulation include: Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Fanning & Gaba, 2007; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a; 
Pankowski & Walker, 2016; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018; Stegmann et al., 2012.  fReferences for this section of features of mixed reality 
simulation include: Bautista & Boone, 2015; Nissim & Weissblueth, 2017. 
 
Focused Review of Self-Efficacy and Simulation Literature 

There is a dearth of research specifically related to fully immersive mixed reality 

simulation environments, and the potential effect upon pre-service teacher self-efficacy.  Yet, 

without specific interventions, it is unreasonable for educators to expect pre-service teachers 

to emerge from education programs with a strongly developed sense of self-efficacy (Hoy & 

Woolfolk, 1993).  To achieve a strong sense of self-efficacy for pre-service teachers, 

“specific courses and experiences in classroom management, opportunities to demonstrate 

the ability to use theory to solve common problems of practice, and supervision that nurtures 

gradual movement toward independent thought and action in teaching” (Hoy & Woolfolk, 
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1993, p. 369), should be engrained in the pedagogical mindset.  Multiple opportunities to 

actively engage in the practice of teaching should be embedded throughout pre-service 

teacher education curriculums (Iqbal & Mahmood, 2010).  In addition to meaningful field 

experiences that are supported via guided reflection (Boz & Boz, 2010; Chesnut & Cullen, 

2014), “…support and advice given by mentors would enhance prospective teachers sense of 

efficacy” (Boz & Boz, 2010, p. 289), and augment the learning process (Boz & Boz, 2010; 

Chesnut & Cullen, 2014). 

Despite evidence pertaining to the benefits of both self-efficacy and mixed reality 

simulation, there is a lack of available research pertaining the combination of the two fields, 

with respect to pre-service teachers.  The following sub-section, as well as Table 2.5, details 

the components of the only empirical research study to date that has combined the fields of 

self-efficacy, teacher education, pre-service teachers, and the type of simulation employed in 

the present study. 

Table 2.5 

Self-Efficacy and Simulation Research Study for Literature Review 

Investigators Participants Purpose Findings 
Bautista and Boone 
(2015) 

Pre-service teachers 
(n = 62) enrolled as 
early childhood 
education majors 

To determine the 
effects of mixed 
reality simulation on 
pre-service teachers’ 
science teaching 
efficacy beliefs. 

Despite an initial 
drop in self-efficacy, 
a significant increase 
in science teaching 
efficacy (p < .01) 
and outcome 
expectancy (p < .01) 
occurred as 
self-efficacy 
increased following 
subsequent uses of 
the mixed reality 
simulation. 
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Self-efficacy beliefs in simulated environments.  To determine the effect mixed 

reality simulations had on the science teaching self-efficacy beliefs of 62 pre-service teachers 

(n = 62) enrolled as early childhood educations majors, a mixed methods study was 

conducted (Bautista & Boone, 2015).  The investigation utilized the fully immersive digital 

puppetry simulation offered by TeachLivE™.  Participants were grouped together with no 

more than ten individuals per group, and each assemblage completed three mixed reality 

simulation sessions.  Each session began with an instructor modeling a scenario, in an effort 

to decrease the nervousness of the participants, as well as to demonstrate possible effective 

strategies.  Following modeling by the instructor, each participant would then teach a 

science-based lesson while members of the peer group observed.  Participants received 

feedback from the instructor regarding strengths and weaknesses following the simulation 

experience (Bautista & Boone, 2015). 

Data were collected from the Science Teaching Efficacy Beliefs Instrument-b 

(STEBI-b).  The STEBI-b has two subscales, the science teaching outcome expectancy 

(STOE) and personal science teaching efficacy (PSTE), the results of both were included in 

the study (Bautista & Boone, 2015).  Participants took both a pretest and a posttest, and the 

scores were used in data analysis.  In addition, participants completed five reflective journals 

over the course of the semester, with one at the start, one at the end, and three following each 

simulation session.  To analyze the quantitative data, a paired t test was performed with 

STOE and PSTE as dependent variables (Bautista & Boone, 2015). 

The results of the t test indicated a significant increase in science teaching 

self-efficacy (p < .01) and science teaching outcome expectancy (p < .01) over the course of 

one semester while using mixed reality simulations (Bautista & Boone, 2015).  The 
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qualitative results determined self-efficacy among participants decreased following the first 

simulation session but increased following the two subsequent experiences.  The initial drop 

was determined to be triggered by a realization of inadequate science content knowledge, as 

well as a lack of familiarity with the mixed reality simulation experience itself.  In addition to 

the drop, the participants expressed an increase in nervousness initiated by an individual 

recognition of attempting one’s first simulation experience, thus resulting in a negative effect 

on their affective state (Bautista & Boone, 2015). 

The qualitative results (Bautista & Boone, 2015) also revealed that many aspects of 

the mixed reality simulation experience helped to increase self-efficacy over time.  

Participants found instructor modeling to be useful in providing a secondhand learning 

opportunity in the form of seeing a variety of teaching strategies in action.  The participants 

also appreciated the opportunity to observe peers, despite the initial anxiety and 

comprehension that the observer would soon be the observee.  Through watching peers, the 

participants were able to reflect upon how to handle specific situations should they occur 

during one’s own simulation session.  Through the observation of both peers and the 

instructor, the anxieties related to teaching within the simulation decreased over time 

(Bautista & Boone, 2015). 

An increase in confidence when it comes to the act of teaching was also expressed 

within the results of the qualitative findings (Bautista & Boone, 2015).  Participants 

described experiencing moments of enactive mastery within the simulation, but it was noted 

that participants attributed the moments to pedagogical rather than enactive mastery 

experiences.  The simulation experience itself was also viewed by participants as a safe 

environment in which one could learn, which ultimately allowed for positive experiences that 
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aided the affective state of the participants.  Mixed reality simulations, it was concluded, 

provided a positive impact on the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers over a 

short time frame and a recommendation to study the effects long-term, was suggested for 

future investigations (Bautista & Boone, 2015). 

 Summary of Chapter Two 

This chapter detailed the theoretical framework of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1992, 

1994, 1997; Pajares, 1996) and the ways in which a sense of efficacy might be developed 

through mastery experiences, secondhand experiences, social persuasion, and physiological 

and affective states (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997).  The impact of self-efficacy upon the 

teaching and learning process for educators, as well as student learners was discussed 

(Bandura, 1995, 1997; Brady & Woolfson, 2008; Zee et al., 2016).  Also included in this 

chapter was an overview of mixed reality simulations, including a focused review of the 

existing technological approaches to education (Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 2014).  The 

theoretical underpinnings of educational simulations through situated learning (O’Callaghan 

& Piro, 2016a; Pankowski & Walker, 2016; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018) were discussed as 

well. 

Furthermore, the experiential learning aspect of simulations (Fanning & Gaba, 2007; 

Feinstein et al., 2002; Jarmon et al., 2009; Ludlow, 2015), including role-play (Dawson & 

Lignugaris/Kraft, 2017; Gregory & Masters, 2012), and the professional learning community, 

which encompassed peer observation (Pankowski & Walker, 2016; Stegmann et al., 2012; 

Walker & Dotger, 2012) and feedback (Bradley & Kendall, 2014; O’Callaghan & Piro, 

2016a; Pankowski & Walker, 2016; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018) within simulated 

environments were also detailed.  Current reviews of relevant literature were also analyzed 
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and discussed with respect to self-efficacy, mixed reality simulations, and the combination of 

self-efficacy and mixed reality simulations (Bautista & Boone, 2015; Bernadowski et al., 

2013; Chesnut & Cullen, 2014; Chini et al., 2016; Dieker et al., 2017; Pendergast et al., 

2011; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018).  Presently, a solitary investigation (Bautista & Boone, 

2015) details the effects of the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers within a 

fully immersive mixed reality simulation environment such as that which was employed 

within the present study. 

Chapter Three will describe the research questions investigated within the present 

study.  In addition, the research design and methodology will be detailed.  Among other 

facets, a discussion describing participants, the setting, data collection, and analysis will be 

included. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this research study was to explore the possible effect mixed reality 

simulation experiences had on the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers.  Chapter 

Three details the methodology used to gather and analyze quantitative and qualitative data 

regarding the self-efficacy beliefs of pre-service teachers enrolled in a teacher education 

program enhanced via mixed reality simulation.  The methodology is disseminated across 

seven sections: (a) research design, (b) description of setting, (c) participants, (d) sampling 

procedure, (e) instrumentation, (f) data collection, and (g) data analysis. 

Research Design 

A mixed methods multiple case study (Yin, 2009) discovered the effects and 

perceptions related to the mixed reality simulation experience and the sense of self-efficacy 

among pre-service teachers.  A sequential embedded design was used with initial quantitative 

data collection followed by qualitative data collection.  The two cases were bound by 

pre-service teacher candidate participants enrolled as students within one of three courses 

enhanced via mixed reality simulations, as well as by professional candidate participants with 

connections to the mixed reality simulation experience.  The pre-service teacher candidate 

participant case was further subdivided and bound by level of exposure, with sub-units 

(Baxter & Jack, 2008) bound by either 30, 60, or 90 minutes of total exposure within the 

simulated classroom (see Figure 3.1).  The second case utilized professors, a manager, and an 

administrator within the education and educational psychology department, each of whom 

also served as simulation facilitators.  The research design was structured to align with the 

research questions, which in turn necessitated both a quantitative and qualitative design 

within the mixed methods multiple case study (Yin, 2009) of the present study. 
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Figure 3.1.  Visual representation of the cases.  This figure illustrates how the cases in the 
present study were bound, with respect to the pre-service teacher and professional candidate 
participants.  Also noted are the final sample sizes within each case and sub-unit of 
participants included within the present study.  It should be noted there were a total of 54 
student participants, only 53 of which completed all the necessary components; as a single 
student participant neglected to complete all quantitative data collection requirements but did 
complete the qualitative portion. 
 
Research Questions 

The purpose of this mixed methods multiple case study (Yin, 2009) was to explore 

the possible effects of mixed reality simulation on pre-service teachers’ sense of 

self-efficacy.  As such, the research questions used to frame this study were as follows: 

1. Is there a statistically significant difference between scores of pre-service teachers 

for total exposure (30, 60, 90 minutes) and time (before, after) with respect to the 

mean scores on the Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES)? 

Normal University Pre-Service Teacher Education  
Mixed Reality Simulation Experience 

Student Participants (n = 54) Professional Participants (n = 5) 

Total Exposure 
30 Minutes 

(n = 20) 

Total Exposure 
60 Minutes 

(n = 18) 

Total Exposure 
90 Minutes 

(n = 15) 
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a. Non-directional hypothesis: There will be a statistically significant difference 

between scores of pre-service teachers for total exposure (30, 60, 90 minutes) 

and time (before, after) with respect to the mean scores of the TSES. 

2. What perceptions are associated with pre-service teachers’ sense of self-efficacy 

with respect to the mixed reality simulation experience? 

Quantitative Design 

A quasi-experimental, one group with three levels, pretest–posttest 3 × 2 mixed 

design was utilized as part of the embedded case study design to address research question 

one (Gall et al., 2003; Meyers et al., 2006; Yockey 2011).  Initial quantitative data from the 

TSES were collected at the start of data collection before preliminary (total exposure 30 

minutes) or additional exposure (total exposure 60 and 90 minutes) to mixed reality 

simulation experiences had occurred.  The mixed reality simulation experience consisted of 

three sessions, wherein student participants completed approximately five to eight minutes of 

teaching within the simulated classroom, followed by two to three minutes of feedback from 

the professional learning community.  Following completion of the third mixed reality 

simulation session, quantitative data were collected via the TSES again.  Subsequently, a 

3 × 2 one-between–one-within subjects ANOVA was performed to address research question 

one, as were multiple investigative t tests.  See Table 3.1 for a visual depiction of the 

quantitative design. 
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Table 3.1 

Quantitative Design 

   Data Collection Phase 

   Time (before, after)a 

 MRSb MRS 
Before- 

Exposure 
TSESc 

MRS 
Spring 
2017 

After- 
Exposure 

TSESd 
Total 

Exposure 
(30, 60, 90)e 

  

  O 30f O 
 30f O 60g O 

30f 60g O 90h O 
  

 
Note.  Exposure to mixed reality simulations had occurred once and twice prior to data collection among student participants in total 
exposure 60 and 90 minutes, respectively. 
aTime (before, after) is the within-subjects factor and can be either before- or after-exposure to the mixed reality simulation experiences.  
bMRS refers to mixed reality simulation experience and consisted of three sessions, each with five to eight minutes of teaching in the 
simulated classroom followed by two to three minutes of feedback from the professional learning community.  cBefore-exposure TSES 
refers to the Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale measurement taken prior to preliminary or additional exposure to the simulated classroom 
within the data collection period.  dAfter-exposure TSES refers to the Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale measurement taken following the 
final exposure to the simulated classroom within the data collection period.  eTotal exposure (30, 60, 90 minutes) is the between-subjects 
factor of 30, 60, or 90 minutes of total exposure, respectively.  f30 refers to total exposure 30 minutes and represents three total sessions, 
each with approximately ten minutes of mixed reality simulation experiences achieved via five to eight minutes of teaching in the simulated 
classroom followed by two to three minutes of feedback from the professional learning community.  g60 refers to total exposure 60 minutes 
and represents six total sessions, each with approximately ten minutes of mixed reality simulation experiences achieved via five to eight 
minutes of teaching in the simulated classroom followed by two to three minutes of feedback from the professional learning community.  
h90 refers to total exposure 90 minutes and represents nine total sessions, each with approximately ten minutes of mixed reality simulation 
experiences achieved via five to eight minutes of teaching in the simulated classroom followed by two to three minutes of feedback from 
the professional learning community. 
 
Qualitative Design 

Upon completion of the quantitative data analysis, the embedded case study design 

continued with the collection of qualitative data.  As previously notated, the qualitative 

aspect of this mixed methods case study utilized two cases, the first bound by pre-service 

teacher candidate participants enrolled in one of three sequential courses, and the second, 

bound by professional candidate participants with connections to the mixed reality simulation 

experience (Yin, 2009).  Data were collected via semi-structured interviews (Creswell & 

Plano Clark, 2011) with both cases, as well as from observations of mixed reality simulation 

experiences.  To address research question two, the data were analyzed via an iterative 

coding process whereby directed content analysis utilizing codes informed by the literature 
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(Hsieh & Shannon, 2005) were interwoven with inductive codes (Merriam, 2009) which, in 

turn, allowed each type of code to inform the other (Creswell, 2013; Merriam, 2009).  A 

description of the setting follows with respect to the teacher education program and the three 

courses with connections to the mixed reality simulation experience. 

Description of Setting 

The present study took place at Normal University, a higher education institute 

comprised of two campuses.  Positioned in a city of 81,000 residents in the northeastern 

United States, the campuses are located approximately 70 miles outside New York City.  

Normal University has an enrollment of 5,300 students, 91.5 percent of whom are 

matriculated within a degree track.  Of the 205 full-time faculty members, 90 percent hold a 

doctoral degree.  There are an additional 388 part-time and adjunct educators, who aid in 

maintaining the student to faculty ratio at 13.8:1.  Of the incoming freshman class at the time 

of data collection, 31.4 percent were classified as non-Caucasian American with respect to 

ethnicity among the overall population of incoming students, and 51.5 percent of the total 

student body identified as female.  Specifically, the present study was performed within the 

teacher education program, a subsect of Normal University’s education and educational 

psychology curriculum offerings. 

Teacher Education Program 

At the time of data collection, three courses within the teacher education program had 

been enhanced with the use of mixed reality simulations.  Each of the courses was augmented 

by three opportunities for simulated teaching experiences, which encompassed the combined 

experience of being the teacher within the simulated classroom, and the process of receiving 

feedback following said session.  For each pre-service teacher, a simulation session consisted 
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of approximately five to eight minutes of mixed reality simulation experiences, in 

conjunction with two to three minutes of feedback from the professional learning 

community, a group that consisted of peers, professors, simulation facilitators, and student 

avatars.  The mixed reality simulation experience within each course were grounded in 

specific high-leverage practices (TeachingWorks, 2018), the guidelines of which were 

established to aid in the transferability of theoretical knowledge to practical application 

(Dede, 2009; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a, 2016b; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018; Zeichner, 

2012).  The simulation experiences were an activity that had no bearing on the graded 

received by the pre-service teacher candidate participants within the enrolled course.  An 

overview of the three courses, the simulation scenarios employed, and the high-leverage 

practices utilized follows. 

Introduction course.  The introduction to education course was designed to acquaint 

pupils with the concepts of planning for, implementing, and assessing educational instruction 

(Piro & O’Callaghan, 2016).  Pre-service teacher candidate participants enrolled in this 

course completed three mixed reality simulation sessions focused on high-leverage practices 

related to building rapport and the establishment of classroom rules.  Respectively, the three 

simulation sessions centered around building rapport through a group discussion with the 

avatar students, discussions with respect to procedures and routines, and classroom rules the 

avatar students were expected to comply with (see Figure 3.2).  Objectives for pre-service 

teacher candidate participants included the use of proposed pedagogical skills, such as being 

teacher directed, leading whole class discussion, and questioning the avatar students 

(Mursion®, 2016; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2016).  Two sections of the introduction course were 
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offered during the period of data collection.  For a more detailed overview of the simulation 

scenarios utilized within this course, see Appendix A. 

 
 
 
 

Simulation #1 
 

Simulation #2 
 

Simulation #3 

Discover information 
regarding your students to 
build rapport through a 
discussion 

Guide a discussion on 
classroom procedures and 
routines 

Guide a discussion on 
classroom rules 

 
 
Figure 3.2.  Simulation tasks for total exposure 30 minutes.  The total exposure 30 minutes 
group had a high-leverage teaching practice for their introduction course that focused on 
building classroom rapport and forming rules.  The three scenarios utilized during the data 
collection phase were employed to structure the learning outcomes for all pre-service 
teachers through a series of simulation tasks (Mursion®, 2016). 
 

Intermediate course.  The intermediary course was designed to strengthen the 

pre-service teacher candidate participants’ understanding of planning.  Areas of focus 

included learning to meet the needs of students, being student centered, and providing 

support to student learners via prompts (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2016).  Pre-service teacher 

candidate participants enrolled in this course also completed three mixed reality simulation 

sessions, with high-leverage practices related to making literacy strategies explicit through 

the use of a graphic organizer.  Simulation scenarios included introducing a graphic 

organizer, leading a Think-Pair-Share discussion to aid in the development of a graphic 

organizer based on avatar student responses, and lead a whole group discussion regarding the 

completion of a graphic organizer (see Figure 3.3).  To meet the objective of each simulation 

scenario, utilization of pedagogical skills focused on teacher directed learning, whole class 

discussions, one-on-one coaching to provoke student avatar thinking, and checking for 

understanding (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2016).  One section of the intermediate course was 
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offered during the period of data collection.  For a more detailed overview of the simulation 

scenarios utilized within this course, see Appendix B. 

 
 
 
 

Simulation #1 
 

Simulation #2 
 

Simulation #3 

Introduce a graphic 
organizer 

Lead a Think-Pair-Share 
discussion developing the 
graphic organizer; use 
student responses to develop 

Lead a whole group 
discussion on completion of 
a graphic organizer 

 
 
Figure 3.3.  Simulation tasks for total exposure 60 minutes.  The total exposure 60 minutes 
group had a high-leverage teaching practice for their intermediate course that focused on 
making a literacy strategy explicit by using graphic organizers.  The three scenarios utilized 
during the data collection phase were employed to structure the learning outcomes for all 
pre-service teachers through a series of simulation tasks (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2016). 
 

Advanced course.  The advanced undergraduate level course was designed to 

continue developing employment of educational strategies among pre-service teacher 

candidate participants with a focus on analyzing assessments of students to inform future 

instruction.  In addition, learning to cater to all future students, including those with special 

needs, as well as how to determine the appropriate means of assessment for said students 

(Piro & O’Callaghan, 2016).  Pre-service teacher candidate participants enrolled in this 

course completed three mixed reality simulation sessions focused on high-leverage practices 

which revolved around higher order thinking skills as outlined by Anderson and Krathwohl’s 

2001 revision of Bloom’s Taxonomy.  Sessions within the simulated classroom focused on 

introducing content with varying levels of questioning, leading a discussion through the use 

of questioning techniques, and developing a formative assessment to check for understanding 

and develop a closure to the lesson utilizing higher order questions (see Figure 3.4).  To meet 

the objective of each simulation, students applied pedagogical skills such as teacher directed 

learning, and a compilation of individual, small group, and whole class discussions, 
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Think-Pair-Share activities, one-on-one coaching, and checking for avatar student 

understanding (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2016).  Two sections of the advanced course were 

offered during the period of data collection.  For a more detailed overview of the simulation 

scenarios utilized within this course, see Appendix C. 

 
 
 
 

Simulation #1 
 

Simulation #2 
 

Simulation #3 

Introduce the content with 
varying levels of 
questioning 

Lead a discussion using 
varying levels of questions 
(highest Bloom’s taxonomy 
levels)  

Develop a formative 
assessment to check for 
understanding and conclude 
lesson using HOT questions 

 
 
Figure 3.4.  Simulation tasks for total exposure 90 minutes.  The total exposure 90 minutes 
group had a high-leverage teaching practice for their advanced course that focused on higher 
order thinking (HOT) skills.  The three scenarios utilized during the data collection phase 
were employed to structure the learning outcomes for all pre-service teachers through a series 
of simulation tasks (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2016). 
 
Mixed Reality Simulation Lab 

The mixed reality simulation lab at Normal University consisted of a typical 

classroom environment, with a semicircle arrangement of desks centered around a large TV 

on one wall.  The TV was connected to a computer which had an established connection to 

MursionÒ and their simulation interactors.  The pre-service teachers took turns stepping in 

front of the TV and stating, “begin simulation,” before completing five to eight minutes of 

teaching within the simulated classroom utilizing the high-leverage practices for their 

individual course.  Afterward, pre-service teachers state “end simulation,” prior to 

undergoing two to three minutes of feedback from the professional learning community, 

comprised of peers, professors, and the simulation facilitators seated in the aforementioned 

desks (see Figure 3.5).  Ultimately, the experience itself was defined as the combined 

experiences of teaching within the simulation and receiving feedback from the professional 
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learning community; as such, each session of the mixed reality simulation experience within 

the present study was approximately 10 minutes in length. 

 

Figure 3.5.  The simulation lab at Normal University.  This figure illustrates the perspective 
of the simulation lab from the point of view of the professional learning community.  While 
the student participants are actively teaching within the simulated classroom, their back 
would be towards the PLC as their attention is focused on the simulated classroom and 
student avatars.  While the student participant is receiving feedback from the PLC, either 
following the simulation session or in a pause the classroom situation, he or she appears as 
depicted in this illustration. 
 

Participants 

Within the present study the participants were comprised of two cases including 

student participants and professional participants.  The student participants were pre-service 

teacher candidate participants enrolled in one of three courses enhanced via mixed reality 

simulations.  The professional participants were professional candidate participants and 

consisted of the three professors of said courses, a simulation manager, and an administrator 

in the education and educational psychology department at the university.  A detailed 

overview of each case follows, including the student participants in general, as well as the 

Reprinted with permission (C. Straub, personal communication, March 8, 2018). 
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three sub-units, in addition to specific notes regarding the roles of the various professional 

participants. 

Student Participants 

The student participants were 53 pre-service teacher candidate participants (n = 53), 

in either their sophomore or junior year of the undergraduate teacher education program at 

Normal University.  Student participants came from one of the three sequential courses; 

either the traditional weekly, classroom-based meeting of the introduction to education 

course, or one of the hybrid courses at the intermediate or advanced levels that met in person 

on a limited basis with the majority of instruction time being self-directed or through online 

meetings.  The nature of the successive courses was that each course built upon the next, 

such that student participants had undertaken either 30, 60, or 90 minutes of total exposure 

within the mixed reality simulation experience at semesters’ end.  For the purpose of the 

qualitative aspect of this multiple case study, the student participants were viewed as one 

single case.  However, for the quantitative facet, the student participant case was divided into 

three embedded sub-units (Baxter & Jack, 2008), bound by the total level of exposure to 

mixed reality simulation experiences at the end of data collection, either 30, 60, or 90 

minutes, respectively. 

Quantitative sub-unit: total exposure 30 minutes.  The total exposure 30 minutes 

sub-unit was comprised of 20 student participants (n = 20), typically enrolled within one of 

the two classroom-based introduction to education course sections.  At the end of data 

collection, student participants within this sub-unit had received a total of 30 minutes of 

exposure to the mixed reality simulation experience.  See Figure 3.6 for a visual 
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representation of the total exposure 30 minutes sub-unit and Table 3.2 for specific details on 

case members. 

 
Figure 3.6.  Total exposure 30 minutes.  This figure illustrates the amount of exposure to the 
mixed reality simulation experience the sub-unit of total exposure 30 minutes had received.  
Members of this group had completed one course in their program, with a total of three 
mixed reality simulation sessions, for a total exposure of 30 minutes at the end of data 
collection. 
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Table 3.2 

Total Exposure 30 Minutes 

Pseudonym Age Grad 
Year 

Program 
Level 

Before- 
Exposure 

TSES 

After- 
Exposure 

TSES 

Interview 
with the 

Researcher 
Alice Olsen 21 2019 Elementary ü ü ü 
Anna Elisoph 42 2019 K-12 ü ü ü 
Annabelle Goodwin 22 2019 Secondary ü ü ü 
Aurora Samuels 19 2019 Secondary ü «a «b 
Brandon Hill 19 2019 Secondary ü ü ü 
Don Hicks 19 2020 K-12 ü ü ü 
Effie Moore 20 2019 Secondary ü ü ü 
Elena Rodriguez 21 2018 Elementary ü ü ü 
Evelynn Xavier 25 2019 K-12 ü ü ü 
Garrett Hudson 24 2019 Secondary ü «a «c 
Hailee Nash 19 2020 Elementary ü ü ü 
Julie Newton 20 2019 Secondary ü ü ü 
Kaiden Rose 20 2019 K-12 ü ü ü 
Lola Bernstein 21 2020 Elementary ü ü ü 
Maddy Esposito 27 2018 Elementary ü ü ü 
Matthew Nelson 21 2018 K-12 ü ü «b 
Nicholas Ray 19 2019 Secondary ü ü ü 
Sadie Ramirez 20 2019 Secondary ü ü ü 
Salena Anderson 22 2018 Elementary ü ü «b 
Suzu Prewitt 19 2019 Secondary ü ü ü 
Theo Turner 19 2019 Secondary ü ü ü 
Tristian Zimmerman 21 2019 K-12 ü ü ü 

  
 

aParticipant did not complete the after-exposure Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale.  bParticipant did not sit for an interview with the 
researcher.  cParticipant withdrew from the course during the data collection phase. 
 

Quantitative sub-unit: total exposure 60 minutes.  The total exposure 60 minutes 

sub-unit was comprised of 18 student participants (n = 18), typically enrolled within the 

hybrid intermediate course.  At the end of data collection, student participants within this 

sub-unit had received a total of 60 minutes of exposure to the mixed reality simulation 

experience.  See Figure 3.7 for a visual representation of the total exposure 60 minutes 

sub-unit and Table 3.3 for specific details on case members. 
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Figure 3.7.  Total exposure 60 minutes.  This figure illustrates the amount of exposure to the 
mixed reality simulation experience the sub-unit of total exposure 60 minutes had received.  
Members of this group had completed two courses in their program, with a total of six mixed 
reality simulation sessions, for a total exposure of 60 minutes at the end of data collection. 
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Table 3.3 

Total Exposure 60 Minutes 

Pseudonym Age Grad 
Year 

Program 
Level 

Before- 
Exposure 

TSES 

After- 
Exposure 

TSES 

Interview 
with the 

Researcher 
Aaron Tucker 20 2019 K-12 ü ü ü 
Alexa London 20 2019 K-12 ü ü ü 
Aubree Downey 19 2019 K-12 ü «c «d 
Barrett Edwards 19 2019 K-12 ü ü ü 
Carlton Roberts 24 2020 Elementary ü ü ü 
Cassius Zuccolotto 21 2019 K-12 ü ü ü 
Charlotte Nussbaum 34 2019 Elementary ü ü ü 
Connor Eddy 20 2019 K-12 ü ü ü 
Constance Ornelas 21 2019 K-12 ü ü ü 
Darnell Stewart 19 2019 Secondary ü ü ü 
Ella Essandoh 19 2019 Elementary ü ü ü 
Joan Spanbrook 19 2019 K-12 ü ü ü 
Kadence El Rady 22 2018 Elementary ü ü «e 
Keira Sanford 19 2019 K-12 ü «c ü 
LaKeisha Allen 22 2019 Secondary ü ü ü 
Noelle Kingsly 20 2019 K-12 ü ü ü 
Norah Simone 19 2019 K-12 ü ü ü 
Opal Imperioli 22 2018 K-12 ü ü ü 
Ophelia Hogan 21 2019 Elementary ü ü «e 
Serena English «a «a «a «b «c «e 
Sophie Norris 20 2018 Elementary ü ü ü 

  
 

aParticipant signed consents but did not complete the demographic survey.  bParticipant did not complete the before-exposure Teachers’ 
Sense of Efficacy Scale.  cParticipant did not complete the after-exposure Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale.  dParticipant withdrew from 
the course during the data collection phase.  eParticipant did not sit for an interview with the researcher. 
 

Quantitative sub-unit: total exposure 90 minutes.  The total exposure 90 minutes 

sub-unit was comprised of 15 student participants (n = 15), typically enrolled within the 

advanced course, of which there were two sections, one of which was a hybrid while the 

other was an online only course.  At the end of data collection, student participants within 

this sub-unit had received a total of 90 minutes of exposure to the mixed reality simulation 

experience.  See Figure 3.8 for a visual representation of the total exposure 90 minutes 

sub-unit and Table 3.4 for specific details on case members. 
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Figure 3.8.  Total exposure 90 minutes.  This figure illustrates the amount of exposure to the 
mixed reality simulation experience the sub-unit of total exposure 90 minutes had received.  
Members of this group had completed three courses in their program, with a total of nine 
mixed reality simulation sessions, for a total exposure of 90 minutes at the end of data 
collection. 
 
Table 3.4 

Total Exposure 90 Minutes 

Pseudonym Age Grad 
Year 

Program 
Level 

Before- 
Exposure 

TSES 

After- 
Exposure 

TSES 

Interview 
with the 

Researcher 
Abigail Albright 19 2019 Elementary ü ü ü 
Aiesha Young 20 2019 Elementary ü ü «a 
Alyssa Rivers 19 2019 Elementary ü ü ü 
Arianna Nixon 19 2019 Elementary ü ü ü 
Brandi Matthews 21 2018 K-12 ü ü ü 
Chloe Yu 20 2019 Elementary ü ü ü 
Delilah Offner 25 2018 K-12 ü ü ü 
Jazmin Harris 20 2019 Elementary ü ü ü 
Josie O'Brien 19 2019 Elementary ü ü ü 
Leslie Rossmore 19 2019 Elementary ü ü ü 
Luna Neilson 19 2019 Elementary ü ü ü 
Mariana Ingalls 19 2019 Elementary ü ü ü 
Sabrina Lindstrom 20 2019 Elementary ü ü ü 
Sahana Quach 21 2018 K-12 ü ü ü 
Toby Swartz 20 2019 Elementary ü ü ü 

  

 
aParticipant did not sit for an interview with the researcher. 
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Professional Participants 

The professional participants were culled from the professional candidate participant 

case and consisted of three professors, a simulation manager, and an administrator of the 

education program at Normal University, each of whom had connections to the mixed reality 

simulation experience.  All professional participants held doctoral degrees and served 

varying roles related to the overall mixed reality simulation experience.  The professional 

participants were utilized solely for the qualitative aspect of this study and served as one of 

the two primary cases within this multiple case study (see Table 3.5). 

Table 3.5 

Professional Participants 

Pseudonym Course Connection(s) Role within the 
Present Studya 

Interview with 
the Researcher 

Dr. Ocean Ayla Introduction Professor ü 
Dr. Erika Bremelle Intermediate, Advanced Professor ü 
Dr. Agatha Hyde n/a Administrator ü 
Dr. Lucy Shedie Introduction Professor ü 
Dr. Robin Zelynda n/a Manager ü 

 

 
aEach of the professional participants also acted as a facilitator within the mixed reality simulation experience, during the data collection 
period. 
 

Professorial.  The professional participants in the professorial role were comprised of 

the three professors who taught at least one of the three courses enhanced by mixed reality 

simulations.  Two professors, Dr. Shedie and Dr. Ayla, each taught one section of the 

introduction to education course, respectively.  The third professor, Dr. Bremelle, taught one 

section of the intermediate course and both sections of the advanced course.  Dr. Shedie and 

Dr. Ayla have each had mixed reality simulation experiences incorporated into their 

introduction to education courses for the past three semesters, whereas Dr. Bremelle has 
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previously had mixed reality simulation experiences within the intermediate course for two 

semesters and the advanced course for a single semester. 

Managerial.  The professional participant in the managerial role was Dr. Zelynda, 

one of the simulation managers who was tasked with facilitating the simulation experience.  

The manager takes on varying roles depending on which course is experiencing the 

simulation, however the primary purpose is to initiate and run each session, including the 

timing aspects within each individual simulation experience.  As a manager, Dr. Zelynda also 

provided feedback to all pre-service teachers following their simulation sessions. 

Administrative.  The final member of the professional participants was Dr. Hyde, an 

administrator within the education and educational psychology program who oversaw the 

implementation of the mixed reality simulation experience within the three educational 

courses.  Dr. Hyde also frequently sat in on simulation sessions and offered feedback to all 

pre-service teachers.  In addition, Dr. Hyde watched all video recordings of all pre-service 

teachers in the simulated classroom, as well as the ensuing feedback sessions with professors 

and mixed reality simulation facilitators within the education program. 

Sampling Procedure 

The present study utilized two stages of purposeful sampling to select cases whose 

contributions were expected to be relevant and provide rich information pertaining to the 

research topic at hand (Gall et al., 2003).  In order to provide this rich information, certain 

criteria had to be met for inclusion within the study (Merriam, 2009).  For the quantitative 

stage and aspect one of the qualitative stage, to meet the criteria to be a student participant, 

one had to be a pre-service teacher at Normal University and needed to be enrolled in one of 

three successive courses that had been enhanced via mixed reality simulations.  Of the 
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possible 60 pre-service teacher candidate participants who met the criteria, 58 agreed to 

participate in the present study, 53 of whom completed the quantitative stage (n = 53), and 49 

of whom completed the first aspect of the qualitative stage (n = 49).  With respect to the 

second aspect of the qualitative stage within the present study, to meet the criteria to be a 

professional participant one had to have a direct connection to the teaching and learning 

process surrounding the mixed reality simulation experience.  Of the six professional 

candidate participants who met the criteria, one had to recuse herself due to her role as the 

primary advisor for the present study.  As such, the five professionals remaining comprised 

the professional participants (n = 5) for the present mixed methods multiple case study (Yin, 

2009).  For a visual representation of the sampling procedures, see Figure 3.9. 

 

 
 
Figure 3.9.  Sampling procedure.  This figure illustrates the components that comprised each 
stage of the quantitative and qualitative aspects within the present study. 
 

Instrumentation 

To address the research questions within the present study, multiple sources of data 

were collected.  Four instruments were utilized during the data collection phase to ensure a 

rich assortment of statistical information which would be analyzed with respect to the 

Quantitative Stage

Purposeful sampling

53 student 
participants

Demographic survey, 
TSES

Qualitative Stage
First Aspect

Purposeful sampling

49 student 
participants

Interviews, 
Observations

Qualitative Stage
Second Aspect

Purposeful sampling

5 professional 
participants

Interviews
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research questions.  The four instruments employed were: (a) demographic survey, 

(b) Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale, (c) interviews, and (d) mixed reality simulation 

observations. 

Demographic Survey 

The student participants completed a researcher developed demographic survey (see 

Appendix D).  The questionnaire inquired about anticipated graduation year, teaching level, 

and content area, if applicable.  In addition, questions pertaining to gender identity, ethnicity, 

age, and career prior to education, if any, were also included.  The researcher also obtained 

the grade point averages of student participants, as per Normal University records. 

Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale 

The Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES) was administered to student 

participants at the beginning of data collection, and again following the third mixed reality 

simulation session within the initial data collection phase.  The purpose of dispensing the 

TSES was to measure the construct of the sense of educator efficacy among student 

participants, where self-efficacy “…belief is a judgment of his or her capabilities to bring 

about desired outcomes of student engagement and learning, even among students who may 

be difficult or unmotivated” (Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2001a, p. 783).  The instrument itself 

was developed for use with both pre-service teachers and in-service educators and consisted 

of 24 items on a long form, as well as 12 items on a short form.  It is recommended that 

pre-service teachers use the long form to achieve a stronger factor structure 

(Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2001a); therefore, student participants in the present study 

completed the long form for both the before- and after-exposure measurements.  For the 

before-exposure measurement, student participants completed a paper copy of the long form 
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(see Appendix E), whereas an e-copy of the TSES, developed by the researcher to mirror the 

paper copy (see Appendix F) was employed for the after-exposure measurement.  The 

following subsections detail the subscales, reliability, validity, and ease of use of the 

Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale, including scoring and interpretation.  The response format 

and values for responding are detailed in Chapter Four. 

Subscales.  The TSES is divided into the three subscales of efficacy in student 

engagement, efficacy in instructional strategies, and efficacy in classroom management.  

Each subscale is calculated by way of computing the mean from the responses to either eight 

items on the long form or four items on the short form.  Efficacy in student engagement 

refers to the educator’s individual sense of ability to engage students in the learning process.  

Efficacy in instructional strategies pertains to the educator’s individual sense of capability 

with implementing instructional strategies in classroom environments.  Efficacy in classroom 

management refers to an educator’s sense of aplomb when managing the various students 

comprising a classroom (Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2001a). 

Reliability.  The reliabilities for the TSES and each of the three subscales are found 

in Table 3.6.  It is recommended that the sense of efficacy among pre-service teachers be 

gauged primarily by the total score, rather than via the individual scores compiled within the 

subscales, as research has found the subscales have less meaning for pre-service teachers 

than the overall total score might indicate (Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2001a).  As such, only 

the total score, and not the scores returned within the subscales, were utilized within the 

present study. 
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Table 3.6 

Reliabilities of the Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale 

 Long Form  Short Form 

 Mean SD Alpha  Mean SD Alpha 
TSES 7.1 0.94 .94  7.1 0.98 .90 
Engagement 7.3 1.10 .87  7.2 1.20 .81 
Instruction 7.3 1.10 .91  7.3 1.20 .86 
Management 
  

6.7 
  

1.10 
  

.90 
  

 6.7 
  

1.20 
  

.86 
  

 
Note. Table adapted from Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2001a. 
 

Construct validity.  Tschannen-Moran & Hoy (2001a) assessed the correlation of the 

TSES instrument with pre-existing self-efficacy instruments to establish construct validity.  

A sample of participants were asked to take either the TSES, Rand items which was an initial 

instrument to measure efficacy, or an adaption of Gibson and Dembo’s Teacher Efficacy 

Scale.  The TSES (Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2001a) was positively correlated with both 

Rand items (r = .18 and r = .53, p < .01) and both Gibson and Dembo measures (r = .64 and 

r = .16, p < .001). 

Ease of use.  The TSES may be administered either via the long or short form, 

consisting of either 24 or 12 items respectively, with clear, concise directions included at the 

top of the form.  The Likert scale is easy to use and provides a fair number of options, 

affording test takers the ability to answer each item most appropriately.  Directions for 

scoring the instrument are also clear, however no guide into how to interpret the scores is 

provided; therefore, there is no concrete indication of what constitutes either high or low 

scoring (Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2001a). 
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Interviews 

Semi-structured interviews were framed following a Yinian (2009) approach, where 

the four ways to develop a strong sense of efficacy, including mastery experiences, 

secondhand experiences, social persuasion, and physiological and affective state, as 

identified by Bandura (1986, 1994, 1997), were used to frame the initial questions.  All 

interviews were recorded and transcribed by a professional transcriptionist prior to data 

analysis.  Four researcher developed interview protocols (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011) 

were employed to aid in gathering relevant information associated with the sense of 

self-efficacy among pre-service teachers, regarding the mixed reality simulation experience. 

Student participant interview protocol.  The interviews for student participants 

were comprised of researcher developed questions targeting the four ways to develop a 

strong sense of self-efficacy (see Appendix G).  Following a review of the characterization of 

self-efficacy as framed by the present study, the interview protocol addressed the 

high-leverage practices employed within the simulated classroom to frame subsequent 

inquiries.  Interview queries also considered the individual experience of utilizing mixed 

reality simulations, the experience of observing members of the professional learning 

community interacting within the simulated classroom, and the potential benefits, if any, of 

feedback provided by professors and peers following simulation sessions.  In addition, 

questions pertaining to the physiological and affective states of student participants with 

respect to the entirety of the mixed reality simulation experience at Normal University were 

also included. 

Professorial, managerial, and administrative protocols.  The interviews for 

professional participants were also comprised of researcher developed questions with respect 
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to the four ways to develop a strong sense of self-efficacy (see Appendices H, I, and J).  

Professorial and managerial interview protocols encompassed inquiries related to individual 

observations and interactions with pre-service teacher candidate participants with respect to 

the mixed reality simulation experience and the perception of self-efficacy.  The 

administrative protocol also focused on the four ways to develop self-efficacy and was 

researcher developed.  However, in this case, the protocol adopted a programmatic focus 

regarding the utilization of mixed reality simulations at Normal University and the perception 

of self-efficacy among students enrolled in the pre-service teacher education program. 

Mixed Reality Simulation Observations 

To aid the researcher in triangulating the interview data, video recordings of the 

mixed reality simulation sessions were reviewed for each student participant who completed 

the interview phase of the present study.  Observations followed a researcher developed code 

of etiquette (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011), the Mixed Reality Simulation Observation 

(MRSO) protocol (see Appendix K).  The protocol was constructed with the four ways to 

develop self-efficacy at the forefront.  The MRSO protocol instructed the researcher to take 

anecdotal notes on each student participant while viewing the mixed reality simulation 

recordings, in addition to the ensuing feedback session between said student participant and 

the various members of the professional learning community. 

Data Collection 

Data collection occurred via a multi-stage process from December 2016 to May 2017 

(see Table 3.7).  Prior to initiating the data collection phase, the researcher obtained 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval, which was granted on December 15, 2016 (see 

Appendix L).  Following IRB approval, the researcher received site permission (see 
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Appendix M) to complete the research study at Normal University, within the education and 

educational psychology department on January 13, 2017.  The researcher then contacted the 

professors of the three courses anticipated to be included in the present student to request 

permission to study pre-service teacher candidate participants within the respective courses 

(see Appendix N), which was subsequently granted individually by each professor between 

January and February of 2017. 

Table 3.7 

Timeline of Data Collection 

Focus Area Task Completed Date of Data Collection 
  Dec. 

2016 
Jan. 
2017 

Feb. 
2017 

Mar. 
2017 

April 
2017 

May 
2017 

Permissions IRB approval       
 Site approval       
 Class participation       
                

Consents Professional participants       
 Student participants       
                

Quantitative Demographic survey,       
 Before-exposure TSES       
 After-exposure TSES       
                

Qualitative Simulation sessions       
 Semi-structured interviews       
                

 
Individual Consent 

With IRB, site, and class permissions granted, the researcher subsequently began the 

process of gaining consent from individuals selected via purposeful sampling.  Professional 

participants were contacted via email, and individual consents (see Appendix O) were 

granted by all identified professional participants in January, February, and April of 2017.  

To gain student participant consent for both phases of data collection (see Appendices P and 

Q), the researcher attended two informational meetings for the education and educational 
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psychology department offered for all pre-service teachers to attend on January 24 and 26, 

2017.  At said meetings, the researcher provided a brief overview of the present study to 

pre-service teacher candidate participants who met the criteria to become student participants 

and obtained consent from those present.  To expedite the process of obtaining consent, the 

researcher prepared a personalized folder of information pertaining to the present study for 

each potential student participant, each of which featured a cover letter (see Appendix R), 

and all relevant consents as previously detailed.  To obtain consent from pre-service teacher 

candidate participants not present at either informational meeting offered, the researcher 

attended the first mixed reality simulation session for each course, and with the assistance of 

the simulation facilitator(s) in attendance, the researcher utilized the folder system to gain 

consent from the remaining pre-service teacher candidate participants who met the criteria 

within the present study.  The researcher gained consent between January and February of 

2017 from all but two of the sixty identified pre-service teacher candidate participants, 

thereby bringing the number of student participants within the present study down to 

fifty-eight at the start of the data collection phase. 

Quantitative Data Collection 

Immediately upon receiving consent from student participants, the researcher 

administered paper copies of the demographic survey (see Appendix D) and the TSES (see 

Appendix E) to establish baseline data before preliminary or additional exposure to the 

mixed reality simulation experience took place.  Both the demographic survey and the TSES 

were included in the packets created for student participants not present at the informational 

meetings.  Completed packets were collected by the researcher, with the assistance of the 

simulation facilitator(s) in attendance.  One participant initially granted consent but did not 
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return the demographic survey or the before-exposure TSES to the researcher until after 

experiencing two simulation sessions and was subsequently removed from the study, 

bringing the number of student participants down to fifty-seven. 

To collect after-exposure data, the researcher coordinated with the professional 

participants to attend the final mixed reality simulation session of the semester for each 

course, which occurred between March and April of 2017.  In order to achieve a stronger 

response rate, and to minimize the time taken to collect data, the researcher created and 

developed a website (erikgundel.github.io/EdD) from which to collect after-exposure scores 

on the TSES, as well as gather the necessary contact information from student participants 

with respect to the qualitative data collection phase (see Appendix F).  Utilizing a web-based 

hosting service (GitHub, 2017), the researcher designed and hosted a website mirroring the 

look and feel of a pencil and paper copy of the TSES (see Figure 3.10).  Following 

completion of the final sessions, the researcher handed out slips of paper with the URL for 

the researcher developed online TSES (see Appendix S). 
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Figure 3.10.  Screenshot of researcher created website.  This figure illustrates question one 
(used with permission; A. W. Hoy, personal communication, April 13, 2018) of twenty-four 
(Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2001b) within the online TSES utilized for the after-exposure 
measurement.  Specifically, this figure depicts the mobile version of the researcher created 
responsive website, to see the desktop version of the same question depicted above, see 
Figure F.3 in Appendix F. 
 

Data collected were stored via the researcher’s Firebase database (Firebase, 2017), 

which was protected behind a two-factor authentication system.  For student participants who 

opted not to complete the TSES immediately following the final simulation session, the 

researcher followed up with e-mail communications utilizing contact information provided 

within the qualitative consent for the present study.  Of the 57 student participants included 

in the present study at the time the after-exposure data collection phase began, the researcher 

obtained after-exposure data from 53 individuals (n = 53).  The researcher lost two student 

participants due to their withdrawal from the simulation enhanced courses during the data 
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collection phase, and an additional two student participants that failed to access the 

researcher’s website to complete the after-exposure TSES. 

Qualitative Data Collection 

Following quantitative data collection, the researcher utilized the contact information 

provided by the student participants on either the qualitative consent form or via the form 

completed on the researcher’s website.  Over a four-week period during April and May of 

2017, using both e-mail and text messaging, the researcher contacted 55 individuals in an 

effort to schedule and conduct interviews with the student participants (see Figure 3.11). 
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Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 
April 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

 Session 
(4-6 pm) 

Dr. Bremelle 
(4:15 pm)  

Dr. Hyde 
(5 pm) 

Barrett 
(6 pm)  Sadie 

(11 am) 

      Evelynn 
(1 pm) 

      Leslie 
(2 pm) 

       

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

 Don 
(8 pm) 

Darnell 
(11 am) 

Constance 
(2 pm) 

Theo 
(4:30 pm)   

  Delilah 
(2 pm) 

Norah 
(3 pm)    

  Alexa 
(3 pm) 

Maddy 
(3:30 pm)    

  Dr. Shedie 
(5 pm) 

Session 
(4-6 pm)    

   Dr. Ayla 
(6 pm)    

   Alyssa 
(7:30 pm)    

       

30 May 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Julie 
(2:30 pm) 

Abigail 
(2 pm) 

Chloe 
(2:30 pm) 

Effie 
(5:30 pm) 

Cassius 
(11:30 am) 

Alice 
(12 pm) 

Sabrina 
(6 pm) 

Carlton 
(3 pm) 

Annabelle 
(2:30 pm) 

Josie 
(3:30 pm) 

Arianna 
(6:30 pm) 

Nicholas 
(2:30 pm) 

Ella 
(2:30 pm)  

Brandon 
(3:30 pm) 

Brandi 
(3:30 pm) 

Connor 
(4 pm) 

Mariana 
(8 pm) 

Noelle 
(3 pm) 

LaKeisha 
(3:30 pm)  

Kaiden 
(4 pm) 

Sahana 
(4:30 pm) 

Sophie 
(4:30 pm)  Dr. Zelynda 

(5:15 pm) 
Elena 
(5 pm)  

Toby 
(5 pm) 

Joan 
(6 pm) 

Luna 
(9 pm)     

Tristian 
(7 pm) 

Suzu 
(6:30 pm)      

 Aaron 
(7 pm)      

       

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Anna 
(2:30 pm) 

Lola 
(2:30 pm) 

Opal 
(3 pm)  Charlotte 

(4:30 pm)   

Keira 
(6:30 pm) 

Hailee 
(3 pm)      

 Jazmin 
(8 pm)      

 
Figure 3.11.  Interview schedule.  This figure illustrates the schedule the researcher followed 
from April 16th through May13th of 2017 to complete the semi-structured interviews with 49 
student participants and 5 professional participants.  The calendar has the initials of the 
participant, followed by the time of the interview and location.  Times in which the 
researcher attended mixed reality simulation sessions themselves are also indicated. 
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Following the researcher developed interview protocol (see Appendix G), the 

researcher conducted a total of 49 interviews (n = 49) with student participants.  The 

interviews ranged from eight to twenty-six minutes in length and occurred via telephone.  

See Figure 3.12 for an example of the notes recorded by the researcher during the phone 

interviews. 

 
 
Figure 3.12.  Example interview notes completed by the researcher.  This figure illustrates a 
partial example of the notes recorded by the researcher for one question of Keira’s interview.  
See Appendix T for the completed interview protocol with researcher notes for Keira’s full 
interview. 
 

In addition, the researcher simultaneously conducted interviews with each of the five 

professional participants (n = 5).  The researcher communicated with the professional 
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participants via e-mail to schedule interview times.  Four of the professional participants sat 

for in-person interviews, including two professors, the manager, and the administrator, 

whereas the fifth professional participant interview was conducted with the remaining 

professor via telephone.  Professional participant interviews ranged in length from 22 to 46 

minutes in total, and followed the researcher developed professional interview protocols (see 

Appendices H, I, and J). 

The simulation sessions were specifically recorded by the education and educational 

psychology department with permission by Mursion® for the purpose of inclusion within a 

variety of research studies by faculty members and doctoral students, including the present 

study.  Recorded video documentation of each mixed reality simulation session occurred 

between the months of January and April of 2017.  The researcher obtained permission from 

the data holder to gain access to video recordings for student participants who granted video 

observation approval within the qualitative consent for the present study and sat with the 

researcher for an interview.  The video recordings utilized a customized system developed 

specifically for research conducted at Normal University.  Featuring a screen within a screen 

(DeSantis, 2018), the recordings contained both a view of the student participant teaching 

within the simulated classroom, as well as the student avatars being taught.  See Figure 3.13 

for a depiction of the recorded view of the simulation sessions. 
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Figure 3.13.  Recorded view of simulation sessions.  This figure illustrates the view captured 
by the software used to record the mixed reality simulation sessions.  In the upper right-hand 
corner, the software captured the TV screen that displayed the student avatars.  The 
remainder of the view depicted a pre-service teacher engaged in teaching the student avatars, 
who was actually facing the TV, as the professional learning community observed the 
process from behind. 
 

The researcher observed and followed the MRSO protocol (see Appendix K) for a 

total of 21 viewing hours of mixed reality simulation sessions, for all student participants 

who completed an interview.  Following each session, the feedback provided by the 

professional learning community was also recorded and subsequently reviewed by the 

researcher followed the MRSO protocol.  See Figure 3.14 for an example of the notes 

recorded by the researcher on the MRSO protocol. 

Reprinted with permission (C. Straub, personal communication, March 8, 2018). 
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Figure 3.14.  Example MRSO completed by researcher.  This figure illustrates a completed 
MRSO protocol for Sophie’s third simulation session of the semester.  See Appendix U for 
the completed MRSO protocol with respect to all three of Sophie’s simulation sessions. 
 
Conclusion of Data Collection 

Within case study research, the decision to end data collection results from both 

realistic and theoretical considerations, namely exhaustion of sources, saturation of 

categories, emergence of regularities, and overextension (Gall et al., 2003).  Within the 

present study, exhaustion of sources was reached at the conclusion of the semester, when 
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courses concluded, and student participants left the university for summer break.  At this 

time, the researcher decided to cease attempts to contact the remaining two student 

participants who were missing after-exposure measurements, as well as the six student 

participants who had not yet sat for an interview with the researcher.  Prior to this point 

however, the researcher felt there was an emergence of regularity among student participant 

interview responses; therefore, there was a saturation of categories, where the previously 

collected interview data was providing little new information.  In fact, the researcher noted 

examples of overextension, whereby any new information collected was moving away from 

the intended purpose of the present study.  Due to the aforementioned reasons, the data 

collection phase within the present study was terminated.  See Table 3.8 for a visual 

representation of the data collected for each participant group. 

Table 3.8 

Data Collection 

Participant Case 
Total 

Exposure 
Groupa 

Total 
MRS 

Sessionsb 

Demographic 
Survey 

TSES 
Offeredc 

Semi-
Structured 
Interviews 

MRSOd 

Student Sub-unit 
30 minutes 30 3 ü ü ü ü 
       

Student Sub-unit 
60 minutes 60 6 ü ü ü ü 
       

Student Sub-unit 
90 minutes 90 9 ü ü ü ü 
       

Professional Case n/a n/a n/a n/a ü n/a 
       

 

aTotal exposure group refers to the number of minutes student participants were exposed to mixed reality simulation experiences.  bTotal 
MRS sessions refers to the total number of five to eight minutes of simulated teaching experiences and two to three minutes of feedback 
following exposure that had been completed by student participants at the end of the data collection phase.  cTSES offered refers to the 
administration of the Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale to student participants, which was offered both before- and after-exposure to the 
mixed reality simulation experience.  dMRSO refers to mixed reality simulation observations completed by the researcher following the 
MRSO protocol for student participants that sat for an interview. 
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Data Analysis 

Following the completion of data collection, the process of data analysis began for 

both quantitative and qualitative data.  To analyze the quantitative data, a 3 × 2 one-between–

one-within subjects ANOVA was performed, with multiple follow-up t tests (Gall et al., 

2003; Meyers et al., 2006; Yockey, 2011).  Upon completion of the quantitative data 

analysis, the qualitative data were analyzed using an iterative coding process where codes 

informed by the literature (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005) were interwoven with inductive codes 

(Creswell, 2013; Merriam, 2009).  A detailed overview of the analysis of the quantitative and 

qualitative data follows (see Figure 3.15). 
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Figure 3.15.  Visual representation of the present study.  This figure illustrates the setting, 
participants, data collection, and data analysis employed within the present study. 
 
  

 

Setting  
• Pre-service teacher education program 
• Three mixed reality simulation enhanced courses 
• Three simulated classroom and feedback experiences 

 

Participants  
• Students 
• Professional 

§ Professors, Manager, Administrator 
 

 
Quantitative Data Collection 
• Demographic Survey 
• Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES) 

 

Qualitative Data Collection 
• Participant Interviews 

§ Professional, Managerial, Administrative 
§ Student 

• Mixed Reality Simulation Observations 

 
Quantitative Data Analysis 
• 3 × 2 one-between–one-within subjects ANOVA 

§ Between-subjects (total-exposure: 30, 60, 90 minutes) 
§ Within-subjects (time: before, after) 

 

Qualitative Data Analysis 
• Directed content analysis with literature informed codes 

§ Bandura’s (1986) four ways to develop self-efficacy 
• Inductive content analysis of emerging themes 

§ Participant in vivo responses written in situ 
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Quantitative Analysis 

To address research question one, a 3 × 2 one-between–one-within subjects ANOVA 

was performed (Gall et al., 2003; Meyers et al., 2006, Yockey, 2011).  The dependent 

variable was at the interval level and consisted of the scores on the TSES.  There were two 

independent variables, both at the nominal level.  The first independent variable was the 

between-subjects factor of total exposure to the mixed reality simulation experience, which 

consisted of three levels: 30, 60, and 90 minutes, respectively.  The second independent 

variable was the within-subjects factor of time, which consisted of two levels: before- and 

after-exposure to the mixed reality simulation experience.  The terms “before-exposure” and 

“after-exposure” were utilized within the present study to aide in reader clarity and refer to 

the time in which administration of the TSES occurred.  For the purpose of the present study, 

the term before-exposure represents the measurement via the TSES before preliminary or 

additional exposures to mixed reality simulation experiences; while the term after-exposure 

denotes the measurement via the TSES after preliminary or additional exposures to simulated 

classroom experiences.  Furthermore, though pretest and posttest are correct 

exemplifications, before-exposure and after-exposure are more accurate representations of 

the varying levels of exposure to the simulated classroom within the present study.  To 

further explore the interactions between total exposure, time, and the TSES, follow-up t tests 

were also performed.  A detailed overview of quantitative data preparation, data cleansing, as 

well as a thorough exploration of the assumptions of the one-between–one-within 

subjects ANOVA are addressed in Chapter Four. 
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Qualitative Analysis 

To address research question two, an iterative process was used to morph between 

directed content analysis via codes informed by the literature (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005) and 

inductive coding (Merriam, 2009).  The initial coding was framed by Bandura’s (1986, 1994, 

1997) four ways to develop a strong sense of self-efficacy: mastery experiences, secondhand 

experiences, social persuasion, and physiological and affective states.  To aid the researcher 

in the recognition of potential additional patterns and the possible addition of new codes, the 

initial coding progression was followed by inductive coding (Merriam, 2009).  The process 

of coding data oscillated back and forth between the two approaches to capture the four 

self-efficacy concepts, while allowing new codes to be uncovered throughout the process.  

Following the first cycle of coding, a second cycle was performed, which enabled the 

researcher to uncover a variety of commonalities and patterns, ultimately revealing categories 

and themes (Saldaña, 2009), as well as an eventual finding statement (see Figure 3.16). 
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Figure 3.16.  Qualitative coding process.  This figure illustrates the coding process from first 
cycle coding through to the development of a finding statement. 
 

Data preparation.  Prior to the commencement of qualitative data analysis, the 

researcher created a database to ensure a reliable and precise record was maintained with 

respect to all the qualitative data collected (Yin, 2009).  All student and professional 

participants were assigned a unique moniker, thereby aiding in the researcher’s effort to 

protect the confidentiality of participants included within the present study.  Data recorded by 

the researcher on observations following the Mixed Reality Simulation Observation protocol 

were scanned into a Portable Network Graphics (PNG) file, while all interview data were 

transcribed by a professional transcription service. 

All data sets were subsequently uploaded to a Computer Assisted Qualitative Data 

Analysis Software (CAQDAS), known as HyperRESEARCH v. 3.7.5 (HyperRESEARCH, 

2015), to perform initial coding (Merriam, 2009; Saldaña, 2009; Yin, 2009).  The researcher 

opted to utilize a CAQDAS due to the volume of qualitative data collected, and the 

First Cycle and 
Second Cycle 

Coding

Categories, 
Subcategories, 

and Themes

Finding 
Statement
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advantages of employing computerized software to sort and organize initial codes developed 

within the digital codebook.  In addition, the software had the ability to group initial codes, 

allowing for the formation of commonalities to develop in real time as the initial coding 

process took place. 

First cycle coding.  A first cycle of coding was performed to establish initial codes.  

The first cycle employed a combination of attribute, structural, descriptive, and in vivo 

coding (Saldaña, 2009).  Using a directed content analysis via codes informed by the 

literature (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005), as well as inductive coding (Merriam, 2009), the 

researcher began the process of coding all qualitative data collected.  Following the multiple 

case study design, the initial coding process began with each case separately (Merriam, 2009; 

Yin, 2009).  However, due to the large volume of data collected from the student participant 

case, the researcher decided the first cycle coding process would be more manageable if each 

source of data were analyzed separately.  Therefore, the initial coding occurred based on the 

source of data collected including student participant interviews, mixed reality simulation 

observations, and professional participant interviews. 

Student participant interviews.  The initial round of the first cycle coding for the 

student participants’ interview data focused on a directed content analysis of codes informed 

by the literature (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005), namely Bandura’s (1986, 1994, 1997) four ways 

to develop a high sense of self-efficacy.  In addition, inductive codes (Merriam, 2009) related 

to experiences within mixed reality simulation, the education program, and the emotional 

responses of student participants were also produced.  The researcher proceeded line-by-line 

through the student participant interviews, which produced a total of 165 initial codes across 

14 groups, with 1,323 instances of said codes.  Upon review of the codebook following the 
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development of first round codes, the researcher determined the coding was too broad; 

subsequently, an additional round of first cycle coding was performed. 

The second round of the first cycle student interview coding proceeded with a review 

of the codes produced in the first round.  The researcher utilized a sorting feature within 

HyperRESEARCH to categorize and view all instances of each code.  For example, the 

researcher viewed all instances of the initial code all in this together, and was able to ensure, 

in this specific case, that each occurrence of the seven instances of the all in this together 

code harmonized with the overall motif of the initial code.  The researcher subsequently 

considered each of the remaining 164 initial codes as individual entities, in an effort to ensure 

consistent coding was employed for each use of the code throughout the student participant 

interviews.  For this round of coding, rather than framing the codes via Bandura’s (1986, 

1994, 1997) four ways to develop a high sense of self-efficacy, the researcher opted to 

explore in vivo codes (Creswell, 2013; Saldaña, 2009), or coding grounded in the 

participant’s own words with respect to themselves, others, feedback, stress, mixed reality 

simulation experiences, and the education program.  The process of in vivo coding expanded 

the number of initial codes to include a broader explanation of the participants’ involvement 

within the mixed reality simulation experience.  The second round of the first cycle student 

interview coding process yielded a total of 226 initial codes across 23 groups, with 1,462 

instances of said codes.  The researcher then considered how the codes informed by the 

literature might be interconnected with the in vivo codes.  Subsequently, the researcher 

determined there was a need to complete a third round of first-cycle coding with respect to 

the student participant interviews. 
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The third and final round of the first cycle coding for the student participant 

interviews began with a second line-by-line review of each participant interview to ensure 

accurate and consistent coding throughout.  During this round, certain codes were also added 

as descriptive codes or as structural codes (Saldaña, 2009) to distinguish the exposure group 

for each student participant, or relevant prior experience, for example.  In addition, codes 

were named and established by the researcher in an effort to capture broad themes which 

could be further explored for similarities and commonalities; examples included the first time 

using simulations, or relationship between course and mixed reality simulation.  The third 

and final round of first cycle student interview coding generated a total of 230 initial codes 

across 22 groups, with 1,603 instances of said codes.  See Figure 3.17 for an example of how 

the researcher utilized HyperRESEARCH during the first cycle coding of the student 

participant interviews. 
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Figure 3.17.  Example of first cycle coding of student participant interviews.  This figure 
illustrates how the researcher utilized HyperRESEARCH during the first cycle coding of the 
student participant interviews.  In this case, the figure depicts Chloe’s interview data on the 
right hand-side, with the initial codes determined by the researcher.  The center of the figure 
shows a partial list of the codebook.  The left-hand side portrays the location of all codes 
across all data.  The dagger symbol denotes the use of an annotation utilized by the 
researcher, which would appear in the bottom left-hand corner were there any footnotes with 
respect to the all in this together code for Chloe’s interview data. 
 

Mixed reality simulation observations.  The initial round of first cycle coding for the 

mixed reality simulation observations was structured by researcher observations, professor 

feedback, peer feedback, self-reflection, stress observations, and pause classroom.  Within 

said structures, the initial codes were organizationally subdivided into a variety of descriptive 

codes including behavior management, body language and emotion, content knowledge, 

control of classroom, lesson composition, observed change in behavior, planning and 

preparedness, relationship with avatars, and teaching skills.  Discernable patterns across the 

multiple sessions for each individual student participant were considered and noted within 
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comment boxes the researcher attached to the appropriate codes through a feature offered 

within HyperRESEARCH.  In total, 62 new codes and 7 new groups were generated through 

the analysis of the mixed reality simulation observations, in addition to the previously 

established codes and groups discovered via the student participant interviews; thereby 

bringing the total to 292 initial codes, across 29 groups.  At the completion of the initial 

round of the first cycle coding of the mixed reality simulation observations, there were 1,358 

instances of the initial codes within the data, bringing the total instances of all codes to 2,961. 

Following the same strategy employed with the aforementioned all in this together 

code detailed in the second round of the student participants interviews, the researcher 

reviewed the observational data code-by-code to ensure accuracy and consistency.  The 

researcher also began to make connections between codes formed via the student participant 

interviews and codes shaped via mixed reality simulation observations.  Utilizing the 

grouping feature within HyperRESEARCH, the researcher was able to place codes into a 

variety of combined groups.  At the conclusion of the second round of the first cycle coding 

of mixed reality simulation observations, the researcher had utilized 105 initial codes in 

1,440 instances.  In sum, the researcher found the combination of student participant 

interviews and mixed reality simulation observations yielded a total of 296 initial codes 

across 29 groups, with 3,046 instances of said codes.  See Figure 3.18 for an example of how 

the researcher utilized HyperRESEARCH during the first cycle coding of the mixed reality 

simulation observations. 
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Figure 3.18.  Example of first cycle coding of mixed reality simulation observations.  This 
figure illustrates how the researcher utilized HyperRESEARCH during the first cycle coding 
of the mixed reality simulation observations.  In this case, the figure depicts the completed 
MRSO protocol for Sophie’s third simulation session on the right hand-side, with the initial 
codes determined by the researcher.  The center of the figure shows a partial list of the 
codebook.  The left-hand side portrays the location of all codes across all data.  The dagger 
symbol denotes the use of an annotation utilized by the researcher, which would appear in the 
bottom left-hand corner were there any footnotes with respect to the connection between 
fieldwork code for Sophie’s session three observational data. 
 

Professional participant interviews.  During the initial round of first cycle coding for 

the professional participant interviews, the researcher created 21 broad structural codes used 

in 162 instances.  For the second round of first cycle coding, the researcher went line-by-line 

through each professional interview and conducted a more detailed coding scheme which 

utilized both descriptive and in vivo coding (Saldaña, 2009).  The researcher then performed 

a final line-by-line read through of each professional participant interview to ensure complete 

and accurate coding, which resulted in a total of 114 initial codes, with 381 instances of said 

codes.  At the completion of the first cycle coding process, the researcher had a total of 367 
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initial codes across 39 groups, with 3,425 instances of said codes across all qualitative data 

collected including student and professional interviews and observational data from the 

mixed reality simulation observation recordings.  See Figure 3.19 for an example of how the 

researcher utilized HyperRESEARCH during the first cycle coding of the professional 

participants interviews. 

 
 
Figure 3.19.  Example of first cycle coding of professional participant interviews.  This 
figure illustrates how the researcher utilized HyperRESEARCH during the first cycle coding 
of the professional participant interviews.  In this case, the figure depicts Dr. Shedie’s 
interview data on the right hand-side, with the initial codes determined by the researcher.  
The center of the figure shows a partial list of the codebook.  The left-hand side portrays the 
location of all codes across all data.  The dagger symbol denotes the use of an annotation 
utilized by the researcher, which appears in the bottom left-hand corner as a footnote with 
respect to the developing PST mindset code for Dr. Shedie’s interview data.  In this case, the 
note indicates how the researcher applied the use of this code. 
 

Second cycle coding.  The second cycle of coding was used to reduce the overall 

number of initial codes and funnel those discoveries toward a variety of categories and 

themes (Saldaña, 2009).  For the first round of second cycle coding, the researcher continued 
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the strategy of keeping data sources separate, due to the large number of combined first cycle 

codes.  The goal of the first round of second cycle coding was to utilize pattern matching to 

reduce the data into broad categories and subcategories, thereby aiding the researcher in the 

creation of a reduced, yet inclusive catalogue of codes (Saldaña, 2009). 

Initial reduction.  The researcher kept the sources of data separate for the first round 

of reduction by first exporting each code book from HyperRESEARCH into a separate 

Microsoft Excel v. 15.33 document.  Subsequently, the student participant interview first 

cycle codes were manually transferred to sticky-notes, while the professional participant 

interview first cycle codes were physically transferred to note cards.  Each sticky-note and 

note card held the name of the discovered initial code as well as a note regarding the specific 

number of instances in which each code was utilized (see Figure 3.20).  For codes in which 

the researcher utilized HyperRESEARCH’s commenting feature, additional comments were 

added to the sticky-note and note cards as needed.  At this point in the coding process the 

researcher opted not to transfer the codes for the mixed reality simulation observations to 

another medium. 
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Figure 3.20.  First cycle codes written on sticky-notes and note cards.  This figure illustrates 
all the total initial codes discovered via the student participant interviews first cycle coding 
process and written on sticky-notes, as well as an example of the professional participant 
interviews first cycle codes written on note cards.  
 

Reducing student participant interview codes.  The sticky-notes with the student 

participant interviews first cycle codes were physically placed on a wall, to continue the 

process of grouping the codes according to commonalities, which had begun via the grouping 

feature utilized by the researcher within HyperRESEARCH (see Appendix V).  As more 

defined groupings began to emerge the researcher collected the relevant codes, placed them 

on white paper, and wrote an overarching word to describe the assemblages (see Figure 

3.21).  The researcher would also walk-through the room and detail the developing 

relationships between the codes while recording his thoughts as the camera panned each 

coded grouping, in an effort to document and clarify the emerging connections between the 

initial codes. 
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Figure 3.21.  Sample assemblage with overarching word.  This figure illustrates one sample 
of the student participant interview codes at the stage in which definable groupings began to 
emerge.  The researcher grouped individual sticky-notes, such as all in this together into 
larger groupings with shared properties and indicated an overarching descriptive word, in this 
case that word was cohort comfort. 
 

Following the physical grouping of the first cycle codes, the researcher then referred 

back to the Excel document previously created to house the student participant interview 

codes (see Figure 3.22).  Within this document, the researcher then reorganized and grouped 

the codes according to the physical grouping of sticky-notes that had been manually 

manipulated on the walls of his house.  Through the transfer process, the researcher was 

further able to condense and group the various codes, thereby creating a hierarchy of code 

types including the development of initial categories and subcategories with respect to the 

collected data (see Appendix W). 
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Figure 3.22.  Second cycle coding of student participant interviews.  This figure illustrates a 
small portion of the Excel document utilized by the researcher to organize the first cycle 
codes of the student participant interviews into initial categories and subcategories.  See 
Appendix W for a table version of all second cycle coding of student participant interviews. 
 

Reducing observational initial codes.  At this point within the data analysis process 

the researcher opted not to physically manipulate the initial codes developed via the mixed 

reality simulation observations first cycle coding.  Rather, the researcher matched the 

observational codes within the aforementioned Excel document with the initial categories 

developed under the reduction of the student participant interviews first cycle codes (see 

Figure 3.23).  The observational first cycle codes were ultimately grouped via category, 

including be the teacher, coaching, connection, feedback, limitations, peer observation and 

peer feedback, and stressors (see Appendix X). 
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Figure 3.23.  Second cycle coding of mixed reality simulation observations.  This figure 
illustrates a portion of the Excel document utilized by the researcher to organize the first 
cycle codes of the mixed reality simulation observations into the initial categories and 
subcategories developed under the second cycle coding of the student participant interviews.  
See Appendix X for a table version of all second cycle coding of mixed reality simulation 
observation codes. 
 

Reducing the professional participant initial codes.  As the professional participants 

were treated as a separate case within the present study, the first cycle codes were reduced 

separate from the aforesaid student participant reduction (Yin, 2009).  Initially, the note cards 

with the professional participant interviews first cycle codes were placed on a flat surface and 
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grouped according to commonalities (see Figure 3.24).  The professional codes were then 

congregated into overarching categories including mixed reality simulation is a part of the 

course, professional coaching, observed student growth, experiential learning, and big 

picture.  Finally, as previously done with the student participant interviews first cycle codes, 

the researcher then transferred the professional participant interviews first cycle codes back 

into an Excel document with respect to the reduction in initial codes and in an effort to 

further organize the connections (see Appendix Y). 

 
 
Figure 3.24.  Second cycle coding of professional interviews.  This figure illustrates the 
second cycle coding process utilized by the researcher to organize the first cycle codes into 
initial categories and subcategories. 
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Development of categories.  The second cycle coding process continued with the 

development of categories (Saldaña, 2009).  Following the completion of the three separate 

Excel documents containing the individual groupings for each data source including the 

student and professional participant interviews and mixed reality simulation observations, the 

researcher reduced and combined all three sources into emerging common categories.  To aid 

in defining the relationship between the categories, the researcher utilized a whiteboard and 

markers to create a visual mind map (see Figure 3.25).  Using the mind map as a guide, the 

researcher combined the developed groupings within the previous level of analysis into a 

single Excel document.  The groupings formed the basis for the maturation of the initial 

findings into a selection of categories and subcategories (see Appendix Z). 

 
 
Figure 3.25.  Mind map of relationship between developing categories.  This figure 
illustrates the relationship between initial categories and subcategories as the researcher 
sought to condense the second cycle codes into initial themes. 
 

Development of themes.  Next, the second cycle coding process progressed to the 

formation of themes (Saldaña, 2009).  Following the creation of initial categories and 

subcategories, the researcher sought opportunities for the categories and subcategories to 

merge into a broader development of specific themes with respect to the data collected.  
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Again, the researcher utilized a mind map to further condense a visual relationship between 

the emerging themes (see Figure 3.26).  The second cycle coding process underwent a series 

of rounds and ultimately led to the creation of six initial themes including growth, mastery 

experience: be the teacher, secondhand experience: learning from peers, social 

encouragement: peer and expert coaching, managing responses to stressors: emotions while 

teaching, and education program. 

 
 
Figure 3.26.  Mind map of developing themes.  This figure illustrates the relationship 
between themes as the researcher sought to condense the emerging categories and 
subcategories, as the researcher began to discern a variety of influences that were taking 
shape with respect to what would ultimately become the finding statement within the present 
study. 
 

Development of a finding statement.  Upon completion of the second cycle coding 

process (Saldaña, 2009), the researcher believed the six themes were related via two 

overarching notions.  Throughout the coding process, the concepts of experiential learning 

and the professional learning community appeared in multiple forms; therefore, the 

researcher determined those viewpoints were central to the further description of the findings 

within the present study.  As a direct result of this discovery, the researcher created an 

overarching finding statement in which the six themes were related to one another.  The 
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finding statement was: The student participants were actively immersed in experiential 

learning and engaged in a professional learning community within the mixed reality 

simulation experience.  The themes, categories, and subcategories were subsequently 

restructured with respect to and in support of the finding statement, further reducing the six 

themes to the four final themes of being the teacher, peer observation, feedback, and 

managing emotions (see Appendix AA).  A detailed discussion of the data supporting the 

finding statement and the four related themes is documented in Chapter Four. 

Statement of Ethics 

The researcher obtained approval from the IRB prior to moving forward with the 

study in any fashion.  Following IRB approval, the researcher provided all participants with a 

detailed overview of the proposed study and the methods of data collection before obtaining 

consent forms.  All transcriptions of interviews and the mixed reality simulation observation 

protocols will be held strictly confidential for a period of no less than seven years from the 

date of IRB approval.  The names of all participants, as well as the name of the school where 

the present study was conducted, were changed to protect confidentiality. 

Summary of Chapter Three 

A discussion of the mixed methods multiple case study design (Yin, 2009) with 

respect to the various aspects of both the quantitative and qualitative designs, as well as the 

research questions were detailed.  Following the design, a description of the setting occurred 

regarding the teacher education program at Normal University and the three courses 

enhanced with mixed reality simulation experiences that were utilized within the present 

study.  A detailed portrayal of the participants was also incorporated, as were particulars with 

respect to the total exposure sub-units within the student participant case, and the three types 
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of professional participants included within the present study.  The sampling procedures 

employed within the present study were also documented, as were detailed overviews of the 

instrumentation, protocols, consent process, and methods of data collection utilized by the 

researcher.  Finally, a comprehensive summary of the data analysis, with respect to the 

quantitative and qualitative aspects within the present study ensued, followed by a statement 

of ethics provided by the researcher.  Chapter Four provides a complete analysis of the data 

and the findings of the present study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: ANALYSIS OF DATA AND FINDINGS 

The purpose of this research study was to explore the mixed reality simulation 

experience and its effect on the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers.  The 

present study considered two research questions, and data were collected across multiple 

mediums.  Chapter Four, the analysis of data and findings, is disseminated across the 

following five sections: (a) overview of the study, (b) quantitative findings, (c) qualitative 

findings, (d) quantitative and qualitative connections, and (e) summary of results. 

Overview of the Study 

A mixed methods multiple case study (Yin, 2009) was used to discover effects and 

perceptions related to the mixed reality simulation experience and the sense of self-efficacy 

among pre-service teachers.  A sequential embedded design was used with initial quantitative 

data collection followed by qualitative data collection.  The two cases were bound by 

pre-service teacher candidate participants as well as by professional candidate participants.  

The pre-service teacher candidate participant case was further subdivided into sub-units 

(Baxter & Jack, 2008) bound by level of exposure to the mixed reality simulation experience.  

The research questions used to frame this study were as follows: 

1. Is there a statistically significant difference between scores of pre-service teachers 

for total exposure (30, 60, 90 minutes) and time (before, after) with respect to the 

mean scores on the Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES)? 

a. Non-directional hypothesis: There will be a statistically significant difference 

between scores of pre-service teachers for total exposure (30, 60, 90 minutes) 

and time (before, after) with respect to the mean scores of the TSES. 
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2. What perceptions are associated with pre-service teachers’ sense of self-efficacy 

with respect to the mixed reality simulation experience? 

Over the course of five months, from January to May of 2017, the researcher 

collected 53 before-exposure and after-exposure results from the TSES, conducted 49 

semi-structured interviews with student participants, as well as 5 semi-structured interviews 

with professional participants, and viewed 21 hours of mixed reality simulation observation 

experiences.  In addition, each of the 53 student participants completed a demographic 

survey. 

Following data collection, all quantitative data were cleansed, and assumptions were 

addressed.  A 3 × 2 one-between–one-within subjects ANOVA was performed to address 

research question one (Gall et al., 2003; Meyers et al., 2006; Yockey, 2011).  Data analysis 

showed a significant main effect for the between-subjects factor, as well as a significant 

interaction between the between-subjects and within-subjects factors.  Additional t tests were 

performed to further explore the significances. 

Upon completion of the quantitative data analysis, the qualitative data were analyzed 

and used to address research question two.  An iterative coding process was used to code 

interview and observational data.  Codes informed by the literature (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005) 

were interwoven with inductive codes which, in turn, allowed each type of code to inform the 

other (Creswell, 2013; Merriam, 2009).  The initial codes were organized and grouped into 

categories and subcategories, which were then grouped into four themes (Saldaña, 2009), and 

were later related to one another under a single finding statement. 
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Quantitative Findings 

The quantitative aspect of this study employed data collected via the TSES, with 

respect to a sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers.  The survey consisted of 24 

questions using a nine-point Likert-type scale that included 1 (“not at all”), 3 (“very little”), 

5 (“some degree”), 7 (“quite a bit”), and 9 (“a great deal”); the instrumentation is available in 

Appendix E.  Data collected from the TSES both before- and after-exposure to the mixed 

reality simulation experience were initially coded, cleansed, and then analyzed for missing 

values and univariate outliers.  In addition, all assumptions of the one-between–one-within 

subjects ANOVA were addressed.  The findings were used to address research question one. 

Research Question One 

The research question was: Is there a statistically significant difference between 

scores of pre-service teachers for total exposure (30, 60, 90 minutes) and time (before, after) 

with respect to the mean scores on the TSES?  The hypothesis for research question one 

proposed pre-service teachers who were immersed within three mixed reality simulation 

opportunities, each with five to eight minutes of simulation followed by two to three minutes 

of feedback, would experience a significant difference in their sense of self-efficacy for total 

exposure (30, 60, 90 minutes) and time (before, after), as measured by mean scores on the 

TSES.  It should be noted that although pretest and posttest are correct exemplifications, 

before-exposure and after-exposure are more accurate representations of the varying levels of 

exposure to the simulated classroom within the present study.  Therefore, the terms 

“before-exposure” and “after-exposure” were utilized within the present study to refer to the 

administration of the TSES. 
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To assess this hypothesis, a 3 × 2 one-between–one-within subjects ANOVA was 

performed to analyze differences on the TSES, with respect to total exposure (30, 60, 90 

minutes) as the between-subjects factor and time (before, after) as the within-subjects factor.  

To further explore the interactions between total exposure, time, and the TSES, multiple 

t tests were also performed.  Six independent-samples t tests were run for each level of time 

(before, after), to analyze differences between total exposure (30, 60, 90 minutes) with 

respect to scores on the TSES.  In addition, three dependent-samples t tests were also 

performed for each level of total exposure (30, 60, 90 minutes) to analyze for differences 

between before-exposure and after-exposure with respect to scores on the TSES. 

Data Preparation 

The process of data preparation occurred first via data cleansing, followed by a 

missing value analysis.  The researcher considered within-subjects and between-subjects 

factors when assessing for univariate outliers, as well as the interaction of within-subjects 

and between-subjects factors.  Assumptions with respect to the one-between–one-within 

subjects ANOVA were also given due consideration by the researcher, and included 

(a) independent observations, (b) normality, (c) homogeneity of variance, (d) sphericity, and 

(e) homogeneity of variance-covariance matrices. 

Code and value cleaning.  The researcher created a database to ensure a reliable and 

precise record of all data collected.  Student participants were assigned a number between 

“1” and “60;” with all numbers disbursed at random.  The researcher subsequently assigned a 

unique pseudonym to each numeric value, in an effort to protect the confidentiality of each 

student participant.  In addition, numeric values were assigned to the nonnumeric categories 

of the nominal data within the demographic survey (Meyers et al., 2006). 
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The researcher used Microsoft Excel v. 15.33 to create three spreadsheets to record 

the demographic and TSES data collected from the student participants both before- and 

after-exposure to the mixed reality simulation experience.  For the demographic and 

before-exposure data, the researcher manually transferred values into Microsoft Excel from 

the paper copies student participants had used to record their responses.  Since after-exposure 

data were collected via the researcher’s self-created website, the responses from the student 

participants needed to be downloaded from the researchers’ Firebase (Firebase, 2017) 

database into a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) file.  Afterwards, the JSON file was then 

reformatted as a comma-separated values (CSV) file, which was then imported into the 

aforementioned Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. 

Missing value analysis.  Once all the data values were coded and entered into 

Microsoft Excel, they were initially screened using a visual inspection process (Meyers et al., 

2006).  While the after-exposure data contained no missing values, the visual inspection of 

the before-exposure data showed a need for further examination as there were eight instances 

of missing values.  Missing values within the demographic information were noted and 

follow-up questions were asked during the semi-structured interviews to ascertain accurate 

data for any missing values.  The researcher then transferred all information from the 

Microsoft Excel spreadsheets into the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences v. 24 

(SPSS) to continue analyzing the missing values. 

Upon entering the data into SPSS, the researcher performed descriptive statistics to 

ensure the accuracy of all data (Meyers et al., 2006).  The frequency analysis of the 

demographic and after-exposure data confirmed that the data were clean.  As expected, the 

descriptive statistics analysis of the before-exposure data showed eight instances of missing 
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values.  To address this, a Missing Value Analysis (MVA) procedure was performed using 

the expectation maximization (EM) estimation (see Table 4.1) in SPSS.  The EM estimation 

values were then substituted for the missing values in the before-exposure data set (Meyers 

et al., 2006). 

Table 4.1 

Summary of Estimated Means 

Case All Values EM Estimation 
10 6.9565 6.9605 
11 8.0000 8.0192 
25 6.9130 6.9232 
33 6.8696 6.8736 
41 7.6522 7.6732 
45a 7.3636 7.3837 
49 6.1739 6.1670 

 
 

aContains two missing values. 
 

Assessing for univariate outliers.  After completion of the Missing Value Analysis, 

the researcher checked the data for univariate outliers.  Outliers are data that exhibit an 

extreme value for a specific variable (Meyers et al., 2006).  Potential outliers were 

discovered by the researcher using the SPSS software to produce boxplots for each level of 

the between-subjects and within-subjects variables, as well as their interactions. 

Within-subjects.  Results of the boxplots produced by SPSS for the within-subjects 

factor of time (see Figure 4.1) showed outliers in the after-exposure level, specifically with 

cases 29 and 48.  To further investigate these two cases, the z scores of the two levels were 

calculated using SPSS, as well as the next closest value. 
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Figure 4.1.  TSES scores for time.  This figure illustrates the within-subjects factor of time 
(before, after) within the quantitative aspect of the present study. 
 

Case 29.  The z score for case 29 was found to be z = 2.4 (x = 9).  This z score was 

within the acceptable range of ±2.5 (Meyers et al., 2006), and therefore indicated this value 

was not an outlier.  In addition, the next closest value, x = 8.92, was only 0.08 lower than the 

score for case 29; as such, the score was kept within the data set. 

Case 48.  The z score for case 48 was found to be z = -2.59 (x = 5.13), which was 

outside of the acceptable range of ±2.5 (Meyers et al., 2006).  This finding was further 

indication that this value may be a true outlier.  As such, a closer inspection of the 

after-exposure data set was necessary to determine whether this case should be removed.  

The researcher ran additional descriptive statistics in SPSS and found the skewness and 

kurtosis were within the acceptable range of ±1.00 (Meyers et al., 2006), with values of 0.02 
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and 0.53, respectively.  Furthermore, the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality was not significant, 

p = .81.  Despite the presence of this value within the boxplot, and its appearance as an 

outlier, the descriptive statistics the researcher ran within SPSS indicated the data set was 

normally distributed. 

Moreover, during the qualitative interview with case 48, the researcher also discerned 

more than one instance of a perceived lower sense of self-efficacy on the part of this 

individual student participant.  During a discussion about receiving feedback, either from 

peers or the professor, the student participant for this case stated, “I thought I did worse than 

they said I did” (BE, 53-54).  Furthermore, a conversation that concerned case 48’s field 

work placement revealed the student participant had turned down more than one opportunity 

to teach a lesson.  The value revealed in the data set in conjunction with the semi-structured 

interview, strongly indicated this particular student participant held a lower personal sense of 

self-efficacy.  Ultimately, with the normality of the data intact and the accuracy of this value 

supported by data derived from the interview, the researcher chose to include, rather than 

exclude this value from the data set. 

Between-subjects.  Analysis via SPSS of the between-subjects factor for total 

exposure produced a boxplot (see Figure 4.2) which depicted outliers in both the 30 and 90 

minutes levels.  To further investigate the potential outliers, z scores were calculated using 

SPSS to analyze the value in the data set, as well as the next closest value. 
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Figure 4.2.  TSES scores for total exposure.  This figure illustrates the between-subjects 
factor of total exposure (30, 60, 90 minutes) within the quantitative aspect of the present 
study. 
 

Total Exposure 30 Minutes.  The boxplot indicated case 23 was potentially an outlier.  

The z score for this case was z = -2.46 (x = 5.13) and was within the acceptable range of ±2.5 

(Meyers et al., 2006); the next closest value, x = 5.79, proved to be of a sizeable increase.  

However, when considered within the context of this exposure level, it is not unexpected to 

have a value as low as this, therefore, the researcher opted to keep the value within the data 

set. 

Total Exposure 90 Minutes.  The boxplot indicated cases 16, 29, and 54 were 

potential outliers.  Further analysis of the z scores indicated each value was within the 

acceptable range of ±2.5 (Meyers et al., 2006), as those values were found to be z = -0.76 
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(x = 6.44), z = 2.35 (x = 8.83), and z = -0.84 (x = 6.38), respectively.  In addition, each value 

was within 0.29 of the next closest value.  As such, the researcher kept each of the three 

values within the data set. 

Interaction of between- and within-subjects.  Results of the boxplot (see Figure 4.3) 

produced by SPSS for the interactions of the between- and within-subjects factors of total 

exposure (30, 60, 90 minutes) and time (before, after) showed no outliers in the data set.  

Analysis at this level served as further reinforcement of the decisions made by the researcher 

not to eliminate any aforementioned potential outliers as indicated in the combined data set 

of the between- and within-subjects factors. 

 
 

Figure 4.3.  TSES scores for time and total exposure.  This figure illustrates the interaction of 
the between- and within-subjects factors of total exposure (30, 60, 90 minutes) and time 
(before, after) within the quantitative aspect of the present study. 
 

Assumptions of the one-between–one-within subjects ANOVA.  There are several 

assumptions that must be met before use of the one-between–one-within subjects ANOVA is 
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considered appropriate (Laerd Statistics, 2013; Yockey, 2011).  The assumptions consist of: 

(a) independent observations, (b) normality, (c) homogeneity of variance, (d) sphericity, and 

(e) homogeneity of variance-covariance matrices. 

Independent observations.  For quantitative data analysis, observations between 

participants must be independent of one another (Meyers et al., 2006).  The before- and 

after-exposure tests for time occurred at different intervals of time, with no overlap between 

tests.  In addition, each student participant remained in the same total exposure group 

throughout the entire study.  Therefore, the student participants in each group were 

independent of each other, as were the before- and after-exposure observations.  Therefore, 

for the purpose of the present study, the assumption of independent observations between 

student participants was met. 

Normality.  To assess the normality of the data, the skewness and kurtosis of the 

TSES were found for each level of the within-subjects factors, as well as each level of the 

between-subjects factors.  That data was then averaged across the within-subjects levels 

(Yockey, 2011), and all levels were found to be within the acceptable range of ±1.00 (Meyers 

et al., 2006), with the exception of the total exposure group of 30 minutes.  See Table 4.2 for 

a visual representation of the skewness and kurtosis of the TSES scores by group. 

Table 4.2 

Skewness and Kurtosis for the TSES Scores 

Factor Level Skewness Kurtosis 
Time Before (n = 53) -0.40 -0.43 
 After (n = 53) 0.02 0.53 

  

Total Exposure 30 Minutes (n = 20) -1.01 1.42 
 60 Minutes (n = 18) -0.61 -0.50 
 90 Minutes (n = 15) -0.00 -0.07 
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The researcher examined the data for normality by completing a follow-up analysis.  

A Shapiro-Wilk test of normality was performed, the results of which were not significant at 

the .01 alpha level (Meyers et al., 2006).  The lack of significance indicated there was not a 

normality violation for either of the between- or within-subjects levels (see Table 4.3). 

Table 4.3 

Shapiro-Wilk Test of Normality for TSES Scores 

Factor Level Statistic df Sig. 
Time Before (n = 53) .97 53 .24 
 After (n = 53) .99 53 .81 

  

Total Exposure 30 Minutes (n = 20) .91 20 .07 
 60 Minutes (n = 18) .92 18 .12 
 90 Minutes (n = 15) .95 15 .45 

  

 
Homogeneity of variance.  The variance for each level of the between-subjects factor 

must be equal across the levels of the within-subjects factor (Yockey, 2011).  To determine 

whether the total exposure levels had equal variances, a Levene’s test for equal variances was 

performed (Meyers et al., 2006; Yockey, 2011).  The Levene’s test showed that the variances 

for total-exposure, based on means, were not statistically different, F(2, 50) = 0.86, p = .43, 

thereby suggesting there was an equality of variances (see Table 4.4). 

Table 4.4 

Levene’s Test of Homogeneity of Variance for Total Exposure 

Levene’s Test Statistic df1 df2 Sig. 
Based on Mean 0.86 2 50 .43 
Based on Median 0.47 2 50 .63 
Based on Median and with Adjusted df 0.47 2 47 .62 
Based on Trimmed Mean 0.81 2 50 .45 

  

 
Sphericity.  The assumption of sphericity “…requires that the variances of the 

difference scores are equal for all pairs of levels of the within-subjects factor” (Yockey, 
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2011, p. 155).  If the within-subjects variable has less than three levels, the Mauchly’s test of 

sphericity is not useful (Meyers et al., 2006) because there is only one difference score for 

the within-subjects factor, and therefore there is not a comparison score.  Furthermore, the 

variable of time consisted of just two levels, before- and after-exposure.  As such, Mauchly’s 

test was not appropriate and the sphericity assumption was met. 

Homogeneity of variance-covariance matrices.  Corresponding variances and 

covariances for the different levels of the between-subjects factor must be equal (Yockey, 

2011).  To check for equality, a Box’s Test of Equality of Covariance Matrices for the TSES 

was performed.  The Box’s M (see Table 4.5), was not statistically significant, 

F(6, 43378) = 0.92, p = .48, which indicated the homogeneity of variance-covariance 

matrices assumption was met. 

Table 4.5 

Box’s Test of Equality of Covariance Matrices 

Statistic Value 
Box’s M 5.85 
F 0.92 
df1 6 
df2 43378 
Sig. .48    

 
Descriptive Statistics 

The table of descriptive statistics (see Table 4.6) shows the mean and standard 

deviation, for the TSES scores for each level of the between- and within-subjects factors.  In 

addition, the table depicts the interaction mean and standard deviations of total exposure and 

time. 
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Table 4.6 

Descriptive Statistics for TSES Scores 

  Timea 
  Before  After  Average 
  M SD  M SD  M SD 

Total 
Exposureb 

30 Minutes 6.42 0.87  7.15 0.73  6.79 0.62 
60 Minutes 6.95 1.10  6.74 0.68  6.84 0.79 
90 Minutes 7.50 0.83  7.61 0.72  7.55 0.71 

 

Average 6.91 1.02  7.14 0.78  7.02 0.77 
 

 
aTime refers to the before-exposure measurement (n = 53), the after-exposure measurement (n = 53), and the average measurement (n = 53).  
bTotal exposure refers to 30 minutes (n = 20), 60 minutes (n = 18), 90 minutes (n = 15), and the average (n = 53). 
 
Research Question One Findings 

A 3 × 2 one-between–one-within subjects ANOVA (Yockey, 2011) on pre-service 

teacher self-efficacy, with respect to mean scores on the TSES, was conducted with two 

unique time factors: (a) total exposure (30, 60, 90 minutes) as the between-subjects factor 

and (b) time (before, after) as the within-subjects factor.  The results of the main effects and 

interactions are discussed in the following sections, as are follow-up tests which were 

performed to further explore the findings.  A summary of the quantitative findings is depicted 

in Table 4.7. 

Table 4.7 

Summary of Quantitative Findings  

Total Exposure Before Exposure After Exposure Exposure × Time 
30 @ 60 30 @ 60 30 @ 60 30Before < 30After 
30 < 90 30 < 90 30 @ 90 60Before @ 60After 
60 < 90 60 @ 90 60 < 90 90Before @ 90After 

 

 
Note. The symbol @ denotes that there were no significant differences, while the symbol < indicated a significant difference. 
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Main effect for total exposure.  The results showed a significant main effect for 

total exposure, F(2, 50) = 5.91, p < .01.  To further explore the significance of the main 

effect for the between-subjects factor of total exposure, Tukey post hoc tests were performed.  

The pairwise comparisons showed significant mean differences using a Bonferroni alpha 

level adjustment for multiple comparisons of .025 (Yockey, 2011).  There was a significant 

difference between the total exposure factors of 30 minutes (M = 6.79, SD = 0.62) and 90 

minutes (M = 7.55, SD = 0.71), p < .01, as well as between 60 minutes (M = 6.84, SD = 0.79) 

and 90 minutes, p = .02. 

Main effect for time.  The results of the 3 × 2 one-between–one-within subjects 

ANOVA (Yockey, 2011) showed no significant main effect for time, F(1, 50) = 2.78, 

p = .10.  As such, no additional follow-up tests were performed.  The interaction of total 

exposure by time is investigated in the ensuing section. 

Interaction of total exposure by time.  There was a significant interaction between 

total exposure and time, F(2, 50) = 5.45, p < .01.  See Figure 4.4 for the graph of the 

interaction.  Simple effects analyses were conducted for total exposure at each level of time, 

with each test conducted at a Bonferroni corrected alpha level of .025 (Yockey, 2011), the 

results of which are explored in the subsequent sections. 
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Figure 4.4.  Graph of the interaction.  This figure illustrates the interaction of the time factor 
(before, after) and the total exposure factor (30, 60, 90 minutes). 
 

Before-exposure.  Following a significant interaction for total exposure by time, three 

independent-samples t tests were conducted for total exposure at the before-exposure level of 

time.  The results of the simple effects tests indicated that before-exposure, student 

participants with total exposure 90 minutes (M = 7.50, SD = 0.83) reported significantly more 

self-efficacy than student participants with total exposure 30 minutes (M = 6.42, SD = 0.87), 

t(33) = -3.68, p < .01.  Regarding before-exposure, there was not a significant difference 

between total exposure 60 minutes (M = 6.95, SD = 1.10) and total exposure 30 minutes, 

t(36) = -1.65, p = .11, nor between total exposure 60 minutes and total exposure 90 minutes, 

t(31) = -1.58, p = .12. 
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After-exposure.  Next, three independent-samples t tests were conducted for total 

exposure at the after-exposure level of time.  The results indicated that after-exposure, 

student participants with total exposure of 90 minutes (M = 7.61, SD = 0.72) reported 

significantly more self-efficacy than student participants with total exposure 60 minutes 

(M = 6.74, SD = 0.68), t(31) = -3.57, p < .01.  There was not a significant difference between 

total exposure 30 minutes (M = 7.15, SD = 0.73) and total exposure 60 minutes, 

t(36) = 1.80, p = .08, nor between total exposure 30 minutes and total exposure 90 minutes, 

t(33) = -1.84, p = .07. 

Additional follow-ups.  To assess change over time for each total exposure group 

before- and after-exposure, three dependent-samples t tests were conducted.  There was a 

significant difference in the before-exposure scores (M = 6.42, SD = 0.87) and after-exposure 

scores (M = 7.15, SD = 0.73), with respect to total exposure 30 minutes, t(19) = 3.16, p < .01.  

However, there were not significant differences in the before-exposure scores (M = 6.95, 

SD = 1.10) and after-exposure scores (M = 6.74, SD = 0.68), with respect to total exposure 60 

minutes, t(17) = -1.00, p = .33, nor in the before-exposure scores (M = 7.50, SD = 0.83) and 

after-exposure scores (M = 7.61, SD = 0.72), with respect to total exposure 90 minutes; 

t(14) = 0.65, p = .53. 

Summary of Quantitative Findings 

A 3 × 2 one-between–one-within subjects ANOVA was performed to address the 

research question: Is there a statistically significant difference between scores of pre-service 

teachers for total exposure (30, 60, 90 minutes) and time (before, after) with respect to the 

mean scores on the TSES?  The data showed a significant main effect for the total exposure 
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factor, F(2, 50) = 5.91, p < .01, as well as a significant interaction between total exposure and 

time F(2, 50) = 5.45, p < .01. 

Follow-up t tests performed by the researcher, demonstrated three additional 

instances of significance.  There was a significant difference between the before-exposure 

self-efficacy means of total exposure 30 minutes and 90 minutes, t(33) = -3.68, p < .01, as 

well as between the after-exposure means of total exposure levels 60 minutes and 90 

minutes, t(31) = -3.57, p < .01.  In both cases, student participants with 90 minutes of total 

exposure to the mixed reality simulation experience had significantly higher levels of 

self-efficacy than student participants with a total exposure of 30 minutes or 60 minutes. 

Lastly, there was a significant difference in self-efficacy scores before- and 

after-exposure for the total exposure level of 30 minutes, t(19) = 3.16, p < .01.  Student 

participants in this exposure level experienced a significantly higher sense of self-efficacy 

after-exposure to the mixed reality simulation experience than before-exposure.  These 

findings will be discussed further in Chapter Five. 

Qualitative Findings 

The qualitative aspect of this study utilized data on the sense of self-efficacy among 

pre-service teachers ascertained via semi-structured interviews and observations of mixed 

reality simulation experiences.  Data collected from the interviews and observations followed 

a researcher developed protocol (Appendices G, H, I, J, and K).  These data were used to 

address research question two. 

Research Question Two 

The research question was: What perceptions are associated with pre-service 

teachers’ sense of self-efficacy with respect to the mixed reality simulation experience?  To 
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address this research question, an iterative process was used to morph between directed 

content analysis via codes informed by the literature (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005) and inductive 

coding (Merriam, 2009).  The initial coding was framed by Bandura’s (1986, 1994, 1997) 

four ways to develop a strong sense of self-efficacy: mastery experiences, secondhand 

experiences, social persuasion, and physiological and affective states.  This progression was 

followed by inductive coding to aid the researcher in recognizing any additional patterns or 

potential new codes (Merriam, 2009).  The process of coding data transferred back and forth 

between the two approaches to capture the four concepts, while allowing new codes to be 

uncovered throughout the process. 

Data Collected 

The researcher created a database to ensure a reliable and precise record of all 

qualitative data collected.  All student and professional participants were assigned a unique 

moniker to aid the researcher’s effort to protect confidentiality.  Interview data was 

transcribed by a professional transcription service while data recorded by the researcher on 

observations were scanned into a Portable Network Graphics (PNG) file.  All data sets were 

subsequently uploaded to HyperRESEARCH v. 3.7.5 (HyperRESEARCH, 2015) to perform 

initial coding. 

Interview data.  The interview questions were framed by Bandura’s four ways to 

develop a strong sense of self-efficacy (1986, 1994, 1997).  Interviews were conducted with 

49 student participants and ranged in length from 8 to 26 minutes in total.  In addition, five 

professional participants were also interviewed in sessions varying in length from twenty-two 

to forty-six minutes each.  In all, the researcher collected data via interviews over a combined 

total of 14.9 hours. 
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Mixed reality simulation observation data.  For each student participant 

interviewed, the mixed reality simulation experiences were observed following a researcher 

developed protocol.  The protocol was used to collect anecdotal data related to self-efficacy, 

as well as to capture information regarding the ensuing feedback sessions.  Feedback 

occurred between student participants and their peers, as well as between student participants 

and professional participants in attendance at the time observational data were collected.  In 

summation, data were gathered by the researcher over a combined total of 21 hours of 

observations via video recording. 

Quotes and citing notes.  Interview and observational data were subsequently 

utilized in situ by the researcher to support the description of the themes, categories, and 

subcategories.  It should be noted, when editing quotes, certain phrases were altered on the 

basis of uniformity, in an effort to match language utilized by the researcher within the 

present study.  In addition, words were occasionally added [within brackets] for clarity and 

consistency.  Whenever possible the context of the quote was also added in place of generic 

interview phrasing to aid in readability.  Examples of this are detailed within Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8 

Participant Language versus Study Terminology 

Possible Participant Phrasing Contextual Information or Study Terminology 
Fishbowl Professional Learning Community 
It Whatever it was in reference to 
Kids/Students Clarified avatar or peer where applicable 
TeachLivE™ Mixed Reality Simulation or simulated classroom 
They Whomever the participant was directly referencing 
You know, like, um, etc. Removed for clarity, preserved context 

  

 
Furthermore, when quoting and paraphrasing, the researcher referred to all 

participants by their pseudonym.  First names were utilized by the researcher before or after 
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direct quotes, and when paraphrasing, in an effort to document the connection(s) between the 

themes, categories, and subcategories with respect to the in situ phrasing of the data 

collected.  To cite participants, initials represented by a full, first and last, unique pseudonym 

were utilized to attribute quotes and paraphrased thoughts to the respective participant.  In 

other words, the researcher would quote a participant by name and cite said quote to their 

initials.  This citation process was performed to aid in the overall readability of the document 

and to establish trustworthiness with respect to the participants and the sourced data.  An 

example is: “Yes, I think that was helpful” (EG, 13), Erik stated.  The various methods of 

citation for participants which were employed by the researcher are detailed within Table 4.9. 

Table 4.9 

Methods of Citation for Participants 

Citation type Citation includes Citation example 
In-text appearance Participant first name Erik explained, 

  

Interview quote 
 

Participant initials, 
Interview line number 
  

(EG, 113-115) 
 

Paraphrased thoughts Participant initials 
  

(EG) 

Observational quote 
 

Participant initials, 
Observation session number 
  

(EG, obs. 3) 
 

Feedback in observational data Initials of quoted participant, 
Within another participant’s 
observation session 
  

(JP, in EG’s obs. 3) 

 
Participants 

Following the multiple case study design, there were two cases included within the 

qualitative data collection and analysis: student and professional.  Figure 4.5 displays the two 

cases with the pseudonyms assigned to each participant, as well as the names of the avatar 

students from the simulated classroom.  To clearly differentiate them from the pseudonyms 
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of the student and professional participants in the study, the researcher will write the names 

of the avatar students as CJ* (or Cindy*), Ed*, Kevin*, Maria*, and Sean*. 

 

Figure 4.5.  Pseudonyms of participants and avatars in the present study.  This figure 
illustrates the first name pseudonym of student participants and the last name pseudonym of 
professional participants, each of which are listed with their unique initials, as utilized by the 
researcher to attribute paraphrased and quoted interview and observational material.  In 
addition, the names of the student avatars are also included.  In each individual instance, the 
names are listed alphabetically in columns from top to bottom. 
 

Student participants.  In total, the student participants were comprised of 49 

pre-service teacher candidate participants, with an average age of 21 and a 3.53 grade point 

average.  Unique cases within the study included two former paraprofessionals, a pre-school 

and an elementary school educator, as well as a music theatre performer, and former 

waitress/paralegal.  The remaining student participants were enrolled traditionally within the 

Student Participants 
 

Aaron (AT) Brandon (BH) Effie (EM) Keira (KS) Opal (OI) 
Abigail (AA) Carlton (CR) Elena (ER) LaKeisha (LA) Sabrina (SL) 
Alexa (AL) Cassius (CZ) Ella (EE) Leslie (LR) Sadie (SR) 
Alice (AO) Charlotte (CN) Evelynn (EX) Lola (LB) Sahana (SQ) 
Alyssa (AR) Chloe (CY) Hailee (HN) Luna (LN) Sophie (SN) 
Anna (AE) Constance (CO) Jazmin (JH) Maddy (ME) Suzu (SP) 
Annabelle (AG) Connor (CE) Joan (JS) Mariana (MI) Theo (TT) 
Arianna (AN) Darnell (DS) Josie (JO) Nicholas (NR) Toby (TS) 
Barrett (BE) Delilah (DO) Julie (JN) Noelle (NK) Tristian (TZ) 
Brandi (BM) Don (DH) Kaiden (KR) Norah (NS)  

Professional Participants: 
 
Dr. Ayla (Dr. A) 
Dr. Bremelle (Dr. B) 
Dr. Hyde (Dr. H) 
Dr. Shedie (Dr. S) 
Dr. Zelynda (Dr. Z) 

 

Avatar Students: 
 
CJ* (Cindy*) 
Ed* 
Kevin* 
Maria* 
Sean* 
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pre-service teacher education program at Normal University.  See Table 4.10 for age and 

grade point average statistics. 

Table 4.10 

Age and Grade Point Average Statistics of Student Participants in Qualitative Study 

Variable (n = 49) Age Grade Point Average 
Mean (Average) 21 3.53 
Median 20 3.57 
Mode 19 3.70 
Minimum 19 2.60 
Maximum 42 4.00 

  

 
In addition, 76 percent of student participants were Caucasian American, and 71 

percent identified as female.  The student participants were enrolled in either sophomore or 

junior year at Normal University and were registered in one of three sequential courses 

enhanced with three mixed reality simulation experiences, each of which featured five to 

eight minutes of simulation followed by two to three minutes of feedback.  Student 

participants came from one of three progressive courses; either an introduction to education 

course, or a course at the intermediate or advanced level.  The nature of the successive 

courses was such that each course built upon the next.  As such, at semesters’ end, the 

student participants had undertaken either 30, 60, or 90 minutes of total exposure within the 

mixed reality simulation experience.  See Table 4.11 for additional demographic statistics. 
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Table 4.11 

Demographic Information for Student Participants in Qualitative Study 

Variable Qualifier Number of Student Participants  

  n Percentage 
Gender Identity Female 35 71% 

Male 14 29% 
  

Ethnicity African American 4 8% 
Asian American/Pacific Islander 4 8% 
Caucasian American 37 76% 
Hispanic American 4 8% 

  

Anticipated 
Graduation Year 

2018 7 14% 
2019 38 78% 
2020 4 8% 

  

Program Elementary 20 41% 
K-12 20 41% 
Secondary 9 18% 

  

Concentration Health 3 6% 
Interdisciplinary Major 20 41% 
Music 16 33% 
Secondary Education 9 18% 
World Languages 1 2% 

  

 
Note. The number of student participants totaled 49 (n = 49). 
 

Professional participants.  The professional participants consisted of three 

professors, a simulation manager, and an administrator within the education program.  The 

professorial participants were comprised of three professors who taught courses that had been 

enhanced by mixed reality simulation.  Dr. Shedie and Dr. Ayla each taught a different 

section of the introduction to education course which met face-to-face weekly.  The third 

professor, Dr. Bremelle, taught one section of the intermediate course, as well as two sections 

of the advanced course, each of which was taught as a hybrid learning course with limited 

in-person meetings.  Whereas Dr. Shedie and Dr. Ayla approached the mixed reality 

simulation experience as though it was embedded within the course, Dr. Bremelle considered 
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the experience an extension of the learning process, but not necessarily a fundamental 

component of the course. 

Dr. Zelynda served as one of several managers during the semester and was tasked 

with running the simulation experience.  She also facilitated the feedback sessions with 

student participants, should their course professor not be in attendance.  Dr. Hyde, an 

administrator at Normal University, oversaw the implementation of the mixed reality 

simulation experience within the education and educational psychology program.  

Furthermore, the administrator either attended in-person or watched all video recordings of 

pre-service teacher simulation experiences for each course. 

Research Question Two Findings 

Initially, an iterative coding process was used to code the interview and observational 

data collected from all participants.  The researcher began with codes informed by the 

literature, which transitioned back and forth between an inductive coding process, to create 

initial codes.  The initial codes were then organized and grouped into categories and 

subcategories, which subsequently lead to the creation of four themes (Saldaña, 2009).  An 

overarching finding was then used to describe the connection between the themes (see Figure 

4.6).  Analysis of the coding process produced the following finding statement: The student 

participants were actively immersed in experiential learning and engaged in a professional 

learning community within the mixed reality simulation experience. 
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Figure 4.6.  Qualitative findings.  This figure illustrates the interaction of the four themes 
with respect to the finding statement.  The themes of being the teacher, peer observation, and 
feedback display the two-way relationship with managing emotions. 
 

Experiential learning is defined as, “…the process whereby knowledge is created 

through the transformation of experience” (Kolb, 1984, p. 35).  The experiential learning 

environment within the mixed reality simulation refers to the student participants’ active 

engagement within the simulated teaching process.  A professional learning community is 

defined as, “…an environment that fosters mutual cooperation, emotional support, and 

personal growth as [members] work together to achieve what they cannot accomplish alone” 

(DuFour & Eaker, 1998, p. xii).  The professional learning community within the mixed 

reality simulation refers to the peer group, professors, simulation facilitators, student avatars, 

Finding Statement: 
The student participants were actively immersed in experiential learning 
and engaged in a PLC within the mixed reality simulation experience. 

 

 

Theme 4: 
Managing 
Emotions

Theme 1: 
Being the 
Teacher

Theme 3: 
Feedback

Theme 2: 
Peer 

Observation
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and host teachers at fieldwork placement sites for all student participants.  This finding was 

supported by four themes: being the teacher, peer observation, feedback, and managing 

emotions. 

Theme one indicated student participants experienced moments of being the teacher 

while teaching within the experiential learning environment of the mixed reality simulation 

experience.  Categories that supported being the teacher included enactive learning, problem 

solving in the moment, and connecting with varied contexts.  Theme two suggested student 

participants witnessed other likeminded individuals within their professional learning 

community succeed at teaching within the mixed reality simulation experience and beyond.  

Categories that supported peer observation were vicarious learning, reflection, and 

adaptation.  Theme three indicated student participants received feedback from their 

professional learning community within the mixed reality simulation experience.  Categories 

that encompassed feedback included giving and receiving feedback, professorial feedback, 

and peer feedback. 

Theme four incorporated the findings from the aforementioned themes and suggested 

within the mixed reality simulation experience student participants managed their emotions 

as they took on the role of being the teacher within the experiential learning environment.  In 

addition, student participants experienced, recognized, and developed emotional maturity 

through peer observation, and giving and receiving feedback, within the professional learning 

community.  Categories that supported this theme included experiential learning 

environment, professional learning community, and pause the classroom. 

Theme 1: Being the teacher.  Within the experiential learning environment of the 

mixed reality simulation experience, student participants underwent moments of mastery as 
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they assumed the role of the teacher.  Enactive mastery experiences occur when one attempts 

and ultimately succeeds at tasks that “…provide the most authentic evidence of whether one 

can muster whatever it takes to succeed” (Bandura, 1997, p. 80).  For the purpose of the 

present study, mastery experiences and being the teacher are synonymous key terms. 

Sadie declared, “[The simulation] is a great thing, …it confirms that you can [teach]” 

(SR, 124-125).  “It’s something that’s making me a better teacher, and [allowing me] to see 

and teach a lesson” (AN, 107-108), Arianna affirmed.  Having the opportunity to experience 

being the teacher in the simulation, Sahana acknowledged, “definitely gives me a little bit of 

a step up [for] when I do have to teach in front of the actual classroom” (SQ, 36-37).  Being 

the teacher, the data established, also incorporated three supporting categories: (a) enactive 

learning, (b) problem solving in the moment, and (c) connecting with varied contexts. 

Theme 1, Category 1: Enactive learning.  The data indicated the mixed reality 

simulation experience provided an opportunity for student participants to practice teaching 

firsthand.  Enactive mastery experiences are useful in “…acquiring the cognitive, behavioral, 

and self-regulatory tools for creating and executing effective courses of action to manage 

ever-changing life circumstances” (Bandura, 1997, p. 80).  For the purpose of the present 

study, enactive learning took place while the student participants took on the firsthand role of 

being the teacher within the mixed reality simulation. 

Of the simulation experience, Dr. Ayla acknowledged, “It allows students to try it 

out, to get some exposure, to [try] out some [teaching] practices” (Dr. A, 341-342).  Dr. 

Shedie continued, “When you’re doing a foundational course, you need as [many] hands on 

[or] practical application pieces [as] you can” (Dr. S, 206-207).  For student participants, the 

hands-on nature of the mixed reality simulation experience “…forces them to teach” (Dr. S, 
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210), Dr. Shedie maintained.  Darnell affirmed, “You can do practice lessons, [and] you start 

getting the ability to feel like a teacher, [to be] …presenting yourself as a teacher [and] 

presenting your voice” (DS, 139-141).  Moreover, Darnell continued, “It really helps you get 

to that sense of how to be a teacher” (DS, 57-58).  Using the mixed reality simulations 

allowed the student participants to experience what it might feel like to be the teacher 

firsthand. 

Participants also expressed that the mixed reality simulation experience allowed 

student participants to confirm teaching was an aptly chosen career path.  When discussing 

the simulations with others, Sadie reported, “The main thing, that I shared with [the PLC, is] 

that I thought I could teach now” (SR, 58).  Arianna agreed and said she would call her mom 

and say, “‘Oh my gosh, I just had my [simulation] session, and I can’t wait to be a teacher’” 

(AN, 98-99).  She proclaimed, “It clearly solidifies to me that I want to be a teacher” (AN, 

100).  Dr. Shedie pointed out the mixed reality simulations aided the student participants in 

“…increasing their ability to answer the questions, ‘Can I be a good teacher?’ [or], ‘Is this 

the right profession for me?’ [and], ‘Can I do it well?’” (Dr. S, 167-168).  Sadie summarized 

the thoughts of many student participants when she explained: 

I just think it’s confirmed the fact that this is what I want to do, and that I can do it…  

[The simulations] brought [forth] scenarios that I’ve never experienced before.  [It] 

brought them to the surface, let me deal with them, and…be that teacher. (SR, 86-89) 

Taking on the role of being the teacher firsthand allowed student participants to accurately 

gauge whether the field of education was the best place to utilize their skillset.  The category 

of enactive learning was further divided into eight subcategories: (a) feel for teaching, 

(b) realistic view of teaching, (c) learning from mistakes, (d) presence in the classroom, 
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(e) pedagogical skills, (f) safe learning environment, (g) teaching avatar students, and 

(h) clean slate. 

Theme 1, Category 1, Subcategory 1: Feel for teaching.  When considering the role 

of being the teacher firsthand, the data demonstrated the mixed reality simulations allowed 

student participants to get a realistic feel for teaching.  Hailee explained, “You’re able to 

create the classroom, and kind of get a feel for what it’s like” (HN, 5-6).  Chloe said the 

simulation allowed her to get “…some ideas of what to do and not do in a classroom” (CY, 

4-5).  It is “…not what’s really going to be happening in a real-life classroom, but it does 

give you, or at least gives me, a taste of what it’s like” (AN, 108-110), Arianna affirmed.  

Tristian reported, “When I got there and got into the environment and into the virtual 

classroom, I really got to feel what it’s like to teach, without having to leave campus” (TZ, 8-

9).  Using the mixed reality simulations gave student participants the opportunity to develop 

a feel for teaching. 

Theme 1, Category 1, Subcategory 2: Realistic view of teaching.  The mixed reality 

simulation experience also gave student participants a realistic view of teaching.  Dr. Shedie 

discussed a noticeable shift in her students with respect to how they were thinking about 

teaching.  She observed their reflective journal assignments began to show a richer, more 

accurate portrayal of what it is like to be a teacher.  Dr. Shedie pointed out: 

Their reflection pieces have been, their reflection to [the mixed reality simulations], 

and their reflection to their field observation, has been, “Wow, this is hard work,” 

“Teaching is hard work, there’s a lot of stuff,” “I have a new appreciation for my 

teachers, I didn’t realize how much goes into establishing a rapport,” [and] “I didn’t 
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realize how much goes into those pieces.”  So, I think it helps to make it a little bit 

clearer. (Dr. S, 176-181) 

Dr. Hyde also recalled a scenario within a specific mixed reality simulation session, where an 

avatar-student, “Sean*, had a meltdown.  [The student participant] didn’t know how to react, 

and I thought, ‘Wow, that’s good for them to see that,’ because that happens” (Dr. H, 234-

235).  The student participants acquired a realistic view of what teaching might entail 

through the experience of the mixed reality simulations. 

Theme 1, Category 1, Subcategory 3: Learning from mistakes.  The data also 

suggested student participants identified areas of self-improvement and discovered different 

avenues for learning from mistakes.  Alexa admitted you “…learn from your mistakes and 

what doesn’t go well.  It helps you to be less nervous to make mistakes” (AL, 101-102).  

“When I was up there, you can tell what you struggle with, and what you skim over and try 

to avoid” (HN, 34-35), Hailee confessed.  Annabelle agreed and divulged she struggled with 

the student avatars at times because “Some like to talk a lot.  That’s something I have to 

work on, because I don’t have the heart to ask them to stop talking so much” (AG, 7-9).  Of 

the simulations, Dr. Zelynda said, “I think part of the thing about [the simulations], is you 

want the students to find their strengths and [figure out] who they are” (Dr. Z, 192-193).  

Student participants were able to identify strengths and isolate areas of potential growth 

through the mixed reality simulation experience. 

Theme 1, Category 1, Subcategory 4: Presence in the classroom.  The data revealed 

instances of development as student participants explored their presence in the classroom.  

For the purpose of this dissertation, presence in the classroom is defined as, “…a posture, a 

way we hold our bodies, that can communicate to students a sense of acceptance, respect, and 
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expectation” (Fried, 2001).  Constance discovered she “…had to be more comfortable talking 

in front of people, versus [to] a person…more as a teacher, versus just public speaking” (CO, 

72-74).  Sadie recognized, “The presence I have in the classroom could be altered.  I think 

that was one of the things that I took into consideration after the first [session]” (SR, 36-37).  

When she watched the video recording of each mixed reality simulation session, Dr. Hyde 

noticed an increase in classroom presence among student participants who were enrolled in 

the intermediate and advanced courses and had had more overall exposure to the mixed 

reality simulation experience (Dr. H).  Tristian confirmed, “I have been noticing that it’s 

been so much easier to get up in front of a classroom now” (TZ, 109-110).  Leslie revealed 

her professor informed her, her presence in the classroom was lacking and suggested the 

avatar students could sense this as well.  Leslie internalized the advice provided by her 

professor and set herself a course objective to further develop her presence in the classroom 

(LR).  At a later point in the semester, she admitted, “I don’t know if that was because of my 

presence or [not]” (LR, 83), but when she entered the simulation she noted the avatar 

students appeared to have less jurisdiction within the classroom (LR).  The mixed reality 

simulation experience afforded student participants the ability to recognize and develop a 

sense of presence within the classroom. 

Theme 1, Category 1, Subcategory 5: Pedagogical skills.  The data also showed 

student participants learned pedagogical skills as they used the mixed reality simulation.  Dr. 

Shedie noted the experience gave student participants “…a starting point for what are some 

of the things that [they] will take away because [the strategies] work from [them] as a person, 

and what are the things that don’t work so well” (Dr. S, 160-162).  The researcher 

documented occurrences of pedagogical skills throughout the period of data collection via 
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observations of the mixed reality simulations recordings, the results of which are documented 

in Table 4.12.  

Table 4.12 

Researcher Observed Occurrences of Pedagogical Skills 

Pedagogical Skills Frequency 

 Peer  Professor  Self  Researcher 
Lesson Structure 10  16  6  37 
Planning and Preparedness 6  14  26  16 
Teaching Strategies 58  72  36  51 

 

 
Regarding pedagogical skills, Dr. Shedie stated she explained to her students, “You 

have a backpack [and] you’re always throwing stuff in that backpack; when you have a 

problem, you can pull something out of it” (Dr. S, 140-142).  Dr. Zelynda also addressed her 

observations connected to the development of pedagogical skills over time when she noted: 

Whereas before they came in, and you could tell at the beginning, some of them were 

kind of haphazard and going all over the place or stopping in the middle and looking 

for help.  Towards the end, they came in with a plan.  They had something written 

down; they had a beginning, a middle, and an end of each one of their presentations. 

(Dr. Z, 13-17) 

Aaron agreed and said the simulations were “…very good for getting experience in front of a 

classroom and testing out possible strategies” (AT, 49-50).  The student participants, the data 

illustrated, developed pedagogical skills through the mixed reality simulation experience, 

including planning, questioning, reflection, and time management. 

Theme 1, Category 1, Subcategory 5(a): Pedagogical skills – planning.  Student 

participants developed the skill of planning for teaching as they explored the mixed reality 

simulation experience.  Dr. Hyde noted, “In the beginning we had a lot of winging it…they 
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were not prepared.  …They very quickly learned the next time they have to come prepared” 

(Dr. H, 369-372).  Josie agreed and conceded her classmates would “…definitely teach a 

[simulated] lesson and say, ‘Oh, I didn’t plan anything, so we’ll just see how this goes’” (JO, 

58-60).  Sahana admitted, “I didn’t have anything written down on a piece of paper with me, 

so I kind of froze, and didn’t know where to go” (SQ, 75-76).  Making a connection, Dr. 

Shedie later marveled, “I’ve really seen an impact on another part of the class, which is the 

development of a lesson plan” (Dr. S, 125-127).  Dr. Ayla also observed a transition from 

unrehearsed to well-prepared among the student participants in her classroom.  She revealed: 

The very first session, it was extremely evident who prepared, and who didn’t when 

they came in.  And boy, the second session, they were prepared!  I would say it was a 

50/50 [split], you knew.  There were 18 kids and about 9 came in, and they had notes, 

they had props, they were ready, [and] they were prepared.  About half didn’t, and it 

was clear; it was very clear. (Dr. A, 345-350) 

Dr. Ayla admonished, “You can’t walk in and just wing it” (Dr. A, 351).  The mixed reality 

simulation experience provided a clearer understanding of that concept for student 

participants and brought to the forefront the importance of planning in teaching. 

The mixed reality simulations also provided student participants with an opportunity 

to connect planning a lesson to the act of teaching a lesson.  Carlton explained he would 

formulate a plan prior to a simulation session and would teach his lesson based off that 

blueprint (CR).  Carlton offered, “What I would do, is take my time, and practice what I was 

going to say.  From that point on, it would be easier for me to get up and do it in front of the 

class” (CR, 70-72).  Suzu, however, cautioned, “[I] learned the hard way with my first 

session [this semester], where I essentially almost wrote out a script.  That had to be 
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[adjusted] because people are unpredictable” (SP, 95-97).  The mixed reality simulations 

showcased the nuances related to theoretical planning versus the active art of teaching a 

lesson. 

The combination of planning and implementing a lesson allowed student participants 

to understand the connection between the plan and how it might be carried out within a 

physical classroom.  “I have no previous education courses, so I really didn’t know how to 

make lesson plans or anything” (JN, 4-5), admitted Julie.  The simulations, Julie continued, 

“…[have] definitely been able to help me plan something, and teach students, even if they 

were just the [avatar] students” (JN, 5-7).  Keira, a music major, informed the researcher she 

did not anticipate teaching in a traditional classroom, but offered: 

I got to experience having to really plan my lessons, because it’s more of a structured 

type lesson.  Whereas I [will] teach ensembles… [or] rehearsals, and we just work on 

repertoire.  So that was beneficial, and I got better… [at knowing] what things I could 

incorporate into the lessons that the avatars would be able to work with. (KS, 203-

207) 

Student participants used the mixed reality simulation experience to aid in their 

understanding of what to plan and how to implement those plans, because, as Tristian 

marveled, “Now I have the tools to go through with teaching [a lesson]” (TZ, 113).  In 

agreement, Darnell exclaimed, “The session in general, overall, is really fantastic because it’s 

a way to make active lessons; [regardless of] whatever you’re teaching about” (DS, 137-

138).  The mixed reality simulation experience allowed student participants to experience 

both planning and implementing a lesson as they worked to strengthen those skillsets over 

time. 
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Theme 1, Category 1, Subcategory 5(b): Pedagogical skills – questioning.  In 

addition, the data showed the mixed reality simulations addressed other pedagogical skills, 

one of which was questioning.  Arianna felt the mixed reality simulations “…really did a 

great job coaching me in terms of not being afraid to ask questions” (AN, 12-13).  Noelle 

concurred, “I made sure to change my way of questioning the [avatar] kids and what kind of 

questions [I would ask]” (NK, 34-35).  She continued, “I know one of the kids always wants 

to answer first, [so now] I make sure to make him wait for other [avatar] kids to answer first” 

(NK, 35-36).  Leslie described her growth in questioning when she recalled: 

The first semester I would just go around in a circle when I would talk to them.  I 

would say, “All right, let’s start with Ed* and then we’ll go around in a circle.”  I feel 

like now I’ve learned, throughout the semester, that’s not the best approach to take…  

I have to keep them on their [toes], either by doing the [Think-]Pair-Share [activity], 

or asking them all a different question but not going in order.  I think my biggest take 

away was that I can’t keep going around, so [this way], they’re caught off guard if I 

ask them a question.  …I think this semester, I would just pick two people to answer 

the question, then I would change the question. (LR, 123-132) 

The student participants practiced asking questions and were able to receive feedback from 

the avatar students. 

Moreover, the mixed reality simulations, the data indicated, also pushed student 

participants to develop stronger questioning skillsets as well.  Arianna acknowledged the 

simulations allowed her to get “…better at conveying my questions to an audience of [avatar] 

students” (AN, 102-103).  She continued, “I have to think on the spot, ‘What’s another way I 

can ask this question that will convey the same message?’” (AN, 104-105).  Following one of 
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his mixed reality simulation sessions this semester, Toby immediately reflected, “For the first 

session, I had questions and the answers in my head.  For this session, I had the question, but 

didn’t know where it would end up” (TS, obs. 3).  Aaron agreed and recalled learning about 

the concept of higher order thinking during his coursework.  He believed, “…trying to get the 

questions out of the [avatar] students and get them to develop their own higher-level thinking 

answers” (AT, 84-86), was a beneficial connection between practice and application.  Aaron 

added, “Being exposed to that, and thinking about, and reflecting on it, has been pretty 

interesting.  [It] has helped me to analyze the way I’m asking questions” (AT, 86-88).  The 

mixed reality simulation experience allowed student participants to practice asking questions 

and receiving student answers.  They simultaneously worked to develop higher order 

thinking questions for themselves as student participants, and for their avatar students as 

well. 

Theme 1, Category 1, Subcategory 5(c): Pedagogical skills – reflection.  As 

previously suggested by Aaron and Toby, the data unveiled the mixed reality simulation 

experience caused student participants to be reflective of their teaching.  Dr. Ayla claimed 

the mixed reality simulation experience “…gives them opportunity to be reflective on their 

practice at a very early stage” (Dr. A, 311-312).  Sophie echoed, “I liked the reflective nature 

of it” (SN, 80).  Nicholas elaborated, “The idea of self-reflection came into [the simulations], 

especially the first and second time, knowing, ‘These are the things I want to get better at,’ 

[and] ‘These are the things I need to get better at’” (NR, 72-74).  The mixed reality 

simulations afforded student participants the opportunity to work toward becoming reflective 

educators. 
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Theme 1, Category 1, Subcategory 5(d): Pedagogical skills – time management.  Yet 

another area of pedagogical skills the data suggested was impacted by the mixed reality 

simulations was time management.  Carlton said the simulations allowed him to practice 

“…keeping track of your time to make sure an activity is going to be over.  If you’re in a 

class for 5 or 10 minutes, you need to stick by that” (CR, 14-15).  “I’ve [taught] hour long 

lessons and we’ve been engaged on stuff.  I feel that [the simulation] has helped because you 

can see how long answering questions takes” (AA, 68-70), Abigail stated.  Connor agreed 

and reported the mixed reality simulation experience helped “…with refining my ability to 

control time management.  [Also], refining my ability to be in control of the situation [and] to 

stick to the plan that I have set” (CE, 167-168).  The mixed reality simulations allowed 

student participants to develop a stronger concept of time management skills. 

Theme 1, Category 1, Subcategory 6: Safe learning environment.  The data 

highlighted both student and professional participants felt the mixed reality simulation 

experience was a safe environment for them to learn and practice teaching within.  Connor 

described the simulation experience as “…a reinforced area.  Once you get up there and get 

the ball rolling, personally for me, it gets easy and it gets comfortable…it’s not a threatening 

zone” (CE, 31-33).  Darnell added, “It’s okay to make mistakes [in the simulation], so it’s 

very encouraging [and] very helpful” (DS, 109-110).  Jazmin elaborated, “We’re not afraid to 

mess up because you can just ask for help” (JH, 9).  The simulations “…gave me the 

opportunity to practice in a safer setting.  I know that it doesn’t really replicate the actual 

classroom…it’s not quite the same, but it’s an extremely good way for somebody to…get 

their feet wet” (CZ, 4-8), Cassius revealed.  Sophie summarized the thoughts of many student 

participants when she shared: 
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I felt more comfortable…it felt like a comfortable environment to practice [in].  If 

you made a mistake it was okay, because it’s not [physical] students [and you] 

…have your support group around you, so I think it’s overall a safe environment to 

practice [teaching in]. (SN, 97-101) 

The student participants expressed feelings of comfort while within the mixed reality 

simulation because they viewed it as a safe learning environment from which to learn the 

process of how to be an educator. 

Theme 1, Category 1, Subcategory 7: Teaching avatar students.  The student 

participants indicated they felt more at ease learning to teach with avatar students rather than 

physical students.  Sadie pointed out, “You can teach and not hurt anyone if you mess 

up…because they are on a screen.  I really like that aspect of [thinking] if I mess up, I’m not 

affecting them” (SR, 128-133).  Hailee agreed and added, “It’s more reassuring that you’re 

not wasting students’ time, and you’re able to mess up” (HN, 4-5).  Teaching avatar students 

was a good way to practice being in a classroom, Ella suggested, “without having [physical 

students] that could mess me up” (EE, 5-6).  Hailee interjected, “It’s not as much pressure as 

wasting real students’ time, so you’re comfortable enough to try different things” (HN, 41-

42).  Jazmin felt the simulations gave “…us an opportunity to try things out that we wouldn’t 

[necessarily] try out in a [physical] classroom” (JH, 7-8).  The simulations allowed for “…the 

chance to try things out…with the students and see if it worked.  Then if it didn’t, you had 

the opportunity to try something different and see if that worked” (JS, 8-10), Joan explained.  

Moreover, “no one was hurt in the making of this [teacher]” (LR, 67-68), Leslie finished. 
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Theme 1, Category 1, Subcategory 8: Clean slate.  The data suggested student 

participants viewed each mixed reality simulation session as a clean slate.  Darnell detailed 

this viewpoint when he recalled: 

Even though you were [practicing] the same [skillsets] each time, you had to do it in a 

different way.  You couldn’t do the same thing because [the avatar students] don’t 

remember what you did last time.  [Therefore], it’s a clean slate; it gives you the 

opportunity to fix your mistakes [from] the last [simulation]. (DS, 119-122)  

Arianna affirmed, “Every time is a completely different learning experience.  That’s the 

beauty of [the simulations]; knowing that every time I go in will be different, I will grow 

from it, and I will become better at it” (AN, 165-167).  The student participants felt 

comfortable within the simulations because each session acted as a fresh start, or a new 

platform, for them to continue learning to teach from. 

Theme 1, Category 1, Subcategory 9: Recognition of growth.  The data brought to 

light a recognition of growth while being the teacher, as student participants taught within the 

mixed reality simulation experience.  Arianna informed the researcher, “I feel like I grow 

every time I do a [simulation] session” (AN, 157).  Darnell agreed, “Yeah definitely; I feel 

every time I go in [my teaching] just gradually gets better” (DS, 35).  After a recent teaching 

opportunity at her fieldwork experience, Chloe, in observation of her growth detailed the 

following: 

Recently, I did a lesson plan for a middle school classroom for the first time ever.  

That was nerve-racking, but I had a lot of fun with it…  I feel like a couple of 

semesters ago, I couldn’t have actually imagined myself teaching a lesson, but I was 
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in this 6th grade math class and the teacher helped me set up a lesson and I did this 

whole lesson for about an hour. (CY, 106-110) 

Keira added, “I’m growing at a really rapid pace, sometimes I don’t even recognize it.  …I 

would have grown and benefited solely from [the simulations]” (KS, 200-203).  Dr. Hyde 

observed a change in the student participants within the introduction to education course, and 

remarked, “By the third iteration in [the introduction course], I think all those other 

contextual factors have lessened and they’re at a much improved [version of] themselves” 

(Dr. H, 24-26).  The observable difference from the first to the second session was, Tristian 

marveled, “worlds different.  I understand how to approach different situations now, how to 

ask questions, and how to maintain a classroom; as simple as that may sound.  Compared to 

the first time, this is a giant step” (TZ, obs. 2).  The participants expressed observable growth 

in teaching ability over time due to the experience of being the teacher within the mixed 

reality simulations. 

Theme 1, Category 2: Problem solving in the moment.  The mixed reality simulation 

experience, the data unveiled, provided an opportunity for student participants to problem 

solve in the moment as they assumed the role of the teacher.  Problem solving in the moment 

refers to student participants actively, and imminently, solving any complex task that may 

occur as they are being the teacher within the mixed reality simulation experience. 

Following her first time to experience mixed reality simulation Sadie declared, “I 

realized how much you had to think on your feet by just watching other students go and 

having myself go, at one point I couldn’t think on my feet fast enough” (SR, 30-32).  Norah 

agreed, “You definitely have to be ready, because you don’t know what these [avatars] are 

going to do or say….  I feel like their reactions could be anything, so you have to be ready 
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for that” (NS, 119-122).  As such, Alice felt the mixed reality simulations offered “…a very 

helpful setting, because you’re approached with different types of problems” (AO, 6-7), and 

Arianna interjected, “[you can] come up with different ways to figure out different 

situations” (AN, 14).  Sadie concurred, “I think I took that experience [of thinking on my feet 

into] the second session or the third session, where if [the avatar students] say something, 

I’ve got to think of something quick” (SR, 32-34).  Dr. Hyde observed, “especially in the 

[advanced course], they were problem solving in the moment.  They were able to deal with 

the CJ* on the cell phone and then go right back into the lesson” (Dr. H, 19-21).  The student 

participants believed the mixed reality simulations helped them be better prepared for 

problem solving in the moment. 

Ella acknowledged, “It was good to see how I could react to different elements of the 

classroom” (EE, 4-5).  When she considered the art of questioning, Arianna admitted she 

needed to “…think on the spot if a question doesn’t go as planned” (AN, 103-104).  When 

elements of the mixed reality simulation experience required real-time problem solving, 

LaKeisha affirmed, “There’s certain things I can’t really prepare for….  The responses of the 

[avatars] telling us something that is so outrageous…you would have never thought you 

would get from students.  [The simulation] prepares you to deal with those responses” (LA, 

6-9).  The mixed reality simulation experience helped student participants handle unexpected 

moments and know, as Alexa explained, “…how to bring up topics, and how [the avatar 

students are] going to act.  You learn to adapt to them” (AL, 97-99).  The student participants 

were able to think outside the box to plan lessons, and to problem solve in the moment when 

experiences within the simulation necessitated they do so. 
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It should also be noted there were some student participants, in particular those who 

were music majors, who found the mixed reality simulation experience to be challenging due 

to apparent limitations with the technology.  These perceived limitations required student 

participants to think creatively, sometimes in the moment, to recreate lessons the avatar 

students were capable of doing.  Constance insisted, “We had to think more outside of the 

box with our major….  It was a lot more limited, for computer simulations obviously, but it 

definitely made us think outside of the box a little more for teaching” (CO, 110-113).  Norah 

agreed and argued: 

It’s not how, necessarily, we would teach all the time, because it’s often much more 

interactive.  [The simulations] kind of forced you in a way, probably in a good way, 

to figure out how [to be] versatile and adapt to the situation, and how to make those 

adaptations….  For the overall skill of being able to adapt, I think [the simulation 

experience] is probably pretty important. (NS, 162-168) 

Despite having been presented with a variety of problems that required real-time solutions, 

the student participants were able to think resourcefully and adjust their lessons within the 

mixed reality simulation experience.  Anna described a time when she planned a lesson and 

while in the simulation, discovered the avatar students could not do what she had planned 

(AE).  She said, “I had to modify on the spot to change the program I had planned” (AE, 98).  

This experience was common for first time users who were less familiar with the confines of 

the mixed reality simulation technology.  However, as the data showed, student participants 

reevaluated and quickly adapted, such that problem solving occurred in the moment via the 

real-time experience of mixed reality simulation.  The category of problem solving in the 
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moment was further divided into three subcategories: (a) caught off guard, (b) classroom 

management, and (c) resilience. 

Theme 1, Category 2, Subcategory 1: Caught off guard.  The data also implied 

student participants experienced moments of being caught off guard while teaching within 

the mixed reality simulations.  Cassius described an experience when “one of the avatars had 

said something that caught me by surprise and I [said], ‘Whoa’” (CZ, 83-84), while Sabrina 

admitted, “I’ve been caught off guard a couple of times” (SL, 56-57).  In a previous semester, 

Josie recalled, “[There was] one time when the [avatar students] were being so crazy.  I 

remember Sean* just started crying and I had no idea what to do” (JO, 89-90).  Tristian 

confessed, “The only time that I really felt overwhelmed, was if I wasn’t prepared enough for 

something that was going to happen” (TZ, 60-61).  When caught off guard, the student 

participants realized they had to solve problems in real time. 

Theme 1, Category 2, Subcategory 2: Classroom management.  In addition to helping 

student participants overcome unforeseen problems, the data also showcased ways in which 

the mixed reality simulations helped students handle common classroom management issues.  

Effie described her feelings toward classroom management and thinking on her feet, when 

she stated the mixed reality simulation experience “…definitely helped with how to deal with 

situations on the spot, and how to deal with them correctly and in a professional way” (EM, 

109-110).  She elaborated, “I actually feel like I knew how to handle situations better and 

faster.  Rather than just standing there thinking about what to do, I thought on my feet” (EM, 

31-32).  Learning classroom management, and how to successfully problem solve in the 

moment, confirmed “I had more control and I expected different behaviors [were] going to 

happen [with the avatars]” (AO, 147-148), Alice concurred. 
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Moreover, the mixed reality simulation experience was “…good for classroom 

management, checking behavior, and recognizing different situations that can happen in a 

classroom,” CE, 173-175) Connor claimed.  During one feedback session, Dr. Hyde told 

Theo, “[The avatars students] gave you a hard time today” (Dr. H, in TT’s obs. 3), and Theo 

praised, “I kept it under control” (TT, obs. 3).  Later Sahana reflected upon her reaction to an 

inappropriate comment made by one avatar student.  She stated, “Before, I probably would 

have just gone on to the next thing rather than acknowledging what they said to me” (SQ, 

obs. 2).  The mixed reality simulation experience allowed student participants to learn and 

adapt to various situations educators might expect to encounter within a physical classroom. 

Sophie believed, “[The simulations were] really beneficial in becoming comfortable 

in your ability to handle a classroom” (SN, 143-144).  She maintained, “[The experience] 

definitely helps with getting used to classroom management, because it’s not so much about 

knowing the content, it’s teaching your lesson while correcting behaviors” (SN, 8-10).  

Sophie also noted, “[Classroom management] is probably one of the most difficult parts of 

teaching” (SN, 10-11).  The mixed reality simulation experience, Opal agreed, “…helps you 

with spur of the moment things you can’t really plan.  …It helped me be more comfortable 

for that” (OI, 4-6).  Carlton summarized the experience of many student participants when he 

asserted: 

It taught me how to manage a classroom.  When you’re giving a lesson, or you’re 

going over a lot of your teaching, you’re constantly looking at the students.  [You 

want] to make sure they’re paying attention [and] they’re not being distracted [or] 

taking their phone out and talking.  I think the main thing I took away from [the 

simulations] was classroom management. (CR, 4-9) 
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The student participants experienced problem solving in the moment and utilized classroom 

management techniques as they took on the role of being the teacher. 

Theme 1, Category 2, Subcategory 3: Resilience.  The data exemplified student 

participants were resilient while teaching within the mixed reality simulation experience.  

Resiliency, within the confines of self-efficacy, “…requires experience in overcoming 

obstacles through perseverant effort” (Bandura, 1994, pp. 2-3).  Student participants 

experienced success as they problem solved in real time.  The mixed reality simulation aided 

their ability to “…persevere in the face of adversity and quickly rebound from setbacks.  By 

sticking it out through tough times, they emerge stronger from adversity” (Bandura, 1994, 

p. 3).  The data exhibited student participants overcame moments of difficulty and 

demonstrated resilient efforts through challenging situations as they took on the role of being 

the teacher within the mixed reality simulation experience. 

Don said the simulations showed him “there were always enough opportunities to 

bounce back, even if things may sour a bit” (DH, 119-120).  Keira believed the simulations 

helped her be “…able to bounce back…on your feet and be resilient.  [The simulations] made 

me more comfortable being able to do that” (KS, 9-10).  During Sahana’s third session of the 

semester, Sean* was talking uncontrollably, and Sahana lost her place in the lesson.  “The 

[avatar] student said something to me and it kind of threw me off track” (SQ, 77), Sahana 

admitted.  The student participants worked within the mixed reality simulation to overcome 

moments of difficulty as they grew into more resilient teachers. 

The data also revealed student participants experienced moments of adversity they 

overcame with resilience while teaching within the mixed reality simulation experience.  

Chloe appreciated the ability to “…kind of struggle with it a while” (CY, 52-53), and felt that 
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was a useful feature of the mixed reality simulation experience (CY).  LaKeisha described a 

time she expected a level of knowledge from the student avatars that they did not possess; 

“…that really stumped me” (LA, 43), she admitted.  Nicholas claimed, “I was trying to not 

be [submissive].  I was trying to lay down the law, lay down the rules, and I was having a 

hard time with that” (NR, 59-61).  “The avatars were a little bit difficult that day, and I was 

having trouble with it [too]” (AO, 37-38), Alice echoed.  The mixed reality simulation 

experience allowed student participants to overcome adversity to various situations.  Their 

ability to be resilient problem solvers in real-time gave them firsthand knowledge of what 

educators might expect to encounter within a physical classroom. 

The researcher also noted instances of student participants struggling while teaching 

within the mixed reality simulations.  During Theo’s second session, he struggled to handle 

CJ*’s sass (TT, obs. 2), while Norah dealt with unexpected behaviors and responses provided 

by the avatars (NS, obs. 2).  LaKeisha, the researcher observed, had trouble controlling 

Sean* during her third session (LA, obs. 3).  At the start of Jazmin’s third session, she failed 

to get the attention of the avatar students before beginning her lesson.  Jazmin then struggled 

to regain control of her simulated classroom (JH, obs. 3).  The student participants 

experienced moments of adversity while teaching within the mixed reality simulations. 

Theme 1, Category 3: Connecting with varied contexts.  The data uncovered student 

participants made connections between being the teacher within the mixed reality simulation 

experience and various aspects of their personal and professional lives.  Sahana admitted, “I 

do see some similarities in [the simulations] and in the [physical] classroom.  [For example], 

some students are on their phones [like CJ* is], and then the teacher has to tell them to put 

their phones away” (SQ, 109-111).  The category of connecting with varied contexts was 
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further divided into five subcategories: (a) relating to a physical classroom, (b) relating to 

physical students, (c) relating to fieldwork experiences, (d) relating to coursework, and 

(e) relating to work experiences. 

Theme 1, Category 3, Subcategory 1: Relating to a physical classroom.  The data 

supplied instances of student participants who made connections between the mixed reality 

simulation classroom and a physical classroom.  Aaron described this connection when he 

claimed, “Just being in front of the [avatar] students and having to respond to them, made me 

think about what could happen in an actual classroom” (AT, 6-7).  Theo said, “The situations 

you get put in, in the classroom with [the simulations], I think they do actually pertain to 

things that you see in a live classroom, in a real experience” (TT, 4-6).  The mixed reality 

simulation experience, Darnell concurred, “…really helps [with] learning what that kind of 

classroom feels like, even though it’s virtual.  Then you can apply what you did in the 

[simulation] session to what you do in a real classroom” (DS, 150-153).  The student 

participants made comparisons to the physical classroom that were directly related to their 

experiences within the virtual classroom. 

Theme 1, Category 3, Subcategory 2: Relating to physical students.  The data implied 

student participants made connections between the avatar students and physical students.  

When she discussed her experience in the field, Josie remarked, “Just like in [the simulation], 

there’s five different students and they’re all very different.  I’m able to interact with them 

and take that into [physical] classes, where every student is, obviously, very different” (JO, 

7-8).  Darnell echoed, “Each [avatar student] has a different personality, so that’s obviously 

what a real classroom is like” (DS, 108-109).  Aaron noted, “Some of the personalities of the 

students in [the mixed reality simulation] really showed up in the [physical] classroom, it was 
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interesting” (AT, 104-105).  During the semester, “I happened to watch the movie The 

Breakfast Club, and I [thought], ‘Wow, all the characters in [the simulation] are the 

characters from The Breakfast Club,’” (NR, 92-93) Nicholas marveled.  The data revealed, 

based on their unique experiences, that student participants were able to make direct 

comparisons between the avatar students and physical students. 

Alice came from a family of teachers and spoke with her mother, an elementary 

school teacher, about the mixed reality simulation experience (AO).  She said, “I would give 

instances of Sean* continuously talking, or Kevin* being rude” (AO, 85-86).  Alice found 

that her mother would provide anecdotal information such as, “You know, you’ll get kids 

like that, and you have to be firm” (AO, 84-85), which was information Alice found to be 

helpful in bridging the gap between the avatar and physical classrooms (AO).  “There’s 

probably going to be a couple kids I’ll get that will be like [the avatar students]” (TS, 78-79), 

Toby pondered.  Based on his observations and connections, Kaiden proclaimed: 

I can tell you right now; I just started doing a class, a teaching and acting class.  One 

of the classes is [kindergarten] through second grade.  The kids came in, and it’s four 

girls and one guy, and the guy is like Sean* to a T.  I mean, talking the entire class.  I 

think that’s so intriguing [because] you meet those personalities, over and over again.  

I mean, nobody is the same, but you see those trends.  This kid is going to be the one 

who talks a lot, or this girl is going to be the one who’s very shy and you’re going to 

have to bring her out of her shell. (KR, 109-116) 

The student participants made connections to students in classrooms outside the mixed reality 

simulation based on their experiences within the simulations. 
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Theme 1, Category 3, Subcategory 3: Relating to fieldwork experiences.  The data 

revealed student participants made connections to experiences from within the mixed reality 

simulations while doing fieldwork for their courses.  Dr. Hyde commented on the connection 

between fieldwork and coursework when she revealed, “One of the students came back to me 

[from] last year.  She was so excited [and] said to me, ‘I tried out what we practiced in [the 

simulations] and it worked’” (Dr. H, 301-302).  Regarding rapport building, “The respect the 

teacher I was observing for [fieldwork] had gained from her students was very [apparent].  It 

was clear she had made, or she’d established routines” (SN, 24-26), Sophie told the 

researcher.  “For our first [simulation session], it was a focus on building routines and 

rapport… [and] I’m seeing a connection between the lessons we had to teach…and [what] I 

saw with my host teacher” (SN, 28-32), she recalled.  Elena concurred, “Definitely, the class 

methods that we saw in our field experience, were [the] same as they do in [the simulations].  

We [used] turn and talk to a partner, and any of the discipline strategies [that we’ve learned]” 

(ER, 85-87).  The student participants associated lessons taught within the simulations to 

observations of host teachers during fieldwork experiences. 

Some student participants even had the opportunity to teach lessons with their host 

teachers.  The data illustrated student participants made connections between the experience 

of physically teaching and teaching within the simulated classroom.  During fieldwork, 

Arianna had the opportunity to teach a lesson to seventh graders, and asserted, “This is pretty 

much [a] live [simulation].  I really wasn’t at all nervous to be teaching that lesson” (AN, 9-

10).  When asked how the lesson went, she responded, “I believe it went really well.  I was 

actually surprised at how well it went (AN, 18).  Arianna continued, “I really do have [the 

simulations] to thank for that, because otherwise, if I was not in front of [the simulations] 
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ever before in my life, I would have really floundered” (AN, 18-20).  Nicholas related his 

experience within the seventh-grade simulation classroom to a physical seventh grade 

classroom he observed for his fieldwork.  He informed the researcher he took pedagogical 

skills learned within the smaller setting of the simulation and transferred them to the larger 

fieldwork classroom (NR).  During Kaiden’s field experience, he also considered the 

simulations as he pondered, “I was hailing this kid, [and I thought], ‘This is Sean*, what do I 

do with [a] Sean*?’” (KR, 120-121).  The student participants made connections between 

teaching in the simulated classroom and in a physical classroom. 

Theme 1, Category 3, Subcategory 4: Relating to coursework.  It should be noted that 

the data exposed a division among student participants when it came to the link between the 

mixed reality simulation experience and their coursework.  As previously stated, the 

introduction courses were taught with the mixed reality simulation experience embedded 

directly into the curriculum.  The intermediate and advanced classes however, were both 

taught as hybrid online courses in which the simulations were considered an add-on to 

coursework that had been deemed essential.  The data suggested the relationship between the 

mixed reality simulation experience and the coursework varied based on the level of 

integration within the course.  The student participants, the data illustrated, related the mixed 

reality simulation experience to their coursework via two avenues, integration and lack of 

integration. 

Theme 1, Category 3, Subcategory 4(a): Relating to coursework – integration.  The 

data indicated participants made connections between coursework and the mixed reality 

simulation experience within the introduction courses.  Jazmin acknowledged, “The more we 

learn in class, the more we can apply it to [the simulations]” (JH, 20).  Cassius agreed and 
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stated, “[The simulations were] very helpful to go ahead and get my feet wet and [begin] 

applying what I’ve been learning” (CZ, 101-102).  Dr. Ayla spoke with the researcher about 

a time when her class was scheduled to meet outside of the mixed reality simulation 

environment and she made a connection regarding lesson planning (Dr. A).  She recalled: 

What was interesting was when they were doing their lesson plans, they were 

presenting their lesson plans in class.  At first, they would say, “I would do this,” and 

I [would reply], “No, you’re teaching [to] us as if we were second graders,” or, 

“You’re teaching [to] us as if we were seventh graders.”  Once they started to get into 

that [simulated] role, at one point I actually said, “Are you CJ* tonight?” because 

some of the behaviors, I was like, “Really?”  At one point, one of them went over [to 

their classmate] and said, “Put your phone away.”  [The classmate] was sitting behind 

[me] and I said, “Well, didn’t you just get busted.” (Dr. A, 260-266) 

When the mixed reality simulations were viewed as an integral part of the coursework, the 

student participants made meaningful connections between their virtual and physical 

experiences. 

Theme 1, Category 3, Subcategory 4(b): Relating to coursework – lack of integration.  

Not all courses were taught with the mixed reality simulations integrated into the coursework 

as an essential component.  When she discussed the introduction course, Opal said, she 

“…found it very effective because we were learning techniques to use in the classroom, and 

then applying [them]” (OI, 52-53).  She went on to state the course she is currently taking, 

“has nothing to do with what we were [doing in the simulation].  There was nothing to be 

applied in [the simulation]” (OI, 54-55).  Keira agreed and added, “Last semester, it 

correlated very closely with what we [learning] in class, what we discussed in class, what we 
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researched.  [This semester], none of what we did in [the simulations] reflected what we did 

in [class]” (KS, 54-55).  She stressed, “It [was] so disconnected” (KS, 69).  The mixed reality 

simulations are “…just another thing to add on to our workload, to our classes, to our 

homework.  I feel like it’s another thing that we have to do and worry about” (AR, 71-72), 

Alyssa confessed. 

Norah said she preferred an in-person class rather than a hybrid because, “After we 

did the discussion in the actual [simulation] sessions, even in our class we were able to talk 

about it” (NS, 132-133).  She continued, “Through the course content, and material that we 

were learning, we were able to make connections of how we would deal with that [situation] 

in a scenario” (NS, 133-135).  Jazmin also expressed a preference for in-class meetings as 

her “…professor was there every time” (JH, 86), versus the hybrid course she enrolled in this 

semester where that was not the case.  “I think, with our own professor [present], we can take 

what we learn in [the simulations] into the classroom and talk about it more” (JH, 86-87), 

Jazmin reasoned.  With respect to the level of integration regarding simulations within the 

intermediate and advanced courses, Mariana claimed: 

We never take what we do in [the simulations] back into our classrooms with us.  I 

think it would be really important if we take all of those lesson plans all of the 

constructive criticisms, [and] write it down on a piece of paper so we have some 

proof of it.  [Then] take all of that writing back to our classroom and talk about it with 

our professor as a class, maybe even just for 20 minutes, to discuss it together.  

…Honestly, I never really had my professor talk that much to me about [the 

simulations].  I would have liked it if she [did]; it would have made it more real for 

me. (MI, 118-125) 
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Opal agreed with Mariana and felt, “[It] made more sense to be more of an extension of the 

class; [but] this was a totally separate thing” (OI, 61-62).  Student participants, the data 

brought to light, felt a stronger connection with their coursework, and the overall experience, 

when the mixed reality simulations were viewed as an integral part of the course. 

Theme 1, Category 3, Subcategory 5: Relating to work experiences.  Student 

participants, the data revealed, also incorporated the use of mixed reality simulations within 

their personal employment experiences.  Carlton, worked at an after-school program with 

elementary aged students and declared, “I use the things from [the simulations] and 

incorporate them into my job, and it works” (CR, 108-109).  Jazmin had observed this as 

well and stated, “I definitely think that it helps me when I’m substituting” (JH, 6-7).  Their 

experiences within the simulated classroom aided some student participants in the ways in 

which they approached tasks at their places of employment. 

Summary of Theme 1: Being the teacher.  The student participants experienced 

moments of mastery, and enactive learning as they taught within the experiential learning 

environment of the mixed reality simulation experience.  The data demonstrated student 

participants believed they were being the teacher within the mixed reality simulations, which 

allowed them to experience the emotional states of teaching, learn from mistakes, and 

cultivate a realistic view of teaching.  In addition, the data showcased student participants 

developed their own presence within the classroom and enhanced their pedagogical skillsets 

related to planning, questioning, refection, and time management.  The student participants 

felt the experience of mixed reality simulation allowed for a safe learning environment and a 

clean slate in which they simultaneously learned from and taught to the avatar students.  
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Moreover, both student and professional participants recognized observable growth over time 

as they taught within the mixed reality simulation. 

Student participants, the data displayed, learned to problem solve in the moment by 

quickly thinking on their feet to address a multitude of unknown factors that can occur within 

a classroom environment.  The data also illustrated student participants achieved classroom 

management within the mixed reality simulations, even when faced with unfamiliar issues.  

Resilience on the part of the student participants was also reflected in the data, as they 

worked to overcome challenges they faced while being the teacher within the mixed reality 

simulation. 

The data also indicated student participants actively made connections between the 

mixed reality simulations and various aspects of their personal and professional lives, as well 

as the simulated classroom and avatar students to physical classrooms and students.  

Moreover, student participants associated the mixed reality simulations to observations 

experienced during their fieldwork, as well as to their work environments.  With respect to 

how integrated the mixed reality simulation experience was within their course, the data 

uncovered student participants had differing views in connection to assigned coursework and 

how it related to experiences within the simulation itself.  Through enactive learning, 

problem solving in the moment, and making connections to the world outside the simulated 

classroom, the student participants experienced moments of mastery while being the teacher 

within the mixed reality simulation experience. 

Theme 2: Peer observation.  As members of a professional learning community 

(PLC), student participants observed their peers via secondhand experiences within the 

mixed reality simulation, as well as through fieldwork placements.  Secondhand experiences 
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are felt when “…seeing people similar to oneself succeed by sustained effort, [which in turn], 

…raises observers’ beliefs that they too possess the capabilities [to] master comparable 

activities” (Bandura, 1994, p. 3).  For the purpose of the present study, peer observation, 

secondhand experience, and vicarious learning are used as synonymous key terms. 

Secondhand experiences provided a learning opportunity recognized by many of the 

student participants, many of whom, Opal included, took note of their peers as they 

experienced success while being the teacher (OI).  During a simulation session, Opal had to 

leave early because of a scheduling conflict.  When Dr. Zelynda reminded her of the time, 

Opal exclaimed, “I have a couple minutes, I like to watch” (OI, obs. 3).  Carlton elaborated 

when he chimed in, “…to see everybody get up and have a chance, [to] see what they were 

going to do… [and] if they were going to be good at it.  [Or], if not, then study the [student 

participant] and provide feedback for them as well” (CR, 48-51).  Arianna suggested, “It was 

sort of a learning moment for myself to see other people; how they went around teaching 

their lesson, how they went around doing classroom management.  I liked that” (AN, 67-69).  

Peer observation, the data established, also incorporated three supporting categories: 

(a) vicarious learning, (b) reflection, and (c) adaptation. 

Theme 2, Category 1: Vicarious learning.  Student participants, the data highlighted, 

gained secondhand experience while observing their peers teach within the mixed reality 

simulation.  “The impact of modeling on perceived self-efficacy is strongly influenced by 

perceived similarity to the models.  The greater the assumed similarity the more persuasive 

are the models’ successes and failures” (Bandura, 1994, p. 3).  Moreover, having witnessed 

the experience of their peers, student participants actively strengthened their own 

pedagogical skillsets through the process of vicarious learning. 
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Mariana admitted, “I think observing is more helpful than anything else” (MI, 31-32).  

She continued, “It’s almost like you gained more from that than anything else” (MI, 28-29).  

Nicholas concurred, and divulged, “I really like it; that was the thing I liked most about [the 

simulations] I think” (NR, 35).  Kaiden had a similar experience and explained, “In terms of 

me being able to watch them, I learned a lot just from watching them.  I learned more 

watching my peers than I did doing it myself” (KR, 39-41).  Norah mimicked those view 

points and volunteered: 

It’s nice to be able to watch them and analyze them because we’ve been going to 

school our whole lives, and we’re working with teachers all the time, but most of the 

time we’re working to absorb as much information as we can, rather than pay 

attention as much to their teaching style.  So, it was nice because it gave us a focused 

environment where you didn’t have to worry about totally grasping the content that 

they were teaching, but you could pay attention to how they were doing it and 

whether or not the students were grasping the content. (NS, 46-54) 

The simulated classroom experience, combined with the PLC, gave student participants the 

opportunity to observe their peers and gain secondhand experience with teaching.  The 

category of vicarious learning was further divided into five subcategories: (a) learning from 

peers’ experiences, (b) inspiring new ideas, (c) witnessing different strategies, (d) learning 

from in-service peers, and (e) cautions. 

Theme 2, Category 1, Subcategory 1: Learning from peers’ experiences.  The data 

demonstrated student participants learned from the experience of observing peers within the 

mixed reality simulation.  Noelle described the strength of the PLC within the mixed reality 

simulation experience when she admitted, “I could learn from the students coming after me 
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or I could learn from their mistakes before going up; and I think the same goes for them” 

(NK, 19-21).  Dr. Hyde related to Noelle and claimed, “They definitely do learn from one 

another.  I will hear that and that’s the value of having them all be there” (Dr. H, 142-144).  

Dr. Ayla concurred and suggested, “…they learn amazingly from each other” (Dr. A, 64-65).  

The concept of learning from peers’ experiences was also verbalized by Constance, who was 

among the PLC that observed Julie’s third simulation session of the semester.  Heard in the 

background of the video recording, Constance proclaimed, “I learned some things” (CO, in 

JN’s obs. 3).  It was a feeling shared by many student participants as they learned 

secondhand from the experience of their peers within the mixed reality simulation 

experience. 

Theme 2, Category 1, Subcategory 2: Inspiring new ideas.  The data indicated student 

participants were inspired with new ideas while they watched their peers teach within the 

mixed reality simulation.  Annabelle reported, “It was nice to get different ideas from what 

everybody else is doing” (AG, 34), while Keira elaborated as she chimed in with, “You get to 

see some creative ideas that you may not have thought of yourself” (KS, 83-84).  Chloe 

affirmed the viewpoints of Annabelle and Keira, and pointed out, “You could come up with 

more ideas based off what they were doing, based on what to do and what not to do” (CY, 

33-34).  Charlotte acknowledged her peers and explained she could: 

Get ideas and [say], “Oh, well that’s a great idea” or “Oh, that doesn’t work,” and 

again [it] can point you in the same direction and share your strengths, things that 

work and things that don’t necessarily work, and you can see them in action, not just 

hear them vocalized. (CN, 37-40) 
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Furthermore, Effie continued, “It was really cool because you got to see different ideas from 

everybody as they went, and I feel like it helped me come up with even more ideas to [use for 

my turn]” (EM, 36-37).  Connor echoed, “Being able to see someone else react to a different 

situation, or the same situation if it comes up, can also further that [mindset of], ‘Oh, I can 

pull ideas from this’” (CE, 78-79).  The student participants felt being part of the PLC 

allowed them to become inspired with new ideas regarding their own teaching. 

Cassius also felt motivated as he watched his peers, and claimed, “You always find 

those one or two little nuggets that you take with you, [whenever] somebody else is teaching; 

so yeah, that definitely helps” (CZ, 59-61).  Josie also revealed she was “…able to take 

examples from [other student participants]” (JO, 34-35).  Evelynn agreed wholeheartedly, as 

she confessed, “There are so many icebreaker questions I’m going to steal” (EX, 67).  Dr. 

Hyde recalled one student participant she had overheard as they marveled, “‘Wow, I never 

even thought of doing it that way’” (Dr. H, 145).  Mariana summarized the thoughts of many 

student participants when she remarked, “I think I gained more from others.  I learned 

techniques from them, [and] I learned skills that I know how to follow” (MI, 29-30).  The 

student participants were actively inspired with new ideas to implement within their own 

teaching by learning from the experiences of the peers within the mixed reality simulation 

experience. 

Theme 2, Category 1, Subcategory 3: Witnessing different strategies.  The data 

unveiled student participants observed different styles of teaching within the PLC of the 

mixed reality simulation experience.  Hailee reasoned, “It was really awesome seeing 

everybody’s different strategies and seeing people develop in a different way.  I was so 

excited to get in there myself, but it was [also] cool being able to watch” (HN, 25-27).  Alexa 
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acknowledged, “It’s useful because everybody has a different teaching style, in the way that 

they go about the [academic] subjects, and the way that they break it down to teach in front 

of a classroom” (AL, 40-42).  “We all have very different styles of teaching, so you can see 

what everyone else is doing” (JO, 33-34), explained Josie.  While Hailee followed up with, “I 

personally love being able to see everyone else and all of their different strategies too” (HN, 

20-21).  The student participants felt being part of the PLC allowed them to witness different 

teaching strategies. 

Arianna noted she liked to observe her peers because she could see “…the way they 

would handle classroom behavior, the way that they chose to teach a lesson using the same 

prompts, and how all of our lessons came out incredibly different” (AN, 64-67).  Darnell 

related to Arianna’s outlook, and suggested, “It’s really helpful because you can see them do 

it, so you can pick up how they prefer to teach, and the methods they use” (DS, 23-24).  With 

respect to observing different approaches, “I think it’s pretty neat to see how everyone else 

works their classroom and what strategies they use” (LB, 23-24), Lola affirmed. 

Cassius also found value in “…seeing how [his peers applied] different techniques, 

because we talk about some of the techniques in the classroom, [and] how they provide their 

own touch to the techniques or the content; how they go about teaching it” (CZ, 57-59).  Dr. 

Zelynda summed up the feelings of the student participants, as well as her own, when she 

noted, “The thing is, everybody is different; and I like when you go in and you see different 

strategies” (Dr. Z, 194-195).  Student participants experienced success when they observed 

the ways in which their peers applied different teaching strategies within the PLC of the 

mixed reality simulation experience. 
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Theme 2, Category 1, Subcategory 4: Learning from in-service peers.  The data 

showed student participants experienced secondhand mastery while watching their in-service 

peers during fieldwork and brought that knowledge back to the mixed reality simulation 

experience.  Sophie addressed this when she proclaimed, “You see with the different [avatar 

students], you see different personalities, and then you can kind of see when you’re in your 

[fieldwork placement], ‘This student is such a Sean*’ or ‘This student is a CJ*’” (SN, 184-

186).  Darnell admitted, “I’ve talked about [the simulations] with the teacher that I volunteer 

with and they’ve said [the simulations are] really great, and they’ve actually been able to give 

me some pointers” (DS, 58-60).  Hailee had a similar experience and noted: 

I was in a second-grade classroom where the kids will mention or make side 

comments at the teacher, you kind of see what she skims over and what she’ll 

reprimand on.  I felt like I had to do a little bit of that during [my simulations]. (HN, 

95-98) 

In agreement, Effie declared, “I did see some kids that were like parallel to the characters [in 

the simulation], and I got to see how the teacher dealt with those children and then I kind of 

used that [within] the simulation” (EM, 13-15).  While LaKeisha detailed a scenario 

encountered during her fieldwork with a student “…who was kind of like a CJ*” (LA, 115-

116).  She discussed how her host teacher “…showed her techniques on how to deal with that 

student, and that was a real-life scenario on how to deal with ‘a CJ*’” (LA, 122-124).  Sophie 

acknowledged Effie and LaKeisha, and explained, “It does help when you see that in your 

[fieldwork] classroom, to watch how the teacher handles it, so that when you go into your 

[simulation session], you can sort of simulate that [technique] when you help that student” 
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(SN, 187-189).  The student participants learned techniques when they observed their 

in-service peers and used those techniques within the mixed reality simulation. 

Theme 2, Category 1, Subcategory 5: Cautions.  It should be noted, the data also 

indicated there was a certain degree of caution that should be taken, so as not to diminish the 

effects of the secondhand experiences of student participants within the mixed reality 

simulation experience.  One area of concern noted by participants was of mimicry, whereby 

student participants would mirror the behavior of others.  A second area of concern was the 

length of time student participants spent observing their peers, as lengthy sessions could lead 

to a lack of engagement.  The student participants, the data illustrated, offered cautionary 

advice for teaching in the mixed reality simulation experience, including mimicry and time 

spent observing. 

Theme 2, Category 1, Subcategory 5(a): Cautions – mimicry.  The participants noted 

there was a certain level of mimicry which occurred due to the PLC within the mixed reality 

simulation experience.  Dr. Zelynda offered a word of caution, and conceded, “Sometimes I 

notice, if you give an exemplar, everyone copycats what it is, and you end up with 20 of the 

same style, or the same lesson” (Dr. Z, 195-197).  Charlotte also saw this and warned, “You 

do what you see the other students do” (CN, 43-44), while Sadie disclosed, “Watching your 

peers go before you, you didn’t want to copy them, or not do what they did, but you kind of 

did [do] that….  You made sure that you didn’t say that one thing that put CJ* off” (SR, 45-

48).  Participants advised that observing other simulation experiences could lead to mimicry 

if the student participants were not cautious. 

Theme 2, Category 1, Subcategory 5(b): Cautions – time spent observing.  In addition 

to mimicry, the data uncovered there was potential for student participants to experience 
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fatigue secondary to the length of time spent in observation of peers.  While Alyssa felt the 

observations held value, she also protested, “…it was just long” (AR, 50).  Sabrina agreed, 

and confessed she spoke to other students about how “it’s a long time to sit there and watch 

the same thing being taught.  I think after five or six other people, we’re no longer engaged 

as much as we are the first few times” (SL, 31-33).  Dr. Zelynda also voiced a concern 

related to the amount of time student participants spent in observation, and pondered, 

“Sometimes I want to know how we can engage those students a little bit more than just as a 

sheer observer” (Dr. Z, 47-49).  She went on to say that she felt the process of student 

participants observing their peers was most helpful “…when the class sizes were a little 

smaller” (Dr. Z, 61).  Regarding the concerns of student participants, “I think it’s beneficial 

to sit in the audience, but I do think the period of time we sit in the audience is very draining, 

and especially if it’s too long” (SL, 37-39), Sabrina maintained. 

Theme 2, Category 2: Reflection.  The data illuminated student participants gained 

secondhand experience through reflection of peer observations within the PLC of the mixed 

reality simulation experience.  When he discussed the strengths of the simulation experience, 

Suzu contemplated, “…especially with the reflective part, where you see your issues are also 

issues that other people would face.  I think that was probably the most helpful aspect of it” 

(SP, 41-43).  Sophie echoed those thoughts and related she appreciated, “…how people 

reflect on themselves and reflect on each other” (SN, 80-81), during the mixed reality 

simulation experience.  The category of reflection was further divided into two 

subcategories: (a) peer-assessment and (b) self-assessment. 

Theme 2, Category 2, Subcategory 1: Peer-assessment.  The data revealed student 

participants were assessing their peers while participating in the PLC of the mixed reality 
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simulation experience.  Kaiden admitted, “I saw a lot of what they were doing well and what 

they weren’t doing well” (KR, 49).  Nicholas took it a step further and explained, “You could 

say this was extremely well done for anyone, or this was a mistake on [someone’s] part” 

(NR, 83-84).  Leslie surmised: 

I definitely learned some things from all of them, like strategies that I’ve picked up 

and different ways of how to handle a situation, and it’s nice to see how everyone is 

unique.  [For example], Brandi has a very unique way of teaching things, and it’s not 

something that I think I could personally incorporate, but just seeing her and her 

presence with the [avatar students] is so powerful.  It inspires me. (LR, 49-53) 

By assessing how their peers performed in the mixed reality simulation, the student 

participants learned vicariously through them. 

The data highlighted the student participants were able to distinguish whether or not 

their peers performed well within the mixed reality simulation.  “By watching their peers, 

they get a definite sense” (Dr. H, 169), Dr. Hyde claimed.  There is an appreciation of, she 

affirmed, “…getting the hit and miss, you know, what’s a hit and [what’s a] miss” (Dr. H, 

168-169).  Keira confirmed, “That’s one of the most valuable things that we get out of [the 

simulations].  Being able to watch each other, because you get to see what works for them 

and you get to see what doesn’t work for them” (KS, 81-83).  By gauging your peers, “you 

can learn from it, in either a good way or a bad way; seeing what works and what doesn’t 

work” (AL, 42-43), Alexa asserted.  Opal agreed and revealed, “They inspire me for what 

they do that works, and what they do that doesn’t work” (OI, 38).  Keira summarized the 

thoughts of many student participants as she affirmed, “For everybody in the class, I think it 

reinforces what you should do, what doesn’t work, [and] strategies that you could use to help 
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yourself when you’re in a sticky situation” (KS, 84-86).  Through peer assessment, the 

student participants gained secondhand experience that aided in their ability to recognize 

strengths and perceived weaknesses among their peers. 

Within the PLC, the data unveiled student participants observed the struggles of their 

peers while taking part in the mixed reality simulation experience.  Observing one’s peers 

offered a vantage point Kaiden valued (KR) because he learned from watching “…people 

and what they’re struggling with, and what was working with the [avatar] kids.  You know 

what [your peers] threw back at them” (KR, 52-54).  He appreciated the opportunity to 

observe his peers from that view point, as they problem solved in the moment.  Connor 

agreed, and added he appreciated “…seeing the mistakes of people, [the] behavior problems 

or problem situations that can happen in the simulation that may not necessarily [be] going to 

happen when you are doing your performance [in the simulation]” (CE, 71-74).  Luna shared 

examples she observed that were of interest to her when she informed the researcher: 

I felt I was gaining something from the actual experience when in the audience 

because I thought a few people messed up.  [For example], there was someone who 

rolled their eyes at the [avatar]….  And then there was the one who started fighting 

with the [avatar] students because they called them a boy or girl, or whatever that 

was….  That was helpful; it was helpful to watch. (LN, 35-42) 

In addition, an exchange with one student participant in reference to a second, was detailed 

by Dr. Hyde with respect to peer assessment (Dr. H).  Dr. Hyde described, “When they had 

upped the [avatar] difficulty level and [the student] said one of our Normal University 

students was very inappropriate… very inappropriate with CJ*” (Dr. H, 160-162).  As she 

recalled the conversation, Dr. Hyde continued, “[The student] said they talked later about 
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how it could be handled differently and her takeaway was she saw how quickly it escalated.  

[The second student] said just a few little comments and it went, ‘Boom,’ you know” (Dr. H, 

163-166).  Dr. Hyde concluded, “That’s a very important thing for them to see too, that as 

their peers are going up [in the simulation], they say ‘Hmm, if I do that, that’s what’s going 

to happen.’  So, there’s the value of that too” (Dr. H, 166-168).  The data implied student 

participants reflected on and assessed their peers as they took part in the PLC within the 

mixed reality simulation experience. 

Theme 2, Category 2, Subcategory 2: Self-assessment.  The data demonstrated student 

participants self-assessed their abilities as they participated within the PLC of the mixed 

reality simulation experience.  Barrett remarked, “I would see [something] I would recognize 

[and] could totally picture myself doing.  That gave me a little more confidence going up 

[thinking], ‘Oh, maybe more than [just] me does this’” (BE, 69-71).  Charlotte concurred and 

volunteered, “In a way, I find it more valuable than the [individual feedback], because you 

can see somebody else who’s in the same position, go through the same thing” (CN, 35-36), 

and be inspired by what you have observed (CN).  Barrett and Charlotte found the experience 

of peer observation particularly useful because they considered it a window into their 

individual self-assessments. 

Within the mixed reality simulations, the data also showed student participants related 

what their peers experienced to what they themselves may face in the future.  “It was great 

when something unique does happen, to have that experience, like ‘Oh [goodness], that could 

happen to me,’” (SL, 35) Sabrina explained.  Mariana agreed and confirmed, “I saw things 

happening that [made me think], ‘Wow, I don’t want to make that same mistake’” (MI, 30-

31).  Overheard following Alexa’s first simulation session of this semester, Opal revealed, “I 
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don’t think I would have been able to do that” (OI, in AL’s obs. 1).  Brandon echoed this 

view point and noted, “[The student avatars] said some stuff in other sessions that if I got it, I 

wouldn’t have known what to do” (BH, 75-76).  The student participants related what their 

peers experienced to what they may face themselves within the mixed reality simulation. 

The data indicated student participants compared how they might handle a given 

situation after having observed a peer face such an example within the mixed reality 

simulation.  Hailee said, “When I was watching, [the avatar students] would talk back to 

whoever was participating, [and] I would think about how I would handle it [versus] how 

they would handle it, and [I’d think], ‘Wait, that’s probably a better idea’” (HN, 31-34).  

Leslie agreed and added, “It was helpful to see if I was put in that situation, how I would 

actually handle it” (LR, 56-57).  Effie implied her sessions were not as challenging as her 

peers, and declared, “Some of my classmates got harder situations, [but] I would think in my 

head what I would do in that situation, which kind of helped” (EM, 61-63).  The student 

participants observed how their peers handled situations within the mixed reality simulation 

and self-assessed how they might react in similar instances. 

The data also revealed the student participants were comparing their own 

instructional strategies to those of their peers.  Darnell remarked, “Sometimes I feel like my 

performance wasn’t as good after watching someone else going after me; it’s like ‘Oh, I 

should have done that’” (DS, 39-41).  He continued with, “Sometimes when I’m watching 

them, I kind of like the way they project their voice maybe a bit better than mine.  The way 

they handle behavior, maybe that’s something else I could have done, rather than what I did” 

(DS, 46-49).  Dr. Shedie also observed that student participants compared themselves to each 

other (Dr. S).  She shared a mockup of a conversation she had overheard between two student 
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participants, where the first student said, “So and so used this” (Dr. S, 162-193).  While the 

second student replied with, “Ah, I don’t feel comfortable doing that, so you know, maybe I 

would have to do it a different way, but we need to accomplish the same goal” (Dr. S, 163-

164).  The student participants, the data revealed, compared their individual instructional 

strategies to those of their peers. 

Theme 2, Category 3: Adaptation.  The data revealed student participants adapted 

their own teaching (Bandura, 1997) through secondhand experiences in the mixed reality 

simulation experience.  Adaptation occurs at the juxtaposition of accommodation and 

assimilation whereby an individual interacts with their environment and subsequently alters 

the organizational structure under which they have been operating, such that the experience is 

no longer exactly as it was (Piaget, 1952).  Defined as “an individual’s ability to adjust to 

new experiences and accept new information” (Morris, 1992, p. 38), for the purpose of this 

study, adaptation refers to plasticity (Driscoll, 2005) among the student participants 

following the observation of their peers within the PLC. 

Jazmin described this phenomenon when she reported, “I can see what techniques 

other people use, and then adapt those into my own teaching.  I can [get] more ideas to use in 

the classroom…that maybe the [professor] couldn’t teach us” (JH, 31-34).  Aaron echoed 

that understanding and spoke about observing his peers, and “…seeing the strategies that 

they use to interact with the students; seeing what doesn’t [work], and then modifying what 

I’m doing based on their performances” (AT, 35-37).  Alyssa agreed with Aaron, and added, 

“You could see some common [missteps] that you would be making too, if you didn’t see it” 

(AR, 50-51).  The student participants felt being part of the PLC allowed them to adapt their 

own teaching via their secondhand experiences. 
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The data also suggested student participants problem solved in real time and made in 

the moment adjustments to their plan for the mixed reality simulation session during their 

secondhand experience to teaching.  Sophie shared, “I felt like watching my classmates was 

really helpful in adjusting my own lesson” (SN, 58-59).  Sahana affirmed, “I definitely 

grasped other things that other students did, and I definitely incorporated that into what I’ve 

been doing” (SQ, 32-33).  Julie felt observing her peers was beneficial because, “This was 

my first [simulation] experience.  It was good to be able to see how they handled certain 

situations, how they planned their lessons.  I had something to reflect on and incorporate into 

my planning [then]” (JN, 38-40).  Darnell described a time when after his session, he realized 

he needed to be more specific: 

Maybe four or five other people, when they ended the session, they said, “We’re 

going to pick up with this” and then gave something very specific, as opposed to 

saying, “Okay, think about this,” so the next time we come in we’re going to just pick 

up with this in general.  I realized I should give them something a bit more specific. 

(DS, 42-46) 

Darnell adjusted his plan to strengthen his lesson after watching a few of his peers teach 

within the mixed reality simulation. 

The data illustrated student participants incorporated what they observed from their 

peers into their own teaching.  Ella felt it was “…helpful to see different styles of teaching so 

that I can possibly incorporate their teaching styles into my own” (EE, 36-37).  Learning to 

adapt helped because “I learned from [observing] different techniques and methods that I 

could personally use for next time, or even in an actual classroom” (AO, 59-60), Alexa 

asserted.  Nicholas also recognized this and acknowledged, “You use your judgment to pick 
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and choose which one [strategy or technique] you would want to incorporate in your 

classroom” (NR, 84-85).  The student participants felt being part of the PLC allowed them to 

assimilate their peer observations and merge that within their own teaching moments. 

Charlotte strongly believed her secondhand experiences aided in her learning (CN).  

She explained, “I was very anchored to the idea [that] it helped you out, even sometimes on 

the spot that day if something happened, and you can look back and remember this worked or 

that didn’t work” (CN, 48-50).  Observation of peers meant “I could see the way that they 

would teach their students and how it would help me prepare for the way I was going to teach 

[mine]” (TT, 32-33), Theo continued.  LaKeisha felt it was useful for her to observe prior to 

her own time within the mixed reality simulation (LA).  She further detailed: 

Watching them go before me, you can pick up how the [student avatars] are acting 

and whether they already have been to a point where [my peers] didn’t hit [the mark] 

with the [avatars] or a point that might have triggered CJ* especially.  When I went, it 

helped me to avoid those situations to make mine go smoother, and it was kind of like 

this big learning process. (LA, 25-29) 

Tristian summarized his feelings, and those of many of his peers when he claimed, “I thought 

being on the outside would help me learn without having to be up there doing it.  So, I was 

more prepared when I got up there myself” (TZ, 41-42).  Student participants adapted their 

plans, strategies, and techniques through secondhand experiences within the mixed reality 

simulation experience. 

Summary of Theme 2: Peer observation.  The data showed student participants 

gained secondhand experiences from their professional learning community, as they 

observed their peers within the mixed reality simulation experience.  Through active 
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observation, the student participants learned vicariously from the experience of their peers 

and were simultaneously inspired by new ideas that formed during the observation process.  

The data implied the student participants also made note of different teaching styles as they 

observed their peers within the mixed reality simulation and their in-service peers through 

fieldwork experiences. 

The participants also offered words of caution, which they felt had the potential to 

diminish the secondhand experiences within the mixed reality simulation experience.  One 

area of concern focused on student participants mimicking their peers, rather than 

discovering their own way.  The participants, both student and professional, also warned that 

time spent observing was an area to make note of, as the data reflected if the time spent in 

observation was too great, the student participants might experience engagement fatigue. 

In addition to observing their peers, student participants reflected upon themselves, as 

well as their peers, while being active members of the professional learning community 

within the mixed reality simulation experience.  Through assessment of the experience of 

their peers, student participants learned vicariously, and problem solved in the moment while 

in the mixed reality simulation experience.  Student participants also self-assessed their 

individual abilities, and reflected upon their personal strengths, as well as any areas for 

improvement.  The data demonstrated student participants also compared their own 

performance within the mixed reality simulation to that of their peers and learned from that 

parallel. 

Student participants adapted their lesson plans, teaching strategies, and approaches to 

the simulated classroom through their secondhand experiences, according to the data.  The 

student participants adapted in the moment and made changes in their individual approaches 
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to their lessons prior to entering the simulated classroom themselves.  Moreover, changes 

were also made to the future teaching practices of the student participants with respect to 

their observations of their peers within the mixed reality simulation experience.  Through 

vicarious learning, reflection, and adaptation, the student participants gained secondhand 

experiences as members of a professional learning community, as they observed their peers 

teach in an environment augmented with mixed reality simulation. 

Theme 3: Feedback.  Student participants received social encouragement via 

feedback from the professional learning community (PLC) within the mixed reality 

simulation experience.  Social encouragement occurs when one is “…persuaded verbally that 

they possess the capabilities to master given activities [and] are likely to mobilize greater 

effort and sustain it” (Bandura, 1994, p. 3).  In conjunction with social persuasion, the key 

terms feedback and social encouragement are synonymous for the purpose of this study. 

Joan appreciated “the chance to try things out.  If it didn’t [work], you had the 

opportunity to try something different.  You [got] feedback from your peers and they were 

able to tell you why it [did or] didn’t work” (JS, 11-12).  She affirmed, “I really liked the 

opportunity for feedback” (JS, 8).  As Dr. Hyde explained, “That’s what you see in a 

school….  You’re planning together, and you bounce off ideas on one another, that’s what 

we want” (Dr. H, 155-157).  She further maintained, “That’s the positive of that [PLC] 

environment, they hear the [feedback] of someone who goes up [before them]” (Dr. H, 157-

159).  Feedback, the data established, also incorporated three supporting categories: 

(a) giving and receiving feedback, (b) professorial feedback, and (c) peer feedback. 

Theme 3, Category 1: Giving and receiving feedback.  The data demonstrated 

student participants were giving and receiving feedback from the PLC within the mixed 
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reality simulation experience.  “Successful efficacy builders do more than convey positive 

appraisals.  In addition to raising people’s beliefs in their capabilities, they structure 

situations for them in ways that bring success” (Bandura, 1994, p. 3).  For the purpose of this 

study, efficacy builders include the peer group, professors, simulation facilitators, student 

avatars, and host teachers at fieldwork placement sites for all student participants. 

Connor described his experience within the professional learning environment as 

“…a feedback session, and you’re giving it in front of your classmates.  [Your peers] aren’t 

just getting the teachers…response, [instead, they] have the entire class.  It’s not a 

threatening zone either” (CE, 33-37).  Alice concurred, and elaborated, “Even if I was 

nervous about people watching me…I thought it was a good experience.  They were there to 

give you feedback [on] what I could have changed.  I thought it was very helpful; I liked it” 

(AO, 30-33).  Dr. Shedie proclaimed, “To provide feedback and use the feedback given to 

them…is huge” (Dr. S, 24-25).  Connor suggested feedback is “…probably the most 

important thing.  I personally believe, with everything, that feedback is the number one thing 

to help [anyone] grow” (CE, 204-206).  The participants valued the feedback aspect of PLC 

within the mixed reality simulation experience. 

Dr. Ayla detailed part of a conversation she had with her class on the importance of 

feedback in education (Dr. A).  She said, “You know, [in] education you have to give and get 

feedback constantly.  That’s just the way it is now, there’s really no more go in your room 

and close the door; it doesn’t work that way” (Dr. A, 353-355).  Within this discussion, Dr. 

Ayla recalled, Matthew then pointed out, “‘There’s going to be observation and feedback 

throughout our whole career as [educators], so we’ve got to start now’” (Dr. A, 356-358).  

Dr. Ayla acknowledged, “I think that is a good piece for them to learn right off the bat, 
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because if you hate [giving and receiving feedback], you’re going to be really uncomfortable 

[in the field of education]” (Dr. A, 358-359).  The data revealed participants believed being 

exposed to feedback in the beginning stages of their career within the PLC of the mixed 

reality simulation experience was valuable. 

The student participants appreciated the feedback they received for a variety of 

reasons.  LaKeisha explained, “I liked it because you got feedback from everybody right 

away” (LA, 18), while Sophie revealed she “…felt like people were there to help, not judge” 

(SN, 59-60).  Mariana elaborated on the genuine quality of the feedback offered when she 

confessed, “I think everybody was very honest for the most part.  That’s what I liked about it, 

my classmates…were never afraid to give constructive criticism; and that was very good” 

(MI, 18-20).  Chloe informed the researcher, “Sometimes [the feedback] was negative, but 

that was kind of what you needed” (CY, 21-22).  Connor agreed, and interjected, “Learning 

is alright, as long as the room stays positive and not threatening to anybody” (CE, 70-71).  

The student participants appreciated both positive and constructive feedback given to them 

while in the PLC of the mixed reality simulation experience. 

The participants also discovered other forms of feedback given during the mixed 

reality simulation experience were helpful.  Sabrina found value in getting feedback from the 

avatar students themselves.  She pointed out “The way [the avatar] students react to a lesson 

[meant] you do [not have to] be perfect but [the avatar students give] their own feedback that 

you can [learn] from as well” (SL, 26-27).  Sophie made a connection between giving 

feedback to her peers and to students when she noted “…you have to do that anyway, so 

starting with your classmates helps” (SN, 82).  The student participants felt giving and 

receiving social encouragement in the form of feedback was a valuable part of the PLC 
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within the mixed reality simulation experience.  The category of giving and receiving 

feedback was further divided into seven subcategories: (a) outside perspective, (b) feedback 

enables self-reflection, (c) post-feedback behavior modification, (d) gaining ideas from 

feedback, (e) secondhand feedback, (f) feedback concerns, and (g) feedback from varied 

experience levels. 

Theme 3, Category 1, Subcategory 1: Outside perspective.  The data suggested 

student participants valued the outside perspective of the PLC that was provided for them 

within the mixed reality simulation experience.  Alice commented on the PLC’s presence, 

and revealed, “Your whole classroom is there, and your professor is there.  You have an 

outside eye to help you out if you’re stuck” (AO, 7-9).  Brandon affirmed, “It was definitely 

helpful because you really do forget they’re behind you, and then when you’re done, they 

[give feedback], and that’s good” (BH, 20-21).  LaKeisha quantified her experience with 

feedback when she conceded the PLC helped her learn “…through their eyes, what I could 

have improved on [in the simulation]” (LA, 35-36).  It is advantageous because “it’s one 

thing going in yourself….  Then being able to hear other people’s opinions on what you did, 

and how you did; [it] was very beneficial, I think” (NS, 25-27), Norah added. 

The data also showcased student participants used the PLC as a support system to 

help them remember aspects of their lessons after concluding a session.  Kaiden revealed, 

“…having that outside perspective when you’re in the heat of the moment; it was good to get 

that perspective” (KR, 50-54).  The PLC was valuable because “I feel like during the 

[simulation] sessions, it’s like a blur.  It’s like when you come out of it, you don’t remember” 

(EX, 55-56), Evelynn shared.  Tristian summarized the feelings of many student participants 

when he elaborated: 
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I thought it was very helpful because [in the moment], as I was teaching, I could 

recall exactly what I was doing.  At the same time, after I [stopped the simulation] 

and went back into my classroom, I would turn to [my PLC] and [say], “Okay what 

did I just do, what happened….”  I really thought it was helpful being in that kind of 

environment, [having] my peers around me, along with my professors in the back, 

[for] being able to recall what I did [in the simulation]. (TZ, 26-32) 

The student participants appreciated the outside perspective of the PLC to help them process 

the events that had transpired within the mixed reality simulation experience. 

Theme 3, Category 1, Subcategory 2: Feedback enables self-reflection.  The data 

highlighted that student participants reflected upon the feedback they received from the PLC 

within the mixed reality simulation experience.  Of the feedback, Sophie recalled, “It makes 

you notice things within yourself” (SN, 88-89), while Hailee revealed she liked to “…know 

what I did wrong or what I could do better on” (HN, 18-19).  Nicholas chimed in, “there was 

a lot of self-reflection” (NR, 70-71).  In terms of accepting and utilizing feedback, Dr. Ayla 

acknowledged, the very nature of the PLC “…forces them to…put themselves in a position 

where they’re going to get feedback” (Dr. A, 342-344).  The student participants reflected on 

their individual teaching after considering the feedback given to them within the PLC of the 

mixed reality simulation experience. 

The data also implied student participants identified their strengths and areas of 

improvement through feedback given by the PLC during the mixed reality simulation 

experience.  Nicholas asserted, “You have to identify your strengths and weaknesses” (NR, 

71-72), from the feedback given.  Suzu reported, “[feedback] allows you to recognize a lot of 

the problems that you faced, even if you’re not aware of them” (SP, 23-24), while LaKeisha 
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revealed, “I think it helped me identify [my] strengths for next time” (LA, 33).  Alexa 

confessed, “Sometimes in the moment, you don’t know what you’re doing, it [just] 

happens….  [Feedback points] out specific things that you could have changed, or done 

better” (AL, 31-33).  The student participants identified areas of strengths and weaknesses 

from the feedback provided to them by the PLC within the mixed reality simulation 

experience. 

Furthermore, the data implied student participants wanted more concrete critical 

feedback from the PLC within the mixed reality simulation experience.  Connor argued, “I 

think [feedback sessions] could probably be structured a little bit better.  There’s been 

numerous times…where [my professor said], ‘Okay, who wants feedback,’ and the room is 

just quiet” (CE, 42-45).  Luna confessed, “I came here for criticism.  I came here to look for 

ways to fix my teaching and improve upon it” (LN, 21-23).  Leslie agreed and interjected, 

“I’m one of those people who learns from my critiques.  If someone tells me something I 

need to work on [then] that’s my focus for the next lesson” (LR, 26-28).  Sometimes, “it’s 

like doing the same thing over and over again.  They’re just not telling us what we’re doing 

wrong” (LN, 177-178), Luna objected.  The student participants wanted more structured 

feedback on ways to improve their teaching from the PLC within the mixed reality 

simulation experience. 

The data illustrated student participants used the feedback given to them from the 

PLC during the mixed reality simulation experience to improve their teaching and further 

develop their skillset.  During one of Sadie’s post simulation feedback sessions, Dr. Shedie 

noted she had observed that Sadie “…took feedback from earlier sessions” (SR, obs. 3).  

Sophie proclaimed, “I think the feedback was helpful.  I always try to listen to it and apply it 
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to the next [simulation]” (SN, 87-88).  Dr. Shedie marveled, “I was really impressed with the 

fact that people were using the feedback pretty regularly” (Dr. S, 52-53).  After reflecting 

upon the advice offered by the PLC (BM), Brandi admitted, “you take different things [into] 

consideration” (BM, 37), as she explained to the researcher that she used the feedback 

provided and incorporated it how she saw fit (BM).  Feedback “…definitely helped, 

especially using it in the field.  Using what you learned from [the simulations] and 

everyone’s feedback in the field, it helped a lot” (EM, 114-115), Effie acknowledged. 

 Norah discussed how her classmates and professor would suggest “…different ways 

you could approach [a situation], and I definitely found myself trying to see what ways [the 

avatar students] would respond well to [or not]” (NS, 40-42).  The PLC, Theo conceded, 

“…helped me further extend [my lesson] to the other [avatar] students” (TT, 28-29).  

Another instance occurred after Carlton received advice from the PLC immediately 

following his simulation session, and “…felt the advice would work” (CR, obs. 2).  The data 

reflected the student participants used the feedback given to them by members of the PLC to 

improve their teaching. 

Theme 3, Category 1, Subcategory 3: Post feedback behavior modification.  The data 

indicated student participants changed their behavior based on the feedback they received.  

Charlotte pointed out that feedback can “pave the way for you and point you in the direction 

of what to work on” (CN, 31-32).  Chloe maintained, “I was able to try to fix some of the 

weaknesses [identified via feedback], by doing extra planning for the next time” (CY, 27-28).  

Carlton remembered a time when he had paused the simulation mid-session to receive 

feedback (CR).  “Once it was time for me to start the session again, after [the PLC] was done 

telling me what [they observed]” (CR, 86-87), recalled Carlton, “I used the feedback they 
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gave me [and it helped]” (CR, 86).  Arianna shared she felt she could “turn around and ask, 

‘Hey, what do I do,’ [or] ‘What do I say,’ and that was helpful in the moment.  …I would go 

back [into the simulation] and, ultimately the things they said could possibly work, 

absolutely worked” (AN, 48-51).  Feedback provided by the PLC, Connor revealed, “…was 

not just information.  [The feedback] was actually used and absorbed in my personal case” 

(CE, 59-60).  Student participants adjusted their behavior based on feedback given to them 

via the PLC within the mixed reality simulation experience. 

Based on the feedback she received regarding on her presence, or perceived lack 

thereof, within the classroom, Leslie took it upon herself to concentrate her effort on 

evolving in the classroom, where presence was concerned, throughout the semester (LR).  

Constance said, “[The feedback] definitely helped me out; I definitely liked that a lot.  Most 

of the feedback I still keep in the back of my head now, so it definitely is effective” (CO, 25-

26).  In agreement, Abigail noted, “I didn’t necessarily put it into my [simulation] lessons, 

but it stuck with me” (AA, 46).  The student participants accepted feedback given and 

worked to adjust their behavior accordingly in an effort to improve their teaching abilities. 

Theme 3, Category 1, Subcategory 4: Gaining ideas from feedback.  The data also 

uncovered student participants got ideas from feedback given to them by the PLC within the 

mixed reality simulation experience.  Luna said the feedback “…actually gave us ideas for 

the next time” (LN, 61-62), while Abigail interjected, “Yeah, they gave me helpful tips of 

what to say” (AA, 85).  The PLC offered “…different ideas from everybody to help you for 

the next time you went” (EM, 27-28), revealed Effie.  Barrett believed the feedback was 

helpful because he could “…think of things that maybe we hadn’t thought of before” (BE, 

88-89).  In terms of the PLC, “Some of the things they said definitely opened my eyes to 
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other possibilities, other ways to reach the students in the classroom, and get them to listen to 

what I’m saying as the teacher” (AT, 21-23), Aaron acknowledged. 

Delilah concurred and informed the researcher, “It’s helpful hearing what things you 

could have done.  If you did one thing that didn’t go well…the feedback gave you another 

option you could use in the future” (DO, 31-33).  Keira explained, “We could take the 

feedback we received, work with it, and let it influence our next lesson” (KS, 45-46).  Dr. 

Shedie addressed her intention where feedback was concerned (Dr. S) during the third 

simulation session of the semester when she expanded her focus to include, “What are the 

things you can do in your classroom, that you can’t necessarily do in [the] mixed reality 

environment?” (Dr. S, 69-70).  The feedback given to student participants gave them the 

opportunity to improve their future selves, both within the mixed reality simulation 

experience, and in a broader sense as they look toward a career as educators. 

Theme 3, Category 1, Subcategory 5: Secondhand feedback.  The data showed 

student participants also used feedback given to their peers to aid in their self-development.  

Dr. Ayla said, “I think they are listening very carefully to the feedback the person who goes 

before them [in the simulation] is getting.  They are putting that in their memory banks, 

writing notes on it, [and] they’re trying it” (Dr. A, 65-67).  Moreover, “I noticed that at 

subsequent times students [changed] and altered their questioning” (Dr. S, 55-56), Dr. Shedie 

observed.  She continued, “If they saw someone else do it and the feedback was, ‘Oh, let’s 

think about the questioning on that’ [or] ‘What could be a different way to present the 

questioning’” (Dr. S, 53-55), it was then when the students would adjust their thinking (Dr. 

S).  Delilah agreed with Dr. Shedie and Dr. Ayla, and added, “I think a lot of students did the 

same thing.  …Especially when there was feedback given to another student, and you hadn’t 
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[done] your lesson [yet] you would use that feedback in yours” (DO, 61-63).  The 

participants noted the occurrence of secondhand feedback and applied it to their own 

teaching within the simulation. 

Dr. Shedie described a conversation she had where a student participant confessed, “I 

heard [the feedback] when so and so did [the simulation] then I actually went back to my 

notes and changed my notes” (Dr. S, 57-58).  Dr. Shedie reported, “That to me is a huge 

piece, because that’s the whole goal of [the experience of mixed reality simulation]; to kind 

of learn from it” (Dr. S, 59-60).  Dr. Ayla detailed a conversation she had with a student 

participant, who shared they had overheard one peer giving feedback to another and admitted 

they had tried to apply the feedback to their own teaching and experienced success (Dr. A).  

“Maybe it wasn’t the most effective thing because it wasn’t planned for [originally], but she 

tried it; she gave it a try” (Dr. A, 63-64).  The student participants made changes to their 

lesson plans in the moment based on feedback received by others within the PLC. 

Aaron divulged he liked “…taking into account other people’s feedback” (AT, 30), 

while Connor agreed and reported, “I was able to pull ideas from it and use things I saw and 

heard” (CE, 61-62).  Don echoed these thoughts and shared that he would use “…other 

people’s feedback [when] entering the [simulation].  I never ended up doing strictly what I 

had planned, because as I hear the [feedback] from other people, [then] you kind of weave 

them [into your own simulation]” (DH, 59-61).  The student participants learned from 

secondhand feedback provided to their peers within the PLC and used that to aid their own 

experiences with mixed reality simulation. 

Theme 3, Category 1, Subcategory 6: Feedback concerns.  The participants identified 

three areas they felt hindered the effectiveness of feedback they received.  The first area 
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identified was timing restrictions, where not enough time was given for adequate feedback.  

The second area of concern related to a desire to receive feedback via multiple avenues.  The 

third impediment detailed differences regarding the structure of the introduction course 

versus the intermediate and advanced courses.  The student participants, the data illustrated, 

explored concerns related to feedback within the mixed reality simulation experience via 

explorations into time restrictions, additional forms of feedback, and differences within 

course structure. 

Theme 3, Category 1, Subcategory 6(a): Feedback concerns – time restrictions.  The 

data brought to light timing restrictions related to the mixed reality simulation experience 

that impacted feedback given to the student participants.  At times during the semester, when 

sessions featured a larger number of student participants, multiple teaching experiences 

within the mixed reality simulation would occur followed by a grouped feedback session 

after every third simulated teaching experience.  Barrett admitted, “We didn’t really discuss 

[feedback] in the room, or with the class, because we were always running short on time” 

(BE, 112-113).  “There’s not enough time to talk” (CE, 203-204), Connor affirmed.  Opal 

continued, “A lot of times, if time was running out, they would skip the feedback…and they 

never went back.  Or they would skip people…so then it was kind of, “Well, what’s the point 

of it anyway?’” (OI, 27-31).  The researcher observed Hailee as she chimed in to ask for 

feedback after other student participants had received theirs.  If she had not asked, her 

feedback session would have been skipped (HN, obs. 2).  Dr. Ayla brought this up as well, 

and confessed, “It’s hard to keep kids straight when you’re trying to do three-at-a-time 

feedback; it’s difficult” (Dr. A, 150-151).  During the observation of the mixed reality 
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simulation experiences, the researcher noted at least 35 instances of feedback not being given 

directly following a student participants’ time within the simulation. 

Sophie revealed, “I didn’t really get all the feedback from my classmates the last time 

I went, because I was second to last, so we were just kind of ready to leave, I think” (SN, 85-

87).  Joan interjected, “I always ended up having to go towards the end of the sessions, and I 

never got feedback from everyone because we ran out of time” (JS, 29-31).  Or the feedback 

“…got brushed over [quickly], so I never really had the opportunity to hear feedback from 

peers and the professors in the room” (JS, 31-33), Joan further lamented.  Don explained: 

I wish the feedback sessions we had were longer.  We were pretty crunched for time, 

but I would have actually enjoyed hearing more of [the feedback], because that’s 

where I feel like the most learning happens.  Not necessarily in doing it [yourself], 

but that post lesson, observing it, and seeing what other people had to say. (DH, 49-

53) 

The time restrictions within the mixed reality simulation experience impacted the ability of 

student participants to get meaningful feedback on their performance within the mixed reality 

simulation. 

Theme 3, Category 1, Subcategory 6(b): Feedback concerns – additional forms.  The 

data exposed student participants desired feedback based on their mixed reality simulation 

experience to be provided in a multitude of ways.  Annabelle highlighted this need when she 

stated the feedback “…was given then and there.  [The professor] would say, ‘Hopefully 

you’ll incorporate this into your next [simulation] session’” (AG, 63-64).  To which 

Annabelle confessed, “I would always try to get [the feedback], but I would always forget 

about it” (AG, 56-57).  Student participants also felt only being given feedback orally was a 
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disadvantage.  “The [professor] could say, ‘You’re required to write one thing,’ and [then] 

we all hand them in” (CE, 46-47), Connor suggested before he elaborated, “So maybe not 

everybody is speaking because there’s not enough time, but everybody is getting feedback on 

a little slip [of paper] at the end [of the session]” (CE, 47-49).  Or the professors could 

“maybe put [feedback] in [an] e-mail or something.  It would have definitely helped me” 

(AG, 67), added Annabelle. 

Other participants expressed an interest in seeing the video recordings of the mixed 

reality simulation sessions.  Anna proclaimed: 

I think it would be even more effective if the [student participants] could view their 

[simulation] afterwards…because then they can actually see what people are referring 

to [with their feedback].  They may not understand when somebody is trying to 

explain it to them, it may not pop into their head, or they may view it in a different 

way because they’re actually [the one] teaching it, as opposed to how it’s actually 

coming across [to the PLC]. (AE, 33-38) 

Luna maintained, “I just want to see how much I improved, and take notes” (LN, 175).  The 

student participants expressed a need for additional avenues from which feedback might 

occur. 

Theme 3, Category 1, Subcategory 6(c): Feedback concerns – course differences.  

The data laid bare that student participants in the intermediate and advanced courses felt they 

received less feedback than they had while enrolled in the introduction to education course 

during a prior semester.  Leslie said, “This semester, I don’t feel that I received as much 

feedback from my peers as I have in [previous] semesters” (LR, 23-24).  Ella concurred and 

acknowledged, “I didn’t feel I got as much feedback as I did in my [introduction to 
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education] class” (EE, 20).  Keira described how she felt the feedback given to her was 

non-specific and very broad (KS), and confessed, “This semester, I wasn’t a big fan of the 

feedback, it didn’t influence my teaching lessons” (KS, 26-27).  Julie added, “It was just 

generic feedback; other people get told the same stuff” (JN, 23-24).  The researcher noted at 

least 15 instances where no specific feedback was given by the PLC to the student 

participants following their time with the simulation. 

Theme 3, Category 1, Subcategory 7: Feedback from varied experience levels.  The 

data exemplified student participants respected feedback they received from the varied 

experience levels within the PLC of the mixed reality simulation experience.  Nicholas 

observed, “There was a wide degree of experience within the [PLC].  …You can get advice 

from a bunch of different people, and that helped me a lot” (NR, 35-37).  Constance shared 

she enjoyed receiving feedback from both professors and peers “…because my peers did 

have good feedback, but also hearing it from professors definitely backs it up.  I know they 

[have more experience], so that definitely helped out” (CO, 30-32).  Sadie chimed in, “I think 

the peer feedback and the professor’s feedback [were] both great” (SR, 113-114).  Dr. Shedie 

remarked, “I do think they’re using the feedback both from peers and from the instructor….  

The peers don’t have, necessarily, all the level that the instructor might have, so it’s a nice 

balance I think” (Dr. S, 75-77).  Dr. Zelynda agreed and indicated, “They may listen to their 

peers, but I think once the professor or the facilitator gives feedback or advice, they kind of 

perk up a little more” (Dr. Z, 92-93).  The student participants valued feedback from both 

their professors and peers within the PLC of the mixed realty simulation experience. 

Theme 3, Category 2: Professorial feedback.  The data unveiled student participants 

valued receiving feedback from their professor following mixed reality simulation 
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experiences.  Noelle stated, “I really like the feedback my professors gave me” (NK, 24), 

while Toby suggested the professor “…has more expertise [and] feedback that can be helpful 

for us” (TS, 17-18).  Receiving feedback from a professor “…or someone higher up, was 

more helpful, because the people that are on your level, they don’t want to say anything to 

criticize you” (AR, 38-40), Alyssa hypothesized.  The researcher documented occurrences of 

professional feedback throughout the period of data collection via observations of the mixed 

reality simulations recordings, the results of which are documented in Table 4.13.  Both 

recognition of teaching strategies and behavioral management techniques employed by 

student participants were observed most frequently, while observed changes based on advice 

given to another student participant was the least frequent form of professional feedback. 

Table 4.13 

Researcher Observed Occurrences of Professional Feedback 

Professional Feedback Provided Frequency 
Teaching Strategies 72 
Behavior Management 40 
Relationship with Avatars 22 
Lesson Structure 16 
Planning and Preparedness 14 
Non-Specific Feedback Provided 13 
No Feedback Provided 10 
Observed Change in Behavior 7 
Content Knowledge 6 
Took Advice Previously Provided 3 

  

 
Referencing professorial feedback, Kaiden proclaimed, “I think most of the insights 

I’m going to take [are] definitely from Dr. Ayla.  She’s trained in this, and she was giving a 

lot of good [feedback]” (KR, 64-66).  Dr. Zelynda also noted the student participants 

appreciation of the feedback from the professionals in the room, and theorized, “I think the 

students took that [feedback] a little bit more [seriously], than if their peers had said it” (Dr. 
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Z, 96-97).  Student participants valued the feedback given by the professionals within the 

PLC of the mixed reality simulation experience.  The category of professorial feedback was 

further divided into three subcategories: (a) planning to provide feedback, (b) professorial 

role within the PLC, and (c) practicing K-12 professionals. 

Theme 3, Category 2, Subcategory 1: Planning to provide feedback.  The data 

unmasked that, in some cases, the professorial feedback began even before the mixed reality 

simulation experience took place.  Dr. Ayla described how both she and Dr. Shedie 

specifically planned how and what to provide feedback on.  Dr. Shedie said she prepared 

prior to simulation sessions by deciding what type of feedback to coach into (Dr. S) and 

asking herself, “‘What am I going to coach into?’ [and], ‘What’s the most important part for 

me to coach into?’ [or], ‘What is a different part for me to coach into?’” (Dr. S, 340-342).  

Dr. Shedie also recalled, “When you’re a little closer, you’re giving a little bit of feedback.  

You’re giving a little bit of assistance on what [might] establishing a rapport in a classroom 

[look like]” (Dr. S, 111-113).  Moreover, as a class, you discuss beforehand, “What are some 

ways you can do it” (Dr. S, 113), said Dr. Shedie, and that discussion ultimately established 

what would become your feedback (Dr. S).  “You have to teach into these sessions [before a 

simulation], because otherwise [the student participants] can’t be successful” (Dr. A, 245-

246), Dr. Ayla noted.  Lesson plans carried out before even entering the mixed reality 

simulation session allowed the introduction to education professors to address, via feedback 

provided, specific areas of focus within the mixed reality simulation experience. 

Theme 3, Category 2, Subcategory 2: Professorial role within the PLC.  The data 

revealed student participants preferred their professors to be active members of the PLC 

within the mixed reality simulation experience.  Josie admitted, “I like [the simulations] so 
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much more, it’s just a lot easier…having your professor there every time” (JO, 76-77).  As 

Norah recalled her introduction to education course, where her professor was consistently 

present, she stated, “We could still talk about it [during class] and get some feedback from 

our own [professor]” (NS, 155-156).  The student participants appreciated the feedback given 

by the professional participants of the PLC, especially when it came directly from the 

professor teaching their course. 

Moreover, the professional participants provided reassurance to the student 

participants in the form of social encouragement, according to the data.  Brandi admitted, 

“I’m my [own]worst critic, so when I’m finished, I feel like I did horrible.  Then when I hear 

someone say, ‘I like how you did this,’ [or] ‘You did this well,’ [it helps]” (BM, 27-28).  

Leslie revealed: 

Dr. Bremelle was the one who [previously] told me about developing my presence in 

the classroom.  She did say, this semester…that I’ve, “come so far” since she’s 

known me….  I was like, “Wow, maybe I have come [that] far.”  I don’t really give 

myself as much credit as I should, I guess. (LR, 107-115) 

Sahana agreed, “Getting the professor’s feedback is definitely an assurance type of thing; like 

I’m already going towards the right direction” (SQ, 27-29).  Following Norah’s first mixed 

reality simulation session this semester, Dr. Bremelle praised, “I feel like you look like 

you’ve been teaching for five years” (Dr. B, NS’s obs. 1).  The professional participants 

within the PLC encouraged the student participants via positive feedback throughout the 

mixed reality simulation experience. 

Theme 3, Category 2, Subcategory 3: Practicing K-12 professionals.  The data 

demonstrated the participants particularly respected feedback provided from their professors 
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who were also in-service administrators.  “I really enjoyed hearing from her and having a 

professor actually there who had actually been in the classroom” (LR, 103-105), recalled 

Leslie.  As Dr. Shedie was an in-service principal, “She specifically was able to give me 

direct feedback on how it would actually be incorporated into the classroom, or how it would 

come up, which was helpful” (LR, 105-107), Leslie detailed.  Dr. Shedie asserted, “I think 

that the [professorial feedback] is a critical piece” (Dr. S, 295-296) of the role within the 

PLC.  “The feedback [I give] doesn’t always have to be the warm fuzzy feedback, [such as], 

‘Hey, I like the way you did this,’ [or the] ‘I’m wondering about this’” (Dr. S, 39-40) type of 

feedback either, confessed Dr. Shedie.  Rather, the feedback “…has to be coupled with 

someone that’s helping them to be reflective [upon] it” (Dr. A, 313), urged Dr. Ayla. 

Many student participants agreed with Dr. Shedie and Dr. Ayla, including Keira and 

Leslie, each of whom also praised the feedback those specific professors provided in 

previous semesters.  Leslie asserted, “Dr. Shedie definitely gave me a lot of feedback [last 

semester] on how to better myself, and how to have specific strategies [regarding] how to 

handle specific situations” (LR, 102-103).  Keira recalled, “I had Dr. Ayla last semester, and 

she was phenomenal…as far as getting our feedback session to really benefit each other, so 

that we could get better [as educators]” (KS, 41-45).  Dr. Zelynda also recognized the value 

of having in-service administrators as professors and explained to the researcher that “having 

professors that are administrators, that are dealing with day-to-day operations of [a] school, 

and seeing this on a day-to-day basis, I think is very valuable” (Dr. Z, 127-129).  Dr. Hyde 

followed this up, adding, “Dr. Ayla and Dr. Shedie do such a fabulous job of [providing 

feedback], and not that Dr. Bremelle doesn’t, but they do because they’re administrators, 

they’re [offering feedback to student participants] as if they were first year teachers” (Dr. H, 
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111-114).  The student participants benefitted from receiving feedback from professors who 

were current in-service administrators within the PLC of the mixed reality simulation 

experience. 

Theme 3, Category 3: Peer feedback.  The data illuminated student participants 

contributed to the learning environment for their peers as they provided feedback as part of 

the PLC within the mixed reality simulation experience.  Dr. Shedie said, “I think that one of 

the things that’s really important to get across to [student participants] is that when they’re 

providing feedback, [they are part of] a professional learning community” (Dr. S, 37-39).  

Dr. Hyde marveled, “I have noticed…by the third session, their students were starting to 

internalize the language [of feedback], and it comes out in the [PLC]” (Dr. H, 114-116).  

While self-reflecting, Arianna noticed this change as well, and offered, “[When] giving 

feedback to [my peers], I felt as if I really had to look at what I knew, in order to give them 

feedback” (AN, 69-71).  The student participants felt being part of the PLC allowed them to 

give feedback to their peers as they took part in the experience of the mixed reality 

simulation. 

The researcher documented occurrences of peer feedback throughout the period of 

data collection via observations of the mixed reality simulations recordings, the results of 

which are documented in Table 4.14.  Occurrences of peer feedback focused most frequently 

on concrete examples such as teaching strategies or behavioral management techniques, 

rather than on non-specific feedback opportunities. 
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Table 4.14 

Researcher Observed Occurrences of Peer Feedback 

Peer Feedback Provided Frequency 
 Teaching Strategies 58 
 Behavior Management 34 
 No Feedback Provided 27 
 Relationship with Avatars 19 
 Control of Classroom 11 
 Lesson Structure 10 
 General Encouragement 7 
 Content Knowledge 6 
 Observed Change in Behavior 6 
 Planning and Preparedness 6 
 Non-Specific Feedback Provided 3 

  

 
Peer feedback was valued by student participants, the data exhibited, as they worked 

toward improving their individual teaching practices.  “I think the feedback was very helpful.  

Other students are really [genuine] with you, with each other, and about themselves.  I really 

liked that” (SN, 78-79), Sophie said.  Alice agreed, and added, “[The feedback] was 

definitely good because I felt like each time I went, the advice I got from my classmates, I 

just took it in and used it for my next sessions” (AO, 145-146).  A sentiment many student 

participants shared, was detailed by Carlton when he observed, “I thought the feedback was 

very helpful.  Your classmates can help you become a better teacher” (CR, 38-39).  Peer 

feedback is important (Dr. S) and “I like the feedback piece because I think that they develop 

amongst themselves a sense of what teaching in the real world is going to be like” (Dr. S, 40-

42), offered Dr. Shedie. 

Alyssa appreciated the feedback from her peers and volunteered that “having people 

watch you so that they can learn from each other and give peer feedback [is] helpful in the 

long run” (AR, 36).  Darnell piggybacked, “…because every time, every scenario, is different 
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and every [simulation] session is different when you teach it, we always have something 

different to say” (DS, 30-32).  Sadie conveyed: 

I think the peers’ feedback was a little more intimidating, but we all felt the same way 

about it.  At one point [in] the second session, I made a mistake, and one of [my 

peers] said, “Well, you could have done this” and I [thought], “Oh, that’s a great 

point.”  I didn’t even think about that as I was doing it.  In that moment, it doesn’t 

matter that [feedback is coming from] a peer, it’s just [a theoretical], “That’s what I 

could have done,” and it’s just a suggestion. (SR, 108-113) 

Cassius chimed in, “I’m always trying to get second opinions from people, so I found that 

valuable, being able to hear [feedback] from my classmates” (CZ, 44-45).  Receiving 

feedback provided by peers, “I think it helped, definitely…to see what other people perceive 

of [you]” (SQ, 26-27), claimed Sahana.  “Having the other kids there, it definitely helped, 

and it was good to get their perspective” (KR, 38-39), Kaiden maintained.  The category of 

peer feedback was further divided into five subcategories: (a) discussing experiences with 

peers, (b) positive reinforcement, (c) peer encouragement, (d) commented growth, and 

(e) connection to peers. 

Theme 3, Category 3, Subcategory 1: Discussing experiences with peers.  The data 

showed student participants discussed their experiences within the mixed reality simulations 

with their peers.  Abigail said, “My classmates always talk about [the simulations afterward], 

and [we] will reflect on how we did” (AA, 53-54).  Connor also discussed the simulations 

“…with friends who did the session with me…to talk about [the simulation] in a more casual 

setting, [and talk] about what we did” (CE, 85-86).  Josie echoed, “All of us who do the 
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[simulations], we talk about it right after we do it.  Then right before [our next session], we’ll 

talk about it [again]” (JO, 44-45).  Keira affirmed: 

We talk about it all the time, because it’s a big part of what we have to do this 

semester.  We exchange ideas and we will discuss, “Oh, remember when so and so 

did this,” [and] “Oh, I like that” or “I didn’t like that.” (KS, 100-102) 

Joan acknowledged, “I have talked about it with some peers actually, and we saw the value in 

it and appreciated what it did for us as teachers” (JS, 50-51).  “I’m speaking [on behalf of] all 

of us, but it seems that we all really liked [the simulations], so we really did think it was 

beneficial [to talk with each other about them]” (KS, 102-104), Keira maintained. 

The data revealed student participants would work with their peers within the 

professional learning community outside of their course and simulation time to improve their 

pedagogical skillsets.  Leslie shared, “We always found different ways to handle situations, 

so, we definitely talk about it a lot” (LR, 66-67).  Opal concurred and added, “We talk about 

strategies, but [also] the lesson plan [and] ways we think it would work out” (OI, 68-69).  

Constance said, “It was more so, ‘How did you do this,’ [or] ‘How [was this] supposed to 

go?’  [My peers] gave tips on how to make a successful lesson” (CO, 46-48).  Kaiden 

continued, “I talk about it with my peers a lot….  Mostly trying to figure out…not 

necessarily the bigger picture, [but rather], ‘Oh, Sean* is so hard to handle,’ or ‘I’m going to 

come at CJ* with this,’” (KR, 98-101).  Talking with peers could “…spark more 

conversation on how to improve our own lesson plans so we could stay strong [in the 

simulation]” (TZ, 52-53), Tristian acknowledged.  Joan chimed in, “I usually bounced ideas 

off of colleagues, and they talked about it, and they were [a] great help in thinking of general 

ideas” (JS, 74-76).  Whereas Barrett specified, “I would say, ‘Oh, this part, I just didn’t know 
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how to handle that,’ and [my peers] would give me some suggestions that might [help] 

depending on the situation” (BE, 115-117).  The student participants discussed teaching 

strategies with peer members of their PLC in an effort to improve their performance within 

the mixed reality simulation experience. 

Theme 3, Category 3, Subcategory 2: Positive reinforcement.  The data highlighted 

student participants received positive reinforcement from their peers within the PLC of the 

mixed reality simulation experience.  Tristian explained, “They would give me a lot of 

positive feedback to what just happened [in the simulation]” (TZ, 29-30).  Evelynn agreed, 

“Yeah, it was definitely [positive] reinforcement” (EX, 64), while LaKeisha added, “My 

classmates [were] always giving me positive feedback” (LA, 34).  Theo admitted, “I liked 

that.  It was good to know what I just did [in the simulation], that my teaching method I just 

taught about, actually worked” (TT, 23-24).  During the feedback session following Keira’s 

simulation, Joan praised, “[You] didn’t break your flow, [you] kept going” (JS, in KS’s obs. 

2), in reference to managing the behaviors of the avatars.  The student participants valued the 

positive feedback provided to them by their peers within the PLC. 

Theme 3, Category 3, Subcategory 3: Peer encouragement.  The data unveiled 

student participants also engaged in peer encouragement through feedback.  During Alexa’s 

post simulation feedback session, Elena stated, “[That was a] difficult topic to teach without 

visuals, but [you] did a good job” (ER, in AL’s obs. 1).  Following this, a second member of 

the PLC commented, “When Sean* asked those deeper questions, I would not have been 

ready for them.  I really commend you for, on the spot, being able to answer them” (AL, obs. 

1).  Barrett also marveled during feedback for Alyssa, about how she remained in control and 

did not stumble, but rather was “…right there with it” (BE, in AR’s obs. 3).  Lola noted, “I 
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like that everyone encourages each other” (LB, 28).  The student participants appreciated the 

encouragement that came from their peers within the PLC of the mixed reality simulation 

experience. 

Theme 3, Category 3, Subcategory 4: Commented growth.  The data displayed 

student participants also recognized and commented on the growth of their peers throughout 

the use of the mixed reality simulation.  During Norah’s post feedback session, Constance 

marveled, “[The way you] put your foot down with CJ* and Kevin*, I never heard you like 

that before” (CO, in NS’s obs. 3).  Constance commended Norah on taking charge in a way 

she had never seen her do before.  During Connor’s feedback session, another peer within the 

PLC is overheard as they recalled: 

I know last semester was very different, but I feel like [the simulations] settled with 

you.  [I observed] a lot more interaction [than] last semester, and a lot more teaching 

[strategies], as opposed to just talking to a screen about different things.  Nice 

progression. (CE, obs. 1) 

Connor’s peer noticed growth through Connor’s mixed reality simulation sessions over time.  

The student participants gave feedback to and received feedback from the PLC on observed 

growth from session to session within the mixed reality simulation experience. 

Theme 3, Category 3, Subcategory 5: Connection to peers.  The data indicated 

student participants felt more connected to their peers within the introduction course, which 

met weekly, compared to the hybrid or online courses, which did not meet in person as 

frequently, or at all.  Following her first session, Luna looked to the PLC seeking feedback 

and the facilitator stated, “I know you don’t all know each other, but the [feedback] is really 

important, don’t you think?” (LN’s obs. 1).  Dr. Zelynda later noted that the student 
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participants in the introduction course “…were more receptive of providing feedback for 

their peers than I noticed [with] some of the other classes that were online or hybrid,” (Dr. Z, 

40-41) due to the in-person opportunity to foster relationships (Dr. Z) with members of the 

PLC.  Sophie shared how she felt more comfortable with her peers in the introduction course 

than in the intermediate course (SN).  She continued to describe this comfort could also be 

due to smaller class sizes within the introduction course, and added, “I’ve always preferred 

smaller classes anyway, I really like the connection that you’re able to afford people….  So 

maybe both of those things played a role” (SN, 70-73).  Student participants indicated they 

felt more connected and receptive to giving and receiving feedback to peers when their class 

sizes were kept smaller, and when courses met in person on a weekly basis. 

Summary of Theme 3: Feedback.  Student participants appreciated feedback and 

experienced social encouragement via the professional learning community within the mixed 

reality simulation experience.  The data illuminated student participants received feedback 

from professionals and peers, as well as provided feedback to their peers.  The student 

participants appreciated the outside perspective of the feedback, as well as the unique aspect 

of receiving feedback that enabled them to self-reflect.  Student participants, the data 

exposed, altered their teaching strategies and gained ideas based on the feedback they 

received from members of the professional learning community.  Moreover, the data 

demonstrated student participants experienced secondhand feedback from their observations 

of feedback that had been provided to their peers. 

There were also several areas of concern related to the feedback provided to the 

student participants within the mixed reality simulation experience.  The data showed there 

was not always enough time allotted for adequate feedback to be given to all student 
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participants.  There was also an interest expressed by student participants in receiving 

feedback in ways other than purely verbal, such as written or via observations of the session 

recordings.  In addition, student participants in the intermediate and advanced courses felt 

they received less feedback than they recalled getting in courses taken in previous semesters 

and expressed an interest in maintaining the level of feedback provided in the introduction to 

education course. 

Student participants respected the feedback they received from peers and 

professionals of varied experience levels.  The professional participants who instruct the 

introduction to education course indicated feedback began before the student participants 

used the simulation the first time.  The data brought to light student participants enjoyed 

receiving feedback from the professor of their course, and preferred their professors be active 

within the professional learning community of the mixed reality simulation experience.  The 

data also unveiled student participants favored feedback received from in-service K-12 

administrators. 

The student participants also valued giving feedback to, and receiving feedback from, 

their peers within the professional learning community of the mixed reality simulation 

experience.  The perspective of their peers, the data indicated, was found by student 

participants to be a valued aspect of the feedback sessions.  Within the professional learning 

community, positive reinforcement and peer encouragement were given and received by 

student participants, who also acknowledged observable growth made overtime.  Through 

giving feedback to peers and receiving feedback from members of the professional learning 

community, the data showed student participants received social encouragement throughout 

the experience of mixed reality simulation. 
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Theme 4: Managing emotions.  While teaching within the experiential learning 

environment of the mixed reality simulations, student participants experienced a variety of 

emotions and learned how to manage them.  “In judging their capabilities, people rely partly 

on somatic information conveyed by physiological and emotional states” (Bandura, 1997, 

p. 106), where one’s mood can impact how they perceive their individual potential.  For the 

purpose of this study, physiological and affective states, emotional states, managing 

responses to stressors, and managing emotions are used as synonymous key terms. 

The data also highlighted student participants had an emotional response to being 

observing by and observing their peers within the professional learning community (PLC).  

In addition, specific emotional responses related to student participants pausing the 

simulation classroom were also detailed.  Managing emotions, the data revealed, also 

incorporated three supporting categories: (a) experiential learning environment, 

(b) professional learning community, and (c) pause the classroom. 

Theme 4, Category 1: Experiential learning environment.  Student participants 

displayed and managed emotions while teaching within the experiential learning environment 

of the mixed reality simulation experience.  The researcher noted, and the data displayed, 

specific instances of displayed emotions from student participants during his observations of 

the mixed reality simulation experience.  Aaron admitted, “It makes me a little more 

comfortable thinking ahead to when I’ll actually have to deal with real people” (AT, 8-9).  

Sahana echoed, “I definitely feel more prepared because I’ve had a little bit more practice” 

(SQ, 38-39).  The researcher observed 19 cases where student participants appeared calm, 12 

where they appeared comfortable teaching in the front of the classroom, and 10 where they 

were controlled in their actions.  The simulations helped “…specifically, [with] how to 
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maintain that control over yourself, [and] maintain that calmness” (CN, 94-95), Charlotte 

insisted.  Emotions were displayed and managed by student participants while teaching 

within the mixed reality simulation experience. 

Dr. Hyde also took note of the emotions student participants displayed (Dr. H) within 

the mixed reality simulation experience.  She acknowledged, “I think nervousness is always 

there….  I watch the body language” (Dr. H, 104-105).  As she recalled one student 

participant she had observed, Dr. Hyde offered, “…their leg was going constantly.  I could 

tell they were…really nervous” (Dr. H, 106-108).  The researcher found five observable 

instances of being flustered, as well as four cases where the student participants appeared 

nervous.  Student participants were also observed to have a rushed speaking voice or to sigh 

with relief upon completion of a session, as well as instances where there appeared to be a 

lack of emotion from student participants altogether.  Specific feedback provided by the 

PLC, pertaining to the management of emotions, was observed by the researcher 25 times 

from facilitators to student participants, 18 times from peer to peer, and another 16 times as 

part of self-reflection on the part of student participants.  The category of experiential 

learning environment was further divided into six subcategories: (a) first time using the 

simulation, (b) avatar non-compliance, (c) emotional presence and body language, (d) outside 

effects inside, (e) perseverance, and (f) emotional growth. 

Theme 4, Category 1, Subcategory 1: First time using the simulation.  The data 

exposed the student participants experienced a myriad of emotional responses the first time 

they used the mixed reality simulation.  Alice confessed, “Obviously, for my first time, it was 

nerve-racking” (AO, 27-28).  Darnell added, “I definitely felt nervous, and a bit 

overwhelmed the first and second time” (DS, 67-68), as Leslie mimicked, “I think the first 
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couple of times I was very overwhelmed” (LR, 88).  Annabelle admitted, “I remember [after] 

the first one, I came home right away.  I was sweating so much from being nervous that I 

didn’t even want to eat dinner, I just wanted to go take a shower” (AG, 115-117).  Before 

experiencing the simulations, “I was nervous at first, but now I’m really looking forward to 

being able to use it more” (HN, 90-91), Hailee explained.  Tristian reasoned: 

Going into [the simulations], it was kind of [an] unknown.  I had heard of [the 

simulations] before and I was, [I’m] not going to lie, a little freaked out over the fact 

that there are some people controlling these little computer animated children.  I got 

nervous for pretty much no reason [prior to my first simulation experience]. (TZ, 4-7) 

The student participants exhibited a diverse array of emotional responses to their first 

experience of teaching within the mixed reality simulation. 

Theme 4, Category 1, Subcategory 2: Avatar non-compliance.  The data showcased 

the student participants experienced feelings of being overwhelmed when avatar 

non-compliance was at a premium.  One session, Annabelle remembered, the avatar student 

behaviors had been amplified for the session, and she found the experience was intense (AG).  

Alice confessed, “I was very overwhelmed when I was up there.  [The avatars] were very, 

they were a little more, yeah, they were just completely different than what I was used to” 

(AO, 94-96).  Dr. Hyde also recalled an instance were the avatar behavior had been “revved 

up” (Dr. H, 237).  She acknowledged, “There were three different things going on at the 

same time and [the student participant said], ‘Freeze classroom,’ because that was really 

difficult” (Dr. H, 238-240).  Don echoed, “It seems as though the characters had been turned 

up a bit [and] you could see the same sort of anxiety [as you saw] going into the first one.  

[That anxiety], it resurfaced” (DH, 33-35).  He also acknowledged, “It was any time there 
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was an unexpected talk back, there was [that] feeling, [the anxiety] resurfaced” (DH, 39-40).  

The student participants experienced emotional responses to higher levels of non-compliance 

as displayed by the avatar students. 

Theme 4, Category 1, Subcategory 3: Emotional presence and body language. As 

previously stated, for the purpose of this dissertation, presence in the classroom is defined as 

“…a posture, a way we hold our bodies, that can communicate to students a sense of 

acceptance, respect, and expectation” (Fried, 2001).  Student participants, the data justified, 

were aware of their body language, and presence within the classroom, and how that might 

translate their emotional state to avatar students or members of the PLC. 

After watching the observation videos of student participants in the advanced course, 

Dr. Hyde maintained, “Their teacher stance improved, which is also related to their sense of 

self-efficacy.  Definitely by [the advanced course] I was seeing the teacher stance, the teacher 

voice” (Dr. H, 27-29).  Delilah’s facilitator noted this as well and suggested she had seen 

growth over time in reference to Delilah’s presence in the classroom and her ability to use 

her voice as though she were being the teacher (DO).  Leslie shared: 

The first couple of times I was very overwhelmed, and my professors would tell me I 

would just stand in one place, in my like thoughts, and I wouldn’t move.  They [said], 

“You don’t really have a presence in the classroom and [the avatar students] feel they 

can take advantage of you.” (LR, 88-91) 

In Nicholas’ second simulation session of the semester, a peer offered a similar piece of 

advice, and suggested Nicholas “…learn posture, and have a set stance” (NR, obs. 2).  The 

researcher also noted 42 occasions related to perceived presence in the classroom. 
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In addition, the researcher noted 24 occurrences with respect to body language 

displayed by the student participants.  When she discussed her part-time job, Brandi 

disclosed, “I’m very aware of how my own body language is, or how I speak to someone.  I 

have to be very conscious with that” (BM, 91-92).  Brandi acknowledged body language can 

be interpreted in multiple ways (BM).  It can be subtle, Chloe suggested, “[Such as] doing 

things with your face or body.  Moving in closer to a student to instigate better behavior [for 

example], because…the proximity of where you are in the classroom, can [impact] how the 

students are behaving” (CY, 122-125).  Jazmin observed, “Having a powerful stance when 

you’re teaching, and not pacing back and forth or moving a lot [is important], because…the 

more confident you look, the more the students listen to you and respect you” (JH, 63-65).  

The student participants were conscious of their presence in the classroom, as well as their 

body language and how the tone they created might impact the avatar students and those 

within their professional learning community. 

Theme 4, Category 1, Subcategory 4: Outside effects inside.  The data revealed 

student participants recognized their emotional state outside of the simulations influences 

their emotional state within the mixed reality simulation.  After describing a difficult 

simulation session, Josie remarked, “I was having a really bad day…so I was [thinking], ‘I’m 

so done with this’” (JO, 91-92).  As Arianna divulged a particularly challenging session, she 

realized, “All that day, I had really bad headaches.  So, all the outside stuff happened [inside 

my simulation]” (AN, 122-123).  Following her third simulation session of the semester, 

Elena noted she “…had a rough day” (ER, obs. 3), to which Sophie advised, “As soon as you 

step in the door, you have to try to keep the outside, outside” (SN, 122).  The student 
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participants acknowledged they carried their personal emotional state into the experience and 

that it impacted their performance within the mixed reality simulation at times. 

Theme 4, Category 1, Subcategory 5: Perseverance.  The data demonstrated student 

participants persevered through challenging situations they faced within the mixed reality 

simulations.  Alyssa admitted, “I would feel stuck sometimes, but I would try and get through 

it on my own” (AR, 86-87).  Don shared, “There were a couple of times where I was hit with 

a little bit of a curveball [in the simulation], and I just had to stand there for a second, [and] 

process” (DH, 85-86).  The researcher observed Sahana lose her place during her second 

simulation of the semester, but noted she stuck with the lesson and pulled it back together 

(SQ, obs. 2).  “For the most part, I just go with the feel of the moment” (DS, 81), Darnell 

explained.  “I just power through it; basically, I just don’t stop.  I go with it, because when 

you’re a real teacher you can’t just stop you have to go [on]” (DS, 81-83), he continued.  An 

example of this was observed by the researcher during Effie’s second session when she was 

resolute in her attempt to have Maria* answer a question that had been asked.  Effie 

continued to ask clarifying questions until she got the full answer from Maria* (EM, obs. 2). 

Many student participants also showed determination by not pausing the simulation, 

even when they were faced with difficulties.  Alice described a time when she struggled to 

complete her lesson plan within the mixed reality simulation and was met with strong avatar 

push back over the lack of a visual aide (AO).  “I was going through my SLANT metaphor 

[when] Kevin* [said], ‘These are so long, how are you supposed to, how do you expect us to 

memorize all of these?’” (AO, 101-103).  Alice had viewed the concept as simplistic and was 

not anticipating any problems with the lesson she had planned (AO).  She admitted she had 

not created a visual aide and was not elaborating on the meaning of the words she was 
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defining, but also expressed confusion as to why the avatars were experiencing difficulty 

with the lesson (AO).  Alice told the researcher, “I was a little overwhelmed because I didn’t 

know what to say to them.  Afterwards I was a little frustrated because…you think you’re 

going to do well, but it…backfires on you” (AO, 106-109).  Despite voicing frustration, 

Alice affirmed, “I still liked the experience” (AO, 109-110).  Alice experienced avatar 

pushback and the emotions that came from struggling with a lesson that did not go as 

planned, but she preserved. 

Annabelle also described a time she preserved, “I think maybe in the second session 

[the avatars] were really rowdy.  That was kind of overwhelming, but I wanted to keep going.  

I didn’t want to pause it, I wanted to figure it out myself” (AG, 88-90).  Nicholas shared a 

similar sentiment: 

I never ended up pausing in the three sessions that I did, but mainly because I just 

wanted to keep going.  I made a sacrifice, I went in there and thought about pausing 

but [thought], “I don’t want to, because I want to learn from my mistakes.” (NR, 107-

110) 

Kaiden maintained, “The pause wasn’t ever an option for me [personally], I was just going to 

handle it” (KR, 132-133).  However, he added there was a time when he “…was really 

tempted to [pause and ask], ‘Okay, how do I handle this,’” (KR, 136-137) but ultimately 

opted not to do so (KR).  Barrett revealed: 

I didn’t actually stop [the] classroom at any point, but there were…times where I 

wish I could have had a couple more seconds to think.  [Then I could] get right back 

in.  I don’t think it was ever enough to warrant a full stop [though]. (BE, 100-103) 
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Don admitted, “I feel like it would be very easy for someone to feel overwhelmed, but not 

want to take the step to actually stop, reflect, and figure out what to do next” (DH, 93-95).  

This might be “…especially [so] when you’re in front of the group, or on such strict time 

[table]” (DH, 95-96), he suggested.  The student participants demonstrated determination and 

perseverance as they pushed through simulation experiences despite challenges. 

Theme 4, Category 1, Subcategory 6: Emotional growth.  The data laid bare that 

student participants experienced emotional growth through the experience of mixed reality 

simulation.  The first noted experience of emotional growth occurred when student 

participants gained confidence in themselves over the course of the semester.  Another 

instance of emotional growth was seen in student participants who admitted experiencing less 

nervous energy over time.  Finally, student participants demonstrated an increased comfort 

level with the mixed reality simulation experience as they grew emotionally.  The student 

participants, the data illustrated, developed emotional growth through the mixed reality 

simulation experience, including increased confidence, less nerves, and being comfortable 

teaching. 

Theme 4, Category 1, Subcategory 6(a): Emotional growth – increased confidence.  

The data highlighted student participants experienced increased confidence levels over time 

through the experience of mixed reality simulation.  Carlton shared, “I think when I first had 

to do it, I was very nervous, and had a lack of confidence in myself.  But, after last semester 

and this semester, it [has] definitely helped me with my confidence” (CR, 94-96).  Alice 

concurred, “I definitely felt more confident being up there at the end” (AO, 146-147).  As Dr. 

Bremelle observed, “There are some students who were timid and they’ve now…it’s like 

they can blossom.  They realize [the increase in their confidence is] going to help them 
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become better educators” (Dr. B, 120-123).  In agreement, Abigail asserted, “I’m definitely 

more confident when I go up there [now] than I was in the beginning” (AA, 92-93).  Theo 

echoed, “I was definitely more confident by the last one than the first one” (TT, 98-99).  

Over time, using the mixed reality simulation allowed for a boost of confidence among many 

student participants. 

Sahana shared, “I am more prepared, I don’t think I’m perfect by any means, but I did 

see a difference in myself and the confidence to be up there and how to handle the students” 

(SQ, 59-61).  Kaiden admitted: 

I’m more confident.  I have some…grounding, [and] I know what has to happen.  

Going into it, I didn’t.  Like when Sean* was doing things, I didn’t have the tools, or 

even the understanding of how to go into that situation.  Now I’m okay, [I have] this 

kind of reaction or [that] kind of thought statement [prepared].  That’s the thing you 

work on and get better [at] with experience. (KR, 179-184) 

As Connor explained to the researcher, “Last semester, it took me [about] a minute and a half 

to…get out of my own head and not be nervous.  By the end of last semester, maybe it was 

down to 30 seconds” (CE, 184-186).  However, Connor elaborated, “This semester, I was 

more confident and ready to go.  I was able to get my nerves out of the way quicker.  [The 

simulation] was really good for refining [my] confidence and [reducing] nerves” (CE, 187-

189).  Leslie later volunteered, “I was so much more confident, and my teacher could see 

it….  I feel like I gained a lot of self-esteem and confidence from [the simulations]” (LR, 5-

11).  As Tristian revealed, “Before going into [the simulations], I had very little experience in 

teaching.  After [the simulations], I really feel more confident in my own style of teaching 

now” (TZ, 11-13).  Over time, “I have [developed] this confidence that I didn’t have before.  
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I can come up to a classroom and take control of the room” (TZ, 110-112), Tristian 

marveled.  Many student participants experienced an increase in their level of confidence 

with each additional exposure to the mixed reality simulation experience. 

Theme 4, Category 1, Subcategory 6(b): Emotional growth – less nerves.  The data 

implied student participants experienced a decrease in nerves related to teaching as they 

utilized the mixed reality simulations.  Hailee recalled, “Each time I did [the simulation], it 

was easier and easier; you get more comfortable with it” (HN, 79-80).  Theo admitted, “My 

first time, I was a little bit nervous, [but] the second time, I was barely nervous” (TT, 27-28).  

Sophie echoed, “The first time I went into [the simulation] I was super nervous, the second 

time I went in I was a little nervous, and the third time I really wasn’t that nervous for it” 

(SN, 152-154).  Alexa revealed: 

I really was nervous the first couple of times that I did it.  Before I would…second 

guess what I was going to do or…say.  As time went on, I was more comfortable 

[with] what I was going to do, and how I was going to carry it out. (AL, 6-9) 

Suzu confirmed, “[I was] significantly more relaxed with my final [simulation] session, in 

comparison to my first” (SP, 155-156).  Joan pointed out, “In the last session, I think that’s 

the most comfortable I’ve been in the [simulation].  …All the other sessions I’ve done have 

helped me get to this point” (JS, 19-21).  Alexa explained, “The nerves calm down because 

you know how to handle [the simulations]” (AL, 96-97).  The student participants 

experienced less nervous energy while teaching within the mixed reality simulation as time 

went on. 

Theme 4, Category 1, Subcategory 6(c): Emotional growth – comfortable teaching.  

The data unveiled the mixed reality simulations also assisted the student participants in 
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becoming more comfortable with their teaching abilities.  Joan shared, “I definitely feel like 

it’s made me more comfortable” (JS, 4).  Suzu echoed, “I became more comfortable” (SP, 

156), as Alyssa mimicked, “[I am] feeling more comfortable” (AR, 134-135).  Sahana 

explained, “I got experience, and I feel a little bit more comfortable to [teach] now” (SQ, 43-

44).  The mixed reality simulation experience helped student participants increase their 

comfort level with their teaching abilities. 

Theme 4, Category 2: Professional learning community.  The data illuminated 

student participants were experiencing emotional responses related to being part of the 

professional learning community.  Prior to her first simulation experience, along with many 

of her peers in the PLC, Sadie remembered, “We were all kind of worried.  We were asking 

questions like, ‘How does it work?’ [and] ‘What is this, [or that]?’  The professor said, ‘You 

don’t need to worry, [the simulation experience is] not bad’” (SR, 75-77).  While some 

student participants took comfort in the emotional counseling they received from their 

professor, others worked to dispel anxiety among their peers who had yet to experience the 

simulations.  “I talked a lot with some of my friends that had yet to take the class.  I was 

trying to reflect [the simulations] in a more, not actually even positive, but a more harmless 

[way]” (DH, 65-67), Don reported.  A variety of emotions were evoked among the student 

participants as they coped with being observed and being the observer within their PLC.  In 

addition, student participants worked to overcome anxiety in anticipation of the simulation 

experience, as well as expressed a desire to receive additional emotional counseling from 

members of the PLC along the way.  The category of professional learning community was 

further divided into three subcategories: (a) the myth of mixed reality simulation, 

(b) observational emotions, and (c) emotional counseling. 
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Theme 4, Category 2, Subcategory 1: The myth of mixed reality simulation.  The data 

brought to light that student participants had heard stories related to their peers’ experiences 

within the mixed reality simulation, that provoked emotional responses within them.  Theo 

mused, “People came into [the simulations] under the impression that it was going to be 

[nearly] impossible to teach these [avatar] kids.  I don’t like that, I feel that people should 

come into it having a good mindset” (TT, 111-113).  Nicholas shared, “I feel [the simulation] 

gets a little hyped up for students.  I was in the education club and [the simulation] was just 

[discussed as] this rite of passage….  So, it’s intimidating the first time you go in [the 

simulation]” (NR, 41-45).  Don explained: 

[The simulation] is a concept and is often talked about by some of the upper classman 

as something daunting, perhaps.  It’s presented as sort of a thing in which you’re 

deliberately tried, [or] in which the system is trying to take stabs at you.  To that end, 

when the first [simulation session] occurred, everyone in the room was met with a 

similar sort of anxiety.  Just because of the limited things we were able to hear [about 

the simulations prior to that first day]. (DH, 6-11) 

Evelynn concurred and said, “There are some hard stories [being told]” (EX, 87-88).  In 

agreement, Sadie revealed, “The first [simulation session], I was so overwhelmed.  I had 

heard horror stories….  So, I thought of the worst possible thing that could happen and 

[thought it] was going to happen to me” (SR, 67-69).  Annabelle volunteered, “I know one of 

the other girls, when she went up, CJ* asked if she was coming back from a funeral because 

she was wearing all black” (AG, 82-83).  Evelynn confessed she had heard a story about a 

student who had taken the introduction to education course the previous semester (EX).  “He 

said [the simulation] was awful….  He happened to call CJ*, Cindy*, [and] CJ* told him he 
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looked like a communist because he was wearing a red shirt.  He got very upset about it” 

(EX, 89-91).  The student participants experienced anxiety related to shared myths among 

upperclassmen members of the PLC, which ultimately spurred an increase in the level of 

anxiety related to teaching for the first time within the simulated classroom. 

The data also implied, following the completion of their first mixed reality simulation 

experience, student participants were relieved of many of their anxieties.  Don described this 

phenomenon when he pointed out, “It was very clear, both that the anxiety was there, and 

that after the first [simulation session], the atmosphere was entirely different, because, at that 

point, you [had experienced] it” (DH, 13-15).  For Don, the anticipated anxiety was 

alleviated, and he explained, “It was something as simple as hearing the [avatar] voices for 

the first time, [that] kind of melted away the tension” (DH, 15-16).  Nicholas affirmed, “I felt 

like there was hype the first time, and after you get through [the first simulation], then it’s not 

as scary as it was made out [to be]” (NR, 170-171).  Don noted, “When I saw what it actually 

was…it took away a lot of the fears, and [the simulation] ended up being fine, more or less” 

(DH, 21-23).  The student participants managed the anxieties related to teaching within the 

mixed reality simulation for the first time despite the myths they carried with them into the 

experience. 

Theme 4, Category 2, Subcategory 2: Observational emotions.  The data showed 

student participates experienced a range of emotional responses with respect to various forms 

of observation.  First, student participants expressed a mixture of emotions related to 

observing their peers, including both being put at ease and increased nervousness, in 

anticipation of entering the mixed reality simulation experience themselves.  Similarly, being 

observed by peers evoked a range of emotional responses from the student participants.  
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While some took comfort in the process, others indicated a feeling of increased pressure to 

prosper, or thrive, in front of peers (AL).  As Dr. Hyde pointed out, “In [introduction to 

education], there’s so much going on in their first exposure to [the simulations].  They’re in 

front of their peers, and their professor…so that impacts their sense of self-efficacy because 

they’re in this very stressful environment” (Dr. H, 21-24) for the first time.  The data also 

displayed many student participants found comfort in being part of a cohort.  The subsequent 

development of strong relationships with peers within their professional learning community 

aided in the creation of a supportive learning environment.  The student participants, the data 

illustrated, developed observational emotions through the mixed reality simulation 

experience, including observing peers, being observed, cohort comfort, and all in this 

together. 

Theme 4, Category 2, Subcategory 2(a): Observational emotions – observing peers.  

The data unmasked mixed feelings related to observation of peers within the PLC of the 

mixed reality simulation experience.  Julie admitted, “I like to observe the other students, 

because this is my first time.  I didn’t really know what to expect, so [observing my peers] 

was great” (JN, 16-17).  Maddy agreed, “I think it was beneficial to watch them too, so you 

know what to expect” (ME, 33).  Observing peers “…helps me realize I don’t need to be that 

nervous” (BM, 45-46), Brandi noted.  Nicholas said it was “…comforting having other 

students go in there” (NR, 46), as Ella interjected, “It put us all on the same playing field, so 

that was cool” (EE, 40).  For some student participants, observing their peers alleviated any 

anxieties they may have felt, while others noted feelings of personal validation after 

observing their peers within the mixed reality simulations. 
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However, other student participants found observation of peers within the PLC to be 

stressful, particularly if the student avatars had a high level of non-compliance for that 

session.  Alice recalled, “[During] our second experience, the avatars were really…hard.  [In 

the order of who was going next], I was in the middle, so I was getting nervous for what will 

happen when I go up” (AO, 64-67).  Annabelle concurred, “Watching my other classmates 

go up before me was kind of intimidating” (AG, 30-31).  The student participants 

experienced both positive and negative effects on their level of anxiety with respect to 

perceived avatar non-compliance, in addition to the observation of, and by members of the 

PLC within the mixed reality simulation experience. 

Theme 4, Category 2, Subcategory 2(b): Observational emotions – being observed.  

The data exposed being observed by the PLC evoked a mixture of emotional responses from 

the student participants.  Dr. Zelynda commented, “I think a lot of [the student participants] 

seemed to be more nervous about presenting in front of their peers than actually working 

with the program itself” (Dr. Z, 31-33).  Sabrina agreed, “I do think that having your peers 

watching you [meant] there were more nerves there” (SL, 17-19).  Abigail described the 

experience as “…fairly nerve racking” (AA, 23), while Mariana said, “I knew my classmates 

were watching [and] it made me over think” (MI, 101-102).  Alexa informed the researcher, 

“I think it was very intimidating.  You feel more pressured to do well, because you don’t 

want to fail in front of your peers, especially” (AL, 20-21).  To have the whole PLC there 

“was beneficial to get their input; but…it made me way more nervous than if I would be in 

there with one or two people.  Maybe [just] a professor or two” (BE, 36-38), Barrett 

suggested. 
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Being observed by your peers, Alyssa admitted, “…it’s hard.  At first, I hated it 

because it was just too much pressure.  …If you’re teaching a [physical] class, you don’t 

have a whole group of people watching you” (AR, 31-33).  Chloe confessed, “It gives you 

the ability to get constructive criticism, so I understand why it’s useful and necessary, but 

I’m just not really a fan of having everyone in the [PLC] look” (CY, 13-15).  In fact, 

following her second simulation session, Chloe noted, “[There is] more pressure than in an 

actual classroom, because you are surrounded by your peers.  I get more nervous when I’m 

doing [the simulation]” (CY, obs. 2).  The facilitator explained to Chloe that observation is 

something she would need to become more accustomed with as it is part of education as a 

career choice (CY, obs. 2).  In response, Theo offered: 

I liked it, because I feel like when I teach, people are going to be looking at me, 

whether it’s students or I have an official come into the classroom.  I feel [being 

observed by the PLC] prepared me to be able to handle different situations when 

more adult figures are present in the classroom. (TT, 16-19) 

The student participants held mixed views related to observation by their peers, including 

feeling additional pressure to perform; yet they recognized the need to familiarize themselves 

with the process of being observed. 

Despite the added pressure, some student participants found the presence of their 

peers a source of comfort as they taught within the mixed reality simulation.  Kaiden 

admitted, “If I went in there the first time, and I was alone…just me and the teacher…and 

didn’t know what I was doing, I’d be kind of freaked out” (KR, 36-38).  Effie added, “I feel 

like if they weren’t there, I would be more shy” (EM, 23-24).  The student participants held 
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multiple viewpoints related to being observed by their peers, on one hand it caused them 

anxiety, but on the other it offered a source of comfort. 

The data also illustrated the initial nervousness of teaching in front of peers faded for 

some participants as they grew accustomed to the simulation experience.  Delilah said, “I 

think [in] the beginning it just makes everyone nervous that you have a roomful of people 

watching you, but once you’re teaching you…forget they’re there” (DO, 25-27).  Sophie 

vacillated, “Last semester, I felt much more uncomfortable having my classmates watch, but 

at the same time, it [was] sort of a comfort, having the support behind you” (SN, 55-57).  Ella 

conceded, “At first it threw me off, but once I got in there and was doing the [simulation] 

itself, I didn’t even notice that [the PLC was] there” (EE, 12-13).  How you respond to being 

observed by your peers “just depends on the person, really.  As for myself, I’m really 

indifferent to it” (CZ, 38-39), Cassius declared.  Don echoed that sentiment but 

acknowledged, “I was kind of indifferent to it going into the first [session], but I ended up, 

very much, liking [being observed by my peers]” (DH, 48-49).  Many student participants 

experienced growth as they progressed within the mixed reality simulation experience and 

became more comfortable being observed by their peers. 

As previously suggested by Delilah and Ella, the data revealed student participants 

could forget their surroundings once they had begun a session within the mixed reality 

simulation experience.  Though ultimately, Sadie forgot anyone was in the room with her 

(SR), she volunteered, “I thought it was going to be terrifying.  Sure, you can teach in front 

of [the avatar] kids.  But your peers, you’re going to see them…in class the next day, so I 

was terrified” (SR, 17-19), but didn’t need to be (SR).  Sadie elaborated: 
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As you got up there, it’s like nothing was behind you and you forgot your [PLC was] 

in that room.  …In the beginning, it was so intimidating, [but] you can forget about 

[the PLC] and you realize, that’s not what you have to worry about at the time. (SR, 

20-23) 

Sadie’s initial anxiousness with the simulation experience faded (SR), along with her PLC, as 

she focused her attention towards teaching the avatar students.  Hailee mimicked, “Once 

you’re actually up there, you focus on what you’re doing” (HN, 14).  Alice affirmed, “You 

pretty much zero in on the avatars; you’re focusing on their responses.  I almost forgot that 

everyone was watching me” (AO, 28-30).  Lola added, “I don’t even mind being up there and 

having them watch me, because they just fade away when I’m teaching” (LB, 27-28).  As 

Brandi maintained, after “I start talking about what I planned, I completely forget that people 

are around” (BM, 19-20).  Keira pointed out, “Once I got up there and started interacting 

with the avatars, I forgot about my peers and my teachers.  I was in the zone.  I was focusing 

on the [avatar] students, so [the PLC] didn’t matter to me” (KS, 18-20).  Initial feelings of 

being nervous teaching in front of their peers faded as the student participants forgot their 

surrounds and became immersed within the mixed reality simulation. 

Theme 4, Category 2, Subcategory 2(c): Observational emotions – cohort comfort.  

The data illustrated student participants experienced increased comfort from being part of a 

cohort of peers within the mixed reality simulation experience.  Jazmin detailed, “At first, I 

didn’t like [the PLC] because we were freshmen and didn’t know each other well.  Now [we] 

know each other very well, [and are] very comfortable with each other.  We respect each 

other’s feedback” (JH, 16-18).  Josie agreed and offered, because “we are in a cohort, I know 

them all very well” (JO, 32-33).  Sahana revealed: 
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I think at first it was nerve racking.  …After being in three different classes, and I 

happen to be with the same people in those three different classes, that kind of helped.  

I felt a lot more comfortable communicating with my other classmates.  I did projects 

with them [and] I got to know them a little more on a personal level.  That definitely 

helped me, because everyone thinks when they’re in front of a group of people [that] 

they’re being judged, [and] they get nervous.  …It definitely helped when I got to 

know the other people [in my cohort]. (SQ, 15-22) 

This comfort was evident when Nicholas got up to begin his simulation session and his 

cohort began to clap for him, and in response, he took a bow (NR, obs. 2).  The data 

exemplified the student participants created a strong, positive culture among their cohort of 

peers within the PLC of the mixed reality simulation experience. 

Theme 4, Category 2, Subcategory 2(d): Observational emotions – all in this together.  

The data suggested student participants felt the members of their PLC were all in this 

together, regarding the experience of mixed reality simulation.  “It’s kind of like having a 

team and knowing they all have your back” (EX, 50), Evelynn described.  “I knew they were 

all on the same page as me” (CO, 21), Constance echoed, while Evelynn exclaimed, “We’re 

all there for each other” (EX, 159).  Darnell agreed and added, “I think it’s overall helpful, 

having your peers sitting there.  [They] are basically in the same boat; they’re [also] trying to 

be teachers” (DS, 21-22).  Chloe shared, “It was nice to be able to watch other people doing 

the same thing you were trying to do” (CY, 32-33).  Since we’re all in this together, “I think 

it helped my confidence level.  …They’re going through the same thing I’m going through 

[and] they understand how nervous I am.  Being surrounded by somebody who really 

understands, and having that supportive environment, was awesome” (LA, 18-22), LaKeisha 
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confessed.  “Aside from being very valuable, it’s cool to grow with each other and see each 

other progress” (KS, 87-88), Keira acknowledged. 

Theme 4, Category 2, Subcategory 3: Emotional counseling.  The data indicated 

student participants received emotional counseling within the mixed reality simulation 

experience.  Dr. Shedie added, “There is definitely an emotional counseling piece that goes 

into it, but you don’t say that’s what it is.  You work it into, ‘Okay, this is what the course is 

about [and] you’re going to be great at this’” (Dr. S, 118-120).  Moreover, “any time you 

have anybody who deals with a high stress situation and [can] say, ‘Listen, this is life,’” (Dr. 

Z, 129-130) has probably experienced a firsthand connection with the emotionally charged 

situation they are facing, and therefore, might already be equipped with the tools to manage 

said situation (Dr. Z).  In other words, “It’s not the problem that defines you, it’s how you 

handle it, so here are some strategies that you can [try]” (Dr. Z, 130-131).  Suzu 

acknowledged, “Well, yeah, the professor very clearly tells us to prepare for these [certain 

scenarios], because, I guess that’s what a teacher does” (SP, 90-91).  Both this semester and 

last semester, Ella recalled, “I would say my professors told us, ‘If this is going to happen, 

this is the best way to do it.  More than one option actually, for each individual style” (EE, 

76-77).  Dr. Shedie acknowledged: 

One of the things I’m trying to do is [create] a delicate balance between building their 

confidence and working [within] the mindset of, “You can do this, you can do this, 

you can do this.”  So, not crushing any of that, but at the same time raising the level 

of the quality of feedback. (Dr. S, 64-67) 

Despite Dr. Shedie’s approach, the participants held various viewpoints on the level and 

specificity of emotional counseling received within the mixed reality simulation experience.  
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Student participants noted their emotions were either observed and specifically addressed or 

acknowledged without strategic discussion.  In addition, student participants indicated times 

when they believed their emotions were present but not attended to.  Finally, a shared belief 

among participants was the need for additional emotional counseling.  The student 

participants, the data illustrated, explored opportunities for emotional counseling through the 

mixed reality simulation experience including addressed, acknowledged, and not attended to 

emotional counseling opportunities respectively, as well as a need for more emotional 

counseling. 

Theme 4, Category 2, Subcategory 3(a): Emotional counseling – addressed.  The data 

demonstrated participants discussed emotions that might be felt when teaching, and specific 

strategies were offered to manage said emotions.  “We talk about things that are your hot 

buttons, you know, things that really get under your skin” (Dr. A, 180-181), Dr. Ayla 

explained.  She continued, “We [also] talk about knowing your own biases.  We talk a lot 

about that, being aware of it…because it can encroach on decision making.  You need to be 

aware of that” (Dr. A, 177-180).  One such approach, discussed with her introduction to 

education class, was to become aware of who you are as a teacher (Dr. A), because it is 

important to “know what your own target things are; [so you can recognize when you] need 

to take a step back” (Dr. A, 183-185), Dr. Ayla stressed. 

As far as the student participants were concerned, the data revealed they felt strategy 

specific approaches to handling emotions were explicitly discussed in the introduction to 

education course, but not necessarily in the intermediate and advanced courses.  Keira 

struggled to remember whether she had ever received emotional counseling, and pondered, 

“If I had received anything like that, it would have been from Dr. Ayla.  I most certainly did 
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not receive anything like that this semester” (KS, 167-169).  Opal affirmed, “Yeah, [my 

introduction to education professor] went over strategies of how to [manage emotions], but 

this semester, not really” (OI, 124).  Norah stressed, “I would say more in the [introduction to 

education] class I took last semester, because that was an in-person class” (NS, 131-132).  

Norah also told the researcher she appreciated being able to carry over discussions from 

coursework to simulation sessions and create an association with future classrooms (NS).  

The student participants felt they received more emotional counseling and specific coping 

strategies while in the in-person introduction to education course. 

The data also uncovered participants discussed emotions that occurred in the moment 

and were provided with strategies to attempt before returning to the mixed reality simulation.  

Brandon waffled, “I don’t think it was discussed specifically, but we talk about certain 

situations and what to say during those [times].  …What you should and shouldn’t say; stuff 

like that” (BH, 83-85).  In dissent, Effie insisted, “We did [though], we discussed [managing 

emotions] when the kid paused the simulation” (EM, 75-76).  Lola explained, “We did go 

over things that CJ* would say.  [The facilitator] would tell us, ‘Don’t let it get to you,’ [or] 

‘Just move on.’  So, she did address a little bit on how to handle [certain scenarios]” (LB, 64-

66).  LaKeisha acknowledged: 

Other than little places…  [For example], say, “Oh, CJ* was really, really frustrated 

today when [the student participant] said this.  Maybe next time you can come back 

and say this to her, or maybe your reaction towards her could be this.”  Kind of in the 

moment; not a general, “If the kids are acting up, you should kind of do this,” you 

know.  It was always in the moment. (LA, 81-85) 
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Noelle recalled an in the moment scenario that she later utilized (NK).  “One of the [avatar] 

students used inappropriate language.  [The facilitator offered] one good way to handle that, 

[and] I did proceed to use it later in the day when I did my simulation” (NK, 92-93).  

Emotional counseling occurred “indirectly, [when] we talked about how we were going to 

[emotionally] handle [the avatars]” (KR, 155-156), Kaiden told the researcher.  For example, 

Kaiden recalled, the class discussed Sean* and the facilitator said, “‘When Sean* does that, 

you just have to take a deep breath.’  …So, it’s technically talking about the emotional side 

of how you’re handling it, but it was [also] a strategy for the classroom” (KR, 158-161).  The 

student participants felt the emotional counseling they received revolved around other 

teaching techniques and was often only introduced if a situation arose that warranted a 

discussion, rather than with respect to their specific emotions. 

The researcher also noted specific instances of emotional counseling that occurred 

from professional to student participants, from one student participant to another, and from 

student participants to avatar students.  Before Sophie began her third session, she stated, “I 

always get nervous and forget everything” (SN, obs. 3), to which the facilitator advised, 

“Take a breath” (SN, obs. 3).  Following Mariana’s third session, the facilitator explicitly 

discussed the emotional side of teaching, when she stressed the importance of “…the 

teacher’s [individual] social-emotional learning and having social-emotional intelligence as 

[part of] your teaching” (MI, obs. 3).  Within that same session, the facilitator also 

emphasized student participants need to “…be able to read [their] students, be able to adapt 

yourself, and be flexible” (MI, obs. 3).  Following Sahana’s first session this semester, Leslie 

suggested Sahana should “…put on a whole different persona, no matter how scared you are.  

[The avatars] won’t know that.  All they’ll see is what’s on the outside and the energy you’re 
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producing and giving them; so just be vibrant and open” (LR, in SQ’s obs. 1).  The 

researcher also observed Alexa do a lesson on confidence with the avatar students (AL, obs. 

3).  Within the simulation, Alexa told the avatar students, “Confidence comes with good 

posture, feet shoulder width apart, shoulders back, head high,” as well as, “Being nervous is 

normal,” and “…confidence is key” (AL, obs. 3).  The student participants received 

emotional counseling within the mixed reality simulation experience that were often 

discussed with specific strategies for managing emotions. 

Theme 4, Category 2, Subcategory 3(b): Emotional counseling – acknowledged.  The 

data illustrated participants discussed the emotions they experience while teaching but were 

not offered specific strategies for how to manage them.  Connor divulged, “We talked about 

many different aspects you need to be a teacher.  One of them, we didn’t go into depth, but 

one of them was you need to be emotionally okay” (CE, 137-139).  Sabrina admitted, “I 

think we touched on it, but not enough” (SL, 81), while Sophie interjected, “We talked about 

it, but I’m not sure we were ever given strategies” (SN, 130).  Cassius concurred, “We’ve 

talked about [emotional counseling], but not as in-depth [as] I think we should have” (CZ, 

93).  Emotions were discussed, but “not explicitly about how you handle your emotions.  But 

definitely in a general, ‘You’re going to have a bad day and you just have to deal with it’ 

[kind of way]” (JO, 110-111), Josie suggested. 

Suzu recalled a simulation session where a peer paused the classroom, explained they 

were personally having a difficult day, and needed a moment to regroup (SP).  “It was 

actually making an impact as to how efficient they were communicating with the students” 

(SP, 111-112), noted Suzu.  The researcher then prompted, “[Did] you feel you were directly 

taught ways or strategies [to manage your emotions]?” (Researcher, in SP, 115-116).  To 
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which Suzu replied, “I’m going to be honest with you, no” (SP, 117).  He continued, “I don’t 

know if it was more the professor’s fault, or our fault for not asking, but essentially…the 

professor would say, ‘You’re going to have those days,’ and there wasn’t any more 

conversation other than that” (SP, 117-120).  Aaron agreed and said: 

Hmm…not so much how to handle [emotions].  I know in passing, it’s been [said], 

“Yeah, sometimes your kids are going to do things that are really going to get on your 

nerves.”  It’s just been one of those things that’s passed over like a joke, but no one 

has ever said, “Here are some things you can do to help you deal with that stress or 

that struggle.” (AT, 69-73) 

LaKeisha however, did recall her professor briefly discussing managing your external display 

of emotions because “There’s so many other kids in the classroom that need you to teach 

them, that you can’t get caught up on one kid and what they [should] be doing” (LA, 75-77), 

particularly if a student has tried to specifically rile you (LA).  The data brought to light that 

student participants discussed the concept of emotions while teaching, but did not recall 

receiving specific management strategies, outside of in the moment challenges faced within 

the simulation. 

The data uncovered students looked for emotional counseling from their peers within 

the PLC, but also did so by way of discussing emotions without determining scenario 

specific strategies.  Alexa said, “We like to encourage each other to do better, and become 

better teachers” (AL, 60-61).  Josie described speaking with her peers after a session, and 

said, “We’ll be able to help each other, it’s like, ‘Oh, that wasn’t so bad,’ [or] ‘Oh, we’re 

fine, don’t worry about it’” (JO, 49-50).  Carlton told the researcher he talked with his peers, 

but it was “…only just talking about like nerves, anxiety, and stuff like that” (CR, 60-61).  
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Within the mixed reality simulation experience, the data highlighted that student participants 

discussed some aspects of the emotional component of teaching but did not attempt to offer 

specific strategies to their peers in the professional learning community. 

Theme 4, Category 2, Subcategory 3(c): Emotional counseling – not attended to.  The 

data laid bare that student participants felt they did not receive counseling specifically related 

to their emotions while teaching.  Delilah admitted, “I don’t think there was any conversation 

on how to handle anxiety or nervousness” (DO, 108), as Alexa affirmed, “I’ve never had any 

of that advice thrown to me” (AL, 91).  Joan volunteered, “I feel like we were taught how to 

handle what to say to CJ* [for example], but I don’t think we were ever taught how we 

would emotionally handle [that experience]” (JS, 85-86).  With respect to emotional 

counseling, “There wasn’t much discussed about what to do with your feelings” (DH, 105), 

Don affirmed. 

Hailee revealed, “We really never talked about [emotional counseling]; it’s more 

focusing on how the [avatar] students are feeling and different strategies [for them]” (HN, 

62-63).  To which Alice agreed and mimicked, “I don’t really recall us…handling our 

emotions up there; it was more [about] handling the avatars” (AO, 125-126).  For example, 

“We never talked about how to feel when the kids make comments about you or that aspect 

of it” (HN, 64-65), Hailee disclosed.  Furthermore, Don noted, “Between the second and 

third [sessions], the tension built up again.  …I think that was more subtle on the part of the 

students [but] I don’t think a whole lot really addressed that [either]” (DH, 106-108).  

Student participants, the data unmasked, felt they were not counseled on how to manage the 

emotions that arose when teaching within the mixed reality simulation experience. 
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The researcher also observed several opportunities where emotional counseling could 

have taken place, but did not occur, during the mixed reality simulation experience.  Upon 

finishing her second session, Chloe admitted, “I’m shaking right now” (CY, obs. 2), yet 

reasons why, and how to address those emotions, were not discussed in Chloe’s feedback 

session.  After revealing he was experiencing nervous energy, the facilitator informed 

Nicholas, “We get nervous, it happens” (NR, obs. 2), but offered no strategies with which to 

manage said emotion.  During the feedback session for Cassius, an unidentifiable member of 

the PLC admitted they lose the ability to control the speed at which they speak when they get 

nervous (CZ, obs. 1).  To which Dr. Shedie declared, “You have to regulate or self-modulate 

a little when that’s the case” (Dr. S, in CZ’s obs. 1), but did not provide the student 

participant the tools with which to do so. 

In Evelynn’s case, during her second session (EX, obs.2), the level of avatar 

non-compliance had been turned up, so their behavior level was more difficult than it had 

previously been.  Following her simulations session, Evelynn exclaimed, “Now I’m shaking. 

I was so afraid of the spice, [of the avatar behaviors]; I thought it would burn me, but it 

didn’t” (EX, obs. 2).  The researcher noted no specific intervention regarding how to manage 

anticipatory anxiety with teaching, or how to dispel feelings of anxiety that may arise when 

student behavior is not a known entity (EX, obs. 2).  Evelynn later admitted the simulations 

are “…always anxiety inducing” (EX, obs. 3), during her feedback session for her third 

simulation experience.  Again, the researcher observed no emotional counseling was offered 

to Evelynn regarding how to manage feelings of anxiety as a teacher (EX, obs. 3). 

Following his second session, when Carlton received feedback, the facilitator stated, 

“You look discouraged” (CR, obs. 2), to which Carlton asserted, “I am.  I prepared for this, 
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[but I] wasn’t ready for CJ*” (CR, obs. 2).  The researcher noted no specific intervention 

occurred from professional to student participant on how to manage feelings of 

discouragement when a lesson did not go as it was intended to (CR, obs. 2).  In this case, the 

missed opportunity to provide emotional counseling subsequently translated into Carlton’s 

third session when he confessed he was “…afraid to put them in groups” (CR, obs. 3), 

because he did not want backtalk from CJ* (CR, obs. 3).  The data exposed there were 

multiple opportunities for student participants to receive specific emotional counseling that 

were not taken advantage of. 

Theme 4, Category 2, Subcategory 3(d): Emotional counseling – need for more.  The 

data also illuminated participants believed additional emotional counseling would be 

beneficial to their learning process within the mixed reality simulation experience.  Luna 

maintained, “They never talk about it” (LN, 104).  She continued, “[Emotional counseling] 

would be nice.  We learn about classroom management, but we don’t learn about when 

classroom management doesn’t work, and you want to cry” (LN, 104-106).  Noelle also felt 

receiving additional emotional counseling would be valuable, and explained: 

Sometimes kids are aggravating, to say the least, and we do have to learn how to 

handle that in a way [so] that the students can’t tell that we’re getting aggravated.  

We’re never taught that.  That’s something you learn as you go, [but] I think it would 

be very helpful [to be taught that]. (NK, 101-104) 

Emotional counseling is, Joan suggested, “I think, something that’s very looked over, 

because we’re thinking so much about the [teaching] technique, and what you actually need 

to say, [that] we don’t really think about what you yourself need to do” (JS, 90-92).  

However, it would be helpful to learn additional techniques to manage emotions “…because 
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in the moment, maybe…you’re so caught up in your emotions [that] you don’t know what to 

say, and you might not be able to control [yourself]” (AO, 133-135), Alice suggested. 

Nicholas disclosed, “I’m learning about my own mental health” (NR, 123), to which 

Kaiden interjected, “The emotions?  Oh yeah, absolutely.  I think 90 percent of behavioral 

management, and that kind of stuff, is mental” (KR, 164-165).  Nicholas went on to state he 

wishes more curriculum dealt with “…the stresses of being a teacher and knowing that 

you’re a [kind of] parent to a lot of your students, especially if you’re primary [education].  

So, I wish there was more of that” (NR, 128-129).  Sophie reasoned, “I definitely think a lot 

of problems can arise when [a] teachers’ personal life [influences their professional life], 

because obviously you don’t want that to get in the way of your teaching, but we’re only 

human” (SN, 133-135).  Hailee suggested, “[It] would be interesting, and I guess a little 

reassuring, to actually talk about it and find different ways to deal with [managing your 

emotions]” (HN, 67-68).  Kaiden added: 

From what I can tell, it’s all about how you interact with people….  How you’re 

feeling is going to dictate, for lack of a better word, how you’re going to react.  

You’re going to show your facial expressions, and those are all verbal and non-verbal 

cues coming from your emotions, that your students pick up on, absolutely; and that 

will change how they react.  I think…teaching from your third eye, you know, all that 

kind of non-verbal cuing, I think would be fantastic to teach from the mental side. 

(KR, 167-174) 

Alice agreed and said, “I would definitely be interested in learning some techniques” (AO, 

135-136), to use to manage emotions while teaching.  The data showcased the student 
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participants expressed a desire for additional emotional counseling within the mixed reality 

simulation experience. 

Regarding this, Dr. Hyde told the researcher she recalled a conversation she had with 

an administrator in the public-school system regarding the mixed reality simulation 

experience (Dr. H), as she remembered his comments regarding his first experience in 

administration with hostile teachers and parents.  To Dr. Hyde’s recollection, “No one had 

prepared him for how your heart races when you’re in those hostile situations and you’re not 

ready for it.  …An angry parent [can] show up face-to-face and [suddenly] you’re going from 

a calm day to a confrontation” (Dr. H, 264-267).  Dr. Hyde went on to comment about how 

the administrator could envision the mixed reality simulation experience aiding in emotional 

management in learning how “…to control that beating heart and get used to [going] from 

zero to ten, and how to deal with that” (Dr. H, 268-269).  Dr. Hyde elaborated: 

It was interesting to me, because [Normal University had] never talked about that as a 

use of [the simulations], but once he said it, I [thought], “Hmm, you’re right.”  

Because I remember as a teacher, if I felt a parent/teacher [moment] had potential 

consequences, I would script out various [scenarios, such as], “Here’s what I’m going 

to say,” [or] “Here’s what they might say,” and “Here’s how I would respond.” (Dr. 

H, 271-275) 

Though Dr. Hyde hadn’t previously considered this, she could now see the potential of using 

the simulations in an undergraduate teaching program to aid student participants in learning 

to manage unexpected emotions while teaching. 

Dr. Zelynda expressed a similar viewpoint and conceded, “I think we need to do a 

better job” (Dr. Z, 152), of emotionally preparing the student participants.  She added, “You 
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have students that are working, and balancing work, family, [and] school.  I think it’s part of 

that mental and emotional well-being piece, that we kind of forget” (Dr. Z, 160-162).  Dr. 

Zelynda also emphasized the need to educate the student participants “…about the stresses 

they can encounter, the factors that can cause them, [and] how to handle them.  [In addition 

to] what they can do, and places they can go to receive guidance” (Dr. Z, 156-158).  As a 

student participant, Tristian emphasized: 

Being able to handle stress, and to be put in the spotlight, is something that teachers 

will face.  I think that we, as student teachers [and] beginner teachers, need to know 

how to control our own nerves, so that our…students don’t feel uncomfortable if their 

teacher gets worried or something. (TZ, 86-89) 

Managing your emotions, Constance admitted, “[Is] an entirely different thing, that we have 

rarely been taught.  Maybe hearing more about that, probably would have helped us [to] 

teach a little more” (CO, 88-89).  Aaron maintained, “I think that would be a useful part of 

the class.  …Either have someone come in and talk about it or have the professor focus on 

teaching [how to manage your emotions].  That would be pretty helpful” (AT, 76-78).  

LaKeisha cautioned, “I think that class would be pointless unless we had the experience to go 

along with those actual strategies” (LA, 93-94).  She then stressed, “Telling me, and me 

actually feeling those feelings, and then actually learning how to deal with them, is 

completely different than just writing notes about it” (LA, 95-97).  Suzu agreed and added, “I 

feel like it would be [useful] if it was implemented the correct way” (SP, 134-135).  

Ultimately, the data revealed there was an interest in learning additional techniques to 

manage emotions while teaching, from both the student and professional participants. 
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Theme 4, Category 3: Pause the classroom.  The student participants utilized a 

feature embedded within the mixed reality simulations that enabled them to pause the 

classroom experience, receive support from the PLC, and return to their session.  The data 

showcased student participants appreciated the ability to pause the simulations to ask the 

PLC for additional emotional support.  Carlton recalled a time he paused the simulation, and 

informed the researcher, “I did not know how to handle the classroom, [so] I asked the [PLC] 

for feedback” (CR, 78-79).  Nicholas added, “I think having teachers and students in there 

and having the ability to stop the classroom…those are all things that really helped me” (NR, 

47-49).  Connor marveled, “You can literally pause [the simulation], and say, ‘Oh, what 

would you do in this situation?’  That’s a great thing to have” (CE, 175-176).  Sabrina 

insisted, “I would definitely say being able to stop the classroom and having the ability to use 

that [feature]” (SL, 6-7) was helpful.  She continued, “If we do get stuck in a situation, [or] 

we don’t know how to react to the student [avatars] or what they have said, we can turn to 

our [PLC] and ask them what they would do” (SL, 7-9).  To which Arianna conceded: 

I realize when I’m in a real live classroom I can’t just say, “Freeze classroom,” and 

everything goes away for a second…but ultimately when I did freeze the classroom, 

and turned around for help, [the PLC] would give me very sincere compliments, 

[such as], “Oh, you did this well, but you might want to [try this],’ or “Oh, maybe you 

didn’t want to say that, maybe you want to say it different,” or “It’s okay, you can do 

it” [and] “Just gather your words, it’s okay.” (AN, 124-131) 

Through watching the observations, “I noticed [the introduction to education] videos had a 

lot more [episodes of] freeze classroom.  There was a definite sharp decline in [the 

intermediate course], and hardly [any] at all in [the advanced course]” (Dr. H, 16-17), Dr. 
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Hyde maintained.  “To me, [it] was, ‘Woo-hoo,’ that [the student participants] had enough 

confidence in their [teaching] ability” (Dr. H, 18-19), Dr. Hyde proclaimed.  The student 

participants were comforted by the ability to pause the classroom within the mixed reality 

simulation and receive emotional support from the professional learning community prior to 

restarting the classroom experience.  The category of pause the classroom was further 

divided into two subcategories: (a) reasons and (b) paused experiences. 

Theme 4, Category 3, Subcategory 1: Reasons.  The data unveiled various emotional 

reasons why student participants might opt to pause the simulation session.  The first reason 

was due to unexpected avatar behavior and a need to understand how to address behaviors 

within a classroom.  Not knowing what to say also lead some student participants to pause 

the classroom so they could gather feedback from the PLC before returning to their session.  

Lastly, the data suggested some student participants used the pause feature to take a step 

back, collect their thoughts, and return to the simulation with a fresh outlook.  The student 

participants, the data illustrated, explored reasons for pausing through the mixed reality 

simulation experience, including unexpected avatar behavior, not knowing what to say, and 

needing to collect thoughts. 

Theme 4, Category 3, Subcategory 1(a): Reasons – unexpected avatar behavior.  The 

data highlighted a common reason for pausing the simulation stemmed from unexpected 

avatar behavior.  Dr. Shedie shared, “I did have a couple of students [say], ‘Freeze 

classroom,’ and they primarily do that when there’s behavioral pieces with the avatars that 

they really have no idea what to do with.  …They get overwhelmed and they stop” (Dr. S, 

81-83).  Carlton paused the classroom because, “I believe it was CJ*, she did something that, 

she was just very fresh, and I don’t know, I just got nervous and shut down” (CR, 77-78).  
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Charlotte described a time when she observed her peer pause the classroom, and recalled, 

“There were a couple little moments where, you know they got off track with Sean* and his 

going off about something, or CJ*, who knows what to do with her cell phone” (CN, 84-86).  

Arianna divulged, “I would freeze the [classroom]…because there were parts of the lesson 

that either didn’t go as planned or went completely south, in terms of [avatar] behavior” (AN, 

44-47).  As her emotions increased in the moment, she thought to herself, “Oh my gosh, what 

do I do?” (AN, 126).  Arianna confessed to the researcher, “I didn’t know how to fix it” (AN, 

47).  With respect to why student participants opted to pause the classroom, “It was 

behavioral issues, usually from the same [avatar] student, and usually because [the student 

participants] weren’t sure what to say, or how to handle it” (Dr. Z, 117-118), explained Dr. 

Zelynda, but the freeze classroom feature allowed the student participants to ask the PLC for 

assistance on managing their emotions within the mixed reality simulation. 

Theme 4, Category 3, Subcategory 1(b): Reasons – not knowing what to say.  An 

additional reason the student participants opted to pause the classroom was due to feelings of 

self-doubt with respect to appropriately responding to something a student avatar had said.  

Kaiden observed his peer pause the classroom because “she forgot what she was going to 

say” (KR, 143-144), due to an unexpected avatar response.  Abigail admitted, “I did end up 

actually [pausing], when I didn’t know what to say” (AA, 79).  Abigail expressed feelings of 

uncertainty as she continued, “I think there was one time where Kevin* just [kept] going and 

going, and I tried to derail him from that, and it didn’t really work.  It made me kind of 

nervous, because I didn’t know what to say” (AA, 75-77).  The data showed the student 

participants used the pause the classroom feature when they were unsure how to respond to 

situations with the avatars within the mixed reality simulation. 
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Theme 4, Category 3, Subcategory 1(c): Reasons – needing to collect thoughts.  The 

data demonstrated the student participants also paused the classroom to collect their thoughts 

and compose themselves mentally, as Sophie suggested when she revealed, “You can pause 

and collect your thoughts” (SN, 99-100).  The ability to pause the classroom, Chloe admitted, 

“…made [the experience] a little better.  It gave me a second to catch my breath” (CY, 80).  

When he described needing to pause the classroom, Cassius confessed, “I got a little 

flustered…  I had to step back and take a moment.  My professor, at the time, took that as a 

moment to [help] re-focus me and [remind me], ‘Don’t be thrown for a loop’” (CZ, 29-31).  

The student participants utilized the pause the classroom aspect of the mixed reality 

simulation to allow them time to emotionally organize themselves and calmly collect their 

thoughts before returning to the experience. 

Theme 4, Category 3, Subcategory 2: Paused experiences.  The researcher observed, 

and the data uncovered, a multitude of paused simulation sessions were student participants 

took a moment to focus, breathe, or collect their thoughts.  During her second simulation 

session of the semester, Sophie paused the classroom after Ed* yawned and she lost her place 

(SN, obs. 2).  Sophie received feedback from the PLC, who reminded her that the purpose of 

the mixed reality simulation was to allow participants to pause (SN, obs. 2) and compose 

themselves mentally as they grow from the experience of pausing.  Carlton also experienced 

a situation that caused him to pause the classroom.  While trying to pair-off the avatar 

students, CJ* gave pushback about being partnered with Maria* and Carlton became 

flustered, paused the classroom to ask for assistance from the PLC, and returned to the 

simulation (CR, obs. 2).  Though Carlton remained rattled and ultimately ended the 
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simulation early, Dr. Ayla opted to use that experience as a teaching moment and connected 

it to emotionally taxing situations that could occur in a physical classroom (CR, obs. 2). 

What follows are specific details related to four student participants and their 

experiences with pausing the classroom within the mixed reality simulation.  The first two 

cases feature Maddy and Arianna, each of whom became rattled and requested assistance 

from the PLC before returning to their individual simulation sessions.  Chloe paused the 

classroom when the facilitator suggested she do so to collect their thoughts and regroup 

emotionally, after losing control of a situation within the simulation.  Finally, Sahana paused 

the classroom to ask the PLC for guidance; though she ran out of time to return to the 

simulation, the ability to pause the simulation was expressed as beneficial on the part of the 

student participant.  The student participants, the data illustrated, had a variety of paused 

occurrences through the mixed reality simulation experience, including paused incidents 

from Maddy, Arianna, Chloe, and Sahana. 

Theme 4, Category 3, Subcategory 2(a): Paused experiences – Maddy.  For Maddy’s 

first simulation session of the semester, she did not know she would be teaching a lesson and 

was unprepared (ME, obs. 1).  She paused the classroom almost immediately after she began 

to ask for help from the PLC because she had become disconcerted while going over a Venn 

diagram.  Dr. Hyde asked her how she wanted to present her lesson and recommended 

Maddy give an overview of the lesson and then go into a specific area.  Dr. Bremelle also 

advised, when using a Venn diagram, to start with the outside, then move to the overlapping 

sections (ME, obs. 1).  Upon receiving coaching from the facilitators, Maddy persevered 

through her lesson, had a better flow, good questioning, and a good teacher voice.  She 

heeded the advice she received from the PLC and ultimately completed a lesson within the 
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mixed reality simulation (MR, obs. 1).  It should be noted that the researcher observed all 

three of Maddy’s simulation sessions and believed her performance to be on par with that of 

the other student participants; however, Maddy revealed to the researcher at the time of her 

interview, that her interpretation of her first simulation session was undesirable (ME). 

Theme 4, Category 3, Subcategory 2(b): Paused experiences – Arianna.  During her 

second session, Arianna paused the simulation multiple times in short succession (AN, obs. 

2).  The initial pausing occurred because she had forgotten to assign Sean* a partner, which 

lead to Sean* being distressed.  When she paused the simulation, she was reminded by the 

facilitator how the avatars can partner up.  Arianna then asked for a “phone a friend moment” 

(AN, obs. 2), to help her transition back into the classroom.  Upon re-engaging in the 

simulation, Arianna paused the classroom at two additional moments, each of which 

followed CJ* presenting Arianna with unexpected behaviors.  Before reentry into the 

simulation for the final time, she exasperated, “They are crazy today,” (AN, obs. 2) before 

continuing her lesson in an emotionally composed manner. 

Arianna also opted to pause the classroom during her third simulation session to give 

herself a moment to organize her thoughts (AN, obs. 3).  After suffering a head injury earlier 

in the semester, Arianna admitted, “I had to go to the make-up [session], and I was still a 

little concussed” (AN, 119-120).  She told the researcher, “I tripped over my words and I 

asked the students, ‘[Please] take out a piece of pencil and paper.’  …I tripped over my 

words and didn’t realize I said it” (AN, 120-122).  When she stepped back in to the 

simulation, Arianna slowed her speech and took control of the classroom (AN, obs. 3).  

Arianna viewed both experiences as positive because she received help from the PLC and 

was able to return to the simulation to finish her lessons (AN). 
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Theme 4, Category 3, Subcategory 2(c): Paused experiences – Chloe.  During 

Chloe’s third simulation session of the semester, she paused the simulation at the suggestion 

of the facilitator (CY, obs. 3).  Chloe stated: 

I messed up real bad.  I mistook one of the [avatar] kids for talking, and it was 

another one.  It sounded like CJ* was talking, it had a very distinct girl voice, so I 

thought it was CJ*.  She was [also] looking in [my] direction.  It turned out to be 

Kevin*. (CY, 59-62) 

Chloe went on to explain that she addressed CJ* and requested she stop talking, to which CJ* 

replied, “It wasn’t me, it was Kevin*” (CY, obs. 3).  Regrettably, Chloe told the researcher, 

she did not recognize the voice speaking out of turn had been male, (CY) and in her response 

to CJ* she argued, “I didn’t realize Kevin* was a girl now” (CY, obs. 3).  To which Kevin* 

protested, “‘What are you trying to say teacher?’ [and] ‘Are you trying to call me a girl?’” 

(CY, 64-65).  Chloe recognized the situation “…was a bit of a hot mess, so I paused it” (CY, 

65).  She was advised by the PLC to defuse the situation, apologize, and move on with her 

lesson (CY).  Chloe told the researcher, “I went and quickly apologized to [the avatars] 

directly, and then I said, ‘Alright, moving on,’ and I continued with the lesson.  But it 

definitely threw me for a [loop], and I was a little shaky after that” (CY, 70-72).  The ability 

to pause the classroom, Chloe admitted, allowed her a moment to pause and collect her 

thoughts (CY).  “I definitely know now that before I say something in response, I just take a 

second and take a deep breath; not just respond without thinking” (CY, 80-82), Chloe 

acknowledged. 

Theme 4, Category 3, Subcategory 2(d): Paused experiences – Sahana.  A final 

experience of needing to pause the classroom was described by Sahana, who had attempted 
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to teach a health lesson about eating wholesome foods (SQ, obs. 1).  Sahana admitted she 

hadn’t planned well enough prior to the session and had not brought along any notes.  

Ultimately, Sahana told the researcher, she became flustered when she could not figure out 

how to move the lesson forward and opted to pause the classroom (SQ).  She turned and 

asked the PLC for help as she conceded, “‘I don’t know where else to go,’ [or] ‘What else to 

ask that are more critical thinking [questions]’” (SQ, obs. 1).  One of her peers suggested, 

“You went with the car analogy, keep using it, using different types of gas [to represent 

food]” (SQ, obs. 1).  Sahana maintained, “I stopped, and I asked the [PLC] for help, and I 

liked to do that with this, because that’s the whole purpose you know; if you are stuck, you 

get help and then go back into it” (SQ, 77-80).  In this case, Sahana wanted to reenter the 

simulation, but the facilitator indicated time was up, and the session was ended (SQ, obs. 1). 

Summary of Theme 4: Managing emotions.  The data implied the student 

participants experienced emotional responses within the experiential learning environment 

and were learning how to manage their emotions with the mixed reality simulations.  

Specifically, the student participants had strong emotional responses to their first time using 

the simulation, and when the avatars exhibited high levels of non-compliance.  The data also 

uncovered student participants became more aware of their body language and emotional 

presence, as well as how their personal emotions can impact their teaching performance.  In 

addition, the student participants demonstrated perseverance when faced with challenges and 

developed an increased comfort in their personal teaching abilities within the mixed reality 

simulations.  They also showed emotional growth, including an increase in confidence and a 

decrease in nervousness, through continued use of the mixed reality simulation experience. 
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The data also exposed emotional responses related to the professional learning 

community within mixed reality simulations, including anxiety related to stories told by 

upperclassmen peers regarding the experience.  The student participants also explained how 

their level of anxiety relaxed upon completion of their first simulation experience.  The data 

illuminated an increase in emotions, both positive and negative, with being observed by peers 

with some student participants finding it to be a source of comfort, while others felt it 

increased their nervous energy.  The student participants expressed feelings of security that 

stemmed from developing strong relationships with members of the professional learning 

community and observing their peers teach within the mixed reality simulation experience.  

The data also revealed the student participants believed they were all in this together, a 

mindset that stemmed from the team aspect the student participants adopted as members of a 

cohort within the professional learning community. 

The student participants held mixed views related to receiving emotional counseling 

from the professional learning community.  Certain participants felt they received specific 

strategies for managing their emotions, while others did not.  There were also student 

participants who felt individual emotional management was not addressed at all.  The student 

participants were in agreement regarding the need for additional emotional counseling 

focused on specific strategies for managing their emotions while teaching.  The data also 

unveiled strong emotions related to pausing the classroom, where, more often than not, 

student participants felt the need to do so due to their own emotional responses.  Specifically, 

the student participants were more likely to pause when dealing with unexpected avatar 

behavior, as well as not know what to say in response to the avatar students.  In addition, 
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student participants also paused the classroom to compose themselves emotionally and to 

collect their thoughts. 

Summary of Qualitative Findings 

An iterative coding process using inductive coding, as well as codes informed by the 

literature, were used to address the research question: What perceptions are associated with 

the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers with respect to the mixed reality 

simulation experience?  Analysis of the data produced a finding statement: The student 

participants were actively immersed in experiential learning and engaged in a professional 

learning community within the mixed reality simulation experience.  The finding statement 

was further supported by four themes: being the teacher, peer observation, feedback, and 

managing emotions. Each of these four themes had categories and sub-categories.  These 

findings will be discussed further in Chapter Five. 

Connection Between Findings 

To corroborate the findings for the quantitative and qualitative data, triangulation of 

data sources was used (see Appendix AB).  Triangulation refers to the use of multiple data 

sources to verify the findings within a case study (Gall et al., 2003).  For the purpose of this 

study, the quantitative findings will be compared and contrasted with the qualitative findings. 

There was a significant main effect (p < .01) for the between-subjects factor of total 

exposure.  Specifically, there was a significant difference between student participants with 

90 minutes of exposure as compared to 30 minutes (p < .01) and 60 minutes (p = .02); where 

the student participants with 90 minutes of exposure expressed higher levels of self-efficacy 

than the other exposure levels.  In addition, there was a significant interaction between total 

exposure and time (p < .01).  Specifically, there was a significant difference in the 
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self-efficacy scores before- and after-exposure for the total exposure level of 30 minutes 

(p < .01). 

The qualitative findings supported these results, as they suggested that student 

participants were developing their self-efficacy beliefs, as indicated by Bandura’s (1986, 

1994, 1997) four ways to develop a strong sense of self-efficacy: mastery experiences, 

secondhand experiences, social persuasion, and physiological and affective states.  

Specifically, the student participants faced mastery experiences in the form of being the 

teacher within the experiential learning environment of the mixed reality simulation 

experience.  They also gained secondhand experiences through peer observation and gave 

and received social persuasion in the form of feedback within the professional learning 

community of the mixed reality simulation experience.  In addition, student participants 

learned about their physiological and affective states within the mixed reality simulation 

experience by managing their emotions.  These connections will be discussed further in 

Chapter Five. 

Summary of Findings 

The purpose of this mixed methods multiple case study was to discover the effects 

and perceptions related to the mixed reality simulation experience and the sense of 

self-efficacy among pre-service teachers.  Two research questions were used to guide the 

exploration of this phenomenon.  Analysis of the quantitative data showed a significant main 

effect for total exposure level, as well as a significant interaction between total exposure 

level and time.  Analysis of the qualitative data found four themes related to one another, 

under a single finding statement.  Connections between the quantitative and qualitative 
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findings were discussed.  The conclusions drawn from the data, any recommendations for 

educators, and suggestions for additional research will be discussed in Chapter Five. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Guided by two research questions, the researcher explored the effects and perceptions 

of mixed reality simulation experiences and the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service 

teachers, which encapsulated the purpose of this mixed methods multiple case study.  

Analysis of the quantitative data showed a significant main effect for total exposure level, as 

well as a significant interaction between total exposure level and time.  Qualitative analytics 

found four themes related to one another that fell under the overarching discovery of a single 

finding statement.  Chapter Five, the summary and conclusions is disseminated across five 

sections: (a) overview of the study, (b) quantitative findings, (c) qualitative findings, 

(d) limitations and trustworthiness, and (e) summary and conclusions. 

Overview of the Study 

Research question one was addressed via a 3 × 2 one-between–one-within subjects 

ANOVA, performed to ascertain if there is a statistically significant difference between 

scores of pre-service teacher candidate participants for total exposure (30, 60, 90 minutes) 

and time (before, after) with respect to the mean scores on the Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy 

Scale (TSES).  The data reflected a significant main effect for the total exposure factor, 

F(2, 50) = 5.91, p < .01, as well as a significant interaction between total exposure and time 

F(2, 50) = 5.45, p < .01.  Follow-up independent and dependent t tests revealed three 

additional occurrences of significance.  There was a significant difference between the 

before-exposure self-efficacy means of total exposure 30 minutes and 90 minutes, 

t(33) = -3.68, p < .01, as well as between the after-exposure means of total exposure levels 60 

minutes and 90 minutes, t(31) = -3.57, p < .01.  Student participants who had 90 minutes of 

total exposure to the mixed reality simulation experience had significantly different levels of 
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perceived self-efficacy than peers with total exposures of 30 minutes or 60 minutes.  There 

was also a significant difference in self-efficacy scores before- and after-exposure for the 

total exposure level of 30 minutes, t(19) = 3.16, p < .01, with student participants in this 

exposure level experiencing a significantly higher sense of self-efficacy after-exposure to the 

mixed reality simulation experience than was experienced before-exposure.  As evident in 

Figure 5.1, there was also a slight, non-significant (p = .33), decrease in self-efficacy scores 

from before-exposure to after-exposure for total exposure 60 minutes; as well as a slight, 

non-significant (p = .53), increase in self-efficacy scores from before-exposure to 

after-exposure for total exposure 90 minutes. 

 
 
Figure 5.1.  Self-efficacy versus mixed reality simulation exposure over time.  This figure 
illustrates the mean score on the before- and after-exposure Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy 
Scale with respect to the total exposure of 30, 60, and 90 minutes, over the course of the data 
collection phase.  
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Using inductive coding, as well as directed content analysis via codes informed by the 

literature, the researcher addressed research question two via an iterative coding process, to 

discern what perceptions are associated with the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service 

teachers with respect to the mixed reality simulation experience.  A single finding statement 

emerged from the data analysis process: The student participants were actively immersed in 

experiential learning and engaged in a professional learning community (PLC) within the 

mixed reality simulation experience.  The finding statement was further supported by four 

themes including being the teacher, peer observation, feedback, and managing emotions; 

with each theme featuring supplementary categories and sub-categories. 

Discoveries regarding the quantitative connections between the theoretical research 

and literature reviews with respect to the unique findings in the present study follow.  As 

educational simulations, and in particular, fully immersive digital puppetry simulated 

classroom environments, are still a relatively novel (Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 2014) aspect of 

pre-service teacher education curriculums, explicit connections to literature are not yet fully 

available as investigations are ongoing.  As such, the summary and conclusions were 

organized around findings with specific connections to the literature, and not all findings 

were included in this discussion.  Specific programmatic recommendations were detailed 

were applicable, as were possible areas of concentration for future investigatory research. 

Quantitative Findings 

With respect to the quantitative segment of the present study, specific findings with 

connections to the literature as well as recommendations are examined.  Potential areas of 

focus for research opportunities yet to come are also detailed.  The quantitative findings are 
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detailed in Table 5.1 with respect to connections to the literature, recommendations, and 

prospective research possibilities for future study. 

Table 5.1 

Quantitative Connections, Recommendations, and Future Research 

Finding Connections to 
the Literaturea Recommendationsb Future Research 

A significant 
increase 
before- and 
after-exposure 
for total 
exposure 30 
minutes, 
p < .01.  As 
well as 
significant 
differences 
between 
before-exposure 
for total 
exposure 30 
minutes and 90 
minutes, 
p < .01, and 
between 
after-exposure 
for total 
exposure 60 
minutes and 90 
minutes, 
p < .01. 
  

Increases over time in 
the sense of 
self-efficacy among 
pre-service science 
teachersc. 

Continue using mixed 
reality simulations to 
further develop the 
sense of self-efficacy 
among pre-service 
teachers, as the data 
revealed a significant 
difference in 
self-efficacy 
after-exposure for total 
exposure 60 minutes 
and after-exposure for 
total exposure 90 
minutes. 
 

Reproduce the 
present study to 
determine if a similar 
pattern of growth is 
present, of if the 
findings are 
consistent only with 
this particular group 
of student 
participants. 

   (Continued) 
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Finding Connections to 
the Literature Recommendations Future Research 

A slight, 
non-significant 
(p = .33), 
decrease in 
self-efficacy 
scores from 
before-exposure 
to 
after-exposure 
for total 
exposure 60 
minutes. 

Pre-service teachers 
undergo a “reality 
shock” (Pendergast 
et al., 2011, p. 53), 
following the 
transition from little 
to no experience to 
practical teaching 
opportunitiesd. 
 

To determine when the 
drop occurs and be able 
to put into practice a 
set of interventions, 
additional 
measurements should 
be taken throughout the 
semester, as a drop in 
the sense of 
self-efficacy 
after-exposure for total 
exposure 60 minutes 
coincided with a shift 
from discussing norms 
and routines to 
teaching lessons and 
utilizing high-leverage 
practices in the 
simulated classroom. 
  

If “reality shock” 
(Pendergast et al., 
2011, p. 53) is 
present in a 
replicated study and 
is overcome with 
additional exposure 
to mixed reality 
simulations, are 
results transferable to 
physical classroom 
environments, such 
as in student teaching 
or among first year 
novice educators. 

 
Note. In-line references vis-à-vis quantitative connections to the literature are found within the consequent narrative; however, a list of 
references relevant to connections to the literature regarding the quantitative findings have been included below for reader clarification in 
specific notes as indicated in Table 5.1 in the column labeled Connections to the Literature. 
aConnections to the literature concerning the present study were included where applicable.  Due to the scarcity of the literature available 
not all findings within the present study have available connections, hence the need for the present study.  bRecommendations for the 
present study have been discussed in the ensuing narrative where applicable.  cBautista & Boone, 2015.  dPendergast et al., 2011. 
 
Connections to the Literature 

When pre-service teachers transition from little to no experience, to practical 

experience, the mean scores for self-efficacy decrease over time due to an initial “reality 

shock” (Pendergast et al., 2011, p. 53).  Drops in self-efficacy have also been noted with 

respect to the qualitative analysis (Bautista & Boone, 2015) of reflections provided by 

participants and further investigatory discoveries found the drop occurred following the first 

session of mixed reality simulations.  For the present study, a non-significant (p = .33) drop 

in participant self-efficacy also occurred, namely among participants for total exposure 60 

minutes, during the second semester of exposure to mixed reality simulation experiences. 
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Additionally, despite the initial drop, investigators Bautista and Boone (2015) noted 

an overall significant increase in science teaching self-efficacy (p < .01) during the course of 

their data collection phase.  The finding within the present study for total exposure 30 

minutes was similar to that of the results discovered by Bautista and Boone (2015), with both 

that investigation and the present study showing an increase in the perception of self-efficacy 

over the course of an initial semester.  The present study further showed an increase in 

self-efficacy through additional exposures to the mixed reality simulation experience; thus, 

these findings expand the reach of the Bautista and Boone (2015) investigation.  The present 

study also found a significant difference (p < .01) from total exposure 30 minutes to total 

exposure 90 minutes, based on the before-exposure means; as well as from total exposure 60 

minutes to total exposure 90 minutes on the after-exposure means.  In other words, there was 

a significant difference from the beginning of the first semester to the beginning of the third 

semester of mixed reality simulation usage; as well as from the end of the second semester to 

the end of the third semester.  Commensurate with results revealed by Bautista and Boone 

(2015), the present study also suggested initial decreases in the perception of self-efficacy, 

which later resulted in overall increases that were statistically significant. 

Recommendations 

The results of the present study indicated an increase in self-efficacy from no 

exposure to total exposure 30 minutes, with growth occurring over the course of an initial 

semester of experience with mixed reality simulations; this finding is consistent with 

previous investigative conclusions regarding self-efficacy over time (Bautista & Boone, 

2015).  There was also a decrease in self-efficacy in the after-exposure for total exposure 60 

minutes data, through the second semester of experience within mixed reality simulation 
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environments for the present study.  Though this finding in the present study was 

non-significant, it may be attributed to the shift from low content lessons pertaining to 

establishing norms and routines and creating rapport with avatar students, to the authentic 

experience of teaching content via graphic organizers, as aligned with the high-leverage 

practices of the second semester experience.  The combination of teaching content while 

simultaneously managing behaviors might have provided student participants with an 

increased realization of the realities and complexities of teaching, resulting in the experience 

of “reality shock” (Pendergast et al., 2011, p. 53) during the second semester of exposure, in 

the after-exposure for total exposure 60 minutes data.  Despite said drop, significant 

differences in self-efficacy, from both no exposure, for total exposure of 30 minutes, to the 

beginning of the third semester, for total exposure 90 minutes, were found.  Significant 

differences were also found from the end of the second semester course, for total exposure 60 

minutes, to the end of the third semester course, for total exposure 90 minutes.  The findings 

suggest that continued exposure within mixed reality simulation experiences may develop 

individual teaching self-efficacy, despite the potential for an initial drop that may have 

resulted from grasping the realities of teaching for the first time. 

There are several recommendations that might be made based upon the results of the 

present study in conjunction with previous research investigations (Bautista & Boone, 2015; 

Pendergast et al., 2011).  Student participants for total exposure 30 minutes in the present 

study demonstrated a significant increase in individual perceptions of self-efficacy over the 

course of a single semester, as well as through increased exposure to mixed reality 

experiences within simulated environments.  The researcher therefore recommends mixed 

reality simulations be purposefully utilized to aid in the development of a high sense of 
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self-efficacy among pre-service teachers.  It may also be beneficial to locate when and where 

pre-service teachers might experience a drop in self-efficacy, such that purposeful 

interventions might be put into place.  Therefore, it is recommended that additional 

measurements take place throughout each semester, in an effort to aid pre-service teacher 

educators to understand when the perception of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers 

might be more vulnerable and to provide support based upon said findings. 

Future Research 

Several areas of concentration may be explored in future research studies.  One such 

focus might be an exploration into the differences between after-exposure 60 minutes and 

before-exposure 90 minutes; wherein each of the participants at these data collection points 

had experienced 60 minutes of total experience with mixed reality simulations.  However, a 

noticeable gap in the perception of self-efficacy was apparent in Figure 5.1, with 

after-exposure 60 minutes depicting lower levels of self-efficacy than before-exposure 90 

minutes, despite having the same level of exposure to mixed reality simulations.  Future 

investigations might replicate the present study to investigate whether a similar growth in the 

perception of self-efficacy occurred with different participant groups, or whether this finding 

was a result of the specific grouping of unique participants within the present study.  

Furthermore, if participants experienced a “reality shock” (Pendergast et al., 2011, p. 53), but 

were ultimately able to overcome the drop via additional mixed reality simulation exposure, 

future research investigations might consider if those results are transferrable from simulated 

classrooms to student teaching and first-year in-service teaching experiences. 
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Summary of Quantitative Findings 

Development of self-efficacy was apparent for total exposure 30 minutes of mixed 

reality simulation experiences.  A non-significant drop in the sense of self-efficacy among 

student participants for total exposure 60 minutes was observed and is related to literature 

findings with respect to the realities of teaching (Bautista & Boone, 2015; Pendergast et al., 

2011).  Student participants with total exposure 90 minutes demonstrated greater perceived 

self-efficacy as compared to total exposure 30 and 60 minutes.  Researcher recommendations 

on a programmatic level included exploring additional opportunities for data collection 

regarding self-efficacy measurements and continuing to utilize mixed reality simulation 

environments to develop self-efficacy.  Areas of future research might include investigating 

why a drop in the sense of self-efficacy occurs and what might be done to support student 

participants through that process. 

Outcomes with respect to connections between theory and literature regarding the 

qualitative findings in the present study follow.  Specific programmatic recommendations 

from the present study are also detailed.  Lastly, areas of possible investigatory research with 

respect to future concentrations are highlighted. 

Qualitative Findings 

Qualitative connections to the literature, as well as recommendations are examined, 

with respect to the findings for each theme within the present study.  Also detailed are areas 

of focus for potential research investigations yet to come.  The qualitative findings are 

detailed in a series of four tables (Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5) regarding various connections 

to the literature, recommendations, and prospective research possibilities for future study and 
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are presented with respect to the four themes: (a) being the teacher, (b) peer observation, 

(c) feedback, and (d) managing emotions. 

Theme 1: Being the Teacher 

Student participants took on the role of being the teacher within the mixed reality 

simulation experience.  Moments of mastery occurred as student participants attempted and 

experienced success with a variety of tasks, as the participants amassed an assortment of 

tools needed to succeed (Bandura, 1997).  Enactive learning, problem solving in the moment, 

and connecting with varied contexts aided student participants in the development of 

self-efficacy within the experiential learning environment of the simulated classroom.  

Findings with respect to Theme 1: Being the Teacher are further illustrated in Table 5.2 with 

respect to connections to the literature, recommendations, and future research. 
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Table 5.2 

Qualitative Theme One Connections, Recommendations, and Future Research 

Finding Connections to 
the Literaturea Recommendationsb Future Research 

The student 
participants 
experienced 
moments of 
mastery 
while being 
the teacher 
within the 
mixed 
reality 
simulation 
experience. 

Active engagement via 
authentic teachingc 
within the experiential 
learning environmentd 
of the mixed reality 
simulation experiencee 
enabled enactive 
mastery opportunitiesf 
through role-playg 
within a safe learning 
environmenth as 
student learners 
bridged the gap 
between theory and 
practicei, demonstrated 
resiliencej through 
problem solving in the 
moment and improved 
professional language 
and the teacher 
stancek. 

To encourage being the 
teacher, a programmatic 
recommendation is to 
continue to actively 
develop the sense of 
self-efficacy through the 
mixed reality simulation 
experience, as learning 
to problem solve in real 
time aids in the 
achievement of mastery 
experiences and thereby 
fosters self-efficacy 
development. 

Establish if enactive 
mastery moments 
solidify learning, such 
as pedagogical skills 
and the incorporation 
of high-leverage 
practices.  Explore if 
transferability occurs 
from the simulated 
classroom within the 
mixed reality 
simulation experience 
to that of physical 
classroom experiences 
such as fieldwork 
placements.  If 
high-leverage practices 
and transferability 
occur, yet another area 
to consider 
investigating, might be 
how individual 
simulation scenarios 
may impact those 
teaching and learning 
moments and how 
pre-service teacher 
educators might be 
able to structure future 
scenarios to ensure 
development of 
self-efficacy occurs as 
student learners 
continue to bridge the 
gap between theory 
and practice. 
  

   (Continued) 
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Finding Connections to 
the Literature Recommendations Future Research 

(Continued) Connections between 
theory and practice 
that were directly 
connected to 
courseworkl included 
high-leverage 
practicesm and the 
development of 
questioning skillsn as 
moments of masteryo 
reinforced pedagogical 
skillsp and eased the 
transfer of knowledgeq. 

Use mixed reality 
simulation experiences 
to augment learning and 
balance avatar behavior 
so the focus remains on 
instilling pedagogical 
skills through the 
simulated classroom via 
high-leverage practices 
directly linked to 
coursework to further 
develop self-efficacy. 

Determine which 
high-leverage practices 
aid the development of 
self-efficacy the most 
and investigate if 
targeting specific 
high-leverage practices 
would aid in the 
overall development of 
self-efficacy among 
student learners within 
mixed reality 
simulation 
experiences. 
  

 
Note. In-line references vis-à-vis theme one connections to the literature are found within the consequent narrative; however, a list of 
references relevant to connections to the literature regarding theme one have been included below for reader clarification in specific notes as 
indicated in Table 5.2 in the column labeled Connections to the Literature. 
aConnections to the literature concerning the present study were included where applicable.  Due to the scarcity of the literature available 
not all findings within the present study have available connections, hence the need for the present study.  bRecommendations for the 
present study have been discussed in the ensuing narrative where applicable.  cBoz & Boz, 2010; Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Chesnut & 
Cullen, 2014; Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993; Iqbal & Mahmood, 2010.  dAlexander et al., 2014; Dede, 2009; Kolb, 1984.  eFanning & Gaba, 2007; 
Feinstein et al., 2002; Jarmon et al., 2009; Ludlow, 2015; Pankowski & Walker, 2016.  fBandura, 1997; Bautista & Boone, 2015; 
Holzberger et al., 2013.  gDawson & Lignugaris/Kraft, 2017; Gregory & Masters, 2012; Straub et al., 2014.  hBautista & Boone, 2015; 
Dieker et al., 2017; Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 2014; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a, 2016b; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018.  iBradley & Kendall, 
2014; Dalgarno et al., 2016; Dawson & Lignugaris/Kraft, 2017; Dede, 2009; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a, 2016b; Piro & O’Callaghan, 
2018; Zeichner, 2012.  jBandura, 1994.  kPiro & O’Callaghan, 2018.  lBernadowski et al., 2013.  mDieker et al., 2017; TeachingWorks, 2018.  
nChini et al., 2016; Dieker et al., 2017.  oBandura, 1997; Bautista & Boone, 2015; Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 2014; Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 
2014; Holzberger et al., 2013; Ludlow, 2015.  pHolzberger et al., 2013.  qBradley & Kendall, 2014; Dalgarno et al., 2016; Dawson & 
Lignugaris/Kraft, 2017; Dede, 2009; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a, 2016b; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018; Zeichner, 2012 
 

Connections to the literature.  Development of the sense of self-efficacy among 

pre-service teachers must occur through active engagement via authentic teaching 

experiences (Boz & Boz, 2010; Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Chesnut & Cullen, 2014; Hoy & 

Woolfolk, 1993; Iqbal & Mahmood, 2010).  Individuals experience moments of enactive 

mastery when attempting, and eventually succeeding at tasks that “…provide the most 

authentic evidence of whether one can muster whatever it takes to succeed” (Bandura, 1997, 

p. 80).  With determination and resilience through adversity (Bandura, 1994), individuals 

ultimately emerge stronger following successful task completion (Bandura, 1994, 1997).  

Mastery experiences, with respect to pre-service teacher education, occur through successful 
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classroom experiences with students (Holzberger et al., 2013).  The present study found 

enactive learning occurred via moments of mastery (Bandura, 1997) experienced by student 

participants as they took on the role of being the teacher within the mixed reality simulation 

experience (Holzberger et al., 2013).  Student participants also displayed resilience (Bandura, 

1994) and worked to overcome moments of adversity (Bandura, 1994, 1997) within the 

simulated classroom environment. 

An experiential learning environment (Alexander et al., 2014; Dede, 2009; Kolb, 

1984) is fostered within the mixed reality simulation experience (Fanning & Gaba, 2007; 

Feinstein et al., 2002; Jarmon et al., 2009; Ludlow, 2015) and allows pre-service teachers 

moments of enactive mastery (Bautista & Boone, 2015) through role-play (Dawson & 

Lignugaris/Kraft, 2017; Gregory & Masters, 2012) and active engagement in being the 

teacher.  Through role-play, pre-service teachers are afforded the opportunity to understand 

how the experience of teaching might feel, and moreover, to see that all actions within the 

classroom have a cause and effect (Bradley & Kendall, 2014), which enables pre-service 

teachers to rehearse repeatedly in an effort to reach mastery (Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 2014; 

Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 2014; Ludlow, 2015).  In addition, role-play within the mixed 

reality simulation experience also enabled pre-service teachers to practice being the teacher 

while not harming physical students or wasting time learning to teach in a physical classroom 

(Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 2014; Dieker et al., 2017; Piro & 

O’Callaghan, 2018; Straub et al., 2014), all within a safe learning environment (Bautista & 

Boone, 2015; Dieker et al., 2017; Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 2014; O’Callaghan & Piro, 

2016a, 2016b; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018).  With respect to the present study, the experiential 

learning environment (Fanning & Gaba, 2007; Feinstein et al., 2002; Jarmon et al., 2009; 
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Ludlow, 2015) offered a safe space (Bautista & Boone, 2015; Dieker et al., 2017; Dieker, 

Rodriguez, et al., 2014; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a, 2016b; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018) for 

student participants to acquire a genuine representation of what the experience of teaching 

entailed (Bradley & Kendall, 2014). 

The gap between theory and practice was also bridged (Bradley & Kendall, 2014; 

Dalgarno et al., 2016; Dawson & Lignugaris/Kraft, 2017; Dede, 2009; O’Callaghan & Piro, 

2016a, 2016b; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018; Zeichner, 2012) via situated learning (O’Callaghan 

& Piro, 2016a; Pankowski & Walker, 2016; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018) through the act of 

role-play, as pre-service teachers relied on the use of high-leverage practices to further 

develop instructional skills (Dieker et al., 2017; TeachingWorks, 2018).  Moreover, mixed 

reality simulation experiences aid in the development of questioning skills (Chini et al., 

2016; Dieker et al., 2017), as well as improve the use of professional language, teacher 

stance, and an ability to problem solve in the moment for pre-service teachers (Piro & 

O’Callaghan, 2018).  Regarding the present study, connections were made between the 

simulated classroom and students to a variety of physical contexts including employment and 

fieldwork experiences (Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Dalgarno et al., 2016; Dawson & 

Lignugaris/Kraft, 2017; Dede, 2009; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a, 2016b; Piro & 

O’Callaghan, 2018; Zeichner, 2012), as individuals simultaneously strengthened skillsets 

with respect to time management, planning, reflection, and in particular the development of 

questioning techniques (Chini et al., 2016; Dieker et al., 2017).  Over time, student 

participants learned how to quickly assess and address a variety of problems in real-time 

(Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018) within the mixed reality simulation experience. 
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Stronger connections between theory and practice (Bernadowski et al., 2013) have 

been demonstrated when opportunities for pre-service teachers to practice teaching has 

occurred in direct connection to courses they were enrolled within and to any assigned 

coursework they had been provided with.  The development of pedagogical skills within 

mixed reality simulation has also enabled pre-service teachers to increase instructional 

efficacy, which investigators (Holzberger et al., 2013) have determined will ultimately led to 

additional opportunities to experience moments of mastery; thus, further increasing the 

overall sense of self-efficacy.  Where the present study was concerned, integration of the 

mixed reality simulation experience with coursework (Bernadowski et al., 2013) was an 

important feature for some student participants.  Transferring of theoretical knowledge into 

practical application (Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Dalgarno et al., 2016; Dawson & 

Lignugaris/Kraft, 2017; Dede, 2009; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a, 2016b; Piro & 

O’Callaghan, 2018; Zeichner, 2012) was easier to comprehend for several student 

participants when the experience was fully integrated (Bernadowski et al., 2013). 

Recommendations.  The finding for theme one within the present study was that 

student participants experienced moments of mastery within the experiential learning 

environment of the mixed reality simulation experience while taking on the role of being the 

teacher.  The enactive learning process within the simulated classroom enabled student 

participants to experience a realistic feel for teaching, the opportunity to learn from mistakes, 

and develop a disposition for teaching.  Mixed reality simulations also offered student 

participants the opportunity to problem solve in the moment (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018).  

Through thinking on one’s feet, as well as utilizing resilience and perseverance when faced 

with difficulty, student participants worked to overcome a variety of challenges while being 
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the teacher.  The researcher recommends continued opportunities for the development of 

mastery experiences within the mixed reality simulation experience, such that pre-service 

teachers may continue to benefit from the experience of taking on the role of being the 

teacher.  Moreover, opportunities to achieve mastery through problem solving in the moment 

with the mixed reality simulation experience may aid in the development of a stronger sense 

of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers. 

In addition, student participants felt the mixed reality simulation experience was more 

valuable when there was a greater connection to the course and assigned coursework.  The 

blending of high-leverage practices (TeachingWorks, 2018), such as building rapport and 

routine, eliciting student thinking, and higher order questioning techniques, into the mixed 

reality simulation experience aided in the development of core pedagogical knowledge 

among student participants; this finding was consistent with previous investigations with 

respect to purposeful inclusion of high-leverage practices (Dieker et al., 2017; Piro & 

O’Callaghan, 2018).  Therefore, a programmatic recommendation is to utilize mixed reality 

simulation experiences to augment the learning task and set the complexity for the desired 

outcome, all while balancing classroom management and avatar behavior.  To achieve this, 

teacher educators might hone in on what specific outcome is desired during the simulation 

session.  If the task is focused on classroom management for example, the expectations for 

instruction should be lowered.  On the other hand, if the focus is on instruction and 

developing the learning outcome with avatar students, expectations for classroom 

management might be intentionally lowered such that the focus of the session is now a 

specific teaching strategy or strategies.  If, however the task is meant to replicate a physical 

classroom, teacher educators might consider a focus on realistic avatar behavior with respect 
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to the expected behavior of physical students.  One way to achieve specific learning 

outcomes, regardless of their focus and intention, is through the development and usage of 

strong rubrics (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018), whereby pre-service teachers know exactly what 

is expected within the mixed reality simulation experience, and session facilitators will be 

better able to provide focused feedback.  In addition, pre-service teachers may make stronger 

connections if the mixed reality simulation experience is directly tied to the content being 

taught within the respective education courses of individuals.  It is therefore, recommended 

that the focus of mixed reality simulations be entwined within the course as an integral 

component of the coursework process. 

Future research.  The student participants described how the experiential learning 

environment of the mixed reality simulation experience allowed for the occurrence of 

moments of mastery (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997) while being the teacher within the 

simulated classroom.  The combination of mixed reality simulation experiences in 

conjunction with high-leverage practices, allowed for the situated use of teaching to transfer 

knowledge from theory to practice (Dede, 2009; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a, 2016b; Piro & 

O’Callaghan, 2018; Zeichner, 2012), which enabled connections to be made on the part of 

student participants.  The results of the present study, as well as a previous investigation 

(Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018), have suggested the use of mixed reality simulations may 

develop core teaching knowledge among pre-service teachers with respect to the inclusion of 

high-leverage practices.  Pedagogical skills developed within simulated classrooms and 

based upon high-leverage practices have demonstrated transferability to the physical 

classroom for in-service educators (Dieker et al., 2017).  As such, a follow-up study might 

explore the transferability of high-leverage practices for pre-service teachers transitioning to 
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student teaching or into the first-year in the field, and whether pre-service teachers who 

experienced mixed reality simulations utilized more high-leverage practices than pre-service 

teachers who had not taught within simulated classrooms.  Furthermore, any possible 

connections between self-efficacy and high-leverage practices could be explored to aid 

teacher educators in targeting the specific high-leverage practices which yield the greatest 

increase in self-efficacy levels among pre-service teachers.  Yet another area worthy of 

investigation might be how pre-service teacher educators may configure individual 

simulation scenarios to foster self-efficacy development, and to discern if certain 

high-leverage practices impact teaching and learning moments as student learners teach 

within simulated classrooms. 

In the present study, data related to Theme 1: Being the Teacher suggested the use of 

mixed reality simulations offered student participants enactive mastery experiences, which 

may result in an increase in the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers.  Peer 

observation was another way in which student participants demonstrated growth with respect 

to self-efficacy.  The connections to the literature, recommendations, and future research 

with respect to peer observation follow. 

Theme 2: Peer Observation 

Student participants observed peer members of the PLC within the mixed reality 

simulation experience and through various fieldwork opportunities.  Witnessing likeminded 

individuals experience success promoted the sense of individual capability (Bandura, 1994) 

within the observing student participant.  Peer observation enabled vicarious learning, 

reflection, and adaptation in addition to further developing the sense of self-efficacy for 

student participants within the mixed reality simulation experience.  Findings with respect to 
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Theme 2: Peer Observation are further illustrated in Table 5.3 with respect to connections to 

the literature, recommendations, and future research. 

Table 5.3 

Qualitative Theme Two Connections, Recommendations, and Future Research 

Finding Connections to 
the Literaturea Recommendationsb Future Research 

The student 
participants 
experienced 
secondhand 
vicarious 
learning via 
observation 
of peers in 
the 
simulated 
classroom. 

Development of 
self-efficacyc via 
vicarious learning 
opportunitiesd within 
the mixed reality 
simulation experience 
led to the active 
comparisone of 
individuals to 
likeminded peersf, a 
process that enabled 
self-reflectiong, growth 
within the zone of 
proximal 
developmenth, and 
subsequent adaptationi 
due to secondhand 
experiencesj; and at 
times also led to 
mimicryk of peers 
within the PLC. 
  

Active engagement in 
secondhand experiences 
enabled vicarious 
learning and 
self-reflection which 
allowed for adaptation 
and the formation of 
new ideas, a process 
that might be further 
developed with the 
inclusion of observation 
scripts for members of 
the PLC. 

Explore potential 
influences on the 
development of 
self-efficacy through 
the use of observation 
scripts used in 
conjunction with 
mixed reality 
simulation 
experiences.  In 
addition, an 
investigation into the 
amount of time 
pre-service teachers 
spend observing their 
peers, and if this 
process aides in the 
overall development of 
self-efficacy for 
student learners. 
 

   (Continued) 
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Finding Connections to 
the Literature Recommendations Future Research 

(Continued) Peer modelingl within 
the mixed reality 
simulation experience 
led to negative 
mimicrym at times as 
student learners 
attempted to discover 
classroom 
managementn and 
problem-solving 
skillso. 

Avoiding negative 
mimicry may aid in the 
development of 
self-efficacy, therefore 
addressing and 
dispelling negative 
mimicry as soon as 
possible through highly 
trained simulation 
facilitators is 
recommended. 
 

Incorporate expert 
modeling from 
professors to 
determine potential 
impacts upon 
self-efficacy 
development and 
determine if offering 
positive examples of 
mimicry dispels 
instances of negative 
mimicry. 
  

 
Note. In-line references vis-à-vis theme two connections to the literature are found within the consequent narrative; however, a list of 
references relevant to connections to the literature regarding theme two have been included below for reader clarification in specific notes 
as indicated in Table 5.3 in the column labeled Connections to the Literature. 
aConnections to the literature concerning the present study were included where applicable.  Due to the scarcity of the literature available 
not all findings within the present study have available connections, hence the need for the present study.  bRecommendations for the 
present study have been discussed in the ensuing narrative where applicable.  cBandura, 1986, 1994, 1997.  dPankowski & Walker, 2016; 
Stegmann et al., 2012; Walker & Dotger, 2012.  eDuFour & Eaker, 1998.  fBandura 1994.  gEngin & Priest, 2014.  hDriscoll, 2005; 
Vygotsky, 1978.  iBandura, 1997; Driscoll, 2005; Morris, 1992.  jBandura 1994; Driscoll, 2005; Pankowski & Walker, 2016; Stegmann 
et al., 2012; Vygotsky, 1978; Walker & Dotger, 2012.  kPiro & O’Callaghan, 2018.  lBautista & Boone, 2015; Chesnut & Cullen, 2014.  
mPiro & O’Callaghan, 2018.  nBandura, 1986, 1994, 1997.  oPiro & O’Callaghan, 2018. 
 

Connections to the literature.  Secondhand experiences are felt when “…seeing 

people similar to oneself succeed by sustained effort raises observers’ beliefs that they too 

possess the capabilities [to] master comparable activities” (Bandura, 1994, p. 3).  To gain a 

better understanding of the self, pre-service teachers reflect upon their own teaching 

following opportunities for peer observation (Engin & Priest, 2014), in which adept peers 

(Driscoll, 2005; Vygotsky, 1978) provide the lens (Fanselow, 1988) from which growth 

within the zone of proximal development (Driscoll, 2005; Vygotsky, 1978) might occur.  

Active comparison of one’s self to the vicarious performance of others within the PLC 

(DuFour & Eaker, 1998), provided opportunities for vicarious learning (Pankowski & 

Walker, 2016; Stegmann et al., 2012; Walker & Dotger, 2012) on the part of pre-service 

teachers within the mixed reality simulation experience.  Observation of members of the PLC 

also enables a transfer of knowledge (Dede, 2009; Engin & Priest, 2014; Walker & Dotger, 
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2012), which in turn allows for self-refection (Engin & Priest, 2014) and subsequent 

adaptation (Bandura, 1997; Driscoll, 2005; Morris, 1992) among pre-service teachers.  With 

respect to the present study, the process of reflection, adaptation, and vicarious learning 

(Bandura, 1997; Driscoll, 2005; Engin & Priest, 2014; Morris, 1992; Pankowski & Walker, 

2016; Stegmann et al., 2012; Walker & Dotger, 2012) allowed student participants to gain 

secondhand experience, as individuals were inspired to form new understandings (Driscoll, 

2005; Vygotsky, 1978) with respect to a variety of teaching strategies (Dieker, Rodriguez, 

et al., 2014) as seen within the simulated and physical classrooms. 

Learning vicariously may also lead to mimicry (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018) which 

may occur as pre-service teachers observe peer members of the PLC within the mixed reality 

simulation experience.  Negative mimicry, a pre-professional trait (Piro & O’Callaghan, 

2018), may be combated by providing clear rubrics and guidelines within which pre-service 

teacher observations are structured (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018).  In addition, providing 

pre-service teachers with guided observation scripts may lead to an increased capacity for 

knowledge gain via vicarious learning opportunities (Stegmann et al., 2012).  Regarding 

mimicry (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018) within the present study, peer observation did lead to 

mimicry in some cases, which was an area of concern addressed by participants in an effort 

to encourage uncovering teaching strategies unique to individuals.  Another cause of concern 

for both student and professional participants was the amount of time student participants 

spent in observation, as the greater the time, the more likely engagement fatigue would be 

present. 

Modeling from instructors was found (Bautista & Boone, 2015) to be useful in 

providing learning opportunities in which experts displayed various teaching strategies from 
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which novice learners gained secondhand experience to potentially utilize within their own 

simulation sessions.  Pre-service teachers also appreciated the opportunity to observe peer 

members (Bautista & Boone, 2015) of the PLC problem solve in real time (Piro & 

O’Callaghan, 2018), as individuals looked for secondhand models (Bandura 1994, 1997; 

Bautista & Boone, 2015; Chesnut & Cullen, 2014) who possessed the pedagogical skills, and 

strategic management tools the observer hoped to attain (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997).  With 

respect to the present study, active observation of secondhand models (Bandura, 1994, 1997; 

Bautista & Boone, 2015; Chesnut & Cullen, 2014) from the PLC within the mixed reality 

simulation environment (DuFour & Eaker, 1998), enabled student participants to gain 

secondhand experience (Pankowski & Walker, 2016; Stegmann et al., 2012; Walker & 

Dotger, 2012).  Peer observation also enabled student participants to witness others in the 

simulation solve problems in real time (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018), and thereby evaluate 

scenarios and process potential outcomes, as participants learned vicariously through the 

experiences of peers within the PLC (Pankowski & Walker, 2016; Stegmann et al., 2012; 

Walker & Dotger, 2012). 

Recommendations.  The finding for theme two within the present study was that 

student participants actively engaged in secondhand experiences via observation of peer 

members of the PLC within the mixed reality simulation experience.  Student participants 

vicariously learned a wide range of teaching styles and subsequently formed new ideas based 

upon active observation, thereby resulting in adaptation with respect to individual teaching 

styles.  In addition, student participants engaged in reflection through peer- and 

self-assessment, which in turn further defined individual pedagogical skills and aided in the 

ability to anticipate what works and what does not work while being the teacher.  To further 
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develop a high level of self-efficacy through secondhand experiences, the researcher 

recommends the PLC be provided with guided observation scripts (Stegmann et al., 2012), 

which have been shown to increase knowledge gain among pre-service teachers. 

It should also be noted that peer observation may lead to mimicry of negative 

teaching behaviors on the part of student participants (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018).  The 

present study demonstrated professors and simulation facilitators within the PLC need to 

address the negative aspects of mimicry in the moment, in an effort to dispel mimicry of 

observed undesirable habits as soon as possible.  A programmatic recommendation stemming 

from the present study therefore, is the suggestion to provide professors and simulation 

facilitators with increased training to aid in the recognition of negative mimicry and provide 

the necessary tools to address it in the moment, such that corrective measures might be 

employed.  Avoiding negative mimicry might also aid pre-service teachers in developing a 

high sense of self-efficacy as individuals gain insight into a variety of positive approaches to 

teaching methods. 

Future research.  The student participants detailed the benefits of peer observation 

within the PLC of the mixed reality simulation experience.  The results of the present study, 

as well as previous investigations (Pankowski & Walker, 2016; Stegmann et al., 2012; 

Walker & Dotger, 2012), have discovered the use of peer observation within mixed reality 

simulation experiences allows pre-service teachers to self-reflect (Engin & Priest, 2014), and 

thus, learn vicariously (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997).  In addition, research (Stegmann et al., 

2012) has shown providing observation scripts can increase vicarious learning within 

simulated environments.  As such, an area of additional research might be to explore the 

effects observation scripts have on the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers 
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within the mixed reality simulation experience.  An exploration into whether pre-service 

teacher self-efficacy is fostered through the process of observation might also be prudent; 

with particular emphasis placed upon the amount of time spent in observation, as well as if 

there is a point at which observation exceeds helpful self-efficacy development and no longer 

has a positive impact for the student observer.  Another possible area of future research, is 

the inclusion of professor modeling (Bautista & Boone, 2015), and an exploration into the 

possible influence of expert secondhand modeling from practicing professionals upon the 

sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers within mixed reality simulation 

experiences.  Furthermore, through professor modeling, the effects of negative mimicry may 

be dispelled as experts provide positive examples from which observers may mimic. 

In the present study, data related to Theme 2: Peer Observation suggested the use of 

mixed reality simulations offer student participants a vicarious, secondhand learning 

experience, which may result in an increase in the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service 

teachers.  Giving and receiving feedback was another way in which student participants 

demonstrated growth with respect to self-efficacy.  The connections to the literature, 

recommendations, and future research with respect to feedback follow. 

Theme 3: Feedback 

Student participants gave feedback to peers and received social encouragement from 

members of the PLC within the mixed reality simulation experience.  Social persuasion from 

members of the PLC confirmed and acknowledged capability on the part of individual 

student participants, thereby encouraging efforts to succeed (Bandura, 1994) within the 

simulated classroom environment.  Providing social encouragement to peers following 

simulation sessions and receiving feedback from peers and professors in the form of social 
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persuasion aided in the development of self-efficacy among student participants via the 

mixed reality simulation experience.  Findings with respect to Theme 3: Feedback are further 

illustrated in Table 5.4 with respect to connections to the literature, recommendations, and 

future research. 
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Table 5.4 

Qualitative Theme Three Connections, Recommendations, and Future Research 

Finding Connections to 
the Literaturea Recommendationsb Future Research 

The student 
participants 
experienced 
social 
persuasion 
through 
giving and 
receiving 
feedback 
within the 
mixed 
reality 
simulation 
experience. 

Social encouragementc 
allowed for vicarious 
learningd within the 
mixed reality 
simulation experience, 
reassured individual 
capabilitiese, fostered 
the development of 
self-efficacyf, enabled 
self-reflectiong, and 
encouraged adjustment 
of the transformative 
learning processh as 
student learners 
advanced pedagogical 
skillsi and grew within 
the zone of proximal 
developmentj as 
individuals received 
feedback from 
members of the PLCk 
including likeminded 
peers and capable 
facilitatorsl, professors, 
and in-service K-12 
professionals. 
  

Concerns including 
more time offered for 
feedback and additional 
forms of feedback 
desired inform the 
recommendation of 
improvements to the 
process of facilitating 
feedback sessions that 
might include increased 
opportunities for mixed 
reality simulation 
experiences followed by 
the provision of 
feedback scripts to 
increase the 
effectiveness and 
accuracy of feedback 
which may increase the 
development of 
self-efficacy as social 
encouragement inspires 
growth over time. 

An investigation into 
how feedback scripts 
might aid in the 
development of 
professional language 
and if there would be a 
difference among 
novice in-service 
educators with access 
to feedback scripts 
within mixed reality 
simulation experiences 
versus those without 
access.  Moreover, 
how the inclusion of 
feedback scripts might 
also serve to develop a 
higher sense of 
self-efficacy among 
student learners may 
also be of interest to 
future investigators. 

 
Note. In-line references vis-à-vis theme three connections to the literature are found within the consequent narrative; however, a list of 
references relevant to connections to the literature regarding theme three have been included below for reader clarification in specific notes 
as indicated in Table 5.4 in the column labeled Connections to the Literature. 
aConnections to the literature concerning the present study were included where applicable.  Due to the scarcity of the literature available 
not all findings within the present study have available connections, hence the need for the present study.  bRecommendations for the 
present study have been discussed in the ensuing narrative where applicable.  cBandura, 1994.  dStegmann et al., 2012.  eBandura, 1994.  
fBandura, 1994, 1997.  gBautista & Boone, 2015; Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Chini et al., 2016; Dieker et al., 2017; Dieker, Rodriguez, 
Lignugaris/Kraft, Hynes, Hughes, 2014; Ludlow, 2015; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018; Straub et al., 2014.  hDede, 
2009.  iPiro & O’Callaghan, 2018.  jDriscoll, 2005; Vygotsky, 1978.  kDieker, Rodriguez, et al, 2014; DuFour & Eaker, 1998; Holzberger 
et al., 2013; Utley, 2006.  lFanning & Gaba, 2007. 
 

Connections to the literature.  The effects of learning vicariously from peers within 

the PLC may be increased through additional opportunities for peer feedback (Stegmann 

et al., 2012).  Peer feedback is also known as social encouragement and occurs when one is 
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“…persuaded verbally that they possess the capabilities to master given activities [and] are 

likely to mobilize greater effort to sustain it” (Bandura, 1994, p. 3).  If members of the peer 

group have voiced assurance regarding the abilities of the individual, then the capacity to 

maintain one’s sense of self-efficacy is more straightforward when faced with a challenge 

than it would be if feelings of uncertainty had been expressed by peers (Bandura, 1997).  For 

working educators, discussions with colleagues and evaluators typically comprise the 

experience of social persuasions (Holzberger et al., 2013), whereas in pre-service teacher 

education, feedback is provided through complex social interactions (Utley, 2006) within 

collaborative learning environments (DuFour & Eaker, 1998) with members of the PLC 

following mixed reality simulation sessions (Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 2014).  Within the 

present study, social encouragement for student participants was provided via feedback 

opportunities offered from peers, professors, facilitators, administrators, and practicing K-12 

professionals, each of whom were members of the PLC (DuFour & Eaker, 1998) within the 

mixed reality simulation experience (Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 2014; Piro & O’Callaghan, 

2018). 

Through interactions with the PLC within simulated experiences, pre-service teachers 

begin to identify known and unknown information with respect to a variety of pedagogical 

skills (Driscoll, 2005; Vygotsky, 1978).  Via social encouragement, learners shift personal 

limitations within the zone of proximal development, and ultimately reach their highest 

potential with the aid of more adept peers (Driscoll, 2005; Vygotsky, 1978).  Development of 

specific pedagogical skills advances over time through the aid of peer feedback (Piro & 

O’Callaghan, 2018) and enables self-reflection via feedback occurrences both before and 

after mixed reality simulation sessions (Bautista & Boone, 2015; Bradley & Kendall, 2014; 
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Chini et al., 2016; Dieker et al., 2017; Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 2014; Ludlow, 2015; 

O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018; Straub et al., 2014).  Subsequently, 

pre-service teachers undergo reflective observation to solidify mastery experiences 

(Alexander et al., 2014; Fanning & Gaba, 2007; Kolb, 1984) and ultimately transform the 

learning process (Dede, 2009).  Pre-service teachers demonstrate this knowledge base as 

individuals and also use that platform to inform feedback provided to peers within the mixed 

reality simulations (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018).  Feedback received by student participants 

with respect to the present study enabled reflection (Bautista & Boone, 2015; Bradley & 

Kendall, 2014; Chini et al., 2016; Dieker et al., 2017; Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 2014; 

Ludlow, 2015; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018; Straub et al., 2014) 

upon the experience of being the teacher in a simulated classroom environment, and 

consequently allowed for the adjustment of teaching styles as participants grew through the 

process of self-reflection. 

The perception of facilitator capability with respect to leading feedback sessions may 

impact how feedback is accepted by pre-service teachers; therefore, facilitators should be 

highly skilled and have specific training in providing feedback (Fanning & Gaba, 2007).  A 

lack of perceived skill or formal training can influence the reception of feedback when said 

social encouragement is received from peer members of the PLC; as such, feedback scripts 

should be provided to increase the effectiveness and accuracy of peer feedback (Stegmann 

et al., 2012).  The perspective of peers was valued in the present study, however a concern 

with respect to social encouragement was expressed by student participants who desired 

receiving feedback through observing recordings of simulation sessions, as well as through 

written feedback scripts (Stegmann et al., 2012), in addition to the verbal feedback already 
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being provided.  Student participants also indicated a preference for social encouragement 

provided by the professor currently instructing the course and appreciated said professor to 

be an active member of the PLC (DuFour & Eaker, 1998).  Feedback offered by professional 

participants currently practicing as in-service K-12 administrators was also highly regarded 

by student participants, who appreciated the opportunity to receive feedback from a variety 

of sources within the PLC of the mixed reality simulation experience (Dieker, Rodriguez, 

et al., 2014; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018). 

Recommendations.  The finding for theme three within the present study was that 

student participants engaged in social persuasion via feedback from members of the PLC 

within the mixed reality simulation experience.  In addition to receiving feedback from peers 

and professors, student participants also provided feedback to their peers.  An appreciation of 

the outside perspectives from members of the PLC ultimately encouraged individual 

opportunities for self-reflection.  While student participants valued receiving social 

encouragement from peers, feedback from the professor of the course was preferred by 

student participants, as was the active presence of said professor within each session of the 

mixed reality simulation experiences.  Student participants also voiced an appreciation for 

receiving feedback from professional participants currently practicing as in-service K-12 

administrators.  A concern among student participants regarding the amount of time allocated 

for feedback following a mixed reality simulation was also addressed.  There was a desire for 

more time for greater feedback opportunities, in particular when multiple students taught 

within the simulated classroom and a grouped feedback session followed.  In addition, 

student participants articulated an interest in receiving feedback through a variety of 

additional avenues.  The researcher recommends an area of concentration that might be 
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improved upon is the way in which feedback is provided within the mixed reality simulation 

experience. 

Though the researcher is inclined to agree with the desire for additional methods of 

feedback reception, there is also an awareness that pre-service teacher education programs 

are limited by certain restrictions, whether they be time, money, or other resources.  

Therefore, to the extent by which programmatic changes are able to occur, it is recommended 

that pre-service teacher education programs offer increased time within the mixed reality 

simulation experience, as well as additional forms of feedback when possible.  As pre-service 

teachers may perceive a lack of skill among members of the individual cohort due to a shared 

lack of formal training, implementing additional structures, such as feedback scripts 

(Stegmann et al., 2012) might increase the effectiveness and accuracy of feedback provided 

by peer members of pre-service teacher professional learning communities.  How feedback 

was received by student participants might have been greater if the professional participants 

had been trained as experts, which may have further strengthened the value of what was said.  

In addition, better reception of said feedback on the part of student participants might also aid 

in the development of self-efficacy within the mixed reality simulation experience. 

Future research.  The student participants described the benefits of giving and 

receiving feedback from the PLC within the mixed reality simulation experience.  Social 

encouragement experienced by student participants occurred either before, during, or after a 

mixed reality experience (Bradley & Kendall, 2014; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a; Pankowski 

& Walker, 2016; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018), and aided the student participants in reflecting 

upon the experience (Fanning & Gaba, 2007).  Future research studies might explore specific 

aspects of feedback provided to pre-service teachers within mixed reality simulation 
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experiences.  One possible future area of concentration might be additional ways in which 

targeted feedback is provided to pre-service teachers, and how said feedback might influence 

the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers.  Another area of additional research 

may be with respect to the impact of feedback scripts (Stegmann et al., 2012), regarding the 

development of self-efficacy within simulated classroom environments.  The results of the 

present study, as well as a previous investigation (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018) suggested 

feedback received from the PLC within the mixed reality simulation experience may aid in 

the development of the use of professional language.  A natural extension of these findings 

might be to explore whether beginning educators who used mixed reality simulation during 

pre-service teacher education now utilize more professional language than novice educators 

who did not have access to simulated classroom environments. 

In the present study, data related to Theme 3: Feedback suggested the use of mixed 

reality simulations offer student participants opportunities for social persuasion via 

professorial and peer feedback, which may result in an increase in the sense of self-efficacy 

among pre-service teachers.  Managing emotions was another way in which student 

participants demonstrated growth with respect to self-efficacy.  The connections to the 

literature, recommendations, and future research with respect to managing emotions follow. 

Theme 4: Managing Emotions 

Student participants actively developed emotional maturity through the processes of 

being the teacher, peer observation, and feedback within the experiential learning 

environment of the mixed reality simulation experience.  Management of emotional 

responses followed displays of body language and perception of ability in an effort to 

maintain the individual physiological and affective states (Bandura, 1997) of student 
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participants.  Within the experiential learning environment, and in conjunction with members 

of the PLC, managing responses to stressors played out during opportunities to pause the 

classroom as student participants actively developed individual self-efficacy within the 

mixed reality simulation experience.  Findings with respect to Theme 4: Managing Emotions 

are further illustrated in Table 5.5 with respect to connections to the literature, 

recommendations, and future research. 

Table 5.5 

Qualitative Theme Four Connections, Recommendations, and Future Research 

Finding Connections to 
the Literaturea Recommendationsb Future Research 

The student 
participants 
experienced 
emotional 
responses 
within the 
experiential 
learning 
environment 
and learned 
to manage 
their 
emotions. 

When developed and 
specifically addressedc 
within the safed, 
experiential learning 
environmente of the 
simulated classroom, 
and in conjunction 
with the pause the 
classroom featuref, 
emotional intelligenceg 
enables student 
learners to recognize 
and overcome a variety 
of anxietiesh related to 
the simulation 
experience.  In 
addition, teaching 
within the simulated 
classroom enables 
pre-service teachers a 
cognitive and affectivei 
understanding of how 
teaching might feel. 

Through an increase of 
positive mastery 
moments and greater 
attention to task 
completion, student 
learners may develop an 
awareness of body 
language and emotional 
presence as well as an 
understanding of how 
personal emotions may 
unduly influence 
student learners.  As 
such, the researcher 
recommends specific 
development of 
emotional counseling 
within pre-service 
teacher education 
programs, such as the 
competency framework 
detailed by The 
Collaborative for 
Academic, Social, and 
Emotional Learning 
(CASEL, 2018). 

Investigations into 
emotional intelligence 
with respect to 
managing emotions 
while teaching might 
include determining 
the effect of course 
connected emotional 
counseling 
developments on the 
sense of self-efficacy 
within mixed reality 
simulation 
experiences.  If the 
inclusion of a 
framework such as the 
CASELj competencies 
might enhance the 
develop self-efficacy, 
which of the five core 
competencies may 
have the greatest 
impact upon the 
development of 
self-efficacy among 
student learners. 
  

   (Continued) 
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Finding Connections to 
the Literature Recommendations Future Research 

(Continued) Managing emotionsk 
while teaching reduces 
emotional exhaustionl, 
as physiological and 
affective statesm 
impact perceptions of 
mastery and 
secondhand 
experiencesn. 

The researcher 
recommends, in 
conjunction with 
specific coursework 
connections to the 
mixed reality simulation 
experience, a focus on 
self-efficacy 
development thought 
the process of managing 
emotions. 

An investigation into 
how a focus on 
developing 
self-efficacy might 
impact the 
management of 
emotions while 
teaching and if 
learning to manage 
said emotions might 
further develop the 
sense of self-efficacy 
among student 
learners. 
  

 
Note. In-line references vis-à-vis theme four connections to the literature are found within the consequent narrative; however, a list of 
references relevant to connections to the literature regarding theme four have been included below for reader clarification in specific notes 
as indicated in Table 5.5 in the column labeled Connections to the Literature. 
aConnections to the literature concerning the present study were included where applicable.  Due to the scarcity of the literature available 
not all findings within the present study have available connections, hence the need for the present study.  bRecommendations for the 
present study have been discussed in the ensuing narrative where applicable.  cChestnut & Cullen, 2014.  dDieker et al., 2017; Dieker, 
Rodriguez, et al., 2014; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a, 2016b; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018.  eDede, 2009; Kolb, 1984.  fBecht & Delisio, 2015; 
Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Chini et al., 2016; DuFour & Eaker, 1998; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a; Straub et al., 2014.  gBautista & Boone, 
2015; Chestnut & Cullen, 2014.  hBautista & Boone, 2015.  iBradley & Kendall, 2014; Nissim & Weissblueth, 2017.  jCASEL, 2018.  
kChestnut & Cullen, 2014.  lChesnut & Cullen, 2014; Federici & Skaalvik, 2012; García-Ros et al., 2015; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2007.  
mBandura, 1986, 1994, 1997; Driscoll, 2005.  nBandura, 1986, 1994, 1997; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2007. 
 

Connections to the literature.  The evaluation of ability with respect to task 

completion, and the feelings and dispositions unique to individuals comprise the 

physiological and affective states (Driscoll, 2005), and may impact mastery and secondhand 

experiences, as well as influence the perception of social persuasion (Bandura, 1997) 

received from professional learning communities (DuFour & Eaker, 1998).  The 

physiological and affective states may in turn, dictate how individuals are able to experience 

moments of enactive mastery, and if those moments will be recalled in a positive or negative 

light (Bandura, 1994, 1997).  Within the experiential learning environment (Dede, 2009; 

Kolb, 1984) of the simulated classroom (Fanning & Gaba, 2007; Feinstein et al., 2002; 

Jarmon et al., 2009; Ludlow, 2015), pre-service teachers were able to consider how teaching 
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feels, both cognitively and affectively (Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Nissim & Weissblueth, 

2017), within a safe learning environment (Dieker et al., 2017; Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 

2014; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a, 2016b; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018) that further 

strengthened and developed the emotional intelligence of the pre-service teacher (Bautista & 

Boone, 2015).  With respect to the physiological and affective states of student participants in 

the present study, a range of emotions were displayed as participants worked to manage 

individual emotional responses (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997; Driscoll, 2005), within the 

experiential learning environment (Dede, 2009; Kolb, 1984) of the mixed reality simulation 

experience, with the aid of their PLC (DuFour & Eaker, 1998). 

Specifically, learning how to manage one’s emotions may lead to a level of emotional 

intelligence among individuals (Chestnut & Cullen, 2014), that might aid in prevention of 

emotional exhaustion from the day-to-day experience of being the teacher (Chesnut & 

Cullen, 2014; Federici & Skaalvik, 2012; García-Ros et al., 2015; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 

2007).  The typical level of exhaustion experienced by educators, is often associated with the 

status of their physiological and affective states (Holzberger et al., 2013).  Emotional 

exhaustion may lead to feelings of burnout and a reduced sense of achievement (Federici & 

Skaalvik, 2012; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2007), as well as have an impact upon the perception 

of mastery experiences (Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2007) for educators.  Explicit development of 

emotional intelligence therefore, may offer a solution to handling emotional burnout, where 

higher levels of emotional intelligence might lead educators to view stressful scenarios in a 

more positive fashion (Chestnut & Cullen, 2014).  Regarding emotional counseling within 

the present study, some student participants expressed that their emotions were observed and 

specifically addressed, while others indicated their emotions were present but were not 
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acknowledged or addressed.  Regardless of the level of emotional counseling received, 

student participants indicated a desire for additional counseling with a focus on managing 

emotions via specific strategic interventions (Chestnut & Cullen, 2014) while teaching within 

the mixed reality simulation experience.  Despite some feelings of unease regarding when 

and how their emotional intelligence (Chestnut & Cullen, 2014) was fostered, student 

participants were successful at managing a variety of emotional responses. 

Individuals who learn to regulate their emotional responses to stressful situations, 

increase the probability of experiencing moments of positive mastery, thus allowing for 

greater attention to be spent upon successful task completion (Bandura, 1997).  By lessening 

and thereby altering emotional responses toward environmental stressors over time, 

individual self-efficacy may increase via secondhand experiences, as one’s perception is 

impacted by the ability to positively receive social persuasion (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997).  

One strategy for learning to manage emotions within a simulated classroom environment 

may be to utilize a unique feature within the mixed reality simulation experience which 

allows pre-service teachers to pause the classroom (Bradley & Kendall, 2014; Chini et al., 

2016; O’Callaghan & Piro, 2016a; Straub et al., 2014), receive feedback from the PLC 

(DuFour & Eaker, 1998), and return to the simulation afterwards (Becht & Delisio, 2015; 

Straub et al., 2014).  Moreover, observations of peer members of the PLC (DuFour & Eaker, 

1998) reinforce that teaching is not a solitary act, which subsequently removes the mystery 

surrounding others teaching while simultaneously instilling confidence in individual teaching 

ability (Engin & Priest, 2014).  With the assistance of the PLC (DuFour & Eaker, 1998), 

student participants within the present study gained awareness of their responses and made 

adjustments to individual emotional presence and outward displays of body language (Engin 
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& Priest, 2014; Nissim & Weissblueth, 2017; Stegmann et al., 2012).  Student participants 

also paused the classroom (Bradley Kendall, 2014; Chini et al., 2016; O’Callaghan & Piro, 

2016a; Straub et al., 2014) to receive emotional support from members of the PLC (DuFour 

& Eaker, 1998), in an effort to collect thoughts and address any feelings of self-doubt prior to 

returning to the simulated classroom. 

Development of interpersonal skills was also fostered through watching peers interact 

with avatar students (Stegmann et al., 2012), which may also aid in decreasing the sense of 

anxiety among pre-service teachers through active observation with respect to teaching in 

simulated classroom environments (Bautista & Boone, 2015).  Feelings of anxiousness 

associated with peer observation have a tendency to be heightened initially and lessen over 

time, with repeated exposure to mixed reality simulation experiences (Bautista & Boone, 

2015).  These phenomena were also observed in the present study as the PLC (DuFour & 

Eaker, 1998) itself evoked a variety of emotional responses from student participants, 

including nervous energy with first-time simulation experiences, the process of being 

observed by peers, and higher levels of avatar non-compliance (Bautista & Boone, 2015).  

Though originally amplified, feelings of anxiety related to the unknown lessened over time, 

and growth was apparent when student participants persevered through an assortment of 

challenges. 

Recommendations.  The finding for theme four within the present study was that 

student participants experienced a variety of emotional responses and learned how to manage 

said responses within the mixed reality simulation experience.  An increase in emotions 

occurred preceding the first use of the simulated classroom as well as when the level of 

non-compliance among student avatars was elevated.  Student participants developed an 
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awareness of body language and emotional presence, as well as an understanding of how 

personal emotions might impact the individual teaching and the student learners.  While 

teaching within the experiential learning environment, student participants also developed an 

increased comfort with respect to teaching ability and persevered through challenges within 

the mixed reality simulation experience.  The upsurge of emotions present, both positive and 

negative, regarding observations by peer members of the PLC, included an increase in initial 

anxieties; however, student participants also voiced comfort with the process of observing 

peer members teaching within the simulated classroom.  The ability to pause the classroom 

was appreciated and utilized by student participants to receive feedback, take a moment to 

emotionally compose thoughts, and subsequently reenter the simulated classroom to 

complete the lesson.  Student participants had mixed views pertaining to the level of 

emotional counseling offered with some believing specific strategies were detailed, while 

others felt little to no emotional counseling was provided. 

The researcher recommends an increase in the specific development of emotional 

counseling within teacher education programs to be incorporated within the mixed reality 

simulation experience.  Strengthening the ability to manage emotions as pre-service teachers 

may lead to an increased commitment to the field, lower burnout rates, and overall improved 

satisfaction with the field of education (Chesnut & Cullen, 2014; Federici & Skaalvik, 2012; 

García-Ros et al., 2015; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2007).  Development of social and emotional 

competencies for pre-service teachers might be achieved via the specific programmatic 

implementation of The Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning 

(CASEL) with respect to the five core competencies of self-awareness, self-management, 

social awareness, relationship skills, and responsible decision making (CASEL, 2018).  
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Within the mixed reality simulation experience and using CASEL as a framework, 

pre-service teacher educators may be better prepared to develop the physiological and 

affective states of pre-service teachers, thereby increasing the sense of self-efficacy over 

time. 

Future research.  The student participants detailed the benefits of managing 

emotions as members of a PLC within the experiential learning environment of the mixed 

reality simulation experience.  The direct development of emotional intelligence within 

pre-service teacher education programs in an effort to understand and adjust as educators 

with respect to emotional responses has been previously advocated for (Chesnut & Cullen, 

2014).  Future research might be conducted to determine the effect, if any, on the 

development of emotional counseling within pre-service teacher educator programs that have 

been enhanced via mixed reality simulations.  An area of potential focus might include an 

exploration into whether a specific emotional counseling curriculum, for instance via the 

CASEL core competencies (CASEL, 2018), influences the sense of self-efficacy among 

pre-service teachers, and if so which competency (CASEL, 2018) might have the greatest 

impact. 

In the present study, data related to Theme 4: Managing Emotions suggested the use 

of mixed reality simulations offer student participants the opportunity to develop individual 

physiological and affective states.  Learning to manage individual emotional reactions may 

result in an increase in the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers.  A summation 

of the qualitative findings, including recommendations and areas of future research, is 

detailed within the following section. 
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Summary of Qualitative Findings 

The qualitative findings support the notion that the mixed reality simulation 

experience addresses the four ways in which self-efficacy can be developed; namely, through 

mastery experiences, secondhand experiences, social persuasion, and development of 

physiological and affective states (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997).  The findings of the present 

study in conjunction with a variety of results found via previous investigations with respect 

to self-efficacy and mixed reality simulation experiences indicated student participants had 

mastery experiences as individuals took on the role of being the teacher through the 

experiential learning environment of the mixed reality simulation experience.  The student 

participants also experienced secondhand learning through peer observation and social 

persuasion via giving and receiving feedback within the PLC of the mixed reality simulation 

experience.  In addition, student participants learned to address their physiological and 

affective states through the management of emotions within the mixed reality simulation 

experience.  Furthermore, the finding statement itself was supported (see Figure 5.2) by the 

various categories that comprised the four themes within the present study, each of which 

indicated growth with respect to the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers. 
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Figure 5.2.  Finding statement with supporting themes and categories.  This figure illustrates 
the finding statement and four supporting themes moving towards the development of the 
sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers. 
 

Researcher recommendations with respect to the findings of the present study and 

possible programmatic adjustments included continuing to develop problem solving skills 

and offering moments of mastery though enactive learning opportunities as well as directly 

connecting high-leverage practices to coursework and turning down the level of avatar 

non-compliance when specific teaching strategies are the focus of a particular session.  The 

researcher also recommended providing observation scripts to increase the effectiveness of 

peer observation and to specifically address instances of negative mimicry, such that 

vicarious learning opportunities might have the greatest impact.  Utilizing feedback scripts 

and offering more avenues for the delivery of feedback when possible was also 

recommended by the researcher with respect to a finding that additional feedback was 

desired.  Finally, alterations at the programmatic level might include offering specific 

strategies when addressing emotional counseling and perhaps implementing the CASEL 
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framework (CASEL, 2018) in an effort to further develop self-efficacy through the use of 

mixed reality simulation. 

Areas for future research might include high-leverage practices and the transferability 

rates within simulated classroom environments, the impact of observation scripts, 

explorations into how feedback might influence the development of professional language, 

and if implementing core competencies from the CASEL emotional counseling model 

(CASEL, 2018) might further develop the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers. 

Limitations and Trustworthiness 

The present study utilized a mixed methods multiple case study design (Yin, 2009).  

A sequential embedded design was applied, with quantitative data collected firstly, followed 

by a phase of qualitative data collection.  This section details quantitative threats with respect 

to internal and external validity, in addition to the construct of trustworthiness regarding the 

qualitative aspect of the present study. 

Quantitative Limitations 

To address the validity of the quantitative aspect of this study, the threats to the 

internal and external validity were addressed.  Threats with respect to internal validity 

included maturation and experimental mortality; whereas, population and ecological 

validities comprised the threats where external validity within the present study was 

concerned.  Findings regarding both internal and external validities follow. 

Internal validity.  The internal validity of a study refers to “…the extent to which 

extraneous variables have been controlled by the researcher, so that any observed effect can 

be attributed solely to the treatment variable” (Gall et al., 2003, p. 368).  Due to the nature of 

the one group, with three levels pretest–posttest mixed design of the quantitative aspect 
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within the present study, several threats were identified (Campbell & Stanley, 1963) with 

respect to internal validity.  Demonstrated extraneous variables which posed a threat to the 

present study included (a) history, (b) maturation, (c) testing, (d) instrumentation, 

(e) differential selection, and (f) experimental mortality. 

History.  The threat of history occurs when a study takes place over time, where the 

potential exists for other events to occur which differ from the phenomenon being studied 

(Gall et al., 2003).  As the present study took place over a short time frame, the researcher 

determined the threat posed by history was minimal.  Quantitative data were collected 

immediately prior to the first simulation sessions of the semester, and again directly 

following the final session; therefore, the brief period of data collection time minimized 

potential effects of history. 

Maturation.  The threat of maturations occurs when a study takes place over an 

extended period of time (Gall et al., 2003).  The researcher found there was minimal threat of 

maturation due to the short time frame within which the present study took place.  Data 

collected from the TSES amassed immediately preceding the first simulation session of the 

data collection period, and again proximately following the third and final simulation session 

within this data collection phase.  With respect to internal validity, the brief period of time in 

which quantitative data were gathered minimized the possible effects of maturation. 

Testing.  The threat of testing occurs when the pretest has the potential to influence 

the scores on the posttest (Gall et al., 2003).  There was a moderate threat of testing due to 

the short time frame between the pretest and posttest.  However, due to the nonreactive 

measure (Campbell & Stanley, 1963) of the TSES, there was little stimulus placed on the 
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participants to be motivated to change their behavior.  In this regard, the testing threat was 

minimized due to the nature of the test itself, namely the TSES. 

Instrumentation.  The threat of instrumentation occurs when the measurement from 

pretest to posttest changes (Gall et al., 2003).  There was a minimal threat of instrumentation 

due to the use of the same instrument for both pretest and posttest measurements.  However, 

it should be noted that the delivery method of the TSES changed from pretest to posttest; 

where the pretest was administered via pencil and paper, the posttest was administered via 

the researcher created website.  Though the delivery method changed, the overall look and 

feel of the TSES was preserved, thereby minimizing the threat of instrumentation. 

Differential selection.  The threat of differential selection occurs when differences 

exist between groups being studied (Gall et al., 2003).  In the present study, though there 

were three levels defined within the group, only one group was utilized.  Due to the nature of 

the one group with three levels, pretest–posttest design, the differential selection threat was 

not present because only one group existed. 

Experimental mortality.  The threat of experimental mortality occurs when 

participants cannot complete all aspects of the study, which in turn may create potential 

allowances for missing data values (Gall et al., 2003) within the data collection phase.  There 

was a moderate threat of experimental mortality, the researcher concluded, due to the small 

initial sampling sizes across each of the three total exposure groups of 30 (n = 20), 

60 (n = 18), and 90 minutes (n = 15).  Regarding the internal validity within the quantitative 

phase of data collection, removal of participants stemmed either from withdrawal of 

enrollment in the courses within the sampling or was necessitated by a failure to complete 

either the before- or after-exposure measures of the TSES; and in one instance, a failure to 
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complete measurements at both observation times.  Ultimately, five participants were 

removed from the quantitative aspect of the present study due to attrition, two from total 

exposure 30 minutes and three from total exposure 60 minutes. 

External validity.  The external validity of a study refers to “…the extent to which 

the findings of an experiment can be applied to individuals and settings beyond those that 

were studied” (Gall et al., 2003, p. 374).  Research studies conducted within education 

settings might be applicable to other institutions or may have less or even no external validity 

in duplicative processes, such that internal validity may be good while external validity 

variables may be weaker or may not demonstrate the same results at all.  With respect to the 

present study, potential threats to the external validity of the quantitative aspects were 

determined and elaborated upon (Gall et al., 2003), including both population and ecological 

validities. 

Population validity.  The population validity of a study refers to “…the extent to 

which the results of an experiment can be generalized from the sample that was studied to a 

specified, larger group” (Gall et al., 2003, p. 374).  The participants, as well as Normal 

University itself, were selected via a non-random purposeful sampling.  Therefore, caution 

should be used when generalizing the results to a larger population (Gall et al., 2003).  

However, it should be noted that Normal University is an accredited Council for the 

Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP) university, and as such the teacher education 

program itself would share commonalities with other CAEP accredited teacher education 

programs. 

In addition, to an extent, the individual characteristics of participants within the 

present study might have interacted with the self-efficacy scores, and this aspect of 
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population validity may be difficult to monitor and control.  To address any potential 

personological complications, a demographic survey was employed in an effort to thoroughly 

describe student participants and unearth any personal or psychological characteristics among 

individuals that might have differed from the variety of members within the three different 

total exposure groups (Gall et al., 2003).  The researcher determined no personological 

impediments were found. 

Ecological validity.  The ecological validity of a study refers to “…the extent to 

which the results of an experiment can be generalized from the set of environmental 

conditions created by the researcher to different environmental conditions” (Gall et al., 2003, 

p. 375).  The researcher considered a variety of aspects within the ecological validity that 

might have an impact on the generalization of the present study.  Ecological validity 

explorations with respect to environmental conditions included (a) multiple-treatment 

interference, (b) Hawthorne effect, (c) novelty and disruption effects, (d) experimenter 

effects, (e) interaction of history and treatment effects, and (f) measurement of the dependent 

variable. 

Multiple-treatment interference.  Due to the nature of the teacher education program 

at Normal University, the potential exists for student participants to have received multiple 

treatments to develop a sense of self-efficacy, with a possible carryover effect between 

treatments (Gall et al., 2003).  To address the multiple-treatment interference threat, the 

researcher explored the relationship between mixed reality simulations and the course and 

field experiences undertaken by student participants during the interview portion of the 

qualitative data collection.  Through triangulation of data, the researcher minimized the 

degree of the multiple-treatment interference threat (Gall et al., 2003). 
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Hawthorne effect.  The Hawthorne effect occurs when participants are aware of 

inclusion within a research study, and that said awareness might lead to unconscious 

behavioral modifications (Gall et al., 2003).  The researcher determined there was a moderate 

degree of threat to the present study regarding the Hawthorne effect among student 

participants enrolled in the total exposure 30 minutes group.  Within the total exposure 60 

and 90 minutes groups respectively, the Hawthorne effect was low because student 

participants were accustomed to contributing to a variety of research studies at Normal 

University.  As the mixed reality simulation experience was not a novel feature within the 

pre-service teacher education program, most student participants within the total exposure 60 

and 90 minutes groups had already been subjects within previous simulated classroom 

investigations at Normal University.  The typical pre-service teacher candidate participant 

within the total exposure 30 minutes group however, would be experiencing the novelty of 

the simulated classroom for the first time and would, therefore, be more unlikely to have 

been a participant in previous research inquiries.  Nevertheless, the possibility of this threat 

to the ecological validity within the present study was minimized, as the researcher 

maintained a nonessential presence during the mixed reality simulation sessions (Gall et al., 

2003). 

Novelty and disruption effects.  The novelty and disruption effects pose a low degree 

of threat within the present study, as the effects only occur when a treatment is different from 

the instruction a participant might typically encounter (Gall et al., 2003).  The three courses 

from which student participants were sampled from each had a curriculum that featured the 

incorporation of mixed reality simulations.  The novelty of the simulated classroom learning 

environment might have shown observed gains simply because it was new technology within 
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the pre-service teacher education program at Normal University, in particular among student 

participants within the total exposure 30 minutes group.  However, since multiple exposure 

levels were studied, any novelty with the experience of the simulated classroom should 

decrease overtime, therefore ensuring a low degree of threat from novelty and disruption 

effects with respect to the ecological validity of the present study (Gall et al., 2003). 

Experimenter effect.  The experimenter effect might occur if the administration of the 

treatment is not completed with consistency (Gall et al., 2003).  Due to the varied levels of 

involvement with the mixed reality simulation sessions among the three exposure groups, the 

professors, and the simulation facilitators, as well as the inability to control the teaching style 

or personalities of said professors or facilitators, the experimenter effect variable posed a 

moderate threat to the ecological validity within the present study.  To address the 

experimenter effect threat, the simulation facilitators and professors followed a detailed 

outline for how simulations at Normal University should be facilitated, thereby fostering 

consistency regardless of which individual professor or simulation facilitator was leading the 

session.  In addition, as with the multiple-treatment threat, the researcher explored any 

possible impact of the experimenter effect by asking specific and focused questions related to 

any course differences within the qualitative interviews held with both student and 

professional participants.  Through the triangulation of data, the researcher minimized the 

degree of threat associated with the experimenter effect (Gall et al., 2003). 

Interaction of history and treatment effects.  Mixed reality simulation is at the 

forefront of pre-service teacher education (Dieker, Kennedy, et al., 2014) with respect to 

situated learning environments.  The variable of interaction of history and treatment effects 

poses a moderate degree of threat to the ecological validity of the present study as the impact 
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of the findings related to mixed reality simulations could be reduced in the future due to 

changes in the time period (Gall et al., 2003).  To minimize the interaction of history and 

treatment effects threat, any future research should continue to explore what effect, if any, 

mixed reality simulation experiences might have on the sense of self-efficacy among 

pre-service teachers (Gall et al., 2003). 

Measurement of the dependent variable.  The dependent variable in the present study 

consisted of scores on the TSES, as measured on a 9-point Likert scale.  It is possible 

participant responses might be different had the dependent variable measurement tool 

differed from the TSES.  However, the researcher concluded the measurement of the 

dependent variable posed a low degree of threat, as the use of a mixed methods multiple case 

study design and the triangulation of data aided in addressing any potential differences that 

might have occurred with the usage of a measurement scale other than the TSES instrument 

(Gall et al., 2003). 

Qualitative Trustworthiness 

Following the multiple case study design, several measures of trustworthiness were 

taken to validate the results, with respect to the qualitative aspect of the present study.  Yin 

(2009) identified the measures of case study trustworthiness including: (a) construct validity, 

(b) internal validity, (c) external validity, and (d) reliability.  The following sections detail 

how these measures were addressed within the present study. 

Construct validity.  Construct validity of the case study “…is the extent to which a 

measure used in a case study correctly operationalizes the concepts being studied” (Gall 

et al., 2003, p. 460).  In an effort to adequately establish construct validity, the researcher 

employed specific measures to reduce the subjectivity of the data collection procedures.  The 
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construct validity of a case study is achieved through the use of triangulation of data sources, 

establishing a chain of evidence, through member checking, and performing an external audit 

of discovered codes (Yin, 2009). 

Triangulation.  For the present study, triangulation was achieved through the use of 

multiple sources of data (Creswell, 2013; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Gall et al., 2003; 

Merriam, 2009; Yazan, 2015; Yin, 2009).  The researcher collected data from the before- and 

after-exposure scores on the TSES, interviews with student and professional participants, and 

observations of the mixed reality simulation sessions (see Appendix AB).  Together, the data 

sources captured participant beliefs and experiences related to the sense of self-efficacy 

among pre-service teachers with respect to the experience of mixed reality simulations. 

Chain of evidence.  A chain of evidence is established when there is a clear path from 

the establishment of research questions, through data collection and into the ultimate 

conclusions and findings of an investigation (Yin, 2009).  With respect to the present study, 

the researcher created a data audit trail to establish a chain of evidence.  The first aspect of 

the audit trail was to align the instrumentation with the appropriate research question (see 

Table 5.6).  Next, specific instances of when and how the various sources of data were 

collected were recorded.  The first and second cycles of data analysis resulted in initial codes, 

categories, and themes that were both in vivo and descriptive in nature (Creswell, 2013; 

Saldaña, 2009).  In debriefing these findings, the researcher utilized the participants own 

words in situ, thereby directly connecting the findings to the data collected. 
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Table 5.6 

Type of Data Collected and Matched to Specific Research Question(s) 

Data Collection Variable Purpose RQa 
Demographic Survey 
 

n/a 
 

Population Validity 
 

n/a 
 

Teachers’ Sense of 
Efficacy Scale 
  

n/a 
 

Measurement of Self-Efficacy 
 

1 
 

Student Participant 
Interview Question 

1 High-Leverage Teaching Practice n/a 
2 Mastery Experiences 2 
3 Secondhand Experiences 2 
4 Social Encouragement 2 
5 Physiological and Affective States 2 
6 

  
Growth Over Time 2, 1b 

Professional Participant 
Interview Question 

1 Appeared Behavior 2 
2 Increase Over Time? 2, 1b 
3 Secondhand Experiences and 

Social Encouragement 2 

4 Physiological and Affective States 2 
5 High-Leverage Teaching Practice n/a 
6 MRSc, PST SEd - General Thoughts 2 

  

Mixed Reality Simulation 
Observations 

Pause/ 
Un-Pausee 

Feedback? 2 
Behavior Change? 2 

  

Coaching Professor Suggestions 2 
Peer Suggestions 2 
Stress Specific Tips 2 

  

 
aRQ refers to the research question the instrumentation aligned with.  b2, 1 refers to the alignment of the instrumentation specifically with 
research question two, but also that the researcher discovered the findings also added support for research question one despite that not 
being their original intention.  cMRS refers to the mixed reality simulation experience.  dPST SE refers to pre-service teachers and the sense 
of self-efficacy among them, in this case this is in reference to all pre-service teachers enrolled in the teacher preparatory program at 
Normal University.  ePause/un-pause refers to the ability of pre-service teachers to freeze the simulated classroom experience, receive 
feedback from members of their professional learning community, and subsequently return to the simulated classroom to complete lessons. 
 

Member checking.  Member checking refers to the processing of checking with 

participants to confirm the interpretation of the data collected were true to the perceptions 

expressed by the participants (Yin, 2009).  Due to the small window of opportunity for the 

researcher to be in contact with both the student and professional participants, member 

checking was performed in real-time as the researcher interviewed participants.  To achieve 

this, the researcher would restate his interpretation of the participants’ thoughts throughout 
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the interview process and asked participants to confirm if said interpretation was an accurate 

representation of the participants’ perceptions, thereby allowing for additional clarification to 

occur if necessary. 

External audit.  To confirm the findings of the study, an external audit of 

discoverable codes was performed (Creswell, 2013; Merriam, 2009; Yazan, 2015; Yin, 

2009).  An independent and experienced researcher performed an audit of all collected data, 

as well as the analysis performed, and findings uncovered by the researcher.  The external 

auditor confirmed the results stemmed from the data collected (see Appendix AC). 

Internal validity.  Internal validity refers to “…seeking to establish a causal 

relationship, whereby certain conditions are believed to lead to other conditions, as 

distinguished from spurious relationships (Yin, 2009, p. 40).  In other words, internal validity 

determines that a specific factor or intervention has validated a contributory association with 

a known entity (Gall et al., 2003), the confirmation of which is achieved through pattern 

matching and explanation building (Yin, 2009).  With respect to the present study, the 

internal validity of the case study considered the impact of data collected via the interviews 

and observations on the relationship to mixed reality simulated course enhancements with 

respect to the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers. 

Pattern matching.  Pattern matching involves comparing theoretical predictions with 

the data collected (Yin, 2009).  “The causal inference is strengthened if pattern matching is 

found, that is, if the patterns discovered in the case study data correspond to predictions 

drawn from the theoretical propositions” (Gall et al., 2003, p. 461).  With respect to the 

present study, following the qualitative design, the researcher used codes informed by the 

literature (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005) as part of the basis for data analysis.  Through 
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comparison of codes informed by the literature to the inductive codes (Merriam, 2009), the 

researcher was able to establish pattern matching. 

Explanation building.  Explanation building occurs when the analysis of the data 

builds an explanation of the case (Yin, 2009).  The process is an extension of pattern 

matching but is a unique amalgamation of data and explanations; such that “to ‘explain’ a 

phenomenon is to stipulate a presumed set of causal links about it, or ‘how’ or ‘why’ 

something happened” (Yin, 2009, p. 141).  The iterative coding process within the present 

study enabled the researcher to compare and revise the findings to build an explanation of the 

relationship between the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers and the experience 

of mixed reality simulation. 

External validity.  External validity is “…the extent to which the findings of a case 

study can be generalized to similar cases” (Gall et al., 2003, p. 460).  As the researcher 

cannot know the settings in which future investigators might look to realistically recreate the 

present study in an effort to duplicate the findings, the researcher need only offer descriptive, 

adequate explanations of procedures with the research design such that external validity, or 

the transferability of the research components, would be possible (Merriam, 2009; Yin, 

2009).  To address the external validity of the present study, the researcher provided a rich 

description of the results.  In so doing, the researcher enabled future readers the opportunity 

to decide upon the transferability of the findings.  In addition to a thorough description of the 

findings, the researcher also provided a detailed overview of the two cases involved in the 

present multiple case study, thereby providing the conditions in which the findings would be 

most likely to be found in future investigations (Creswell, 2013; Creswell & Plano Clark, 

2011; Gall et al., 2003; Merriam, 2009; Yazan, 2015; Yin, 2009). 
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Reliability.  Reliability is “…the extent to which other researchers would arrive at 

similar results if they studied the same case using exactly the same procedures as the first 

researcher” (Gall et al., 2003, p. 460).  Yin (2009) recommends the use of a case study 

protocol, as well as a case study database to achieve reliability with case study research.  

With respect to the present study, the findings are contextual and valid for this specific case.  

The researcher employed interview and observational protocols and compiled data within a 

database (Yin, 2009), the details of which follow. 

Protocols.  The researcher established specific protocols for the collection of data 

through participant interviews (see Appendices G, H, I, and J) and for the process of 

observations of video recordings of mixed reality simulation sessions (see Appendix K).  In 

addition to establishing protocols utilized throughout data collection, the researcher also 

detailed the purpose, research questions, and relevant literature related to the focus of this 

study in Chapters One, Two, and Three of the present document.  Following the established 

case study protocols assured the researcher the reliability of the present study was established 

(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Yin, 2009). 

Database.  The researcher organized and documented all data collected, including 

researcher notes, for the present study into a database.  The database was organized by data 

type and then by source, and each entry utilized unique monikers in an effort to aid in the 

protection of the confidentiality of both student and professional participants.  As such, the 

records within said database could theoretically be used for the purpose of a separate 

independent analysis of the findings by an outside investigator or team.  The establishment of 

a data collection database further ensured the reliability of the present study with respect to 

qualitative trustworthiness (Yin, 2009). 
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Summary and Conclusion 

The present study was designed to explore the effect mixed reality simulations had on 

the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers via a mixed methods multiple case 

study.  The results of the quantitative aspect showed a significant main effect for the 

between-subjects factor, as well as a significant interaction between the between-subjects and 

within-subjects factors.  The qualitative aspect ultimately produced a finding statement 

supported by four themes.  As previously detailed, certain measures of trustworthiness were 

specifically employed, as identified with respect to case study research (Yin, 2009), as well 

as quantitative limitations (Gall et al., 2003).  The researcher heretofore established 

trustworthiness through construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability 

(Creswell, 2013; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Merriam, 2009; Yazan, 2015; Yin, 2009) as 

well as internal and external validities with respect to the quantitative aspect of the present 

study (Gall et al., 2003).  Therefore, taken together, the results of the quantitative and 

qualitative aspects of the present study find that the use of mixed reality simulations develops 

the sense of self-efficacy among student participants by offering opportunities for mastery 

experiences, secondhand experiences, social persuasion, and by developing the physiological 

and affective states (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997) of participating pre-service teachers.  In 

addition, recommendations were also discussed, as were opportunities for areas of future 

research. 

In conclusion, the experience of mixed reality simulation positively impacts the sense 

of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers (Bautista & Boone, 2015) as it aids in the 

development of the four sources of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1986, 1994, 1997).  Opportunities 

to role-play being the teacher within the mixed reality simulation environment (Gregory & 
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Masters, 2012) enable pre-service teachers to learn by doing as individuals gain authentic, 

mastery experiences (Fanning & Gaba, 2007; Feinstein et al., 2002; Jarmon et al., 2009; 

Ludlow, 2015).  When pre-service teachers are also members of a PLC within the mixed 

reality simulation experience (Dieker, Rodriguez, et al., 2014; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018), 

vicarious learning opportunities via peer observation are possible (Pankowski & Walker, 

2016; Stegmann et al., 2012; Walker & Dotger, 2012), as are occasions for giving and 

receiving social persuasion via feedback sessions (Bradley & Kendall, 2014; O’Callaghan & 

Piro, 2016a; Pankowski & Walker, 2016; Piro & O’Callaghan, 2018).  Mixed reality 

simulation experiences also influence the physiological and affective states of pre-service 

teachers as individuals learn to manage emotions while teaching, observing, and giving and 

receiving feedback (Bautista & Boone, 2015; Nissim & Weissblueth, 2017). 

Pre-service teachers have a tendency to initially rate individual self-efficacy as 

unrealistically high, then subsequently experience a drop in the sense of self-efficacy as 

additional experience with teaching both in traditional teacher education programs 

(Pendergast et al., 2011), and in ones enhanced with simulations, is gained (Bautista & 

Boone, 2015; Knezek et al., 2015).  It is therefore, unreasonable (Hoy & Woolfolk, 1993) to 

expect pre-service teachers to emerge from educator programming unless explicit 

interventions have been put into practice including, but not limited to “…specific courses and 

experiences in classroom management, opportunities to demonstrate the ability to use theory 

to solve common problems of practice, and supervision that nurtures gradual movement 

toward independent thought and action in teaching” (p. 369).  A multitude of occasions to 

engage in the active art of teaching must be entrenched within educational curriculums (Iqbal 

& Mahmood, 2010), including meaningful field experiences supported via guided reflection 
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from mentors who augment the learning process and boost the development of self-efficacy 

among pre-service teachers (Boz & Boz, 2010; Chesnut & Cullen, 2014).  May the present 

study add to the scarcity of research related to understanding the effects of mixed reality 

simulation on pre-service teacher self-efficacy. 
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Mixed Reality Simulation Scenarios for Introduction Course 

 
 

 
Simulation Classroom: Middle School 
Level: Initial, Preservice  
Certification Level: All 
Content Area: All 
High-Leverage Practice (HLP): Building Classroom 

Rapport and Forming Rules 
Number of Simulations: 3 per semester 
Lesson Planning: Follow professor guidelines 
 
Background: You are a recent college graduate, and while you are strong in your content 
area, you have never taught a group of middle school students.  Your objective is to establish 
rapport, set procedures and/or routines, and establish classroom rules.  Please prepare a 
lesson plan prior to each of the three simulation lessons following your professor’s 
guidelines. 
 
  

Reprinted with permission (C. Straub, personal communication, March 8, 2018). 
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Simulation #1 

Task: Discover information regarding your students to build rapport through a discussion 
Pedagogy: Teacher directed, whole class discussion, individual student questioning 
 

Simulations #2 and #3 
 
Task #1: Guide a discussion on classroom procedures and routines 
Pedagogy: Teacher directed, whole class discussions, individual student questioning 
 
Task #2: Guide a discussion on classroom rules 
Pedagogy: Teacher directed, whole class discussion, individual student questioning 
 
Note - Half of you will complete Task 1 in the second simulation and half of you will 
complete Task 2 in the second simulation.  Then, you will switch the tasks for Simulation #3.  
Your professor will schedule you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Adapted from: Piro & O’Callaghan (2016) and Mursion® (2018)  
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Mixed Reality Simulation Scenarios for Intermediate Course 

 
 

 
Simulation Classroom: Middle School 
Level: Initial, Preservice 
Certification Level: All 
Content Area: All 
High-Leverage Practice (HLP): Making a Literacy  

Strategy Explicit by Using Graphic Organizers  
Number of Simulations: 3 per semester 
Lesson Planning: Follow professor guidelines 
 
Background: You are a middle school teacher who is teaching a new instructional unit.  Your 
objective is to elicit student thinking on a graphic organizer related to any content area (your 
choice) and use the student responses to develop the graphic organizer. 
 
 
  

Reprinted with permission (C. Straub, personal communication, March 8, 2018). 
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Sample Graphic Organizers for the Scenario 
The following examples may provide guidance for choosing a graphic organizer within your 
chosen area of content.  You will choose one graphic organizer for the semester to use across 
all three simulations.  Professors may approve other graphic organizers. 
 
Fact building and checking, perspective building: Students use a graphic organizer to help 
the avatar students consider facts on an issue, develop various points of view, and create a 
persuasive argument 
Example: Develop a persuasive argument why the 13 colonies should become independent 
from England. 
 
Comparative, analytical thinking: Students use a graphic organizer to help the avatar 
students to compare two or more characteristics of a concept, issue, texts 
Examples: Compare the characteristics of fiction versus nonfiction.  Compare and contrast 
oral stories of recent historical event from family members and official historical accounts of 
the event.  Compare examples and non-examples of polynomials.  Compare the similarities 
of X & Y, and determine if similarities are more important than differences? 
 
Organization, comparative thinking, vocabulary, and comprehension: Students use a 
graphic organizer to help the avatar students to write classroom notes or organize major 
concepts 
Examples: Compare mathematical functions using words.  Create an organizer to 
demonstrate how to graph linear equations.  Create a graphic to compare science concepts.  
Create a graphic for scientific vocabulary by describing a scientific phenomenon, writing 
associated word with the phenomenon, and providing real-life examples. 
 
Research, sequential/chronological/historical thinking, organization, cause and effect: 
Students use a graphic organizer to help the avatar students to map an event - historical, plot, 
development of a discovery or theory 
Example: Develop a graphic to provide visual cues for a storyline. 
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Simulation #1 
Task: Introduce a graphic organizer 
Pedagogy: Teacher directed and/or whole class discussion 

  
Performance Objectives for Simulation 1 

Challenge 
 When teachers… Avatars will… 
Hit The learners will introduce a graphic organizer.  Any 

of the examples on the final page of this scenario will 
be sufficient.  Professors may approve other graphic 
organizers. 

Provide compliant 
behaviors to the 
instruction. 

Miss The learners are unable to introduce appropriate 
graphic organizers for their content. 

Mild non-compliance 
behaviors for lesson 1. 

 
Simulation #2 

Task: Lead a Think-Pair-Share discussion developing the graphic organizer; use student 
responses to develop it 
Pedagogy: Think-Pair-Share; One-on-one coaching to elicit student thinking 

 
Performance Objectives for Simulation 2 

Challenge #1 
 When teacher… Avatars will… 
Hit Learners will successfully lead a Think-Pair-Share 

activity to develop the graphic organizer in their 
content area. 

Compliant behaviors 
mixed with several mild 
non-compliant behaviors. 

Miss Students do not successfully lead a Think-Pair-Share 
activity. 

Mild to moderate 
non-compliant behaviors. 

 
Challenge #2 
 When teacher… Avatars will… 
Hit Learners will successfully lead an individual coaching 

activity to develop the graphic organizer in their 
content area. 

Compliant behaviors 
mixed with several mild 
to moderate 
non-compliant behaviors. 

Miss Students do not successfully lead an individual 
coaching activity to develop the graphic organizer. 

Mild to moderate 
non-compliant behaviors. 
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Simulation #3 
Task: Lead a whole group discussion on completion of graphic organizer 
Pedagogy: Whole class discussion on using student feedback, checking for understanding, 
and monitoring learning 

 
Performance Objectives for Simulation 3 

Challenge #1 
 When teacher… Avatars will… 
Hit Learners will successfully lead a whole group 

discussion to elicit feedback from the avatar students 
on the graphic organizer in their content area. 

Compliant behaviors 
mixed with several mild 
to moderate 
non-complaint 
behaviors. 

Miss Students do not successfully lead a whole group 
discussion. 

Moderate non-compliant 
behaviors. 

 

Challenge #2 
 When teacher… Avatars will… 
Hit Learners will successfully check for understanding and 

monitor learning on the graphic organizer in their 
content area. 

Compliant behaviors 
mixed with several mild 
to moderate 
non-complaint 
behaviors. 

Miss Students do not successfully check for understanding 
or monitor learning. 

Moderate non-compliant 
behaviors. 

 
Materials: Teacher will use content within their certification areas.  However, no pre- 
knowledge will be required of the avatars.  Students will use content common to the middle 
school level. 
Reflection Prompts: What one thing did you do well?  What one thing would you do 
differently?  Why and how?  How has your host teacher used graphic organizers?  What 
connections did you make between the simulation and your clinical practice? 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Adapted from: Piro & O’Callaghan (2016)  
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Mixed Reality Simulation Scenarios for Advanced Course 
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Mixed Reality Simulation Scenarios for Advanced Course 

 
 

 
Simulation Classroom: Middle School 
Level: Initial, Preservice 
Certification Level: All 
Content Area: All 
High-Leverage Practice (HLP): 

Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS)  
Number of Simulations: 3 per semester 
Lesson Planning: Follow professor guidelines 
 
Background: You are a recent college graduate teaching a group of middle school students.  
Your school district is focusing on HOTS as a focus for district goals. Use Bloom’s 
Taxonomy to ask your students questions using the three highest levels (analyzing, 
evaluating, creating) to teach a lesson in your content area. Please prepare a lesson plan prior 
to each of the three simulation lessons following your professor’s guidelines. See below for 
the specifics of all three simulations this semester. 
 
  

Reprinted with permission (C. Straub, personal communication, March 8, 2018). 
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Simulation #1 
Task: Introduce the content with varying levels of questioning 
Pedagogy: Teacher directed and/or individual, small group or whole class discussion 

 
Performance Objectives for Simulation 1 

Challenge 
 When teacher… Avatars will… 
Hit The learners will introduce a lesson on a content of 

their choice.  Students will begin to focus asking 
questions on the highest levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy 
(analyzing, evaluating, creating) in their introductory 
lesson. 

Provide mild or 
compliant behaviors to 
the instruction. 

Miss The learners are unable to introduce varying higher 
levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy in questioning. 

Moderate 
non-compliance 
behaviors. 

 
Simulation #2 

Task: Lead discussion using varying levels of questions (highest Bloom’s taxonomy levels) 
Pedagogy: Think-Pair-Share; One-on-one coach - elicit thinking; whole group discussion 

 
Performance Objectives for Simulation 2 

Challenge 
 When teacher… Avatars will… 
Hit Learners will successfully lead a Think-Pair-Share 

activity to ask varying higher levels of questions at 
Bloom’s Taxonomy’s highest three levels. 

Compliant behaviors 
mixed with several mild 
non-compliant behaviors. 

Miss Students do not successfully ask varying levels of 
questions at Bloom’s Taxonomy’s highest three levels. 

Moderate non-compliant 
behaviors. 
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Simulation #3 
Task: Develop a formative assessment to check for understanding and conclude lesson. Use  
higher order thinking questions 
Pedagogy: Whole class discussion using student feedback, checking for understanding and  
monitoring learning 
 

Performance Objectives for Simulation 3 
Challenge 
 When teacher… Avatars will… 
Hit Learners will successfully lead a whole group 

discussion to elicit feedback from the avatar students 
by using higher order thinking questions. 

Compliant behaviors 
mixed with several mild 
to moderate 
non-complaint 
behaviors. 

Miss Students do not successfully ask higher order thinking 
skills questions. 

Moderate non-compliant 
behaviors. 

 
 
Materials: Teacher will use content within their certification areas.  However, no pre- 
knowledge will be required of the avatars.  Students will use content common to the middle 
school level. 
Reflection Prompts: What one thing did you do well?  What one thing would you do 
differently?  Why and how?  How has your host teacher used graphic organizers?  What 
connections did you make between the simulation and your clinical practice? 
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List of Question Starters Based on Bloom’s Taxonomy: This list moves through the 6 
taxonomy levels with questions for each one.  The first three levels are considered lower 
order questions; the final three levels are considered higher order.  Higher order questions are 
for critical thinking and creative problem solving.  Each taxonomy level has a short 
description, a list of keywords that can be used to begin a question, and question starters 
(http://blog.curriculet.com/38-question-starters-based-blooms-taxonomy). 
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Level 1 - Remember: Recalling Information 
Key Words: Define, Describe, Find, Label, List, Match, Name, Recall, Recognize, Retrieve, 
Select, Tell 
Question Starters: Can you name…?  What happened after…?  What is…?  Who was it 
that…? 
 
Level 2 - Understand: Demonstrate an understanding of facts, concepts, and ideas 
Key Words:  Classify, Compare, Contrast, Demonstrate, Describe, Explain, Extend, 
Illustrate, Infer, Interpret, Outline, Relate, Rephrase, Show, Summarize, Translate 
Question Starters:  Can you clarify…?  Can you explain why…?  Can you write in your own 
words?  What is the main idea?  Who do you think…?  Write a brief outline of…? 
 
Level 3 - Apply: Solve problems; apply knowledge, facts, techniques, and rules uniquely 
Key Words: Apply, Build, Choose, Construct, Demonstrate, Develop, Draw, Experiment  
with, Illustrate, Interview, Make use of, Model, Organize, Plan, Select, Solve, Utilize 
Question Starters: Can you demonstrate how certain characters are similar or different?  Can 
you illustrate…?  Do you know of another instance where…?  What choice does (character) 
face?  What questions would you ask of…? 
 
Level 4 - Analyze: Breaking information into parts; explore connections and relationships 
Key Words: Analyze, Assume, Categorize, Classify, Compare, Conclusions, Contrast, 
Discover, Divide, Examine, Function, Group, Inspect, Make Distinctions, Relationships, 
Sequence, Simplify 
Question Starters: Can you distinguish between…?  How is… similar to…?  If… happened, 
what might the ending have been?  What was the problem with…?  What was the turning 
point?  Which events could not have happened?  Why did … changes occur? 
 
Level 5 - Evaluate: Justifying or defending a position or course of action 
Key Words: Agree, Appraise, Assess, Award, Choose, Compare, Defend, Determine, 
Disprove, Evaluate, Influence, Judge, Justify, Mark, Measure, Prioritize, Prove, Rate, 
Recommend, Select, Support, Value 
Question Starters: Can you defend the character’s position about…?  Do you believe…?  Do 
you think… is a good or bad thing?  How can you determine the character’s motivation 
when…?  Judge the value of…  What are the consequences…?  Why did the character 
choose…?   
 
Level 6 - Create: Generating new ideas, products or ways of viewing things 
Key Words: Change, Combine, Compile, Construct, Design, Develop, Elaborate, Formulate, 
Imagine, Improve, Invent, Modify, Plan, Produce, Propose, Solve 
Question Starters: Can you see a possible solution to…?  Do you agree with the actions?  Do 
you agree with the outcomes?  What do you imagine would have been the outcome if… had 
made a different choice?  What is your opinion of…?  What would happen if…?  What 
would you cite to defend the actions of…? 

 
 

Adapted from: Piro & O’Callaghan (2016)  
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Demographic Survey 
 
Directions: Please check the box that best describes you and provide any additional 
information. 
 
1. Gender Identity: 

c Female 

c Male 

c Non-binary 

c Prefer not to say 

c Prefer to self-describe: _______________ 

 
2. Ethnicity: 

c African-American 

c Asian-American/Pacific Islander 

c Caucasian-American 

c Hispanic-American 

c Native-American 

c Other (please specify): _______________ 

 
3. Anticipated Graduation Year: 

c 2017 

c 2018 

c 2019 

c 2020 

c Other (please specify): _______________ 
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4. Anticipated Teaching Level: 

c Early Childhood 

c Elementary 

c Secondary 

c Other (please specify): _______________ 

 

5. Content Area: 

c Not Applicable 

c English 

c Mathematics 

c Science 

c Social Studies 

c World Language 

c Other (please specify): _______________ 

 

6. Age: _______________ 

 

7. Career Prior to Education (if applicable): ____________________________________ 
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Teachers Sense of Efficacy Scale, Long Form 

 
 

Used with permission (A. W. Hoy, personal communication, April 13, 2018). 
Freely available online (Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2001b).  
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Teachers Sense of Efficacy Scale, Researcher Developed Website Version 

 
 
Figure F.1.  Website slip.  This figure illustrates the slip of paper passed out by the 
researcher to the student participants following the completion of the third simulation session 
during the data collection period. 
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Figure F.2.  Screenshot of welcome screen.  This figure illustrates the welcome screen of the 
researcher developed Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale website.  The collected data gathered 
the necessary information for the researcher to begin conducting the qualitative aspect of data 
collection for the present study. 
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Figure F.3.  Screenshot of a TSES question.  This figure illustrates the first question (used 
with permission; A. W. Hoy, personal communication, April 13, 2018) of the Teachers’ 
Sense of Efficacy Scale (Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2001b) on the researcher developed 
website.  To see the mobile version of this page, see Figure 3.10. 
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Figure F.4.  Screenshot of submit page.  This figure illustrates the submission button, which 
coincided with the final question (used with permission; A. W. Hoy, personal 
communication, April 13, 2018) of the Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale (Tschannen-Moran 
& Hoy, 2001b) on the researcher developed website. 
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Figure F.5.  Screenshot of final page.  This figure illustrates the final page of the researcher 
developed website.  The final page served to offer the researchers thanks to the student 
participants for their time and also offered a reminder regarding what to expect moving 
forward with their participation in the qualitative aspect of data collection for the present 
study. 
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Student Participant Interview Protocol 

Student Participant Pseudonym: __________________________  Course: _________ 
Date: __________ Meeting Location: _________________ Time: __________ 
 
i. Rapport building 

 
ii. Definition 
 

a. Self-efficacy refers to an individual’s “…beliefs about their capabilities to produce 
designated levels of performance that exercise influence over events that affect their 
lives” (Bandura, 1994, p. 2). 

[Researcher note: In other words, your personal belief in your ability to succeed or accomplish a task.] 
 
1. What is the high-leverage teaching practice for your class? 

[Researcher note: Provide preservice teacher with course description (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2016) if clarification is needed]  
 
2. With respect to self-efficacy, do you feel that your participation in the mixed reality 

simulations have made you more comfortable with your teaching ability? 
 
a. Can you give me an example? 

 
i. How many courses have you taken that have utilized mixed reality simulation? 
 

3. In terms of self-efficacy, did the “fish bowl” aspect [watching your peers (PLC) 
participate] of the mixed reality simulation experiences make you feel more at ease with 
your own teaching? 
 
a. Can you give me an example? 

 
i. Following the coaching experiences, were you able to assess perceived areas of 

self-efficacy in terms of your personal strengths and/or weaknesses? 
 

1. Can you give me an example? 
 

a. Did you subsequently modify your own behavior? 
 
i. Can you give me an example? 

 
ii. With respect to self-efficacy, did observing your peers in the mixed reality 

simulations alter teaching behaviors for you in your simulation experiences? 
 
1. Can you give me an example? 
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4. After your experiences with mixed reality simulation, did you discuss your individual 
self-efficacy with any of your peers, either in- or outside of class? 
 
a. Can you give me an example? 

 
i. Did you find that these discussions were encouraging or helpful? 

 
1. How so? 

 
a. Did they help you identify areas to improve? 

 
i. Can you give me an example? 

 
5. Did you ever feel overwhelmed by one of the scenarios? 

 
a. Can you give me an example? 

 
i. What did you do with that feeling? 
 
ii. Did your professor and/or classmates offer advice on how to handle a situation? 

 
1. Can you give me an example? 

 
a. Did you find this advice helpful? 

 
i. How so? 

 
6. Tell me about your sense of self-efficacy in your first, second, and third experiences with 

the mixed reality simulations. 
 

a. Can you give me an example? 
 

i. Can you compare and contrast your views about self-efficacy in teaching 
following your first, second, and third exposures to mixed reality simulation this 
semester? 

[Researcher note: Make sure to include discussions of varying exposure levels] 
 
a. Can you give me an example? 

[Researcher note: Prompts may include, “Talk to me about the…” or “In question x you answered … tell me 
a little more about that,” for example] 

 
 
 
 
Note:  The researcher utilized a version of this interview protocol that provided ample 
spacing between questions and allowed for detailed notes to be made as the interview 
progressed.  
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Professorial Participant Interview Protocol - Professorial 

Professor Pseudonym: ________________________________  Course: _________ 
Date: __________ Meeting Location: _________________ Time: __________ 
 
i. Rapport building 

 
ii. Definition 

 
a. Self-efficacy refers to an individual’s “…beliefs about their capabilities to produce 

designated levels of performance that exercise influence over events that affect their 
lives” (Bandura, 1994, p. 2). 

[Researcher note: In other words, your personal belief in your ability to succeed or accomplish a task.] 
 

1. Anecdotally and with respect to self-efficacy, did you notice a change, in terms of how 
your students presented themselves throughout the semester, while participating in the 
mixed reality simulation experiences? 
 
a. Can you give me an example? 

 
2. From your perspective, did your pre-service teachers appear to increase their 

self-efficacy, through teaching within the mixed reality simulations, as the semester went 
along? 

 
a. Can you give me an example? 

 
3. What are your thoughts on the “fish bowl” approach [pre-service teachers watching their 

peers (PLC) participate in mixed reality simulation] as it relates to self-efficacy for your 
pre-service teachers? 

 
a. Can you give me an example? 

 
i. Did you find that it was helpful for your pre-service teachers to watch their peers? 

 
1. Can you give me an example? 

 
ii. Did you notice any improvement in your pre-service teachers following 

peer-given advice? 
 

1. Can you give me an example? 
 

iii. Did you notice any improvement in your pre-service teachers following the 
coaching sessions with yourself? 

 
1. Can you give me an example? 
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4. Did you ever observe one of your pre-service teachers who became overwhelmed by a 
particular scenario? 
 
a. Can you give me an example? 

 
i. Did their peers provide any tips on how to manage their emotions? 

 
1. Can you give me an example? 

 
ii. Did you provide any tips on how to manage their emotions? 

 
1. Can you give me an example? 

 
a. Did your pre-service teacher step back into the mixed realty simulation 

experience to try again following the feedback session? 
 

i. If so, were you able to discern a change in their sense of self-efficacy? 
 

1. Can you give me an example? 
 
5. From your perspective as a professor, how do you think that practicing high-leverage 

teaching practices impacts a pre-service teachers’ sense of self-efficacy? 
a. Can you give me an example? 

 
6. What is your point of view, professorially speaking, of mixed reality simulation and its 

potential effect(s) on pre-service teachers’ sense of self-efficacy? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note:  The researcher utilized a version of this interview protocol that provided ample 
spacing between questions and allowed for detailed notes to be made as the interview 
progressed.  
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Professional Participant Interview Protocol - Managerial 

Normal University Manager Pseudonym: ____________________________________ 
Date: __________ Meeting Location: _________________ Time: __________ 
 
i. Rapport building 

 
ii. Definition 
 

a. Self-efficacy refers to an individual’s “…beliefs about their capabilities to produce 
designated levels of performance that exercise influence over events that affect their 
lives” (Bandura, 1994, p. 2). 

[Researcher note: In other words, your personal belief in your ability to succeed or accomplish a task.] 
 

1. Anecdotally and with respect to self-efficacy, did you notice a change, in terms of how 
the students presented themselves throughout the semester, while participating in the 
mixed reality simulation experiences? 
 
a. Can you give me an example? 

 
2. From your perspective, did the pre-service teachers appear to increase their self-efficacy, 

through teaching within the mixed reality simulations, as the semester went along? 
 

a. Can you give me an example? 
 
3. What are your thoughts on the “fish bowl” approach [pre-service teachers watching their 

peers (PLC) participate in mixed reality simulation] as it relates to self-efficacy for the 
pre-service teachers? 
 
a. Can you give me an example? 

 
i. Did you find that it was helpful for the pre-service teachers to watch their peers? 

 
1. Can you give me an example? 

 
ii. Did you notice any improvement in the pre-service teachers following peer-given 

advice? 
 
1. Can you give me an example? 

 
iii. Did you notice any improvement in the pre-service teachers following the 

coaching sessions with their professor? 
 
1. Can you give me an example? 
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4. Did you ever observe a pre-service teacher who became overwhelmed by a particular 
scenario? 
 
a. Can you give me an example? 

 
i. Did their peers provide any tips on how to manage the emotions of the pre-service 

teacher? 
 
1. Can you give me an example? 

 
ii. Did the professor provide any tips on how to manage the emotions of the 

pre-service teacher? 
 
1. Can you give me an example? 

 
a. Did the pre-service teacher step back into the mixed reality simulation 

experience to try again following the feedback session? 
 
i. If so, were you able to discern a change in their sense of self-efficacy? 

 
1. Can you give me an example? 

 
5. From your perspective as the University Manager, how do you think that practicing 

high-leverage teaching practices impacts a pre-service teachers’ sense of self-efficacy? 
 
a. Can you give me an example? 

 
6. What is your point of view, speaking as the University Manager, of mixed reality 

simulation and its potential effect(s) on pre-service teachers’ sense of self-efficacy? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note:  The researcher utilized a version of this interview protocol that provided ample 
spacing between questions and allowed for detailed notes to be made as the interview 
progressed.  
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Professional Participant Interview Protocol - Administrative 

Program Administrator Pseudonym: ________________________________________ 
Date: __________ Meeting Location: _________________ Time: __________ 
 
i. Rapport building 

 
ii. Definition 
 

a. Self-efficacy refers to an individual’s “…beliefs about their capabilities to produce 
designated levels of performance that exercise influence over events that affect their 
lives” (Bandura, 1994, p. 2). 

[Researcher note: In other words, your personal belief in your ability to succeed or accomplish a task.] 
 

1. Anecdotally, from an administrative point of view, did you notice a change with respect 
to self-efficacy, in terms of how the students presented themselves throughout the 
semester, while participating in the mixed reality simulation experiences? 
 
a. Can you give me an example? 

 
2. From an administrative perspective, did the pre-service teachers appear to increase their 

self-efficacy, through teaching within the mixed reality simulations, as the semester went 
along? 
 
a. Can you give me an example? 

 
3. What are your thoughts, from an administrative perspective, on the “fish bowl” approach 

[pre-service teachers watching their peers [PLC] participate in mixed reality simulation] 
as it relates to self-efficacy for the pre-service teachers? 
 
a. Can you give me an example? 

 
i. From an administrative point of view, did you find that it was helpful for the 

pre-service teachers to watch their peers? 
 

1. Can you give me an example? 
 

ii. Did you notice any improvement, from an administrative point of view, in the 
pre-service teachers following peer-given advice? 
 

1. Can you give me an example? 
 

iii. From an administrative perspective, did you notice any improvement in the 
pre-service teachers following the coaching sessions with their professor? 
 

1. Can you give me an example? 
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4. In your role as an administrator, did you ever observe a pre-service teacher who became 
overwhelmed by a particular scenario? 
 
a. Can you give me an example? 

 
i. From an administrative point of view, did you observe the peers of any 

pre-service teacher provide any tips on how to manage the emotions of the 
pre-service teacher? 
 

1. Can you give me an example? 
 

ii. From an administrative point of view, did you observe a professor providing any 
tips on how to manage the emotions of a particular pre-service teacher? 
 

1. Can you give me an example? 
 
a. Did you observe the pre-service teacher step back into the mixed reality 

simulation experience to try again following the feedback session? 
 
i. If so, from an administrative perspective, were you able to discern a 

change in their sense of self-efficacy? 
 
1. Can you give me an example? 

 
5. From an administrative perspective, how do you think that practicing high-leverage 

teaching practices impacts a pre-service teachers’ sense of self-efficacy? 
 
b. Can you give me an example? 

 
6. What is your point of view, administratively speaking, of mixed reality simulation and its 

potential effect(s) on pre-service teachers’ sense of self-efficacy? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note:  The researcher utilized a version of this interview protocol that provided ample 
spacing between questions and allowed for detailed notes to be made as the interview 
progressed.  
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Mixed Reality Simulation Observation Protocol 
 

Student Participant Pseudonym: 
Session Number: 
Session Date: 

 
 
General Observations: 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Did the student step out of 
the simulation? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
What feedback did the 
student get while out? 

 
Did the student step back in? 
Did behavior change? 

 
Coaching: 
Teacher suggestions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Coaching: 
Peer suggestions 

 
Coaching: 
Stress specific tips 

 
Other comments: 
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Institutional Review Board Approval 
 
Proposal # 1617-84 

Human Subjects Research Application Coversheet 
Western Connecticut State University Institutional Review Board 

 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Erik M. Gundel 
If the PI is a student, FACULTY SUPERVISOR: Dr. Jody Piro 
DEPARTMENT: Education & Educational Psychology 
EMAIL/S: e-mail@e-mail.com; e-mail@e-mail.com 
PROJECT TITLE: Understanding the Effects of Mixed Reality Simulation 

    on Pre-service Teacher Self-Efficacy 
 
Check any of the following that apply to this proposal:  
_____ A. Proposal is an undergraduate student research project.  Is the research  
         funded/developed with an  
    X    B. Proposal is a graduate student research project.   external grant? 
            
_____ C. Proposal is WCSU faculty-developed research.   YES     NO 
             
_____ D. Proposal is externally-developed research.   If yes, indicate Funding  
*indicate WCSU “sponsor”       Agency: 
     

I. Purpose of IRB Review  
The role of the WCSU Institutional Review Board (IRB) is to review all proposed research at WCSU or by WCSU faculty, 
staff or students to ensure that the research meets Federal standards for the safety and protection of any human subjects 
involved in the research. The WCSU IRB operates in compliance with the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, Department of 
Health and Human Services (DHHS) Title 45 Part 46. WCSU’s IRB has registered approval (Federalwide Assurance/FWA) 
from the Office of Human Research Protections (OHRP). To help the IRB fulfill its role, WCSU requires all researchers to 
submit their protocol for review and approval. Please refer to the Research Application Guide at www.wcsu.edu/irb for 
complete instructions. The WCSU IRB is unlikely to reject an application without first discussing its concerns about the 
research with the investigator. However, applications may be deferred for review at another meeting if substantial issues are 
present. Researchers are encouraged to attend the IRB meeting of their review - in order to address any concerns 
directly. Failure to submit complete materials by the published deadlines will delay review processes. 

II. Application for IRB Review Checklist  
 

Before submitting your research application for review by the IRB, you must ensure: Everyone involved 
has completed the Human Subjects Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative (CITI) program, 
accessible on our website http://www.wcsu.edu/irb/ or its equivalent. 
 
      IS THIS A NEW RESEARCH PROJECT?     
 
         YES      NO 
 

If yes, are you applying for?   Protocol # of previously approved application _________ 
______ Exempt Review          Are there any modifications to the previously approved  
    X     Expedited Review   research?     

  ______ Full Review     YES   NO 
 
 
 

COMMITTEE ACTION 
  X   Approved through    Full    review  __ Not approved; clarification/modification required 
 
 IRB Chair's Approval: Jessica Eckstein, Ph.D.    Date: 12/15/2016  
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Site Permission Form 

 
Department of Education and Educational Psychology 
181 White Street 
Danbury, CT 06810 
 
[Insert Date here after IRB approval] 
 
Dear Dr. Administrator, 
 

I am currently enrolled in the doctoral program for Instructional Leadership at 
Western Connecticut State University.  The program asks doctoral candidates to design and 
implement a research study as part of the dissertation requirement.  Please accept this letter 
as a formal request on my behalf, to carry out this research study, which will be conducted 
during the spring semester of 2017 on the Normal University Campus. 
 

The purpose of the research study is to explore self-efficacy beliefs among 
pre-service teachers who are experiencing an enhanced curriculum by way of a mixed reality 
simulation, such as Simulation.  Specifically, what perceptions are associated with 
pre-service teachers’ sense of self-efficacy with respect to level of exposure to mixed reality 
simulation? 
 

The study will triangulate both qualitative and quantitative data collected via multiple 
sources to explore the research question.  Initial data will be collected by way of the 
Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES) as administered to the pre-service teachers 
enrolled in one of three courses, specifically NU 000, NU2 000, and finally NU2 000 [Note: 
the NU2 courses are also cross labeled as NU 000 and NU 000].  The TSES will be given at 
the beginning of the semester and again following the completion of the three 10-minute 
sessions of mixed reality simulation with coaching the professors assigned to the courses 
listed above will be providing.  A demographic survey will also be completed by pre-service 
teacher candidate participants during the initial class-time meeting at the start of the 
semester.  In addition, the grade point averages of all pre-service teachers will be obtained 
from Normal University records.  Quantitative data collected will inform the qualitative 
study, which will feature select observations of the mixed reality simulation experiences, 
close reading of reflective journals kept by the pre-service teachers, and interviews with 
four-to-six students in each class, as well as interviews with the course professors, University 
manager, and yourself as program administrator.  All participants may be requested to 
continue in the data collection process via another round of interviews.  Any and all data 
collected may be used in future research reports or conferences the researcher may 
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participate in while presenting the findings of this research or suggesting areas of 
concentration for future studies. 

 
Pre-service teachers will be selected for the interview process based on pre- and 

post-test data.  Interviews will be conducted in-person at a mutually agreed upon location or 
via Skype, for a period of 60-90 minutes per interview sitting.  All interviews will focus on 
the high-leverage teaching practice for the course in question, with respect to the experiences 
of pre-service teachers within mixed reality simulation experiences in conjunction with a 
sense of self-efficacy.   

 
Interviews with the University manager, program administrator, and professors will 

focus on the perception of observed changes in self-efficacy among pre-service teachers over 
the course of the semester.  Questions will also explore the potential benefits of feedback 
received via coaching sessions and any perceived advantages of peer observations by 
pre-service teachers in the mixed reality simulation setting.  The interview with the program 
administrator will also explore the possible effect(s) of mixed reality simulation on 
pre-service teachers’ sense of self-efficacy from an administrative point-of-view. 
 
 There is no deception in this study.  There is little risk, beyond everyday risk, from 
participating in this study.  Possible risks include loss of confidentiality in Internet 
transactions, coercion, and loss of time. Though minimal, the greatest potential risk is 
confidentiality; however, measures will be undertaken by the researcher to assure that 
confidentiality is maintained for all participants.  Coercion and loss of time are limited risks 
as participation is entirely voluntary and may be withdrawn at any time throughout the 
process, without any threat of penalty.  Participant identities will be maintained in a secure 
location to protect confidentiality, with all participant names receiving a pseudonym for 
privacy within the written study.  Results of the study will be reported in such a way as to 
protect the identity of the individual participants.  The researcher has no supervisory 
relationship with any of the adult participants.   
 
 The aforementioned research study has been approved by the Western Connecticut 
State University Institutional Review Board; [Insert protocol number here].  My hope is that 
this research may inform the need for educational programming to enhance the curriculum to 
include mixed reality simulation with respect to the perceived benefit(s) of self-efficacy in 
pre-service teachers.  I wish to thank you in advance for considering departmental 
participation in this study.  If you would like to discuss the study with me, or have any 
additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact me via phone [(000)-000-0000] or 
e-mail [e-mail@e-mail.com]. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
[Insert Adobe Signature here]   [Insert Adobe Signature here] 
 
Erik M. Gundel, Ed.D. Candidate  Jody S. Piro, Ed.D. Associate Professor 
Instructional Leadership   Ed.D. in Instructional Leadership 
e-mail@e-mail.com    e-mail@e-mail.com 
(000) 000-0000 - Cell    (000) 000-0000 - Office 
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If you agree to departmental participation in this research study, please sign the 
attached statement and return it to me by Tuesday, January 24, 2017.  Please keep a 
copy for your records. 
 
Thank you, 
 
[Insert Adobe Signature here] 
 
Erik M. Gundel, Ed.D. Candidate 
Instructional Leadership 
Western Connecticut State University 
 
 
 
 

I, ________________________________________, am the 

Administrator of the education and educational psychology 

department at Normal University.  I acknowledge that Mr. Gundel has 

made clear to me the purpose of this research study, identified all 

potential risks involved, and offered to answer any questions.  I 

voluntarily grant my permission for departmental participation in this 

research study. 

 

Printed Name (Please print clearly): ____________________________ 

Signature: _______________________________ Date: __________ 
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Classroom Observation Permission Form 

 
Department of Education and Educational Psychology 
181 White Street 
Danbury, CT 06810 
 
[Insert date after IRB approval] 
 
Dear [Insert name of professor to be observed after IRB approval] 
 

I am currently enrolled in the doctoral program for Instructional Leadership at 
Western Connecticut State University.  The program asks doctoral candidates to design and 
implement a research study as part of the dissertation requirement.  Please accept this letter 
as a formal request on my behalf, for you and your class to participate in this research, which 
will be conducted during the spring semester of 2017. 
 

The purpose of the research study is to explore self-efficacy beliefs among 
pre-service teachers who are experiencing an enhanced curriculum by way of a mixed reality 
simulation, such as Simulation.  Specifically, what perceptions are associated with 
pre-service teachers’ sense of self-efficacy with respect to level of exposure to mixed reality 
simulation? 
 

The study will triangulate both qualitative and quantitative data collected via multiple 
sources to explore the research question.  Initial data will be collected by way of the 
Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES) as administered to the pre-service teachers 
enrolled in one of three courses, specifically NU 000, NU2 000, and finally NU2 000 [Note: 
the NU2 courses are also cross labeled as NU 000 and NU 000].  The TSES will be given at 
the beginning of the semester and again following the completion of the three 10-minute 
sessions of mixed reality simulation with coaching you will be providing.  A demographic 
survey will also be completed by pre-service teacher candidate participants during the initial 
class-time meeting at the start of the semester.  In addition, the grade point averages of all 
pre-service teachers will be obtained from Normal University records.  Quantitative data 
collected from the TSES will inform the qualitative study, which will feature select 
observations of the mixed reality simulation experiences, close reading of reflective journals 
kept by the pre-service teachers, and interviews with four-to-six students from your class.  
Interviews will also be conducted with the University manager, program administrator, as 
well as yourself and the other course professors.  All participants may be requested to 
continue in the data collection process via another round of interviews.  Any and all data 
collected may be used in future research reports or conferences the researcher may 
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participate in while presenting the findings of this research or suggesting areas of 
concentration for future studies.  
 

Pre-service teachers will be selected for the interview process based on pre- and 
post-test data.  Interviews will be conducted in-person at a mutually agreed upon location or 
via Skype, for a period of 60-90 minutes per interview sitting.  All interviews will focus on 
the high-leverage teaching practice for your course with respect to the experiences of 
pre-service teachers within mixed reality simulation experiences in conjunction with a sense 
of self-efficacy.   

Interviews with the University manager, program administrator, and professors will 
focus on the perception of observed changes in self-efficacy among pre-service teachers over 
the course of the semester.  Questions will also explore the potential benefits of feedback 
received via coaching sessions and any perceived advantages of peer observations by 
pre-service teachers in the mixed reality simulation setting.  The interview with the program 
administrator will also explore the possible effect(s) of mixed reality simulation on 
pre-service teachers’ sense of self-efficacy from an administrative point-of-view. 
 
 There is no deception in this study.  There is little risk, beyond everyday risk, from 
participating in this study.  Possible risks include loss of confidentiality in Internet 
transactions, coercion, and loss of time.  Though minimal, the greatest potential risk is 
confidentiality; however, measures will be undertaken by the researcher to assure that 
confidentiality is maintained for all participants.  Coercion and loss of time are limited risks 
as participation is entirely voluntary and may be withdrawn at any time throughout the 
process, without any threat of penalty.  Participant identities will be maintained in a secure 
location to protect confidentiality, with all participant names receiving a pseudonym for 
privacy within the written study.  Results of the study will be reported in such a way as to 
protect the identity of the individual participants.  The researcher has no supervisory 
relationship with any of the adult participants.   
 
 The aforementioned research study has been approved by the Western Connecticut 
State University Institutional Review Board; protocol number [Insert after approval].  My 
hope is that this research may inform the need for educational programming to enhance the 
curriculum to include mixed reality simulation with respect to the perceived benefit(s) of 
self-efficacy in pre-service teachers.  I wish to thank you in advance for considering yourself 
and your class for participation in this study.  If you would like to discuss the study with me, 
or have any additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact me via phone [(000)-000-
0000] or e-mail [e-mail@e-mail.com]. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
[Insert Adobe Signature here]   [Insert Adobe Signature here] 
 
Erik M. Gundel, Ed.D. Candidate  Jody S. Piro, Ed.D. Associate Professor 
Instructional Leadership   Ed.D. in Instructional Leadership 
e-mail@e-mail.com    e-mail@e-mail.com 
(000) 000-0000 - Cell    (000) 000-0000 - Office 
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If you agree to class-wide participation in this research study, please sign the attached 
statement and return it to me by [Insert date after IRB approval here].  Please keep a 
copy for your records. 
 
Thank you, 
 
[Insert Adobe Signature here] 
 
Erik M. Gundel, Ed.D. Candidate 
Instructional Leadership 
Western Connecticut State University 
 
 
 

 
 

I, ________________________________________, am a professor 

at Normal University.  I acknowledge that Mr. Gundel has made clear to me 

the purpose of this research study, identified all potential risks involved, and 

offered to answer any questions.  I voluntarily grant my permission to 

participate in this research study. 

 

Printed Name (Please print clearly): _____________________________________ 

Signature: _________________________________________ Date: _________ 
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Professional Candidate Participant Consent Form - Qualitative Stage, Aspect Two 

 
Department of Education and Educational Psychology 
181 White Street 
Danbury, CT 06810 
 
[Insert date after IRB approval] 
 
Dear [Insert either Professor, Manager, or Administrator Participant after IRB approval] 
 

I am currently enrolled in the doctoral program for Instructional Leadership at 
Western Connecticut State University.  The program asks doctoral candidates to design and 
implement a research study as part of the dissertation requirement.  Please accept this letter 
as a formal request on my behalf, for your participation in this research, which will be 
conducted during the spring semester of 2017. 
 

The purpose of the research study is to explore self-efficacy beliefs among 
pre-service teachers who are experiencing an enhanced curriculum by way of a mixed reality 
simulation, such as Simulation.  Specifically, what perceptions are associated with 
pre-service teachers’ sense of self-efficacy with respect to level of exposure to mixed reality 
simulation? 
 

The study will triangulate both qualitative and quantitative data collected via multiple 
sources to explore the research question.  Initial data will be collected by way of the 
Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES) as administered to pre-service teachers enrolled in 
three separate, yet successive, education courses.  The TSES will be given at the beginning of 
the semester and again following completed exposure to three 10-minute sessions of mixed 
reality simulation with coaching.  Quantitative data collected from the TSES will inform the 
qualitative study, which will feature observations of the mixed reality simulation experience 
and close reading of reflective journals kept by pre-service teacher candidate participants 
throughout the semester.  In addition, interviews will be conducted with 12 to 18 pre-service 
teachers, as well as the professors of the courses, University manager, and program 
administrator.  All participants may be requested to continue in the data collection process 
via another round of interviews. 
 

Pre-service teachers will be selected for the interview process based on pre- and 
post-test data, with interviewees representing either the least or the most growth over time, 
with respect to their individual TSES scores.  Interviews will be conducted either in-person at 
a mutually agreed upon location or via SKYPE, for no more than one hour per interview 
sitting.  Interviews will focus on the high-leverage teaching practice for each course, as 
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explained to the researcher by the pre-service teacher, with additional questions posed with 
respect to this information as it relates to the self-efficacy beliefs of the pre-service teacher 
within the mixed reality simulation experience. 
 

Interviews with the University manager, program administrator, and professors will 
focus on the perception of observed changes in self-efficacy among pre-service teachers over 
the course of the semester.  Questions will also explore the potential benefits of feedback 
received via coaching sessions and any perceived advantages of peer observations by 
pre-service teachers in the mixed reality simulation setting.  The interview with the program 
administrator will also explore the possible effect(s) of mixed reality simulation on 
pre-service teachers’ sense of self-efficacy from an administrative point-of-view. 
 
 There are no known risks associated with participation in this study.  Participation is 
entirely voluntary and may be withdrawn at any time throughout the process, without any 
threat of penalty.  Participant identities will be maintained in a secure location to protect 
confidentiality, with all participant names receiving a pseudonym for anonymity within the 
written study.  Results of the study will be reported in such a way as to protect to identity of 
the individual participants.  The researcher has no supervisory relationship with any of the 
adult participants.   
 
 The aforementioned research study has been approved by the Western Connecticut 
State University Institutional Review Board; protocol number [Insert # here].  My hope is 
that this research may inform the need for educational programming to enhance the 
curriculum to include mixed reality simulation with respect to the perceived benefit(s) of 
self-efficacy in pre-service teachers.  I wish to thank you in advance for your consideration in 
participating in this study.  If you would like to discuss the study with me, or have any 
additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact me via phone [(000)-000-0000] or 
e-mail [e-mail@connect.wcsu.edu]. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
[Insert Adobe Signature here]   [Insert Adobe Signature here] 
 
Erik M. Gundel, Ed.D. Candidate  Jody S. Piro, Ed.D. Associate Professor 
Instructional Leadership   Ed.D. in Instructional Leadership 
e-mail@connect.wcsu.edu   email@e-mail.edu 
(000) 000-0000 - Cell    (000) 000-0000 - Office 
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If you agree to participate in this research study, please sign the attached statement and 
return it to me by [Insert date after IRB approval here].  Please keep a copy for your 
records. 
 
Thank you, 
Erik M. Gundel, Ed.D. Candidate 
Instructional Leadership 
Western Connecticut State University 
 

I, ________________________________________, am an educator at 

Normal University.  I acknowledge that Mr. Gundel has made clear to me the 

purpose of this research study, identified all potential risks involved, and offered to 

answer any questions.  I voluntarily grant my permission to participate in this 

research study. 

 

Printed Name of Educator: __________________________________ 

Signature of Educator: ______________________________________ Date: __________ 
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Pre-Service Teacher Candidate Participant Consent - Quantitative Stage 

 
Department of Education and Educational Psychology 
181 White Street 
Danbury, CT 06810 
 
[Insert date after IRB approval] 
 
Dear Pre-service Teacher Candidate Participant, 
 

I am currently enrolled in the doctoral program for Instructional Leadership at 
Western Connecticut State University.  The program asks doctoral candidates to design and 
implement a research study as part of the dissertation requirement.  Please accept this letter 
as a formal request on my behalf, for your participation in this research, which will be 
conducted during the spring semester of 2017. 
 

The purpose of the research study is to explore the perceptions of pre-service teachers 
who are experiencing an enhanced curriculum via mixed reality simulation, such as 
Simulation.  Specifically, what perceptions are associated with pre-service teachers’ sense of 
self-efficacy with respect to level of exposure to mixed reality simulation? 
 

Phase one of this study will gather initial data by way of the Teachers’ Sense of 
Efficacy Scale (TSES) as administered to all pre-service teachers enrolled in this course.  The 
TSES will be given to you at the beginning of the semester and again following your 
completed exposure to three 10-minute sessions of mixed reality simulation with professorial 
coaching.  You will also complete a demographic survey during the initial class-time meeting 
at the start of the semester.  In addition, the researcher will be obtaining your grade point 
average from Normal University records.  This data will be used to inform the qualitative 
study (phase two).  Any and all data collected may be used in future research reports or 
conferences the researcher may participate in while presenting the findings of this research or 
suggesting areas of concentration for future studies.  
 
 There is no deception in this study.  There is little risk, beyond everyday risk, from 
participating in this study.  Possible risks include loss of confidentiality in Internet 
transactions, coercion, and loss of time.  Though minimal, the greatest potential risk is 
confidentiality; however, measures will be undertaken by the researcher to assure that 
confidentiality is maintained for all participants.  Coercion and loss of time are limited risks 
as participation is entirely voluntary and may be withdrawn at any time throughout the 
process, without any threat of penalty.  Participant identities will be maintained in a secure 
location to protect confidentiality, with all participant names receiving a pseudonym for 
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privacy within the written study.  Results of the study will be reported in such a way as to 
protect to identity of the individual participants.  The researcher has no supervisory 
relationship with any of the adult participants.   
 
 The aforementioned research study has been approved by the Western Connecticut 
State University Institutional Review Board; protocol number [insert IRB approval number].  
My hope is that this research may inform the need for educational programming to enhance 
the curriculum to include mixed reality simulation with respect to the perceptions of 
pre-service teachers.  I wish to thank you in advance for your consideration in participating in 
this study.  If you would like to discuss the study with me, or have any additional questions, 
please do not hesitate to contact me via phone [(000)-000-000] or e-mail 
[e-mail@e-mail.com]. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
[Insert Adobe Signature here]   [Insert Adobe Signature here] 
 
Erik M. Gundel, Ed.D. Candidate  Jody S. Piro, Ed.D. Associate Professor 
Instructional Leadership   Ed.D. in Instructional Leadership 
e-mail@e-mail.com    e-mail@e-mail.com 
(000) 000-0000 - Cell    (000) 000-0000 - Office 
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If you agree to participate in this phase of the research study, please sign the attached 
statement and return it to me in class this evening.  Please keep a copy for your records. 
 
Thank you, 
 
[Insert Adobe Signature here]  
 
Erik M. Gundel, Ed.D. Candidate 
Instructional Leadership 
Western Connecticut State University 
 
 

I, ________________________________________, am a pre-service 

teacher candidate at Normal University.  I acknowledge that Mr. Gundel has 

made clear to me the purpose of this research study, identified all potential risks 

involved, and offered to answer any questions.  I voluntarily grant my 

permission to participate in this research study. 

 

Printed Name (Please print clearly): ___________________________________ 

Signature: ______________________________________ Date: __________ 
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Pre-Service Teacher Candidate Participant Consent - Qualitative Stage, Aspect One 

 
Department of Education and Educational Psychology 
181 White Street 
Danbury, CT 06810 
 
[Insert date after IRB approval] 
 
Dear Pre-service Teacher Candidate Participant, 
 

I am currently enrolled in the doctoral program for Instructional Leadership at 
Western Connecticut State University.  The program asks doctoral candidates to design and 
implement a research study as part of the dissertation requirement.  Please accept this letter 
as a formal request on my behalf, for your participation in this research, which will be 
conducted during the spring semester of 2017. 
 

The purpose of the research study is to explore the perceptions of pre-service teachers 
who are experiencing an enhanced curriculum via mixed reality simulation, such as 
Simulation.  Specifically, what perceptions are associated with pre-service teachers’ sense of 
self-efficacy with respect to level of exposure to mixed reality simulation? 
 

Quantitative data collected during phase one of the study will inform the qualitative 
study (phase two), which will feature observations of your mixed reality simulation 
experiences and close reading of the reflective journals you kept throughout the semester.  In 
addition, interviews will be conducted with four-to-six students from your class, as well as 
the professors of the courses, University manager, and program administrator.  All 
participants may be requested to continue in the data collection process via another round of 
interviews.  Any and all data collected may be used in future research reports or conferences 
the researcher may participate in while presenting the findings of this research or suggesting 
areas of concentration for future studies.  
 

As part of your regular course assignments, you will be videotaped conducting three 
[simulation] sessions and the coaching sessions with your professor that will follow 
immediately afterward.  In addition, you will also be writing a reflective journal entry 
following each [simulation] session.  The researcher will be viewing a select number of these 
observations and reflective journal entries.  In addition, the researcher will be conducting 
interviews with three-to-four pre-service teachers in your class.  Pre-service teachers will be 
selected for the interview phase of the study based on your pre- and post-test scores on the 
Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES).  Interviews will be conducted either in-person at a 
mutually agreed upon location or via Skype, for no more than 60-90 minutes per sitting.  
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Interviews will focus on the high-leverage teaching practice for your course, as explained to 
the researcher by you, with additional questions posed with respect to this information as it 
relates to your experiences in the [simulation] sessions.  If you are selected for an interview, 
the researcher will be contacting you through your preferred e-mail and/or your Normal 
University e-mail, as provided in the space(s) below.   
 
 There is no deception in this study.  There is little risk, beyond everyday risk, from 
participating in this study.  Possible risks include loss of confidentiality in Internet 
transactions, coercion, and loss of time. Though minimal, the greatest potential risk is 
confidentiality; however, measures will be undertaken by the researcher to assure that 
confidentiality is maintained for all participants.  Coercion and loss of time are limited risks 
as participation is entirely voluntary and may be withdrawn at any time throughout the 
process, without any threat of penalty.  Participant identities will be maintained in a secure 
location to protect confidentiality, with all participant names receiving a pseudonym for 
privacy within the written study.  Results of the study will be reported in such a way as to 
protect to identity of the individual participants.  The researcher has no supervisory 
relationship with any of the adult participants.   
 
 The aforementioned research study has been approved by the Western Connecticut 
State University Institutional Review Board; [insert IRB approval number].  My hope is that 
this research may inform the need for educational programming to enhance the curriculum to 
include mixed reality simulation with respect to the perceptions of pre-service teachers.  I 
wish to thank you in advance for your consideration in participating in this study.  If you 
would like to discuss the study with me, or have any additional questions, please do not 
hesitate to contact me via phone [(000)-000-0000] or e-mail [e-mail@e-mail.com]. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
[Insert Adobe Signature here]   [Insert Adobe Signature here] 
 
Erik M. Gundel, Ed.D. Candidate  Jody S. Piro, Ed.D. Associate Professor 
Instructional Leadership   Ed.D. in Instructional Leadership 
e-mail@e-mail.com    e-mail@e-mail.com 
(000) 000-0000 - Cell    (000) 000-0000 - Office 
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If you agree to participate in this phase of the research study, please sign the attached 
statement and return it to me in class this evening.  Please keep a copy for your records. 
 
Thank you, 
 
[Insert Adobe Signature here] 
 
Erik M. Gundel, Ed.D. Candidate 
Instructional Leadership 
Western Connecticut State University 
 

 

I, ________________________________________, am a pre-service 

teacher candidate at Normal University.  I acknowledge that Mr. Gundel has 

made clear to me the purpose of this research study, identified all potential risks 

involved, and offered to answer any questions.  I voluntarily grant my 

permission to participate in this research study. 

 

Preferred e-mail address (Please print clearly): ___________________________ 

University e-mail, if different (Please print clearly): _______________________ 

 

Printed Name (Please print clearly): ___________________________________ 

Signature: ___________________________________ Date: _____________ 
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Cover Letter for Consent Folders 

[Student Participant Name]  
[Course Name]  
[Professor Name]  
 
 
Hello! 
 
My name is Erik Gundel and I am a doctoral student at Western Connecticut State University 
studying [Simulation] this semester.  Specifically, I am studying how [Simulation] effects a 
pre-service teachers’ sense of self-efficacy.  Self-efficacy is defined as an individual’s belief 
in a self-driven ability to produce desirable results. 
 
I will be asking for your consent to participate in my study in two phases: 
 

• Phase 1: Complete a demographic survey and the Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale 
(TSES), which are both within this folder. You will then take the TSES again 
following the completion of your third and final [Simulation] session this semester. 

• Phase 2: Two-to-four students from each class will be asked to participate in 
interviews in late April or early May, as well as allow me to view previously recorded 
[Simulation] sessions and view your reflective journals (both completed as part of 
your course requirements). 
 
Note: I am not evaluating you as a potential teacher in any way, shape, or form.  
Also, participating in my study will not affect your grade in your course. 

 
If you agree to be a part of the study, please complete the packet found within this folder on 
the right side by signing in the two places marked, complete the demographic form, and 
complete the TSES form on the last page. Take the packet on the left side for your records. 
 
 
Thanks so much, I really appreciate your help! 
 
Erik Gundel 
000-000-0000 
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Selected Examples of Source Code for the Researcher Developed TSES Website 

 
 
Figure S.1.  Source code of TSES question array.  This figure illustrates the initial lines of 
source code utilized with the researcher developed Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale 
website.  Specifically, the 24 questions (used with permission; A. W. Hoy, personal 
communication, April 13, 2018) on the TSES (Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2001b) are 
displayed within the question array variable.   
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Figure S.2.  Example source code.  This figure illustrates part of the source code used for the 
researcher developed Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale website. 
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Figure S.3.  Source code detailing TSES Firebase core.  This figure illustrates the source 
code utilized to link the researcher developed website to the Firebase database.  Firebase was 
used to store the data collected from the researcher developed website for this specific aspect 
of data collection with the present study.  
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Example of Completed Student Participant Interview Protocol 

Student Participant Pseudonym: Keira Sanford  Course: Intermediate 
Date: May 7, 2017  Meeting Location: Telephone  Time: 6:30 pm 
 
iii. Rapport building 

- 
 

iv. Definition 
- 
 
a. Self-efficacy refers to an individual’s “…beliefs about their capabilities to produce 

designated levels of performance that exercise influence over events that affect their 
lives” (Bandura, 1994, p. 2). 

[Researcher note: In other words, your personal belief in your ability to succeed or accomplish a task.] 

 - 
 
7. What is the high-leverage teaching practice for your class? 

[Researcher note: Provide preservice teacher with course description (Piro & O’Callaghan, 2016) if clarification is needed]  

- 
 

8. With respect to self-efficacy, do you feel that your participation in the mixed reality 
simulations have made you more comfortable with your teaching ability? 
- 
 
a. Can you give me an example? 

MUSIC 
Yeah à good thing à 5 extreme person 
Good * 2:30-ish 
 
i. How many courses have you taken that have utilized mixed reality simulation? 

2 
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9. In terms of self-efficacy, did the “fish bowl” aspect [watching your peers (PLC) 
participate] of the mixed reality simulation experiences make you feel more at ease with 
your own teaching? 
- 
 
a. Can you give me an example? 

Indifferent à forgot they were there 
 
i. Following the coaching experiences, were you able to assess perceived areas of 

self-efficacy in terms of your personal strengths and/or weaknesses? 
- 
 
1. Can you give me an example? 

This semester à 
Not good feedback 
No influence on practice 
Not specific 

  In Introduction course à 
Corresponded to class 
Correlated 
 

a. Did you subsequently modify your own behavior? 
- 
 
i. Can you give me an example? 

Disconnect *** 
 

ii. With respect to self-efficacy, did observing your peers in the mixed reality 
simulations alter teaching behaviors for you in your simulation experiences? 
- 
 
1. Can you give me an example? 

8:00-ish 
Absolutely!! à 

  

 

GREAT 
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10. After your experiences with mixed reality simulation, did you discuss your individual 
self-efficacy with any of your peers, either in- or outside of class? 
- 
 
a. Can you give me an example? 

Peers à Music Education 
 

i. Did you find that these discussions were encouraging or helpful? 
- 
 
1. How so? 

Exchange ideas 
Reflect 

 
a. Did they help you identify areas to improve? 

- 
 

i. Can you give me an example? 
- 

 
11. Did you ever feel overwhelmed by one of the scenarios? 

- 
 
a. Can you give me an example? 

No, comfortable in front of class 
Works with kids 
 
i. What did you do with that feeling? 

- 
 
ii. Did your professor and/or classmates offer advice on how to handle a situation? 

15:00-ish 
 
1. Can you give me an example? 

 
a. Did you find this advice helpful? 

 
i. How so? 

 
  

Wants 
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12. Tell me about your sense of self-efficacy in your first, second, and third experiences with 
the mixed reality simulations. 
- 
          19:00-ish 
          Standing * 
a. Can you give me an example? 

Plan 
Think out of the box 
 
i. Can you compare and contrast your views about self-efficacy in teaching 

following your first, second, and third exposures to mixed reality simulation this 
semester? 

[Researcher note: Make sure to include discussions of varying exposure levels] 

- 
 

a. Can you give me an example? 
[Researcher note: Prompts may include, “Talk to me about the…” or “In question x you answered … tell me 
a little more about that,” for example] 

- 
 
 
 
 
Meeting time hard à 
 Longer blocks of time 
 Groups 
 
More accessible 
 
 
Education and music departments need better communication * 
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Example of Completed MRSO Protocol 

Participant: Sophie Norris 
Session Number: 1 
Session Date: February 00, 2017  

 
 
General Observations: 
 

• Get to know your lesson 
• Redirect CJ* immediately 
• Remembers that Maria* likes to read, keeps going to get her 

to talk 
• CJ* phone / CJ* language 
• Nice closure 

NO NOTES 
 
 
Did the student step out of 
the simulation? 
 

NO                                            
 
 

 
What feedback did the 
student get while out? 
 
 
 

 
Did the student step back 
in? 
Did behavior change? 
 
 
 

 
Coaching: 
Teacher suggestions 
 

• Connected to 
the students, 
building a 
relationship 

• CJ* corrected by 
then 
acknowledged 
what she said 

• Wrap up ahead 
• Listens to 

Students 
 

 
Coaching: 
Peer suggestions 
 

• Good job with 
Maria* 

• Controlling the 
classroom 

• Moved around 
the class 

 
Coaching: 
Stress specific tips 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NONE 

 
Other comments: 
 

• N/A 
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Participant: Sophie Norris 
Session Number: 2 
Session Date: March 00, 2017  
 

 
General Observations: 
 

• Routines 
• Ignores Ed* 
• CJ* interrupts and continues, Kevin* does next 
• Sean* clicking his pen 
• Explains purpose of routines 

CJ* phone x2 
Not much movement 

NO NOTES 
 
 
Did the student step out of 
the simulation? 
 

• Yes 
• Lost place 
• Ed* yawned 

 
 
 

 
What feedback did the 
student get while out? 
 

• Reassured that 
being able to 
pause is the 
purpose of 
mixed reality 
simulations 
 

 
Did the student step back 
in? 
Did behavior change? 
 

• Yes 
• Time to 

catch place 

 
Coaching: 
Teacher suggestions 
 

• Good just 
freezing to 
composure 
yourself 

• What was the 
focus? 

 

 
Coaching: 
Peer suggestions 
 

• “Warm strict” 
• Missed behavior 

 
Coaching: 
Stress specific tips 
 
 
 
 

NONE 
 

 
Other comments: 
 

• Planned lesson but realized that there was no interaction 
• Professor: “That’s a good reflection” 

• As you watch other people see how they do it 
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Participant: Sophie Norris 
Session Number: 3 
Session Date: April 00, 2017  
 

 
General Observations: 
 

• Sean* interrupts - Sophie redirects 
• Routines à Explains why 
• Redirects CJ* (with control!); Redirects Kevin* (less control) 
• Checks for understanding x2 
• Redirects CJ* phone x3 (last time with authority) 

Before starting: 
“Always get nervous and forget everything” 

HAS NOTES!! 
  
 
Did the student step out of 
the simulation? 
 
NO                                            
 

 
What feedback did the 
student get while out? 
 
 
 

 
Did the student step back 
in? 
Did behavior change? 
 
 
 

 
Coaching: 
Teacher suggestions 
 

• Need more 
authority 

• How to get 
students to 
remember 
long-term 
• Active 

engagement 
• Over saying: “This 

is really 
important”  

 

 
Coaching: 
Peer suggestions 
 

• Write down 
information 

 
Coaching: 
Stress specific tips 
 

• Before starting: 
• Professor: 

“Take a 
breath” 

 
Other comments: 
 

• Unhappy with last time, too nervous à wanted to have a positive 
attitude 

• Wanted to plan more à added check for understanding 
• Reflects on “what you would do differently” à Ask non-restate 

questions  
• Connects to field experience 
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Appendix V 

Initial Second Cycle Coding of Student Participant Interviews 
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Initial Second Cycle Coding of Student Participant Interviews 

 

 
 
Figure V.1.  Beginning of second cycle coding.  This figure illustrates the researchers use of 
sticky-notes on the wall.  Initially, the researcher placed the codes on the wall to be able to 
visually see multiple codes simultaneously. 
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Figure V.2.  Initial groupings of first cycle codes.  This figure illustrates the beginning stages 
of how the researcher began grouping codes together based on commonalities. 
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Figure V.3.  Grouping of first cycle codes by commonality.  This figure illustrates how the 
researcher placed various groupings onto white scrap paper as defined groupings began to 
emerge.  Along the edge, codes that had not yet joined a grouping were displayed for review. 
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Figure V.4.  Building relationships across groupings.  This figure illustrates the process the 
researcher undertook in searching for broader relationships between the emerging categories 
and subcategories. 
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Figure V.5.  Connecting the groupings.  This figure illustrates the groupings on the sheets of 
white paper with their respective overarching word now being regrouped regarding broader 
commonalities.  This process formed the basis of the initial categories and subcategories that 
would ultimately support a variety of themes. 
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Figure V.6.  Disaster’s in the air.  This figure illustrates the code wall in shambles following 
a humid night.  Fun fact: painter’s tape does not stick well to builder’s paper, especially 
during a heat wave.  As such, the researcher moved codes from the wall (and his pool table) 
into an Excel document shortly thereafter. 
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Appendix W 

Initial Second Cycle Student Participant Interview Codes 
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Initial Second Cycle Student Participant Interview Codes 

Table W.1 

Fieldwork: Initial Second Cycle Student Participant Interview Codes 

General Theme Sub-Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Fieldwork    Fieldwork Experience 8 

Connection Between Fieldwork 
Experience and MRSa 

20 
 

Connection Between Work 
Experiences and MRS 

5 
 

Observing Avatar Personalities in 
the Field 
  

9 

 
aMRS refers to the mixed reality simulation experience.   
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Table W.2 

Coursework: Initial Second Cycle Student Participant Interview Codes 

General Theme Sub-Theme Category First Cycle Code f 

Course-work   Course-work Connection Between 
Coursework and MRSa 
  

6 
 

Barriers 
between 
Course and 
MRS 

Relationship Between MRS 
and Course 

22 
 

Relationship Between MRS 
and the Classroom 

4 
 

Difference Between Courses 4 
Lack of Connection 5 
Professor Not Part of MRS 2 
Unclear Expectations 12 
Online-Hybrid Class 
Limitations 6 

Prefers In-person to 
Hybrid-Online 
  

2 
 

Wants - Wants Coursework 
Tailored towards MRS More 

2 
 

Wants - Access to Recordings 5 
Wants - Watching Examples 
to Learn Ideas 
  

1 
 

Timing and 
Scheduling 

Prefers Scheduling of MRS 
During Class Time 

13 
 

Scheduled Time of MRS 
Sessions 7 

Time Observing 3 
Timing Between MRS 
Sessions 7 

Timing Within MRS Session 6 
Too Much MRS 3 
Wants More MRS Sessions 6 
Actively Observing 1 

  

 
aMRS refers to the mixed reality simulation experience. 
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Table W.3 

Mixed Reality Simulation: Initial Second Cycle Student Participant Interview Codes 

General Theme Sub-Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
MRSa   Safe Overall Experience of MRS 5 

Safe Learning Environment 15 
Forget Surroundings 14 
Experiment with Different 
Strategies 

3 
 

Each Session is Different 3 
  

Pause 
Classroom 

Pause - Collect Thoughts 4 
Pause - Did Not Go as Planned 2 
Pause - Did Not Know What to 
Say 

3 
 

Pause - Didn’t Know How to 
Handle Situation 

3 
 

Pause - Lost Control 3 
Pause - Lost Place 3 
Pause - Unexpected Avatar 
Behavior 

4 
 

Pause - Unpaused and Success 5 
Pause - Unprepared 2 
Pause - Wanted to Pause but 
Didn’t 
  

5 
 

Growth 
Over Time 

Growth Over Multiple Semesters 14 
Growth Over One Semester 15 
Growth from Combined 
Experiences 

6 
 

Continued Growth 7 
A Lot More to Grow 
  

2 

No Growth from MRS 5 
Limitation to Growth 
  

2 
(Continued) 
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General Theme Sub-Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
MRS   Barriers MRS Classroom is not a Real 

Classroom 
10 

 
Avatars Students are not Real 
Students 

14 
 

Limitations of MRS Avatars 21 
Gauging Prior Knowledge 2 
Purpose Disconnect 9 
Avatar Predictability 2 
Felt MRS not Relevant to Content 
Area 

21 
 

Age Level Disconnect 11 
Wants - Avatar Mobility Around 
Classroom 

2 
 

Wants - Different Grade Level 
Options in MRS 

2 
 

Wants - More Avatars 2 
Wants - Group Work Options 1 
Wants - More Realistic Looking 
Avatars 
  

1 
 

Be the 
Teacher 
or 
Mastery 

  Be the Teacher 3 
Confirmation of Field 5 
Practice Teaching 
 

10 

Teaching 
Skills 

Planning 17 
Planning for MRS 18 
Practice for MRS 4 
Questioning 11 
Reflective 6 
Timing 6 
Professionalism 3 
Connection Between Future 
Classroom and MRS 

10 
 

Connection Between Teaching 
Skills and MRS 
  

3 
 

 (Continued) 
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General Theme Sub-Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
MRS Be the 

Teacher 
or 
Mastery 

 Feel for 
Teaching 

Feel for Teaching 9 
Comfort with being Observed 9 
Being in the Front of the 
Classroom 

12 
 

Presence in the Classroom 5 
Teacher Voice 3 
Public Speaking 4 
Identify Areas of Self 
Improvement 

4 
 

Learn from Mistakes 4 
Negative to Positive Experiences 5 
Classroom Ownership 1 
Positive Experience 9 
Connection Between Personally 
Teaching and MRS 

9 
 

Success in the Field 
  

3 

Classroom 
Manage- 
ment 

Classroom Management 15 
Establishing Rules and 
Procedures 

4 
 

Control over Classroom 12 
Anticipate Behaviors 4 
Redirect Students 
  

4 

Relation- 
ship with 
Students 

Build Relationships with Students 6 
Working with Varying 
Personalities 

14 
 

Communication with Students 13 
Observing Avatar Behaviors 
  

11 

Thinking 
on Your 
Feet 

Thinking on Your Feet 13 
Adapt to Different Situations 4 
Handle Various Situations 8 
Re-evaluate 1 
Thinking Outside the Box 
  

4 
 (Continued) 
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General Theme Sub-Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
MRS Be the 

Teacher 
or 
Mastery 

 Resilient Persevere 11 
Struggle 6 
Lesson Not Going as Planned 4 
Not Knowing What to Do 1 
Not Knowing What to Say 2 
Unable to Handle Classroom 2 
Unprepared 5 
Caught Off Guard 6 
Outside Effects Inside 
  

2 

Becoming 
the 
Teacher 
Growth 

MRS More Comfortable with 
Teaching Ability 

43 
 

Ability to Handle Situations 
Increased Over Time 

7 
 

Growth, Building Relationships 1 
More Prepared for Future Lessons 
  

4 

Barriers Music 
Majors 

Lack of Communication Between 
Music and Edb Programs 

6 
 

MRS Concepts Covered in Intro 
to Music Ed 

5 
 

Music Majors - Suggested 
Improvements to MRS 

13 
 

Music Majors Pressed for Time 3 
Music Majors vs Traditional 
Classrooms 

10 
 

Need Different Requirements for 
Music Majors 
  

4 
 

PLCc Peer 
Observation 
or Second- 
hand 

Learning 
from Peers 

Learning from Peers Experiences 32 
Pulling Ideas from Watching 
Peers 

21 
 

Observing Different Teaching 
Styles 

29 
 

Observing Others Thinking on 
Their Feet 

1 
 

Classroom Management 2 
Observing How Others Prepared 1 
Observing Peer Difficulties 
  

6 

Reflection Observe and Adapt 15 
Reflection on Self and Others 3 
Observe and Reflect on Self 9 
See Yourself in Others 7 
Observing Others Prepares Self 
  

3 

 (Continued) 
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General Theme Sub-Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
MRS PLC Cohort 

Comfort 
Cohort 
Comfort 

Cohort Comfort 3 
Giving Feedback 5 
Support Group 1 
All in this Together 7 
Discussing MRS with Peers 17 
Discussing Teaching Strategies 6 
Discussing Experiences within 
MRS 
  

7 
 

Coaching 
or Peer 
Encourage-
ment 

Feedback Getting Feedback 39 
Feedback from Professor 16 
1:1 Coaching 9 
Feedback from In-Service 
Teacher 

2 
 

In-service Professor 
  

4 

Feedback from Peers 14 
Peer Encouragement 4 
Varying Points of View 2 
Non-Judgmental 2 
Feedback from Avatar Students 1 
Outside Perspective 6 
In-service Professor 4 
Discuss with In-Service Teacher 
  

3 

Getting 
ideas from 
Feedback 

Getting Ideas from Feedback 7 
Pulling Ideas from Others 
Feedback to Peers 
  

8 

Identify 
Strengths 
and 
Weaknesses 
(from 
Feedback) 

Identify Strengths and 
Weaknesses 

9 

Identify Areas of Improvement 9 
Identify Areas of Strengths 3 
Asking for Help 5 
Changed Behavior 24 
Attempt New Strategies 3 
Reinforced Positive Experience 
  

3 

Growth… Feedback Helps Growth 
  

1 
(Continued) 
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General Theme Sub-Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
MRS PLC Coaching 

or Peer 
Encourage-
ment 

Wants 
More 
Feedback 

Wants More Feedback 5 
Less Feedback than in Previous 
Semesters 

2 

Wants More Critiques 4 
No Feedback Due to Time 
Constraints 

6 

Does Not Remember Feedback 2 
Class Size 3 
Feedback Not Specific 3 
Wants Honest Feedback 1 
Looking For Solutions 1 
Contradicting Feedback 2 
Does Not Believe Feedback 1 
Class Size 3 
Wants - One-on-One Feedback 3 
Wants - Written Feedback 
  

3 
 
aMRS refers to the mixed reality simulation experience.  bEd refers to the education department.  cPLC refers to the professional learning 
community.   
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Table W.4 

Emotions or Stressors: Initial Second Cycle Student Participant Interview Codes 

General Theme Sub-Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Emotions 
or 
Stressors 

  Obserav-
tions and 
Emotions  

Being Observed Increased 
Emotional Response 

18 
 

Comfort Being Observed 
Increased Over Time 

5 
 

Peers Observing Provide Comfort 4 
The First Time Using MRSa 21 
Observing Others Increases 
Emotional Response 

9 
 

Prefers Less Observers 8 
Discussing MRS with Professor 2 
Knew What to Expect From MRS 2 
Put Pressure on Self to Succeed 1 
The Myth of MRS 10 
Hearing Negative Experiences 6 
Fear of the Unknown 1 
Avatar Non-Compliance Turn Up 10 
Pressure from Outside Observers 
  

6 

Emotions 
While 
Teaching 

Keep the Outside, Outside 1 
Emotions Lead to Loss of Control 1 
How to Remain Calm, In Control 1 
Body Language 
  

3 

Interested in Learning Techniques 
to Handle Emotions 

28 
 

Not Interested in Learning 
Emotional Strategies 
  

2 
 

Emotional 
Growth 

Comfort Level Increased 3 
Increased Confidence Over Time 14 
Less Nervous Over Time 
  

12 

Limitation Strategies to Handle Emotions 
  

3 

In-Service Teacher Discussions 2 
Not Focused on Emotions 3 
Discussed Emotions No Strategies 
  

15 

Emotions Discussed Based on 
Specific Situations 
  

11 
 

Emotions Not Discussed 
  

14 
 
aMRS refers to the mixed reality simulation experience.    
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Table W.5 

Potential Outliers: Initial Second Cycle Student Participant Interview Codes 

General Theme Sub-Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Potential 
Outliers 

   Negative Experience 2 
Feel like a Failure 1 
Negative View of MRSa 2 
Discussing MRS with Friends and 
Family 

8 
 

Avatar Stereotypes 2 
Flexibility of Avatars 1 
Mixed Feelings on MRS 5 
Wanted More Content in MRS 3 
Wants MRS Sessions to be More 
Challenging 

4 
 

Lack of Communication Between 
Professors 

1 
 

MRS are Non-Graded 2 
MRS Can be Repetitive 1 
Supported by Edb Program 1 
Lack of Support for Music Ed 
Students 

3 
 

Confusion 1 
MRS Teaches How to Handle 
Emotions 

1 
 

Intimidated by Peer Feedback 1 
Indifferent to Fishbowlc 
Environment 
  

4 
 

 
aMRS refers to the mixed reality simulation experience.  bEd refers to the education department.  cFishbowl refers to the terminology used 
by students and faculty at Normal University to describe the observational aspect of the professional learning community. 
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Appendix X 

Initial Second Cycle Observation Codes 
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Initial Second Cycle Observation Codes 

Table X.1 

Be the Teacher: Initial Second Cycle Observation Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Be the Teacher  Behavior Management Technique 39 

Check for Understanding 9 
Connects to Previous Lesson 5 
Content Knowledge 4 
Controls Behavior 8 
Corrects Behavior 44 
Engagement 11 
Handles Avatar Pushback 20 
Ignores Behavior 7 
Lesson Structure 37 
Positive Environment 8 
Prepared 6 
Prior Knowledge 1 
Researcher Observed Emotions 51 
Teaching Strategies 51 
Redirect Students 11 
Caught Off Guard 1 
Establishing Rules and Procedures 5 
Handle Various Situations 
  

5 

Learning from Peers Experiences 
  

1 

Mastery - Anticipate Behaviors 2 
Mastery - Build Relationships with Students 51 
Mastery - Classroom Management 10 
Mastery - Communication with Students 3 
Mastery - Control over Classroom 19 
Mastery - Negative Experience Turned 
Positive 

2 
 

Mastery - Persevere 2 
Mastery - Questioning 19 
Mastery - Struggle 5 
Mastery - Thinking on Your Feet 6 
MRSa - Forget Surroundings 1 
MRS - Purpose Disconnect 1 
Not Knowing What to Do 
  

2 
(Continued) 
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Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Be the Teacher  Pause - Did Not Know What to Say 1 

Pause - Feedback While Paused 10 
Pause - Improvement Post-Pause 7 
Pause - Lost Place 3 
Pause - Paused Classroom 10 
Pause - Should Have Paused but Did Not 
  

2 

Pause - Unexpected Avatar Behavior 2 
Pause – Unprepared 
  

1 

Self - Lesson Structure 6 
Self - Planning and Preparedness 26 
Self - Relationship with Avatars 5 
Self - Self Described Growth 21 
Self - Teaching Strategies 36 
Self - Took Advice 
  

4 

Teacher Voice 43 
Unprepared 
  

3 
 
Note. Categories were not assigned by the researcher at this stage of data analysis. 
aMRS refers to the mixed reality simulation experience. 
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Table X.2 

Coaching: Initial Second Cycle Observation Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Coaching  Professor - Behavior Management 40 

Professor - Content Knowledge 6 
Professor - Lesson Structure 16 
Professor - No feedback 10 
Professor - Non-Specific Feedback 13 
Professor - Observed Change in Behavior 7 
Professor - Planning and Preparedness 14 
Professor - Relationship with Avatars 22 
Professor - Teaching Strategies 72 
Professor - Took Advice 
  

3 
 
Note. Categories were not assigned by the researcher at this stage of data analysis. 
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Table X.3 

Connection: Initial Second Cycle Observation Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Connection  Connection Between Fieldwork Experience 

and MRSa 
2 
 

Connection Between Future Classroom and 
MRS 
  

4 
 

 
Note. Categories were not assigned by the researcher at this stage of data analysis. 
aMRS refers to the mixed reality simulation experience. 
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Table X.4 

Feedback: Initial Second Cycle Observation Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Feedback  Feedback Not Directly Following 35 

No Specific Feedback 
  

15 
 
Note. Categories were not assigned by the researcher at this stage of data analysis. 
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Table X.5 

Limitations: Initial Second Cycle Observation Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Limitations  Avatar Stereotypes 1 

Gauging Prior Knowledge 3 
Limitations of MRSa Avatars 5 
Time Issues 15 
Unclear Expectations 
  

6 
 
Note. Categories were not assigned by the researcher at this stage of data analysis. 
aMRS refers to the mixed reality simulation experience. 
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Table X.6 

Peer Observation and Peer Feedback: Initial Second Cycle Observation Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Peer 
Observation and 
Peer Feedback 

 Observe and Reflect on Self 
  

1 

Peer - Behavior Management 34 
Peer - Content Knowledge 6 
Peer - Control of Classroom 11 
Peer - General Encouragement 7 
Peer - Lesson Structure 10 
Peer - No Feedback 27 
Peer - Non-Specific Feedback 3 
Peer - Observed Change in Behavior 6 
Peer - Planning and Preparedness 6 
Peer - Relationship with Avatars 19 
Peer - Teaching Strategies 
  

58 

Pulling Ideas from Watching Peers 1 
See Yourself in Others 1 
Social - Cohort Comfort 
  

3 
 
Note. Categories were not assigned by the researcher at this stage of data analysis. 
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Table X.7 

Stressors: Initial Second Cycle Observation Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Stressors  Being Observed Increased Emotional 

Response 
  

1 
 

Body Language 24 
Mastery - Presence in the Classroom 
  

42 

Peer - Presence-Body Language-Emotions 
  

18 

Professor - Presence-Body 
Language-Emotions 
  

25 
 

Self - Presence-Body Language-Emotions 
  

16 

Stress - Discussed but No Strategies 9 
Stress - Discussed with Strategies 5 
Stress - Not Discussed 
  

62 
 
Note. Categories were not assigned by the researcher at this stage of data analysis. 
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Table X.8 

Researcher Notes: Initial Second Cycle Observation Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Researcher 
Notes 

 Good Quotesa 18 
Bracketb - Negative Stance 2 
Bracket - Gestures 1 
Bracket - Over Critical 1 
Bracket - Unnecessary Comment 1 
Bracket - Sassy 
  

2 
 
Note. Categories were not assigned by the researcher at this stage of data analysis. 
aGood quotes refers to a researcher created code that aided the researcher in structuring Chapter Four.  bBracket refers to a researcher 
created code that aided the researcher in bracketing (Creswell, 2013) his own thoughts. 
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Appendix Y 

Initial Second Cycle Professional Interview Codes 
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Initial Second Cycle Professional Interview Codes 

Table Y.1 

Education Program as a Whole: Initial Second Cycle Professional Interview Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Education 
Program as a 
Whole 

MRSa is Part of 
Course 

MRS is Part of Course 6 
Developing PSTb Mind Set 6 
Teaching Style 9 
Modeling Teaching Strategies 5 
Discussing MRS in Class 9 
Preparing PST for MRS 5 
Balance Between MRS and Course Content 
  

5 

Big Picture Big Picture 9 
Connecting MRS and Course 8 
Connecting MRS and Real Classroom 6 
Connect MRS to Fieldwork 5 
Connection Between MRS and HLTPc 3 
Connection Between Course and HLTP 2 
Connecting Between Course and Fieldwork 
  

2 

The Future of 
MRS 

The Future of MRS 12 
Suggestion to Improve MRS Experience 16 
Additional Variety for MRS Sessions 9 
Peer - The Myth of MRS 3 
Stereotypes 4 
Challenges 1 
Music Majors 
  

1 

Class Size 
Effects MRS 
Timing 

Class size Effects MRS timing 8 
Professor Wants More Time for Coaching 2 
PST Want More Time in MRS 2 
Number of Sessions 
  

1 
 

aMRS refers to the mixed reality simulation experience.  bPST refers to pre-service teacher.  cHLTP refers to high-leverage teaching 
practices employed in each specific course utilized within the present study. 
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Table Y.2 

Professorial Coaching: Initial Second Cycle Professional Interview Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Professorial 
Coaching 

Professional 
Coaching 

Professional Coaching 13 
Feedback 11 
PSTa Using Feedback 6 
PST Comfort Being Observed 1 
Helping PST Work Through Negative 
Experiences 

3 
 

PST Focuses on Negatives 2 
Professor is part of MRSb Experience 2 
Relationship Between Professor and PST 
  

1 

Emotional 
Counseling 

Emotional Counseling 5 
Discussing PST Emotions 9 
PST Body Language 2 
Presence and Voice 3 
Emotional Strategies Not Directly Taught 4 
Need for More Emotional Strategies 
  

2 

Creating a 
Supportive and 
Safe 
Environment 

Creating a Supportive and Safe Environment 7 
Peer - Fishbowlc 7 
Observing Peers 7 
Learning from Peers 13 
PST Becoming Peer Coaches 
  

2 
 

aPST refers to pre-service teacher.  bMRS refers to the mixed reality simulation experience.  cFishbowl refers to the terminology used by 
students and faculty at Normal University to describe the observational aspect of the professional learning community. 
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Table Y.3 

Experiential Learning: Initial Second Cycle Professional Interview Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Experiential 
Learning 

Experiential 
Learning 

Experiential Learning 6 
Practice Teaching 4 
Realistic View of Teaching 7 
MRSa Helps Determine if PSTb in Correct 
Field 

6 
 

MRS Prepares PST for Future Classroom 1 
PST Success with MRS 1 
Pause - Pause Classroom 12 
Pause - Unexpected Avatar Behavior 4 
Understanding the purpose of MRS 
  

2 

PST Learning 
Teaching Skills 
Through MRS 

PST Learning Teaching Skills Through MRS 8 
Problem Solving in the Moment 8 
PST Reflective Practitioners 4 
PST Finding Strengths 1 
Creativity 5 
PST Establishing Classroom Environment 4 
PST Discovering Patterns in Student 
Behavior 

3 
 

PST Learning Avatar Behavior 
  

8 
 

aMRS refers to the mixed reality simulation experience.  bPST refers to pre-service teacher. 
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Table Y.4 

Observed Pre-service Teacher Growth: Initial Second Cycle Professional Interview Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Observed PSTa 
Growth 

Observed PST 
Growth 

Observed Student Growth 17 
More Confidence 9 
Increased Self-Efficacy 6 
Pre/Post MRSb 1 
Improved Quality of Work by PST 
  

1 
 

aPST refers to pre-service teacher.  bMRS refers to the mixed reality simulation experience. 
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Table Y.5 

Potential Outliers: Initial Second Cycle Professional Interview Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Potential 
Outliers 

Negative 
Experience 

Professor Bias 1 
Observations in the Field 
  

4 
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Appendix Z 

Second Cycle Theme and Categories with Respect to First Cycle Codes 
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Second Cycle Theme and Categories with Respect to First Cycle Codes 
 

Table Z.1 

Growth: Categories with Respect to First Cycle Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Growth 
  

Growth Over 
Time 
  

Growth Over Multiple Semesters (SPa) 
 

14 
 

Self-Described 
Growth 

Growth Over One Semester (SP) 15 
Growth from Combined Experiences (SP) 6 
Continued Growth (SP) 7 
A Lot More to Grow (SP) 
  

2 

No Growth from MRSb (SP) 5 
Limitation to Growth (SP) 
  

2 

Self - Self Described Growth (obs.c) 
  

21 

Observed PSTd 
Growth 

Observed Student Growth (PPe) 17 
More Confidence (PP) 9 
Increased Self-Efficacy (PP) 6 
Pre/Post MRS (PP) 1 
Improved Quality of Work by SP (PP) 
  

1 

Researcher - Observed Change in Behavior 
(obs.) 
  

14 
 

 

aSP refers to student participants.  bMRS refers to the mixed reality simulation experience.  cObs. refers to researcher observed within the 
mixed reality simulation video recordings.  dPST refers to pre-service teacher.  ePP refers to professional participants. 
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Table Z.2 

Mastery Experiences: Categories with Respect to First Cycle Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Mastery 
Experiences: 
Be the Teacher 

Be the Teacher Be the Teacher (SPa) 3 
Confirmation of Field (SP) 5 
Practice Teaching (SP) 10 
MRSb Comfort - Teaching Ability (SP) 
  

43 

Experiential Learning (PPc) 6 
Practice Teaching (PP) 
  

4 

Teaching Skills Planning (SP) 17 
Planning for MRS (SP) 18 
Practice for MRS (SP) 4 
Questioning (SP) 11 
Reflective (SP) 6 
Timing (SP) 6 
Professionalism (SP) 3 
Connections - Future Classroom, MRS (SP) 10 
Connections - Teaching Skills, MRS (SP) 
  

3 

More Prepared for Future Lessons (SP) 4 
Preparedness - Notes (obs.d) 49 
Preparedness - Props and Visuals (obs.) 14 
Planning for MRS (obs.) 16 
Check for Understanding (obs.) 9 
Connects to Previous Lesson (obs.) 5 
Content Knowledge (obs.) 4 
Prepared (obs.) 6 
Teaching Strategies (obs.) 51 
Engagement (obs.) 11 
Lesson Structure (obs.) 37 
Mastery - Questioning (obs.) 
  

19 

Self - Lesson Structure (obs.) 6 
Self - Planning and Preparedness (obs.) 26 
Self - Teaching Strategies (obs.) 
  

36 

SP Reflective Practitioners (PP) 4 
Creativity (PP) 5 
SP Learns Teaching Skills via MRS (PP) 8 
Prior Knowledge (obs.) 1 
Self - Content Knowledge (obs.) 1 
MRS Prepares SP for Future Classroom (PP) 
  

1 

 (Continued) 
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Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Mastery 
Experiences: 
Be the Teacher 

Feel for 
Teaching 

Feel for Teaching (SP) 9 
Comfort with being Observed (SP) 9 
Being in the Front of the Classroom (SP) 12 
Presence in the Classroom (SP) 5 
Teacher Voice (SP) 3 
Public Speaking (SP) 4 
Identify Areas of Self Improvement (SP) 4 
Learn from Mistakes (SP) 4 
Negative Experience Turned Positive (SP) 5 
Classroom Ownership (SP) 1 
Positive Experience (SP) 9 
Connection Between Personally Teaching 
and MRS (SP) 
  

9 
 

Teacher Voice (obs.) 43 
Mastery - Negative Experience Turned 
Positive (obs.) 
  

2 
 

Realistic View of Teaching (PP) 7 
MRS Helps Determine if PSTe in Correct 
Field (PP) 
  

6 
 

SP Finding Strengths (PP) 
  

1 

Classroom 
Management 

Success in the Field (SP) 3 
Classroom Management (SP) 15 
Establishing Rules and Procedures (SP) 4 
Control over Classroom (SP) 12 
Anticipate Behaviors (SP) 
  

4 

Controls Behavior (obs.) 8 
Corrects Behavior (obs.) 44 
Ignores Behavior (obs.) 7 
Establishing Rules and Procedures (obs.) 5 
Mastery - Anticipate Behaviors (obs.) 2 
Mastery - Classroom Management (obs.) 10 
Mastery - Control over Classroom (obs.) 19 
Self - Behavior Management (obs.) 9 
Redirect Students (SP) 4 
Redirect Students (obs.) 
  

11 

 (Continued) 
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Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Mastery 
Experiences: 
Be the Teacher 

Relationship with 
Students 

Build Relationships with Students (SP) 6 
Working with Varying Personalities (SP) 14 
Communication with Students (SP) 
  

13 

Growth with Building Relationships (SP) 1 
Behavior Management Technique (obs.) 39 
Mastery - Build Relationships with Students 
(obs.) 

51 
 

Mastery - Communication with Students 
(obs.) 
  

3 
 

SP Establishes Classroom Environment (PP) 4 
SP Discovers Avatar Behavior Patterns (PP) 3 
SP Learning Avatar Behavior (PP) 
  

8 

Self - Relationship with Avatars (obs.) 
  

5 

Thinking on 
Your Feet 

Observing Avatar Behaviors (SP) 11 
Thinking on Your Feet (SP) 13 
Adapt to Different Situations (SP) 4 
Handle Various Situations (SP) 8 
Re-evaluate (SP) 
  

1 

Mastery - Thinking on Your Feet (obs.) 6 
Handle Various Situations (obs.) 5 
Ability to Handle Situations Increased Over 
Time (SP) 

7 
 

Handles Avatar Pushback (obs.) 
  

20 

Problem Solving in the Moment (PP) 8 
Thinking Outside the Box (SP) 
  

4 

Resilient Persevere (SP) 11 
Struggle (SP) 6 
Lesson Not Going as Planned (SP) 4 
Not Knowing What to Do (SP) 1 
Not Knowing What to Say (SP) 2 
Unable to Handle Classroom (SP) 2 
Unprepared (SP) 5 
Caught Off Guard (SP) 6 
Outside Effects Inside (SP) 
  

2 

Unprepared (obs.) 3 
Mastery - Struggle (obs.) 5 
Mastery - Persevere (obs.) 2 
Caught Off Guard (obs.) 1 
Not Knowing What to Do (obs.) 
  

2 

 (Continued) 
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Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Mastery 
Experiences: 
Be the Teacher 

Safe Overall Experience of MRS (SP) 5 
Safe Learning Environment (SP) 15 
Forget Surroundings (SP) 14 
Experiment with Different Strategies (SP) 3 
Each Session is Different (SP) 
  

3 

MRS - Forget Surroundings (obs.) 
  

1 

Pause the 
Classroom 

Pause - Collect Thoughts (SP) 4 
Pause - Did Not Go as Planned (SP) 2 
Pause - Did Not Know What to Say (SP) 3 
Pause - Didn’t Know How to Handle 
Situation (SP) 

3 
 

Pause - Lost Control (SP) 3 
Pause - Lost Place (SP) 3 
Pause - Unexpected Avatar Behavior (SP) 4 
Pause - Unpaused and Success (SP) 5 
Pause - Unprepared (SP) 2 
Pause - Wanted to Pause but Didn’t (SP) 
  

5 

Pause - Did Not Know What to Say (obs.) 1 
Pause - Feedback While Paused (obs.) 10 
Pause - Improvement Post-Pause (obs.) 7 
Pause - Lost Place (obs.) 3 
Pause - Paused Classroom (obs.) 10 
Pause - Should Have Paused but Did Not 
(obs.) 

2 
 

Pause - Unexpected Avatar Behavior (obs.) 2 
Pause - Unprepared (obs.) 
  

1 

Pause - Pause Classroom (PP) 12 
Pause - Unexpected Avatar Behavior (PP) 
  

4 

Limitations to 
Connections 

Difference Between Courses (SP) 4 
Unclear Expectations (SP) 12 
Online - Hybrid Class Limitations (SP) 6 
Prefers In-person to Hybrid-Online (SP) 
  

2 

Unclear Expectations (obs.) 
  

6 

Wants - Wants Coursework Tailored towards 
MRS More (SP) 

2 
 

Wants - Access to Recordings (SP) 5 
Wants - Watching Examples to Learn Ideas 
(SP) 
  

1 
 

 (Continued) 
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Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Mastery 
Experiences: 
Be the Teacher 

Timing and 
Schedule 

Prefers Scheduling of MRS During Class 
Time (SP) 

13 
 

Scheduled Time of MRS Sessions (SP) 7 
Timing Between MRS Sessions (SP) 7 
Timing Within MRS Session (SP) 6 
Too Much MRS (SP) 3 
Wants More MRS Sessions (SP) 
  

6 

Time Issues (obs.) 
  

15 

Barriers MRS Classroom is not a Real Classroom (SP) 10 
Avatars Students are not Real Students (SP) 14 
Limitations of MRS Avatars (SP) 21 
Gauging Prior Knowledge (SP) 2 
Purpose Disconnect (SP) 9 
Avatar Predictability (SP) 2 
Felt MRS not Relevant to Content Area (SP) 21 
Age Level Disconnect (SP) 11 
(Music) Lack of Communication Between 
Music and Edf Programs (SP) 

6 
 

(Music) MRS Concepts Covered in Intro to 
Music Ed (SP) 

5 
 

(Music) Music Majors - Suggested 
Improvements to MRS (SP) 

13 
 

(Music) Music Majors Pressed for Time (SP) 3 
(Music) Music Majors vs Traditional 
Classrooms (SP) 

10 
 

(Music) Need Different Requirements for 
Music Majors (SP) 
  

4 
 

Avatar Stereotypes (obs.) 1 
Gauging Prior Knowledge (obs.) 3 
Limitations of MRS Avatars (obs.) 
  

5 

MRS - Purpose Disconnect (obs.) 1 
Understanding the purpose of MRS (PP) 
  

2 

Wants - Avatar Mobility Around Classroom 
(SP) 

2 
 

Wants - Different Grade Level Options in 
MRS (SP) 

2 
 

Wants - More Avatars (SP) 2 
Wants - More Group Work Options (SP) 1 
Wants - More Realistic Looking Avatars (SP) 
  

1 
 

aSP refers to student participants.  bMRS refers to the mixed reality simulation experience.  cPP refers to professional participants.  dObs. 
refers to researcher observed within the mixed reality simulation video recordings.  ePST refers to pre-service teacher.  fEd refers to the 
education department.    
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Table Z.3 

Secondhand Experiences: Categories with Respect to First Cycle Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Secondhand 
Experiences: 
Learning from 
Peers 

Learning from 
Peers 

Learning from Peers Experiences (SPa) 32 
Pulling Ideas from Watching Peers (SP) 21 
Observing Different Teaching Styles (SP) 29 
Observing Others Thinking on Their Feet 
(SP) 

1 
 

Classroom Management (SP) 2 
Observing How Others Prepared (SP) 1 
Observing Peer Difficulties (SP) 
  

6 

Observing Peers (PPb) 7 
Learning from Peers (PP) 13 
Peers - Fishbowlc (PP) 
  

7 

Time Observing (SP) 3 
Actively Observing (SP) 
  

1 

Learning from Peers Experiences (obs.d) 
  

1 

Secondhand - Observing Others Thinking on 
Their Feet (obs.) 
  

1 
 

Reflection Observe and Adapt (SP) 15 
Reflection on Self and Others (SP) 3 
Observe and Reflect on Self (SP) 9 
See Yourself in Others (SP) 7 
Observing Others Prepares Self (SP) 
  

3 

Observe and Reflect on Self (obs.) 1 
Pulling Ideas from Watching Peers (obs.) 1 
See Yourself in Others (obs.) 
  

1 
 

aSP refers to student participants.  bPP refers to professional participants.  cFishbowl refers to the terminology used by students and faculty at 
Normal University to describe the observational aspect of the professional learning community.  dObs. refers to researcher observed within 
the mixed reality simulation video recordings. 
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Table Z.4 

Social Encouragement: Categories with Respect to First Cycle Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Social 
Encouragement: 
Peer and Expert 
Coaching 

Feedback Getting Feedback (SPa) 39 
Varying Points of View (SP) 2 
Non-Judgmental (SP) 2 
Feedback from Avatar Students (SP) 1 
Outside Perspective (SP) 6 
Discussing MRSb with In-Service Teachers 
(SP) 

3 
 

Getting Ideas from Feedback (SP) 7 
Get Ideas from Others Feedback to Peers (SP) 8 
Identify Strengths and Weaknesses (SP) 9 
Identify Areas of Improvement (SP) 9 
Identify Areas of Strengths (SP) 3 
Asking for Help (SP) 5 
Changed Behavior (SP) 24 
Attempt New Strategies (SP) 3 
Feedback Reinforces Positive Experience (SP) 
  

3 

Feedback Helps Growth (SP) 
  

1 

Wants More Feedback (SP) 5 
Less Feedback than Previous Semesters (SP) 2 
Wants More Critiques (SP) 4 
No Feedback Due to Time Constraints (SP) 6 
Does Not Remember Feedback (SP) 2 
Class Size (SP) 3 
Feedback Not Specific (SP) 3 
Wants Honest Feedback (SP) 1 
Looking for Solutions (SP) 1 
Contradicting Feedback (SP) 2 
Does Not Believe Feedback (SP) 
  

1 

Feedback Not Directly Following (obs.c) 35 
No Specific Feedback (obs.) 
  

15 

Wants - One-on-One Feedback (SP) 3 
Wants - Written Feedback (SP) 
  

3 

Self - Took Advice (obs.) 
  

4 

 (Continued) 
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Theme Category First Cycle Code f 

Social 
Encouragement: 
Peer and Expert 
Coaching 

Professorial 
Coaching 

Feedback from Professor (SP) 16 
1:1 Coaching (SP) 9 
Feedback from In-Service Teacher (SP) 2 
In-service Professor (SP) 4 
Professor - Behavior Management (obs.) 40 
Professor - Content Knowledge (obs.) 6 
Professor - Lesson Structure (obs.) 16 
Professor - No feedback (obs.) 10 
Professor - Non-Specific Feedback (obs.) 13 
Professor - Observed Change in Behavior 
(obs.) 

7 
 

Professor - Planning and Preparedness (obs.) 14 
Professor - Relationship with Avatars (obs.) 22 
Professor - Teaching Strategies (obs.) 72 
Professor - Took Advice (obs.) 
  

3 

Professor Coaching (PPd) 13 
Feedback (PP) 11 
SP Using Feedback (PP) 6 
SP Comfort Being Observed (PP) 1 
Helping PSTe Work Through Negative 
Experiences (PP) 

3 
 

SP Focuses on Negatives (PP) 2 
Professor is part of MRS Experience (PP) 2 
Relationship Between Professor and SP (PP) 
  

1 

Professor Not Part of MRS (SP) 
  

2 

Peer Coaching Feedback from Peers (SP) 14 
Peer Encouragement (SP) 
  

4 

PST Becoming Peer Coaches (PP) 
  

2 

Peer - Behavior Management (obs.) 34 
Peer - Content Knowledge (obs.) 6 
Peer - Control of Classroom (obs.) 11 
Peer - General Encouragement (obs.) 7 
Peer - Lesson Structure (obs.) 10 
Peer - No Feedback (obs.) 27 
Peer - Non-Specific Feedback (obs.) 3 
Peer - Observed Change in Behavior (obs.) 6 
Peer - Planning and Preparedness (obs.) 6 
Peer - Relationship with Avatars (obs.) 19 
Peer - Teaching Strategies (obs.) 
  

58 

 (Continued) 
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Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Social 
Encouragement: 
Peer and Expert 
Coaching 

Cohort Comfort Creating a Supportive and Safe Environment 
(PP) 

7 
 

Cohort Comfort (SP) 3 
Giving Feedback (SP) 5 
Support Group (SP) 1 
All in this Together (SP) 7 
Discussing MRS with Peers (SP) 17 
Discussing Teaching Strategies (SP) 6 
Discussing Experiences within MRS (SP) 
  

7 

Social - Cohort Comfort (obs.) 
  

3 
 

aSP refers to student participants.  bMRS refers to the mixed reality simulation experience.  cObs. refers to researcher observed within the 
mixed reality simulation video recordings.  dPP refers to professional participants.  ePST refers to pre-service teacher. 
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Table Z.5 

Managing Responses to Stressors: Categories with Respect to First Cycle Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Managing 
Responses to 
Stressors: 
Emotions While 
Teaching 

Feelings While 
Teaching 

The First Time Using MRS (SPa) 21 
Observing Others Increases Emotional 
Response (SP) 

9 
 

Discussing MRSb with Professor (SP) 2 
Knew What to Expect from MRS (SP) 2 
Putting Pressure on Yourself to Succeed (SP) 1 
The Myth of MRS (SP) 10 
Hearing Negative Experiences (SP) 6 
Fear of the Unknown (SP) 1 
Avatar Non-Compliance Turned Up (SP) 
  

10 

Researcher Observed Emotions (obs.c) 51 
Positive Environment (obs.) 
  

8 

Being Observed Being Observed Increased Emotional 
Response (SP) 

18 
 

Comfort Being Observed Increased Over 
Time (SP) 

5 
 

Peers Observing Provide Comfort (SP) 4 
Prefers Less Observers (SP) 8 
Outside Observers Increases Pressure (SP) 6 
Being Observed Increased Emotional 
Response (obs.) 
  

1 
 

(Continued) 
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Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Managing 
Responses to 
Stressors: 
Emotions While 
Teaching 

Managing 
Emotions 

Keep the Outside, Outside (SP) 1 
Emotions Lead to Loss of Control (SP) 1 
How to Remain Calm and In Control (SP) 1 
Body Language (SP) 3 
Mastery - Presence in the Classroom (obs.) 42 
Body Language (obs.) 24 
Peer - Presence-Body Language-Emotions 
(obs.) 

18 
 

Professor - Presence-Body 
Language-Emotions (obs.) 

25 
 

SP Body Language (PPd) 2 
Presence and Voice (PP) 3 
Self - Presence-Body Language-Emotions 
(obs.) 

16 
 

Interested in Learning Techniques to Handle 
Emotions (SP) 

28 
 

Not Interested in Learning Emotional 
Strategies (SP) 
  

2 
 

(Emotional Growth) Comfort Level Increased 
(SP) 

3 
 

(Emotional Growth) Increased Confidence 
Over Time (SP) 

14 
 

(Emotional Growth) Less Nervous Over Time 
(SP) 
  

12 
 

Emotional 
Counseling 

Strategies to Handle Emotions Discussed (SP) 3 
Discussed with In-Service Teacher (SP) 2 
Not Focused on Emotions (SP) 3 
Discussed Emotions but No Strategies (SP) 15 
Emotions Discussed Based on Specific 
Situations (SP) 

11 
 

Emotional Side of Teaching Not Discussed 
(SP) 

14 
 

Stress - Discussed, no Strategies (obs.) 9 
Stress - Discussed, Strategies (obs.) 5 
Emotional Counseling (PP) 5 
Discussing SP Emotions (PP) 9 
Emotional Strategies NOT Directly Taught 
(PP) 

4 
 

Need for More Emotional Strategies (PP) 
  

2 
 

aSP refers to student participants.  bMRS refers to mixed reality simulation experience.  cObs. refers to researcher observed within the mixed 
reality simulation video recordings.  dPP refers to professional participants. 
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Table Z.6 

Education Program as a Whole: Categories with Respect to First Cycle Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Education 
Program as a 
Whole 

MRS is Part of 
Course 

MRS is Part of Course (PPa) 6 
Developing PSTb Mind Set (PP) 6 
Teaching Style (PP) 9 
Modeling Teaching Strategies (PP) 5 
Discussing MRSc in Class (PP) 9 
Preparing PSTd For MRS (PP) 5 
Balance Between MRS and Course Content 
(PP) 
  

5 

Big Picture Big Picture (PP) 9 
Connection - MRS, Course (PP) 8 
Connection - MRS, Real Classroom (PP) 6 
Connection - MRS, Fieldwork (PP) 5 
Connection - MRS, HLTPe (PP) 3 
Connection - Course, HLTP (PP) 2 
Connection - Course, Fieldwork (PP) 2 
Connection - Coursework, MRS (SPf) 6 
Relationship - MRS, Course (SP) 22 
Relationship - MRS, Classroom (SP) 4 
Fieldwork Experience (SP) 8 
Connection - Fieldwork, MRS (SP) 20 
Connection - Work Experiences, MRS (SP) 5 
Observing Avatar Personalities in the Field 
(SP) 

9 

Lack of Connection (SP) 5 
Connection - Fieldwork, MRS (obs.g) 2 
Connection - Future Classroom, MRS (obs.) 
  

4 

The Future of 
MRS 

The Future of MRS (PP) 12 
Suggestion to Improve MRS Experience (PP) 16 
Additional Variety for MRS Sessions (PP) 9 
Peer - The Myth of MRS (PP) 3 
Stereotypes (PP) 4 
Challenges (PP) 1 
Music Majors (PP) 
  

1 
 (Continued) 
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Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Education 
Program as a 
Whole 

Class size 
Effects MRS 
timing 

Class size Effects MRS timing (PP) 8 
Professor Wants More Time for Coaching 
(PP) 

2 
 

SP Want More Time in MRS (PP) 2 
Number of Sessions (PP) 
  

1 
 

aPP refers to professional participants.  bPST refers to pre-service teacher.  cMRS refers to the mixed reality simulation experience.  dPST 
refers to pre-service teacher.  eHLTP refers to the high-leverage teaching practices employed in each specific course utilized within the 
present study.  fSP refers to student participants.  gObs. refers to researcher observed within the mixed reality simulation video recordings. 
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Table Z.7 

Potential Outliers: Categories with Respect to First Cycle Codes 

Theme Category First Cycle Code f 
Potential 
Outliers 

Negative 
Experience 

Negative Experience (SPa) 2 
Feel like a Failure (SP) 1 
Negative View of MRSb (SP) 2 
Discussing MRS with Friends and Family 
(SP) 

8 
 

Avatar Stereotypes (SP) 2 
Flexibility of Avatars (SP) 1 
Mixed Feelings on MRS (SP) 5 
Wanted More Content in MRS (SP) 3 
Wants MRS Sessions to be More Challenging 
(SP) 

4 
 

Lack of Communication Between Professors 
(SP) 

1 
 

MRS are Non-Graded (SP) 2 
MRS Can be Repetitive (SP) 1 
Supported by Edc Program (SP) 1 
Lack of Support for Music Ed Students (SP) 3 
Confusion (SP) 1 
MRS Teaches How to Handle Emotions (SP) 1 
Intimidated by Peer Feedback (SP) 1 
Indifferent to Fishbowld Environment (SP) 
  

4 

Prof Bias (PPe) 1 
Observations in the Field (PP) 
  

4 

PST Success with MRS (PP) 
  

1 
 

aSP refers to student participant.  bMRS refers to the mixed reality simulation experience.  cEd refers to the education department.  dFishbowl 
refers to the terminology used by students and faculty at Normal University to describe the observational aspect of the professional learning 
community.  ePP refers to professional participant. 
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Appendix AA 

Final Themes, Categories, Subcategories, and Additional Breakdowns 
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Final Themes, Categories, Subcategories, and Additional Breakdowns 

Table AA.1 

Theme 1: Being the Teacher 

Category Subcategory Additional Breakdown 
Enactive learning Feel for teaching  
 Realistic view of teaching  
 Learning from mistakes  
 Presence in the classroom 

  
 

 Pedagogical skills Planning 
  Questioning 
  Reflection 
  Time management 

  

 Safe learning environment  
 Teaching avatar students  
 Clean slate  
 Recognition of growth 

  
 

Problem solving in the 
moment. 

Caught off guard  
Classroom management  
Resilience 
  

 

Connecting with varied 
contexts. 

Relating to a physical classroom  
Relating to physical students  
Relating to fieldwork 
experiences 
  

 

Relating to coursework Integration 
 Lack of integration 

  

Relating to work experiences 
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Table AA.2 

Theme 2: Peer Observation 

Category Subcategory Additional Breakdown 
Vicarious learning Learning from peers’ 

experiences 
 

 Inspiring new ideas  
 Witnessing different strategies  
 Learning from in-service peers 

  
 

 Cautions Mimicry 
  Time spent observing 

  

Reflection Peer-assessment  
 Self-assessment 

  
 

Adaptation 
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Table AA.3 

Theme 3: Feedback 

Category Subcategory Additional Breakdown 
Giving and receiving 
feedback 

Outside perspective  
Feedback enables self-reflection  
Post feedback behavior 
modification 

 

Gaining ideas from feedback  
Secondhand feedback 
  

 

Feedback concerns Time restrictions 
 Additional forms 
 Course differences 

  

Feedback from varied 
experience levels 
  

 

Professorial feedback Planning to provide feedback  
 Professorial role within the PLC  
 Practicing K-12 professionals 

  
 

Peer feedback Discussing experiences with 
peers 

 

 Positive reinforcement  
 Peer encouragement  
 Commented growth  
 Connection to peers 
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Table AA.4 

Theme 4: Managing Emotions 

Category Subcategory Additional Breakdown 
Experiential learning 
environment 

First time using the simulation  
Avatar non-compliance  
Emotional presence and body 
language 

 

Outside effects inside  
Perseverance 
  

 

Emotional growth Increased confidence 
 Less nerves 
 Comfortable teaching 

  

Professional learning 
community 

The myth of mixed reality 
simulation 
  

 

Observational emotions Observing peers 
 Being observed 
 Cohort comfort 
 All in this together 

  

Emotional counseling Addressed 
 Acknowledged 
 Not attended to 
 Need for more 

  

Pause the classroom Reasons Unexpected avatar 
behavior 

  Not knowing what to 
say 

  Needing to collect 
thoughts 
  

 Paused experiences Maddy 
  Arianna 
  Chloe 
  Sahana 
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Triangulation of Data 
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Triangulation of Data 

 
 
Figure AB.1.  Triangulation of data.  This figure illustrates the triangulation of data collected 
with respect to the sense of self-efficacy among pre-service teachers. 
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Appendix AC 

Qualitative Audit for Mr. Erik M. Gundel 
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Qualitative Audit for Mr. Erik M. Gundel 

An audit of the qualitative aspect of Mr. Erik M. Gundel’s research study was 

conducted on March 6, 2018, by Emily Rhew, Ed.D.  Mr. Gundel met with Dr. Rhew to 

provide an overview of his research study, including data collection procedures and 

timelines, data analysis, and findings and recommendations.  Mr. Gundel began with an 

explanation of how he collected data from the participants and how said data were stored 

within the database.  Next, Mr. Gundel explained his coding process, including the 

development of initial codes through a detailed explanation of the first cycle coding process 

of the student participant interview data, mixed reality simulation observation data, and 

professional participant interview data utilizing the HyperRESEARCH computer software.  

Mr. Gundel next described the process of condensing the codes through a second cycle 

coding process, resulting in the creation of themes and categories, and finally the 

development of an overarching finding statement.  Dr. Rhew examined the first cycle codes 

via HyperRESEARCH, as well as the second cycle codes via Microsoft Excel documents.  

All coding appeared to be accurate with 100% agreement between the researcher and the 

auditor.  The data acquired from the interview process allowed for the research questions to 

be answered effectively and efficiently.  The conclusions and recommendations of this study 

were discussed, and this audit was completed successfully.  

 

        March 6, 2018   
Dr. Emily Rhew, Auditor     Date 
 
        March 6, 2018   
Erik M. Gundel, Researcher     Date 




